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·PREFACE 

I I ' 

Installation shots, Dada and Surrealism 
Reviewed, Hayward Gallery, 1978 (fig. 2) 

Few exhibitions in the Hayward Gallery's history have 

had such a long gestation, or so many working titles, as 

Undercover Surrealism. Its genesis can be traced back almost 30 

years, to the time of the rg78 exhibition Dada and Surrealism 

Reviewed, vvhich has proved to be a landmark show both in 

terms of the Hayward's exhibition history and for surrealist 

studies in general. Conceived by the late David Sylvester, 

who chaired the eminent exhibition committee including the 

then Hayward Director Joanna Drew, Roland Penrose, John 

Golding, Alan Bowness, Elizabeth Cowling and Dawn Ades 

(who was the principle author of the catalogue), this magiste

rial exhibition presented an unprecedented survey of the -

loosely defined - dada and surrealist movements structured 

around more than 40 of the main magazines and journals 

brought into being by their prime movers. 
The magazine DOCUMENTS only just made the cut in 

the rg78 exhibition, for reasons explained in the Introduction 

here; but its impact, and the response it provoked among the 

more committed of the exhibition's vast audience, was star

tlingly strong. A sense that DOCUMENTS, and its attendant 

art and ideas, merited an exhibition to itself has prevailed, in 

the 1ninds of key players, ever since. 
From that mon1ent to this there has been an elliptical 

progress of exhibition proposals and schemes in this broad 

and ever-important area, discussed at different times and 

with different Hayward Directors. In the late rg8os, 

Christopher Green and Dawn Ades proposed an exhibition 

on Cubism and Surrealism; this idea was received and 

explored with interest by the Hayward but was never formal

ly advanced. Ivieanwhile, Green and Ades developed a more 

focused proposal centred on the magazine DOCUiviENTS, 

which they put forward to the Hayward in rggs. This pro

posal was entitled Cubists, Surrealists and Others: The Dissident 

E)>e qf Georges Bataille. 
Their proposal, in essence, was to explore the full range 

of DOCUiviENTS' coverage of and attitude to the visual 

arts, in one of two possible ways. The first envisaged a focus 

on magic - a recurrent emphasis in DOCUMENTS taken to 

be a perverse response to enlightenment philosophy and a 

challenge to the surrealist notion of 'convulsive beauty'. The 

second concentrated on the material gathered in the maga

zine, and imagined an exhibition display that echoed the 

'collage' methodology through which it was presented in 

DOCUIVIENTS, as a means of contrasting the two distinct 

approaches to art, archaeology and anthropology advanced 

by its key protagonists, Georges Bataille and Carl Einstein. 

The idea of a project along these lines, dauntingly ambi

tious though it seemed, appealed to us on a number of 

counts. Iviemories of Dada and Surrealism Reviewed, though 

distant, still fired the imagination; and the Hayward's long

standing relationship with both of the proposers gave us con-

fidence in their ability to realise the project. In part in conse

quence of this relationship, the Hayward's reputation for 

mounting popular and critically acclaimed exhibitions in this 

area was established (for instance, the staging of L'Amourfou. 

Photograph)' and Surrealism in rg8s; Andre kfasson: Line Unleashed 

in 198 7; Salvador Dali: The Early 1ears in r 994; Art and Power: 

Europe under the Dictators 193o-1945 in rggs). The proposal also 

spoke to the Gallery's keen interest in exhibitions that cast 

new critical light on the most significant and familiar move

ments of twentieth-century art, and view the more well

known moments and movements of the past century from a 

fresh perspective. In addition, the project's scope and its aspi

ration to bring together diverse disciplines, to investigate 

areas and figures of intense - and growing- relevance and 

significance to conternporary art and artists, attracted us. 

Finally, and not least irnportantly, the very 'difficulty' of the 

project, the sheer exhibition-making challenge of juxtapos

ing, in real space and within one show, such diverse works 

and objects, words and ideas, and of conveying to the audi

ence the full richness and complexity of the visual and intel

lectual strategies of DOCUJ'viENTS, was compelling and, 

we felt, fitting to the Hayward's mission at its most daring. 

The Hayward brought the proposed exhibition tentative

ly into its forward plans; it was not until 2001, however, that 

the idea was developed further, this time by Dawn Ades, 

together with Fiona Bradley, then Exhibitions Curator at the 

Hayward and now Director of The Fruitmarket Gallery in 

Edinburgh. The project received further input in its earlier 

stages from Christopher Green but the exhibition as it has 

emerged is, principally, the collective responsibility of the 

three curators, Dawn Ades, Fiona Bradley and, since 2004, 

Simon Baker. Bake1; lecturer in the Art History Department 

at the University of Nottingham, brought to the project par

ticular expertise in relation to DOCUMENTS' attitudes to 

photography and popular culture -the fruits of new research 

undertaken while Gould Fellow at Princeton University. 

The proposal, post-2oor, has focused with increased clari

ty on the key figure of Georges Bataille, and his explicit 

stance as an 'enemy within' Surrealism, in opposition to 

Andre Breton's surrealist orthodoxy (The Enelll)' T1Vithin sur

vived as a working title for the exhibition longer than many). 

The extended period and process of developing the exhibi

tion has involved much new research, and occasioned some 

remarkable rediscoveries: the anamorphic painting of Saint 

AntOII)' qf Padua and t/ze IJifant]esus, the Ethiopian painting of 

The Legend qf the QJteen qf Sheba, and the Notre-Dame-de

Liesse passion bottles, to name just a few. 

The project has developed with a keen eye to the contem

porary urgency and relevance of Bataille's ideas, in particu

lar for visual artists and writers, but periodic notions of 

extending the territory of the exhibition itself to more recent 
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tin1es, and even to the present day, have, in the event, not 

taken hold. Nevertheless, Undercover Surrealism proposes itself 

as an exhibition that breaks new ground, in its research and 

its mounting, that casts apparently familiar artists and move

ments in new light, and that remains insistently alive, in the 

twenty-first century, rather than retiring politely to the shad

ows of the twentieth. 

vVe are, first and foremost, grateful to the curators, 

Professor Dawn Ades (University of Essex), Dr Simon Baker 

(University of Nottingham) and Dr Fiona Bradley, for steer

ing the project to fruition, and in so doing facing down all 

challenges and potential obstacles with persuasion, passion 

and zeal. vVe acknowledge the invaluable support of the 

University of Nottingham and the University of Essex, in 

affording research time to Dawn Ades and Simon Baker; 

and the AHRC Research Centre for Studies of Surrealism 

and its Legacies for its significant support of this publication. 

An ambitious project such as this relies to an extraordi

nary degree on the understanding and support of those who 

have lent works, as listed on p. g. 'We are enormously indebt

ed to these public and private institutions, and private collec

tors worldwide, for their generosity and commitment to the 

exhibition's purpose. 

In the course of researching and developing the project 

over the years we have been aided inestimably by many indi

viduals who have given freely of their tirne, expertise and 

ideas, as well as agreeing or helping to expedite loans to the 

exhibition. vVe thank in particular: John Alexander, Michel 

Amandry, Dirk Armstrong, Nigel Arthur, Sylvie Aubenas, 

IVIichelle Aubert, IVIathilde Avisseau-Broustet, Sarah Bacon, 

Robin Baker, Anne Baldassari, Julie Bataille, Agnes de la 

Beaumelle, Fran<;oise Bekus, Jose Berardo, Brigitte Berg, 

Eddie Berg, Marie-Laure Bernadac, Ernst Beyele1; Carla 

Bianchi, Armin Bienger, Hubert Boisselier, Lissant Bolton, 

Salima Boukris, Jocelyn Bouquillard, Sue Brcakell, Alastair 

Brotchie, Andrew Brown, Stuart Brown, Pierre Buisseret, 

Loed and .t·dia .van Bussel, Robert Butler, Richard 

Calvocoressi, Jean-Louis Capitaine, Jim Castne1; Nicolas 

Cendo, Catherine Chauchard, Jake Chaprnan, Catherine 

Clement, lVIonique Cohen, :tviichel Colardelle, Jill Cook, 

Antoine Coron, Elizabeth Cowling, Kathy Curry, Susan 

Davidson, Jan Debbaut, Kurt Delbanco, Lisa Dennison, 

Delphine Desveaux, Corinne Diserens, 1;Iichel Dhenin, 

Constance de 11Ionbrison, Dominique Dupuis l'Abbe,John 

Elderfield, Patrick Elliott, 11Iarianne Eve, Guillaume Fau, 

Evelyne Ferlay, Hermann Forkl, Hal Foster, Jacques 

Fraenkel, John Friede, :Marina Galletti, Bertrand-Pierre 

Galey, Gallimard, Amanda Geitner, Florence Giry, Krystyna 

Gmurzynska, Fiona Grisdale, Jan-Lodewijk Grootaers, 

Stania Guichard, Charles H. Hine III, Denis Hollier, 

Abdolmajid Hosseini-Rad, Rainer Hiiber, Carole Hubert, 
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Julie Hudson, Jean Jamin, Jean-Noel Jeanneney, ·william 

-Jeffett, EmmaJenkins, NicholaJohnson, ConorJoyce, Peter 

Junge, Serge Kakou, Adina Kamien,Jonathan King, Susan 

Kismaric, Rosalind Krauss, Thomas Krens,Jan Krugier and 

Ivlarie-Anne Krugier-Poniatowski, Christian Klemm., Viola 

Konig, ·wulf Kopke, ''Valburga Krupp, Andre Labarthe, 

V eronique Land)~ Rolf-Dieter Lavier, Brigitte Leal, Yves Le 

Fur, Nathalie Leman, Anne Leroux de Bretagne, Brigitte 

Lescure,Jeremy Lewison, Isabelle L'Hoi1~ Yulla andJacques 

Lipchitz Estate, Bill Ivlackinnon, Neil :MacGregm~ John 

:Mack, Jean-Pierre Ivlaggi, Jill rvlaggs, Jean-Hubert Ivlartin, 

Jacqueline :Martinet, Diego and Ivlarguerite ·Masson, Lili 

:Masson, :Marilyn :rvicCully, Jacques :Mercier, Ulril(e Ivleyer 

Stump, Thomas 1;fichel, Charles F. B. 11Iillel~ Frances 

:rvlorris,Jodi 1'Iyers, Tanja Nan~ 11Iichele Nicolini, Barbara 

O'Connm~ Stefanic Odenthal, Didier Ottinge1~ Nicole 

Ouvrard, Alfred Pacquement, Payam Parishanzadeh, 

Douglas 1'1. Parker, Birgit Pauksztat, Julie Pearce, Philippe 

Peltier, Patrick Perin, Harry Persaud, Yves Peyre, Geoffrey 

Pickup, Christine Pinault, Pribislav Pitoeff, Jean-11Iichel 

Place, Veronique Prat, Catherine Putz, Steven Nash, 

:Mathias Rastorfer, Gerard Regnier, 11Iichael Richardson, 

Donna Roberts, Eric Robertson, Brigitte Robin-Loiseau, 

Benedicte Rolland-Villemot, Vincent Rousseau, Paul Ryan, 

Sharareh Salehi, Alain Sayag, 11Iarkus Schindlbeck, Angela 

Schneider, Dieter Scholz, Didier Schulmann, Catherine 

Schwab, Nicholas Serota, Tomas Sharman, Ann Simpson, 

Janice Slater, Isabel Soares Alves, Sotheby's London, ''Verner 

Spies, Christopher Spring, Jonas Storsve, Jeanne-Yvette 

Sudour, 1'Iichael Taylor, Anne Umland, 11Iagali Vene, 

Marie-Paule Vial, Brigitte Vincens, Victoria and Albert 

1'Iuseum Archives, Francesca Volpe, Astrid Von Asten, Leslie 

''Vebstel~ Oliver ''Vick, Veronique ''Viesinge1~ Ann andJllrgen 

''Vilde, and Calvin ''Vinner. 
This publication has been expertly managed by Caroline 

''Vetherilt, assisted by James Dalrymple; we are grateful to 
them, to Adam Hooper for his sensitive and efficacious 

design, and to the authors: Dawn Ades, Simon Baker, Fiona 

Bradley, Neil Cox, Caroline Hancock, Denis Hollie1~ ''Villiam 

Jeffett, CFB Miller, Michael Richardson and Ian ''Valker. 

Thanks are due as well to Timothy Ades, Kryzysztof 

Fijalkowski, Susan de 11Iuth and 11Iichael Richardson for 

their translations. 
The installation at the Hayward has been designed with 

careful attention to the spirit and detail of the exhibition by 

Graham Simpson of Cube g, working with Bob Deakin of 

Exhibitbuild and in close consultation with the Gallery and 

tl1e exhibition's curators. The exhibition has been expertly lit 

by John Johnson of Lightwaves. The exhibition texts have 

been planned and edited by Helen Luckett (in consultation 

with the curators) and graphics designed by Adam Hooper. 

Assistance, advice and permissions in relation to the film 

component of the exhibition have been gratefully received 

from Archives fran<;aises du film, Contemporary Films, 

London, Eureka Entertainment Ltd, Films sans frontieres, 

Gaumont Pathe Archives, Granada International, 

Hollywood Classics, Les Documents Cinematographiques, 

The British Film Institute, The 1'Iachine Room, and ''Varner 

Brothers Clips Department. 
Over the course of the exhibition's development assis

tance has been given also by Ennna 11Iahony, Clare Carolin, 

Clare Hennessy, Stephanie Allen, Jacky Klein, Sandra 

1'Iarilia :rvlarques, Alice 1'Iotte, Constance Gounod, 

Alexandra Antonidou and Samantha Corsi. It has benefited 

from the active contributions of many of the Hayward 

Gallery's staff: Pam Griffin in the Archive; Helen Luckett, 

Sepake Angiama, Katie Arnold, Polly Brannan, Paul Green 

and N atasha Smith of the Public Programmes team; Alison 

Cole, Judith Holmes, Eleanor Bryson, Honor '1\Tilson

Fletcher and Helen Faulkner of Press and 11Iarketing; 

Imogen ''Vinte1~ Nick Rogers and Alison :Maun of the 

Registrar's Department; Karen ''Vhitehouse, Sarah Sawkins 

and Susan 1'1urphy of Development; Ben Davies of the 

Finance Department; and Keith Hardy, Mark King and all 

the installation team. 1'Iore widely at the South Bank Centre, 

the project has enjoyed the enthusiastic support of 11Iichael 

Lynch, Chief Executive, andJude Kelly, Artistic Director. In 

addition to the above-mentioned, I should signal two previ

ous Directors of the Hayward Gallery, Henry Ivleyric 

Hughes, who received and encouraged the proposal in 1995, 

and Susan Ferleger Brades, who formally commissioned it 

and continued to nurture the project until her departure in 

'2004. 

''Ve would also like to thank all South Bank Centre 

colleagues frmn various departments who have significantly 

contributed to our discussions regarding the ambitious pro

gramme of related events to be held during Undercover 

Surrealism, to Jane Quinn and Hannah Barry from Bolton & 

Quinn who co-ordinated a successful communication cam

paign, and to media partner The Guardian for their interest 

and involvement. 
Finally, I pay tribute to Caroline Hancock and Isabel 

Finch of the Hayward Gallery's curatorial team, who have 

co-ordinated and shaped the project over several years, con

tributing substantially to exhibition research, and to its look 

and shape overall. This often unsung task, when performed 

to this level of dedication, belief and flai1~ is as much a cre

ative as an organisational one, and I extend to them my pro

found thanks and admiration. 

Martin Caiger-Smith 

Acting Directm~ Hayward Gallery 
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INTRODUCTION 
Dawn Ades and Fiona Bradley 

Georges Bataille (I897-1962)- numismatist, scholar, 

pornographer, social critic and idiosyncratic philosopher -

remains a profoundly influential and controversial thinker 

and writer. Described by his friend :Michel Leiris as 'Bataille 

the impossible' ,r he represented in the late 1920s an intellec

tual, internal opposition to Andre Breton's Surrealism, which 

attracted rnany of the best non-conformist poets, artists and 

writers of the age. Bataille's most visible contribution to con

temporary thought was in the form of the review 

DOCUMENTS, which ran for 15 issues through 1929 and 

1930.2 
Conceived as a 'war machine against received ideas' ,3 

DOCUMENTS drew in several dissident surrealists such as 

l'dichel Leiris,Joan Niir6, Robert Desnos and Andre ·Masson. 

Never himself a member of the movement, Bataille later~ at 

the time ·when Jean-Paul Sartre was leading the post-war 

attack on Surrealism, expressed a fundamental if critical 

sympathy with it as 'genuinely virile opposition - nothing 

conciliatory, nothing divine - to all accepted limits, a rigorous 

will to insubordination. '4 As, in his own words, Surrealism's 

'old enemy fimn witlzin',5 Bataille vvas nonetheless uncompro

mising in his disdain for art as panacea and substitute for 

human experience, his problem remaining 'the place that 

Surrealism gave to poetry and painting: it placed the work 

before being. '6 

DOCUMENTS' approach to the visual opposed that of 

Breton at every turn. Breton and the surrealists had proposed 

various ways of achieving immediacy of expression: through 

automatic writing and drawing they had tried to circumvent 

the conscious control of image-making, while Sigmund 

Freud's theories had provided a symbolic code through which 

dreams and the workings of the unconscious mind could be 

noted and interpreted. In the heterogeneous visual material 

included in DOCUMENTS Bataille and his colleagues 

Michel Leiris, Robert Desnos and Carl Einstein engaged 

with and challenged such ideas which, they claimed, far from. 

confronting the base realities of human thought and the vio

lent nature of desire, actually idealised and sublimated them. 

Instead, DOCUMENTS utilised strategies of de-sublima

tion, allowing an unblinking stare at violence, sacrifice and 

seduction through which art was 'brought down' to the level 

of other kinds of objects. 

Although Surrealism is not openly discussed in its pages, 

the implied critique of Breton's movement, the constant 

harping on a 'base materialism' as opposed to the elevation 

of poetic thought, as well as the flagrant play with the surre

alist principle of cultural collage, the juxtaposition of 'distant 

realities', was sufficiently provocative for Breton to react 

furiously in his Second JHaniftsto qf Surrealism (1929), one of the 

very rare occasions when he names Bataille, and to whom he 

devotes several pages of well-aimed invective. 
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DOCUiviENTS encompassed art, ethnography, archae

ology, film, photography and popular culture, with discus

sions of jazz and music hall performances beside the work of 

major modern artists, and illuminated manuscripts and 

sacred stone circles alongside an analysis of the big toe. It 
was also the home of a 'Critical Dictionary', to which 

Bataille and his closest colleagues contributed short essays 

on, among other things, 'Absolute', ':Nlan', 'Abattoir', 'Eye', 

'Factory Chimney' and 'Dust'. A dictionary would begin, 

Bataille wrote in his entry 'Formless', when it provided not 

the meanings but the tasks of words. 7 This short text alone 

has had a remarkable afterlife as a critical tool for the 

analysis of contemporary art. The exhibition Injonne at the 

Centre Pompidou in 1997 attacked the unity of modernist 

readings of art by proposing a set of alternative and unstable 

'operations' by which works were discussed not in terms of 

meanings but in relation to 'horizontality', 'base material

. ' ' l ' d' t. ' 3 rsn1, pu se an en topy. 
DOCUrviENTS' unlikely cradle vvas the Cabinet des 

medailles at the Bibliotheque nationale de France, where 

Bataille was following a (promising) career as a numismatist 

together with the journal's co-founder Pierre d'Espezel 

(seep. 44). Another colleague, Jean Babelon, was also on the 

editorial board. The magazine's financial backer was 

Georges ''Vildenstein, whose Gazette des beaux-arts was one of 

the longest established art reviews in Paris. The various 

expectations of the new review on the parts of ''Vildenstein, 

the editorial board and Bataille himself did not cohere. 

Bataille's approach grated with DOCUMENTS' backer and 

the more conservative members of the board from the very 

start. 'Vhat he meant by his title was not what they had 

expected, and d'Espezel wrote after the first issue: 

'The title you have chosen for this review is barely jus

tified only in the sense that it gives us "Documents" on 

your state of mind. That's a lot, but not quite enough. 

It's essential to return to the spirit which inspired us in 

the first project for the review, when you and I talked 

about it to Jvl. vVildenstein.'9 

Bataille's essay 'The Academic Horse' had flouted schol

arly academic traditions of objectivity and was a foretaste of 

what was to come. 10 Presumably vVildenstein had expected 

another luxurious version of the Gazette des beaux-arts with the 

addition of 'primitive art'. However, Bataille's choice of 

rubric for DOCUMENTS- Doctrines, Archeologie, Beaux-Art.l~ 

EtlznograjJhie (Doctrines, Archaeology, Fine Arts, Ethnography) 

- already distanced it from the primitivist aesthetic then fash

ionable in Paris. 'It announces that DOCU:NIENTS is not 

another Gazette des beaux-arts and above all not a Gazette des 

beaux-arts primitifS. '" 
Three of the subjects on DOCU:NIENTS' cover remained 

constant: Archaeology, Fine Arts and Ethnography. For the A 

A Cover of Gazette des beaux-arts, 1962 

(design unchanged since 1859} (fig. 3} 

B Cover of }azz, 5, 1929 (fig. 4} 
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first three issues 'Doctrines' headed the list; from the fourth 

issue this disappeared to be replaced at the bottom, as on a 

departure board, by 'Varietes' (Variety). These five subjects 

define the ostensible coverage of material in the journal. 

'Doctrines' was a more unusual tern1 in the context of the 

avant-garde magazines than 'Documents' itself, and what it 

signified for Bataille is unclear. Doctrines are defined by and 

define 'moral communities' and religions, and later Bataille 

insisted on thus describing Surrealism. 12 Perhaps 'Doctrines' 

was intended to stand both for those beliefs held by 

declared religions and for those of tnore occult communities, 

such as Surrealism. 

For the first five issues of DOCUMENTS an editorial 

board of r r, including scholars and museum professionals 

as well as vVildenstein, Carl Einstein and Georges Henri 

Riviere, was named, with Bataille taking the title of 'general 

secretary'. Subsequent issues omit the editorial board and 

credit Bataille alone as general secretary, which indicates a 

more managerial or administrative position, leaving the 

absorbing question of editorial control unresolved. Howevet~ 

Bataille later wrote that he 'really edited [DOCU~·liENTS] 

in agreement with Georges Henri Riviere ... and against the 

titular editor, the German poet Carl Einstein. ' 13 Although 

Einstein continued to contribute to DOCU~dENTS until the 

end, his ambitions to draw in German scholars and in partic

ular to establish a link with the 'Varburg Institute in 

Hamburg were only partially realised. 14 

DOCUl\IIENTS' title was both camouflage and chal

lenge. It was not, in itself, so out of line with the flush of new 

journals dealing with art and contemporary culture in 

Europe at the time. Nlost spiced their covers with the prom

ise of a range of subjects of contemporary interest. The 

Belgian Variete.l~ which was regularly advertised in DOCU

IviENTS, announced 'les images I les documents I les textes de notre 
temps' (the images, documents and texts of our times) offer

ing, in other words, 'documents' of the present day. Popular 

art, pin-ups and celebrity mug shots figured in publications 

lil\.e the German magazine Der Qj1erschnitt. Cahiers d'Art, in the 

late 1920s, covered 'Painting-sculpture-architecture-music

theatre-discs-cinema'. In terms of content the journal closest 

to DOCU~dENTS vvasJazz, a monthly review dedicated to 

'l'actual£te intellectuelle' (current ideas) edited by a remarkable 

woman explorer, Tita)'na. Not only did Jazz reproduce 

Eli Lotar's abattoir photos but in its second issue (January 

1929) it included a horrific sequence of photos of Chinese 

executions, including public beheadings and the notorious 

killing by a 'thousand pieces'. 15 

DOCUMENTS, however, did more in its pages than 

chart the interesting discoveries and materials, modern and 

ancient, vVestern and non-''Vestern, considered relevant to 

contemporary society. It constructed - or deconstructed -
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them, and worked them into a series of challenges to those 

disciplines that vvere implied by its rubric. DOCUTviENTS 

differed from other magazines of the period in its treatment 

of its heterogeneous subjects. The interaction between text 

and image, and between image and image, is complicated 

and unexpected. 'vVhereas Varietes made a game, very simply 

decoded, of con1paring or contrasting pairs of images, espe

cially art and popular culture (Charlie Chaplin beside Jean 

Crotti's painting-relief Clown) sometimes via a title (a l\1Iagritte 

painting beside the fictional detective Nick Carter, under the 

heading ':Mysteries'), DOCUl\1IENTS' use of 'resemblance' 

drew visual and thematic parallels, hilarious and shocking, 

that undermined categories and the search for meaning. 

Not infrequently DOCUMENTS picked the same topic 

as one just discussed in another magazine but wholly subverted 

the spirit of the original article. Take, for example, Lotar's 

notorious photographs of the abattoir at La Villette (cat. 99) 

and Bataille's Critical Dictionary entry on 'Abattoir' .
16 

This 

text links the slaughterhouse to temples of bygone eras and 

evokes 'the ominous grandeur typical of those places in 

which blood flows'; photos and text relate to Bataille's inter

est in sacrifice and suspicion of the modern religion of 

hygiene, which are consistent concerns within DOCU

MENTS. But it cannot be coincidental that Cahiers d'Art in 

1928 had published as part of its series on modern architec

ture a sequence of striking photographs of the 1907 abattoirs 

at Lyon. These 'model edifices', in Christian Zervos's words, 

'correspond absolutely to their purpose and fulfil their role 

according to the most recent requirements of economy and 

hygiene. ' 17 Bataille's reference by contrast to the 'chaotic 

aspect of present-day slaughterhouses' together with Lotar's 

repulsive photos of bloody floors and indistinguishable lumps 

of flesh and skin directly confront the modernist efficiency 

lauded by Cahiers d'Art, whose photographs of the clean struc

tures of the buildings are unpeopled and unsullied. 
In the 1978 Hayward Gallery exhibition Dada and 

Surrealism Reviewed, the section devoted to DOCUMENTS 

undeniably stood spectacularly apart as an alternative to 

orthodox Surrealism. 10 The very inclusion of DOCU

MENTS in Dada and Surrealism Reviewed was much debated 

and finally sealed on the advice of .Michel Leiris, one of 

Bataille's closest collaborators. 19 Leiris, himself previously a 

member of the surrealist movement and participant in the 

bitter exchanges between the dissident surrealists gathered 

round Bataille's DOCUMENTS and the orthodox group led 

by the founder Andre Breton, may well have anticipated the 

ensuing critical revision of Surrealism which has seen the 

darker counter-currents of Bataille's 'base materialism' as a 

favoured alternative to Breton's 'idealism'. 
Although the 1978 exhibition took the dada and surrealist 

reviews as its structuring principle, it followed a fairly consistent 

A 

A Cahii'IJ d'Art, 8, 1928 (cat. 144) 

B DOCUMENTS, 6, I929 

B 
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tripartite mode of display, separating works of art 

chosen obj~cts and documents Qournals, books, letters, etc< 

Here, the mm has been to reflect the visual aesthetic of the 

review itself, juxtaposing different kinds of objects to 

cut across .conv.entional hierarchies, grouping paintings, 

ethnographrc objects, films, photographs, sculpture or crime 

magazines in relation to the key strategies and ideas in DOC

~l\1IENTS. The magazine was, itself, a 'playful museum that 

simultaneously collects and reclassifies its specimens'. 20 

. Rather than simply amassing as many as possible of those 

tlungs, reproduced in the pages of its 15 issues, we want to 

repre~ent the magazine itself as an active force, relying on its 

core rdeas as a means of presenting the objects they made 

extraordinary. 

Notes 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
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l'vf. Lciris, 'De Bataille !'impossible a l'impossiblr- 'Donunents', in Critiqut, nos 

'95-196, 1963, p. 685. 

The final issue was actually published in 1931. 

!'vi. Lciris, op. cit., p. 689, p. r. 

G. Bataillc 'On the Sub;ect of Sl 1 ' · 7i · ·· · ' J mn Jers, 111 rol.\U'llll' convol, no. 2,january 194G; 

sec !'vlichacl Richardson's introduction to G. llataille, The Ab.w·ncc q/11£)•/h, Ho·itings 

on Surrealism, p. 49· 

Ibid. 

Ibid. In Bataille's onl)' contribr t' t fi' · 1 · · · 1 wn o an o lC'la surrealist jOttnml (apart Jion1 the 

Fatmsics, thirteenth-century nonsense poen1~ in La R£~zro/ution ,1urrhiliste, no. G, 

March 1926) 'Le llleu du cicl', in Alinotanrt, no. 8, 1936, he describes the paradox 

of ecstatic experience fOr tnoclern tnan: 'a vertiginous fall in the void of the sky'. 

The anonyn1ous note to Fallmics was already wholly characteri~tic of Batai11e: 

'those [nonsense poemsj fi·mn which the following extracts are taken e~capccl the 

scorn of generations as they escaped the tnind of those whon1 a burst of laughter 

will one day blind.' 

The tenn 'Critical' was dropped in issue{, 1929. 

Y.-A. Bois and R. Krauss, L'ilijVrme: mode d'cmj;/oi, h·anslatecl as Fonnkss: A User\ 

Guidt• (catalogue of the exhibition b!fimnc at the Centre Pompidou, Paris, 

J\·Iay-August rggG). 

Letter from d'Espezcl to Bataille 15 A)Jrilr929 Sec D H ll' · 'L 1 d' ' . . o Jet, a va cur usage 

de !'impossible', prebce to DOCUMENTS facsimile. Bataillc took the title 

'grneral srcretary' but was in eilect the editor. Sec G. Bataillc, Oeuvres C:omjJ/Ctcs, XI, 

p. 572. It is interesting that in I930 Babclon and d'Espczcl arc named as 

'Secretarie:;' of the Gazettt des bmux-arts. 

10 I, I 929, translated in this book. 

11 D. Hollier, op. cit, p. VIll. 

12 See for example 'The Surrealist Religion', in G. Bataillc, The Absence qf i\{yth, 

1-Vritings on Surrealism, p. 71· 'Surrealisn1 fi·m11 Da)' to D ' ( · · 1 · ' ' ay surv1vmg c utpter of a 

book llataille planned on Surrmlist PhilosojJh)' and Religion), ibid., p. 3+ 
13 'Notes on the publication of "Un C·tchvre"' in G B t 'll 'I · 1 " ' , . a m c, 1 JIC. p. 31. 

14 See C Joyce Carl}" t · · D • ' ' ~ms emm OCllllll'llls and his collaboration with Gcorgt'J Bataillc, 

Xlibris.com, 2003. Einstein's respect for Warburg's research methodology, e'<pressed 

in a letter to the Institute's director H·itz Sax! (reprinted in C.Joyce) soliciting 

contributions to the new journal, opens the intriguing possibility of the influence 
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of \Varburg's 1\Jmwu Atlas, the screens covered with photographs of ilnages frmn 

diUerent civilizations constantly rearranged, on DOCUi'dENTS. G. Didi-

Hubern1an has n1cntioncd connections between Einstein and \Varburg in Dcvant It' 

tcmjJs. Parallels between Gcn11an and French cross-cultural studies and their 

origins in nineteenth-century con1parative studies of religion could have an 

interesting bearing on DOCill-IENTS' approach. There is some evidence of 

rivalry or at least non-co-operation beL ween Einstein and the H·ench group in the 

follo\ving incident: inJanuary 1929 Einstein \\'rote to Saxl asking fOr a text on 

'tnan and the ?vlicrocosn1', which he received in 1-Iarch. The text was too long for 

publication and Einstein asked for indications about cuts. Howevct~ in the first 

issue of DOCill•IENTS, in Aprilr929, Leiris publishes 'Notes on Two 

iHicrocosmic Figures of the rq.th anclrsth centuries'. Although he acknowledges 

Saxl's 1927 publication Tle~:~eidmis astrologisdwr uud IIU'ihologischcr illustricrtcr 

Haudschrifleu des lateinischcn Alittela/tcrs as the source of the two images he discusses, 

this is clearly not an edited version of Sa~d's text. 

15 Bataille was haunted by a photograph of this horrific scene given to him by his 

analyst, Adrien Borel, in c. I 925. 

16 6, !929. 

17 '?vlarchC aux bcstiaux et abattoirs de la UlOUChe a Lyon'' in C:ahil'IJ d~411, no. 8, 

1928, p. 343· 

18 D. Acles, Dada and Surrmlism Reviewed. 

19 Conversation with the author and David Sylvestct; 1977· 

20 ]. Clillorcl, 'On Ethnographic Surrealism', in The Predimmenl qf Culture, 1988, 

MASSON, LE PIECE ET L'O!SEAU 
COLL. DU D' REBEH, LAUSANNE. 

(1928). 

Cliche Galeric Simon 



MADEMOISELLE DE RIGNY. 

MADEMOISELLE LANGOIX, DE L'ELDORADO. 

MADEMOISELLE CECILE SOREL. 

MADEMOISELLE I30RONI, DANS "LE VOYAGE 

DANS LA LUNE ". 

Petite fille noire a New York. 

Mademoiselle Lovzeski. 

Plwl. Keyslon 

Bonne d'enfant 1\ Noumea (Albums Robin). 

Phol. Nadur 

Sandouli, petit chef de Kanala (Albums Robin). 
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Saint Antoine de Padoue et l'Enfant Jesus.- Coli. Lipchitz. 

Phol. Galerie Gcemans 

Deux tableaux de Salvator Dali, 1. Baigneuses, 2, Nu feminin, 
qui fi.gureront a !'Exposition d'art abstrait et surrealiste, au Kunsthaus de Zurich. 



FOX FOLL/ ES : lc nouveau film parlant qui passera prochainer~Jent ~~~ Moulin Rouge 
et dont nous donnerons un compte rcndu clans le numcro SUIVcllll. 

COUVERTUI<E EN CUULEUR DU N" 16 DE S4f< /JUl}NOTAL. PUBUE VEI<S 1910 EN FASCICULES HE[lDOMADAIHES. I.E TITHE 
DE· CE N" EST L'AI'FA/Rt.' iiZZt.'F-PULOUKINL. LA ~EGENDE "DE L'I.LUSTRATION : 1 ET CETTE /\lAIN FLUID/QUE, CETTE MAIN 
PHOSPHORESCENTE QUI FULGURAIT DANS LES TENEB.r<ES Dll CAVt.'AU TERR!FlA LE NfHIUSTE. COLL. JACQUES PRE:VEHT. 



La Seine pendant l'hiver 1870-71 (cf.'-:ci-contre). 

Pholo Paul Cozc 

" L'enfant de Ia grenouille " (cf. p. 396), 

Un des tahleaux du film parlant " Hollywood reoiew " Jeune peau-rouge clcvant les poteaux totemiques de sa famille, 



Masque Ekoi (d. p. 396). • British Museum. 

---------------

4, Dieu a iamLes J'lwmme, ;, corps de serpent et a tete de coq. -- Ernpreinte d'intuille gnostique. Hauteur reelle, 14 ";., r,, -
Cabinet des Medailles, 



Kiifiristan. Statues d'ancetres. Bois. - Musee de Kahoul. a droite et de bas en haut : I et 4. Vases Na1za. Civilisation c<>tiere du Pcrou. - 2. Vase du 1-laut-Perou. Musee d'Ethnographie 
no 3996. Mission Dombcy, 3. Vase de I'Etat d'Oaxaca (Mexique), Musee d'Ethnographie du Trocadcro, n° 8085. - 5. Vase 
XIV. Palais de Versailles. - 6, Un maltre-potier moderne : M. Jean Besnarcl (a gauche) dans son atelier. - 7. Types de 

poteries esthetiques : vases de .lean Besnard. (Cf. article {Jo/cric, p. 236). 



THE 'l'ENDER PASSION 81 

But I was living in a fool's paradise..-:shc 
loved another. The news came to me as I 
was eating my breakfast. 

Could it be true? ·.But to whom was she 
engaged? To Lord Kempton, that cur. 

HOMR LIFI~ 

Almost my oldest friend, J 
had ftrst met him in the bath. 

113. 

It was a pretty ser~icc, and the villagers, 
whose hearts are wholly ours, 

11 

104 WHA'I' A LIFE I 

The scene was appalling ; human remains 
strewed the ground. 

Fortunately I escaped unhurt, although·· 
somewhat badly shaken. 

114 WHAT A LIFE! 

gave us a cordial send-off. 

Quatre pages de What a li/e I par E. V. L. et. G. M., Londres, Methuen & Co., 191 I, in- 16. 

C0l'E D'IVOIHH, A OUi~KOU(~ : LE CIIEF ?.IO~\ll'U 1'1<1>/v IJ'M11 JJ'Mfll (l.'Jf·ldiflw S€nbn,}:) 

U'IVOIHE, LA :MISSION ' DIT !'All I.ES ULANCS I.E u CIIEIJ A l:ASQUU DE DAKAll~DJJllOtJTI HENDHA VISITE A CE CIIEF, POMl'lEH ", LOHS DE SON l'ASSAOE EN c6TE 
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DOCTRINES 
llhe Appearance 
of ings1 
Simon Baker 

Left to right: 

Original jJ/wtosjor the artidc in 
DOCUMENTS, 1,1929, 'T/wAcademic 

Hm:w', (cat. II) 

3 pages ti·om DOCUMENTS, 6, 1929 

'It is clear that the world is purely parodic, in other 

words, that each thing seen is the parody of another, or 

is the same thing in a deceptive form.' 

Georges Bataille1 

The cover of the first issue of DOCUMENTS lists 
four headings: Doctrines, ArclzCologie, Beaux-Arts and EthnograjJhie 
(Doctrines, Archaeology, Fine Arts and Ethnography). These 

titles perform a practical task, keeping the academic practice 

of Archaeology in place in relation to the ill-defined discipline 

of Ethnography and the modish connoisseurship of Fine 

Arts. But advertisements for DOCUMENTS offered another 

perspective where 'Doctrines' was an all-encompassing 

headline, straddling the subjects beneath it. This suggests two 

possibilities: 'Doctrines' vvas either to be a methodological 

frame the master discourse under which the others would 
) 

operate, or DOCUMENTS would publish 'doctrines' on 

Archaeology, Ethnography and Fine Arts. From the outset, 

then, the tasks assigned to these terms seemed uncertain, and 

after three issues 'Doctrines' was dropped in favour of 

Varietes ('Variety'). 
The word 'doctrines' had, and has, complex philosophical 

connotations. It suggests strident opinions, both orthodox and 

unorthodox. But despite the prominence given to the term, 

and the fact that DOCUMENTS published expertise on a 

broad range of subjects, an 'analytical table' of its contents in 

1929 categorises only four articles as 'doctrines'. The fact that 

among them is Georges Bataille's essay 'The Language 

of Flowers' (a subversive meditation on close-up photographs 

of plants) confirms the radical unorthodoxy of DOCU

IviENTS' doctrine. 2 

Perhaps because Bataille is renowned as a philosophe1~ it is 
understandable that his contributions to the magazine have 

often been presented, retrospectively, through a philosophical 

lens. Take, for example, the imvortance attributed to 'Form

less', a short text written by Bataille for the Critical Dictionary 

section of DOCUJVIENTS, which it describes as follows: 'a 

dictionary would begin from the point at vvhich it no longer 

rendered the meanings of words but rather their tasks. '3 Under 

the influence of Rosalind Krauss and other key theorists of 

avant-garde art, 'formless' has come to assume a central role in 

Bataille's thought. An anti-categorical 'operation' directed 

against the stability of meaning, 'formless' has fulfilled many 

tasks in the field of representation, lending its character to 

abstraction in painting, photography and curatorial strategy. 

But what emerges in the Critical Dictionary that both contains 

and is contained by 'formless' (and is obvious in 'The Lan

guage of Flowers') is that DOCUiviENTS' heterogeneous 

challenge to accepted ideas is most readily apparent in its atti

tude to (and use of) images. 
Although the details of Bataille's role in founding DOCU

MENTS are well-established, it remains unclear how the 

magazine actually functioned on a daily basis.4 Little is known 

about how editorial decisions were made, illustrations 

selected, or layouts conceived and executed, although Robert 

Desnos apparently played a role in the latter and the notion 

that DOCUMENTS looks the way it does because Bataille 

and Desnos worked closely together is a tantalising possibility.5 

What seems most lil<ely, howeve1~ is that DOCUMENTS was 

a collaborative endeavour within which it was easier to assert 

influence or rnake suggestions than issue orders, and that this 

way of working particularly suited Bataille. 6 As 'general secre

tary' of DOCUMENTS, Bataille was the lynchpin of. a 

diverse, even contrary editorial team, but although he may not 

have been willing or able to assert anything lil<e a consistent 

editorial line, overseeing the publication meant being able to 
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agitate the magazine's approach, and particularly its visual 

component. He could intervene between articles and 

illustrations, provoking and desiring reaction, defying DOCU

.MENTS' readers to respond to Picasso's paintings with the 

honesty and urgency of fetishists to shoes.7 

This is apparent in the magazine itself: for example, in a 

short note regarding Desnos's essay 'About Abraham the Jew', 

Georges Henri Riviere makes it clear that the idea for the 

article came from rdichel Leiris, prornpting the editors (among 

whom Riviere counts himself) to cmTlmission Robert Desnos 

to write the text, while the illustrations were chosen by 

Bataille.3 The assertion that Bataille suggested ideas for articles 

and their illustrations is born out elsewhere in the magazine, 

not least by the range of the material taken directly from 

objects, books and manuscripts in the Bibliotheque nationale 

de France. Bataille, as an employee, was well aware of the 

treasures and oddities that it contained, and evidently put the 

resource to good use. 9 

In addition to what is known about selecting illustrations, 

there is further evidence of Bataille's hands-on approach to 

the look of the Inagazine in the archive of his papers. 10 The 

surviving manuscripts for his DOCUMENTS articles, often 

written on the backs of used readers' request forms from the 

library, include instructions for the reproduction of linages. In 

one case the original photographs for an essay, 'The Academic 

Horse', also survive, with Bataille's dil·ections to the photogra

pher on theil· backs (cat. IO-rr). 11 The coins seem originally to 

have been set against a pale background but Bataille indicates 

specifically that the photographer should switch to a black 

background and enlarge the scale. This gives a sense of 

Bataille not only choosing images but being dil·ectly involved 

in determining the aesthetic qualities of theil· reproduction. 

This aspect of Bataille's work for the magazine is of critical 
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importance when considering claims made for the ways that 

images work in DOCUMENTS) claims often rooted in 

Bataille's philosophical writings. Before considering this rather 

uneven critical terrain, much of which turns on the concept of 

the 'formless', it is important to acknowledge that like 'form

less' and the other words in the Critical Dictionary, the images 

in DOCUMENTS do indeed have tasks. They genuinely work: 

destabilising, undermining and debunking. In fact, a primary 

doctrine of the magazine (its philosophy of illustration 

perhaps) could be said to be abandonment to the possibility of 

misrecognition: objects are reproduced in close-up, at confus

ing scales; illustrations turn up uninvited in the wrong places; 

images act as spanners in the smooth workings of earnest, 

detennined arguments, and echo uncannily in the spaces 

between unrelated ideas. Images are everywhere: anonymous 

photographs, film stills, reproductions of works of art, press 

agency archive, book pages, posters, out-dated theatrical por

traits, visions of expeditions and debacles. The question is not 

whether DOCUiviENTS is concerned with images but to 

what end? 
In issue 6, 1929, for example, there is a split-page layout of 

stills from the musical film Fox)s J11ovietown Follies qf 1929, 

despite the fact that the text on the film, by :Nlichael Leiris, was 

not published until the follovving issue. When it did finally 

appeal~ Leiris's text was instead faced by two images frmn 

another of the first 'talkies': King Vidor's Hallellgah! (1929, cat. 

178). The Fox Follies images, liberated from their text, are thus 

purposefully and effectively stranded. ·whilst waiting for the 

occasion when they might be called upon as illustrations, they 

begin to do other work, entering into a strange play of visual 

echoes. ·within the issue of DOCUMENTS that they appeal~ 

the Fox Follies' sword-wielding skeletal dancers reprise a scythe

bearing Haitian 'oracle of death' from 'Villiam Seabrook's 

book The J11agic Island (1929, cat. 167), while the dismembered 

dancers' legs hark back to the neatly stacked hooves of an 

Eli Lotar photograph of the abattoir at La Villette (cat. 99). 
Georges Didi-Huberman's book La Ressemblance Ir!forme) a 

study of Bataille's thought traced through the pages of DOC

U1viENTS, characterises this phenomenon as 'formless 

resemblance'. 12 In DOCUMENTS) he suggests, forms dejorm 
themselves under the pressure of destabilising comparisons 

and the rhetorical framework of the articles. Objects and 

images fail to hold on to their ovvn resemblances and stop 

looking like themselves. There are examples of this deliberate 

strategy throughout DOCUtdENTS, delayed juxtapositions 

lil(e that between the legs in Fox Follies and those in the abattoir. 

Didi-Huberman singles out an example from the final issue of 

DOCU:NIENTS, where a bronze bust by the baroque sculptor 

Franz Xavier :Nlesserschmidt resonates uncannily with a pho

tograph of a leather mask. 13 The reader is provoked into 

seeing non-existent relations between images from separately 

authored articles: a bronze bust begins to look something lilce a 

leather mask, and ceases to hold on to its essential material 

quality, its 'bronze-ness'. 
The implication here is that each issue of DOCUMENTS 

might contain one or n1.ore of these autonomous visual essays 

that work in tandem with, or as counterpoints to, the contribu

tors' texts. A remarkable example of this phenomenon can be 

seen in issue 4, 1930, ·with a scholarly report by Leo Frobenius 

on prehistoric rock paintings discovered in southern Rhodesia 

(present-day Zimbabwe). LJ.s so often in DOCUMENTS, the 

article ends vvith an image rather than text, so the layout has 

the last word. vVhat is strilcing in this case is what happens 

when the reader then turns the page to an essay on Fernand 

Leger by Carl Einstein. There appears to be an involuntary 

echo between the wavy black form surrounding the 'king of 

the dead' on the rock painting and the central form of a Leger 

composition. No aesthetic or art-historicaljudgement is offered 

in support of this correlation, and neither Leger's or Einstein's 

feelings about prehistoric rock art are mentioned. The effect is 

to allow readers to 'discover' an unlil(ely and misleading link, 

confusing rather than elucidating both authors' arguments. 14 

The question remains, howeve1~ to what end such 

mischievous, unhelpful comparisons and juxtapositions were 

contrived. In the 1997 book Formless: A U<;er)s Guide, Rosalind 

Krauss and Yve-Alain Bois propose a subtle counterpoint to 

that of 'formless resemblance'. They too draw on Bataille's 

'formless' but offer an alternati\re spin on its relationship to the 

concept of resemblance. Bois puts it very neatly: 'Nletaphm~ 

figure, theme, morphology, meaning- everything that resem

bles something ... is what the formless operation crushes, sets 

aside with an irreverent wink. '15 This interpretation of 

Bataille's attitude to resemblance is based upon a specific 

reading of the passage of 'formless', which suggests that 

'affirming that the universe resembles nothing and is only 

formless, amounts to saying that the universe is something lil(e 

a spider or spit. ' 16 

Here then is a riddle: formless means to resemble nothing; 

for the universe to be formless it would have to be something; 

all things, even spiders and spit have form and thus resemble 

other things, and yet the universe cannot. Bataille does not 

mean that the universe is something like a spider or spit, he means 

that it is something, a thing with form, like a spide1~ or spit, that 

nevertheless resembles nothing. There is evidently nothing like 
the universe. Formless thus undoes the notion of resemblance 

by revealing it as redundant, stopping it from working. 

111apping this idea back over the misleading comparisons 

that punctuate DOCU1,IENTS takes us through and beyond 

formless resemblance: things do not stop resembling 
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Left to right: 

2 pages fi-mn DOCU~vlENTS, 8, 1930 

2 pages fi·mn DOCUJ'viENTS, 4, 1930 
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Left to right: 

L'Art Vivant, Year 5, no. 118, 15 Novc1nber 

1929 (cat. q8) 

DOCUMENTS, 4, 1930 
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themselves resemblances are not 'unformed': it is the very 
' concept of resemblance that is debased as it gradually makes 

less and less sense. As Bataille says, 'formless is not only an 

adjective having a given meaning, but a term that serves to 

bring things down in the world.' 17 The DOCUMENTS reader 

is encouraged to reach the conclusion that finding affinities 

between prehistoric rock art and avant-garde painting is symp

tomatic of a disruptive glitch in the process of representation. 

One ideological consistency throughout DOCUMENTS is 

the exercise of this argument about visual rhetoric, marshalled 

against contemporary aesthetic conventions. Understanding 

the visual culture against which DOCUMENTS emerged is 

therefore absolutely vital, although it was not (surprisingly 

enough) surrealist publications that seem to have been its prin

cipal targets. In rg2g, although Surrealism was influential and 

il11portant, it was modernist photography of the kind associ

ated :it1 Germany with Albert Renger-Patzsch and in France 

with Germaine Krull or Andre Kertesz that was dominant in 

the mainstream illustrated press. The question 'Is Photogra

phy an Art?' brought Eugene Atget, Brassai:, Kertesz, Krull 

and Man Ray to popular French magazines lil(e L'Art Vivant, 
vying with the competition in Arts et i\1etiers Graphiques, Cahiers 

d'Art, Jazz and Varietes. This photographic culture rejoiced in 

games of juxtaposition and the dissemblance of resemblance 

by which anything could be shown to be 'something l~e' any

thing else. 18 In L'Art Vivant, for example, the photographer 

Emmanuel Sougez makes both a roll of film and a bunch of 

grapes resemble one anothei· vvith the camera's lens.
19 

DOCU

:MENTS, by contrast, chose to reveal such ludicrous sophistry 

for what it was. In the Critical Dictionary entry 'Pottery', 

:Marcel Griaule uses a page of banal photographs of wildly 

contrastil1g types of pottery to explain the shortcomings of the 

word: 'pottery' is meaningless if its task has to include referring 

L'ART vn'ANT ----~ 

FILM 

• 

--------···--------

to all of these objects.2
" vVhere magazines of the time used 

photography to transform everything into aesthetic equiva

lents, DOCUMENTS opted instead to deny the symbolic 

functions of aesthetic objects in favour of theil· tasks or 

use-values. 
In a short unpublished review of contemporary photogra

phy written for DOCUMENTS, Bataille reveals his 

reservations about current photographic tendencies: 'After the 

photographs of Atget and the tentative curiosities of :Man Ray 

it doesn't seem as though the specialist "art photographers" 

can produce anything other than very fastidious acrobatic 

techniques. '21 Although he makes an exception for Jacques

Andre Boiffard and 'photographs from the news or the 

cinema', it is the aestheticisation of objects, exemplified by 

Sougez and intrinsic to the photographic still-life industry of 

the time that troubled Bataille. The fact that the only represen

tative of this tendency to appear in the pages of 

DOCUMENTS was Karl Blossfeldt is significant. 22 Despite 

being hugely influential, Blossfeldt originally considered his 

photographs no more than useful tools to teach art. His rg28 

book Uifonnen der Kunst (Art Forms in Nature) coincided with, 

rather than pandered to, current photographic fashions. 23 In 

DOCUMENTS, Blossfeldt's austere close-ups of plants are 

mercilessly uprooted by Bataille's text 'The Language of 

Flowers'. Throughout DOCUMENTS, but never more skil

fully than here, Bataille plays with a game of the moment: in 

this case the uncanny knack of the camera to 'reveal' meanings 

through apparent resemblance. Faced with the architectural 

structure of vegetation ('art forms in nature'), produced bril

liantly by Blossfeldt's lens, Bataille begins as follows: 

'It is vain to consider~ in the appearance of things, only 

the intelligible signs that allow the various elements to 

be distil1guished from each other~ \ 1Vhat str~es human 

ll(i! l•lr! l/1/'1\flll!. H•l •) HJ\UI\IIf_ ,\(/11'-Dl ."l f<~< 
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eyes determines not only the knowledge of relations 

between various objects, but also a given decisive and 

inexplicable state of mind. Thus the sight of a flower 

reveals, it is true, the presence of this well-defined part 

of a plant but it is impossible to stop at this superficial 

observation; in fact, the sight of this flower provokes il1 

the mind much more significant reactions ... even the 

most beautiful flowers are spoiled in their centres by 

hairy sexual organs. '24 

The relationship of image and text may seem something 

lil(e a duel, but rather than opposing Blossfeldt's practice or 

critically undermining his work, Bataille turns the photo

graphs to his own pedagogical agenda, radically altering their 

significance. The photographic rule of the day was that the 

camera could train the eye to look beyond the mundane and 

find beauty. 25 For Bataille, however~ the superficial 'appearance 

of things' was insufficient not because the eye needed retrain

ing to spot beaut)~ Taking Blossfeldt's example of the sight of a 

flower~ Bataille turns beauty into a Trojan horse full of per

verse implications. Following the logic of Art Forms in Nature to 

the point of attributing aesthetic quality to natural phenom

ena, Bataille suggests, means including nature in its entil·ety, 

that which is visible and that which is hidden from view: 

'Roots, in fact, represent the perfect counterpart to the 

visible parts of a plant. \Vhile the visible parts are nobly 

elevated, the ignoble and sticky roots wallow il1 the 

ground, loving rottenness just as leaves love light. There 

is reason to note, moreover~ that the incontestable 

moral value of the term base conforms to this systematic 

interpretation of the meaning of roots; what is evil is 

necessarily represented, among 1novements, by a n1ove

ment from high to low. '26 

Bataille's attitude to images and their uses, revealed 
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through the pages of DOCUMENTS, constitutes a profound 

challenge to the viewer to move beyond the obvious and the 

acceptable in favour of an uncomfortable alternative: a move

ment, as he describes it, 'from high to low'. In his final 

contribution to DOCUMENTS, 'The Modern Spirit and the 

Play of Transpositions', Bataille describes the condition of 

representation in all its forms as a kind of impasse.27 In the sim

plest but most provocative terms he defies 'any lover of 

painting to love a picture as much as a fetishist loves a shoe': 

fetishisn<, after all, is not a matter of choice, or the exercise of 

judgement, but an unacceptable, irrepressible urge. 'vVhat is 

really loved', he quips, 'is loved mainly in shame.' Bataille 

describes a disavowal of decay and death haunting the human 

condition by contrasting it ~with the 'soap, toothbrushes and ... 

pharmaceutical products' used to keep it at bay. Art too, takes 

its place in this scheme: 'we enter art galleries as we do the 

chemists', he says, 'seeking well-presented remedies for 

accepted sicknesses.' And, in an unusual turn, Bataille also 

reflects upon the process of illustrating his argument: 

'Thus the photographs accompanying this article 

probably reveal the exent of current powerlessness. 

The equality of the soul and human insipidity has 

always been offered by forms arranged to shovv, rather 

gratuitously it is true, the terror caused by death or 

decay, flowing blood, skeletons, or insects which devour 

us. vVho would take it upon themselves to make such a 

display in anything other than an entirely rhetorical 

way? The relative paucity of interest the illustrations to 

these few pages represent, in my view, marks well 

enough the impasse into which those who today, for one 

reason or anothe1~ find themselves having to manipu

late and transform the sad fetishes destined to move us. '
20 

Even when, with the aid of microscopes, the camera takes 

the eye right up to, or deep inside flies and parasites, the 

appearance of things seems less than convincing than the way 

their photographs are used. Despite this absolute proximity to 

their subjects the images represent nothing beyond the rhetor

ical significance leant to them by their context. This 

underwhelming revelation brings us back to the issue of the 

'doctrine' at the heart of DOCUMENTS: the secrets hidden 

in plain view throughout its pages. 
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Left to right: 

DOCUlviENTS, 5, 1929 

Spread from DOCUJ\•!ENTS, 2, 1930 

DOCUMENTS was split from the start. Georges 

Bataille dedicated his imaginative life to violent transgression, 

excess, eroticism and unknowing. But he was also an academic, 

a librarian, a highbrow. At the magazine's launch a promo

tional text stated that: 

'The most irritating, as yet unclassified works of art, and 

certain heterogeneous, hitherto neglected productions, 

will be the object of studies as rigorous, as scientific, as 

those of archaeologists.'' 

This tension between agitation, anomaly and marginality on 

the one hand, and 'scientific' interpretive rigour on the othet~ 

would animate the magazine's 'impossible' dynamic. But 

why, at its public origin-point, might DOCUMENTS code 

itself as an 'archaeological' project? ·what did archaeology 

signifY in I929? 
In Ig28 the Larousse du XXe siecle gave the general sense of 

archaeology as the 'science of ancient things', and its specialist 

meaning as 'knovvledge of the figurative monuments of antiq

uity or the ntiddle ages'. Though the dictionary's focus on the 

'figurative' - that is, the non-textual- indicates an important 

aspect of expert discourse, the implicit limits of this definition 

were contested assumptions at the time. Archaeology was 

actively defining itself, a fluidity visible in DOCU1viENTS, 

where Paul Rivet (who practised pre-Colurnbian :Mexican 

archaeology) declared the separation between ethnograph)~ 

prehistoire (the nominally separate discipline of prehistoric 

archaeology) and archaeology, to be 'absolutely artificial' .2 

In his 1922 book Archaeology: Domain and Goal, the classical 

archaeologist vValdemar Deonna wrote: 

'Archaeology is a history and science of material art, 

that is to say the observation and explication by all 

possible means of the material forms that humanity 

has created, in particular and in general, without 

,\.. o,~:t ,J, 
t,Hto,tt,k 
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restriction in time or space.'3 

The unusual catholicity of this framework - Deonna meant 

'art' in the broadest sense -·would encmnpass even an archae

ology of the present. vVe know that in Ig28 Bataille read 

Deonna,4 whose understanding of the archaeological object as 

'a psychological document that explains the life of a people' 

has some resonance with Bataille's DOCUMENTS writings. 

Deonna insisted that archaeology should examine all material 

culture, without aesthetic distinction, as did Rivet - although 

Deonna the idealist and Rivet the materialist were otherwise 

philosophically distant. Already in rg26, revievving a book of 

numismatics, Bataillc had distinguished the 'archaeological' 

interest of its 'documents' from their 'artistic' status. 5 One 

might deduce that DOCUMENTS' 'archaeological' project 

consisted in the treatment, without aesthetic judgement, of the 

socio-cultural meanings of objects. This would fit with Denis 

Hollier's anti-aesthetic reading of DOCUMENTS.6 

But the mobilisation of ancient objects in DOCUMENTS 

-the 'Arcluiologie' of the title rubric- did a number of divergent 

jobs. Alongside the arguments made by Rivet and the contro

versial Austrian scholar Josef Strzygowski against 

archaeological aestheticism,7 DOCU1viENTS' archaeology 

was one of art-objects. To an extent this was a function of the 

discipline. Though late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth

century prehistoric and colonial archaeologies had opened up 

material culture to exam.ination, undercutting the classical 

and Ncar-Eastern archaeologies (text-based, preferring the 

art-object) prevalent since johann vVinckclmann's eighteenth

century systematisation of antiquarianism, a strong 

art-historical dimension inhered. Palaeolithic artistic produc

tion, for instance, occupied the centre of prehistoire. In the first 

issue of DOCU:tviENTS of I930 an 'Analytical Table' sepa

rates articles m the 'Archeologie' section into artistic 
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subcategories: 'Bulgarian Art', 'Chinese Art', 'Gaulish Art' 

'Siberian .Art', etc." 

Such coding responded to consumer demand. Archaeolog

ical artworks were fashionable: they featured in art magazines 

lil<e the DOCU:iVIENTS publisher Georges Wildenstein's 

other venture, the Gazette des beaux-arts; in the luxury interna

tional 'yearbook for prehistoric and ethnographic art', IPEK; 
and in Christian Zervos's Cahiers d'Art, where archaeology 

cohabited with modernist production - notably Pablo 

Picasso's. DOCUMENTS made comparable juxtapositions to 

Cahiers d'Art, bringing dialogues between avant-garde and 

archaeology into play. Carl Einstein rendered the parallelism a 

simultaneity, by equating the experience of looking at Hans 

Arp's works with the viewer's 'Neolithic childhood', a time of 

cannibalism, clan-rites and cake.9 This formula relies on the 

evolutionist doctrine, operative in J.<]:eudian psychoanalysis, of 

the recapitulation of phylogeny - species-development - by 

ontogeny- the development of the individual. But it rem.inds 

us of the radical anachronism. of the infant, and therefore the 

Stone-Age primitive, within the psychoanalytic adult. 

In scholarly terms DOCUMENTS produced archaeologi

cal knowledge about cultures anterior or marginal to written 

history, disseminating new finds, such as the Palaeolithic sculp

tures at Le Rod0 (cat. 3 I) or the results of the I g2os researches 

of the Delegation archiologique.fimzfaise en Ajghanistan, described in 

DOCUlVIENTS by the eminent Orientalist, Rene Grousset, 

curator at the Iviusee Guimet in Paris (cat. 20). 11 vVhile these 

articles were often the work of establishment figures, they were 

co-opted within an anti-humanist editorial strategy. In the 

I920S two competing models of human development under

wrote archaeology: what Rivet called the 'great controversy' of 

evolutionism versus diffusionism. 12 The fn·st posited a linear 

story of internal progress within cultures, with \Vestern 

UN CAS DE REGRESSION VERS LES ARTS 

"BARBARES» 

LA STATUA!RE DU KAF!RISTAN 
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modernity at the summit; the second sought to map the trans

mission of inventions from geographical centres of origin to 

secondary territories. Adjacent to diffusion-theory ran 

hypotheses of essential links between ethnicity and culture, 

with 'culture-history' telling stories of the movement and 

mi'Cing of racial groups (the Aryans, for instance). These 

constructs were hierarchical and ideological, and thus 

open to subversive (mis)appropriation. As ''Valdemar Deanna 

remarked, archaeology can act as 'an agent of patriotism'; but 

in DOCUMENTS Bataille deployed archaeology against a 

certain paradigm of national identity. 

Archaeology has often conspired with nationalism, since 

archaeology promises knowledge of primordial identity a 

promise etymologically on the side of the law. ·within the 

Greek mkhaios ('ancient') lies addze ('beginning'), which also sig

nifies 'government', and shares a root with ark/ws ('chief'). The 

architect is the head builder. For a writer whose whole corpus 

has been characterised as militating 'against architecture' 

(against system, against the ideal),13 it is unsurprising that 

Bataille's evident fascination with human origins and evolu

tion often ruptures those ideas. The originary nmments 

dispersed across his texts - such as the evolutionary transition 

between quadruped and biped, the sadistic aetiology of art, 

the asexual reproduction of cells or the emergence of work -

tend to pose becomings, or splittings, rather than punctual, 

absolute beginnings. Similarly, when Leiris marked Bataille's 

death by thinking back to DOCUMENTS, he opened up a 

cloven origin-story with Bataille as creator: the :Janus

faced publication' had been 'made in his image', lil<:e Adam 

in Genesis. 14 

A split Adam, then, bifurcating between 'high cultural 

spheres' on the one hand, and 'savage', uncharted zones on 

the other; a cleft, cognate vvith the 'impossible' conjunction of 

conservative and radical collaborators that tore the organ 

apart after only two years. Leiris associated Bataille's 'high' 

aspect with his professional status as an archivist and numis

matist at the Bibliotheque nationale de France - an expertise 

located, within DOCUJviENTS, under the legend 'Arc/zeologie'. 

Part of the excitement of Bataille's DOCUiviENTS texts -

not least for frustrated academics- is their insurgent erudition: 

high scholarship swinging low blows against ''Vestern civiliza

tion; learned discourse ruining differential logic or the 

humanist subject - undermining, in short, its own.foundations. 

Bataille's successors - chief among them Jacques Derrida, 

who declared the key texts of deconstruction to be 'explicitly' 

in dialogue with Bataille15
- have redoubled this forked style of 

epistemological critique. 
Andre Breton's attack on DOCU1viENTS in the Second 

J11anffosto if Surrealism established Bataille's schizophrenic 

image: by day the bookish librarian, by night the 'excremental 

philosopher'. Ivlore recently Patrick ffrench has counterposed 

the 'pure sacred' of the thesis by which Bataille qualified in 

rg22 as an 'archivist-palaeographer' (which concerned a thir

teenth-century document of the holy initiation rites of 

knighthood)/" against the 'impure sacred' of The StOI)' qf the 

f!:ye and DOCUj\JIENTS.17 Bataille the transgressor is a well

known figure; but what of the archivist-palaeographer? 

Bataille had joined the Ecole des Chartes, the elite Sor

bonne academy for the official guardians of the French textual 

jJatrimoine, in rgr8, aged 2I. Through its naming and founda

tion by Louis XVIII in r82,r, this 'School of Charters' bears 

the inscriptions of monarchy and law. Though its programme 

was not limited to legal records, it centred on original, princi

pally medieval texts as positive historical evidence. Students 

acquired a bibliophilic research apparatus: palaeography (the 

decipherment of ancient writing), Romance languages and lit-

erature (at which Bataille excelled), bibliographic technique, 

methods of textual authentication and analysis, historiography 

_a regime at variance with Bataille's subsequent decapitations 

of discursive meaning. 

In rg27 the Director of the Ecole, .i\1Iaurice Prou, who 

taught Bataille, evoked the typical dzartiste: 

'Candidates have to be passionately curious about the 

past ... At the very base of all the scholarly labours that 

should precede historical exposition, is found an anxiety 

to know the origins and development of every monu

ment and phenomenon we see around us.' 18 

Prou was describing an archaeological impulse, but the cur

riculum he oversaw stressed above all archival classification as 

the foundation of historical knowledge. DOCUMENTS, 

against archivist decorum, promiscuously conjoined dis

courses, defying generic differences; lil(ewise the iriforme was a 

'term that serves to declassif)r' .19 Again, whereas Bataille's 

mature writing prosecuted profligacy, the Ecole des Chartes 

was conservative both in its vocational objective - the preser

vation of documents - and its politics. j\1laurice Prou wrote 

that 'knowledge of the past is the surest foundation of the 

patriotic idea', and that the Ecole had revived 'the tradition of 

the great historians of the Ancien Regime). At this time the 

Action Fran<;:aise, the militant nationalist, neo-Royalist body, 

was active at the Ecole. Royalty would also loom large at the 

Bibliotheque nationale. 

Bataille vvas diligent, coming top in his first yem~ for which 

he received a prize of two volumes of medieval poetry - the 

source of the nonsense poems whose rendering into modern 

French was his sole contribution to La Revolution surrealiste. 

There are other continuities between Bataille's experience at 

the Ecole des Chartes and his radical future: he met Alfred 

Metraux there, who went on to train with the great ethnologist 
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Cabinet des midaille.\; Bibliothfquc nationale de 
Frana, Paris, 2006 (fig. 5) 
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DOCUJ'viENTS, 1, 1929 (details) 

LE CHEVAL ACADEMIQUE 

MOI\NAIES GRECQUES ET GAULOISES (AGRANDIES) 

1·. MACEDOINE.- 2. LIMOUSIN- 3. ARTOIS 

Iviarcel Iviauss, providing a conduit to the field of anthropol

ogy; and it was by graduating second in his year (he later 

claimed to have sold first place) that Bataille won a study trip to 

Spain, where he witnessed the death of the toreador Granero

an episode that would resurface in The Stm)' rif the F)e. It was 

through a clwrtiste that Bataille met Michel Leiris in 1924, by 

which time he had lost his Catholic faith and pledged himself 

to dissolution. 
Bataille had wanted to work in the Department of Ivianu

scripts at the Bibliotheque nationale, but in 1922 he got a job at 

the Department of Prints, from where, in 1924, he lTlOved to 

the Cabinet des medailles. This extraordinary locale houses 

the state hoard of coins and medals, but the collection goes far 

beyond numismatics. Derived from the Cabinet du roi, the 

French nwnarch's personal reserve of treasures and curios, the 

Cabinet des medailles lays claim to being the oldest museum in 

France, even the world. The collection's logic, however~ is that 

of the cabinet of curiosities: Dagobert's throne, Charle

magne's chessboard, antique vases, statuettes, cameos and 

intaglios, Oriental porcelain and furniture, mummies, ethno

graphic and natural history objects, a cloak made from a 

whale's intestine, a piece of the vessel in which Christ per

formed the miracle at Cana - all coexist. One might remark 

that DOCUMENTS, with its proliferation of heterogeneous 

stuff~ also resembles a curiosity cabinet. 
The curators of the Cabinet des medailles still work where 

Bataille did, in the luxurious confines of the nineteenth

century reconstruction, in the old Bibliotheque nationale, of 

the home built for the collection when it moved from the 

Palace of Versailles in the 1740s.20 In the Louis XV Salon, por

traits of that monarch and his great grandfather the Sun King 

supervise a room decorated with elaborate eighteenth-century 

furniture and allegorical paintings by Fran<;ois Boucher. It was 

amid this Ancien Regime conspicuous consumption that Bataille 

obsessed about hierarchy, revolution and excess. 

Bataille's first DOCUiviENTS article emerged from the 

Cabinet des medailles, though it deviated violently from the 

numismatic nonn. 'The Academic Horse' pursues a dualism 

between the academic and the savage, seizing on the common 

archaeological observation that ancient Celtic coins figure 

deformations of Hellenic prototypes.21 The customary term 

for this process was 'degeneration', overlaying cultural diffu

sion with an implicitly evolutionist hierarchy of Greek original 

and (failed) Gaulish copy; Bataille reverses the value-judge

ment, stating that the style of the 'imitations' denotes not a 

'technical fault', but a 'positive extravagance'. 22 Nonetheless, 

he retains the ancient bipolarity, annexed in the late nine

teenth century to evolutionist world histories, of civilization 

versus barbarism; 'contradictory social states' of which he 

takes the Greek and Gaulish styles to be 'symptoms'. 

This stylistic opposition also owes something to Heinrich 

Wolffiin's classical/baroque art-historical dyad, but Bataille's 

characterisation of the Gauls principally refigures the extant 

literature on pre-Roman France. As against the organised Hel

lenic State, Bataille's Gauls represent absurd formlessness and 

anarchic aggression, a troping that stems from the accounts of 

Amedee Thierry andJules Michelet in the nineteenth century 

(whose Gauls were bellicose, without discipline), and the twen

tieth-century scholar CamilleJullian, who portrayed the Gauls 

as avatars of motion too 'manic' for rest or work,Z3 driven only 

by 'the spirit of battle' towards 'the four points of the 

horizon'. 24 This undirected aggression echoes in Bataille's 

claim that the Gauls 'calculated nothing, conceiving of no 

progress and giving free rein to immediate suggestions and 

violent sentiment'. 

The Greek historian Polybius wrote of the Celts that 

1, O.ELTEs~DE TRANSYLVA:Nll:E !l, Et\UZF. (GERS) 
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'passion reigned sovereign in their souls, reason had no pur

chase on them'; but Bataille's 'savages', creatures of instinct on 

the side of horrm~ 'nightmares' and the unconscious, also 

engage the modern discourse on the 'prirnitive'. Bataille's 

claim that pre-Roman Gaulish culture was 'comparable to the 

current peoples of Central Africa,' nrimics the enlistment of 

comparative ethnography by archaeologists such as Henri 

Hubert, who lectured on Celtic archaeology at the Ecole du 

Louvre in the 1920s. Hubert compared Celtic head-hunting 

with that of modern Borneo, and Celtic ritual gift-giving with 

the Chinook potlatch made famous by Iviarcel Iviauss. Behead

ing is a constant theme in DOCUMENTS (as in Bataille's 

corpus) - we see it in the skulls of the 'denri-savage' Celtic 

'sanctuary' at Roquepertuse. 25 Lil<ewise Bataille's various 

interrogations of excessive expenditure, with which his Gauls 

can be seen to communicate, proceeded from Iviauss on jJotlatch. 

There is political cogency in Bataille's positioning of the 

Gauls alongside Central African tribes, in 'veritable antithesis 

to classical civilization'. The Gauls have been mobile recruits 

in the French national historiography, adopted as right-wing 

ethno-cultural paragons, proletarian underdogs, primitives in 

need of Roman civilization, and victims of imperialism analo

gous to nwdern colonial subjects. Bataille exploits the latter 

parallel. By identifYing the Gauls with French imperialism's 

Heart of Darkness, its phobic other (associated in the popular 

imagination with colonial tortures and indigene 'savagery'), he 

draws on the evolutionist conflation of far away with long ago, 

rnaximising Gaulish alterity to Greco-Roman Civilization. 

This antagonism rehearses Thierry's narrative of ethnic divi

sion, in which the French class struggle reproduced the 'race 

vvar' of Romans versus Gauls; a split at odds with the rightist 

origin-story, ascendant in the 1920s, of French identity as 

essentially 'Greco-Latin', and united by the Roman conquest. 
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Bataille's rhetoric of social contradiction gestures at 

:Marxist dialectical materialism, as does his proposition of a 

'com1110n 1neasure' between animal and hmnan evolution. 

But whereas Engels saw the dictatorship of the proletariat as a 

Darwinian development homologous with nature, Bataille 

undercuts the ideology of progress, proffering instead a 

cosmic vision of oscillating order and disorder that owes more 

to Nietzsche or Heraclitus. Animal 'primitive forms' - the 

gorilla in relation to the human, for example -jostle their so

called superiors, and in the same way the savage insurrection 

embodied by Gaulish coins permanently threatens authority. 

Crucially, 'alterations of plastic forms often represent the prin

cipal symptom of great reversals'; reversals of the type that 

might, Bataille implies, attend the 'recent negation' of the 

First ~World War. The motifs of DOCUMENTS acquire the 

menace of harbingers. 
Clearly, Bataille put archaeology to exorbitant use. Third

and fourth-century Gnostic intaglios became an 'evil' means 

of excavating the prehistory of dialectical materialism, thus to 

deconstruct its repressed idealism.26 This heretical margin of 

Christian doctrine, in which 'Persian dualism' and judaeo

Oriental heterodoxy' had introduced the 'most impure 

fennents' into 'Greco-Roman ideology', points to the geopo

litical thrust of most of the archaeology in DOCUMENTS. 

The rg2os vvere a time of great anxiety on the French right 

about the dangers of the East. Colonial revolt, Bolshevism and 

German instability merged in the nationalist self-image into 

an excluded Eastern bloc of atavistic formlessness, disintegra

tion and revolution, against which stood a Greco-Roman 

principle of form, unity and tradition. 
DOCUl\IIENTS inflicted Oriental pressure on Greco

Roman culture. A conservative editorial com1T1ittee member's 

article about Greek coins veered towards the 'orgiastic cults' of 

Dionysus- an Asiatic deity whose mysteries were an early Ori

entalist topos. 27 ~VVhen Bataille summoned up Rome, it was in 

terms of the crazed ritual, imported from the Orient, of 

Cybele's priests' self-castration. 28 Greek magic appeared as a 

nwnstrous hybrid of Oriental parts. 29 The Hellenistic sculp

ture of Asia l\!Iinor manifested an 'irresistible force' analogous 

to Genghis Khan's l\ilongolian hordes. 30 In Josef Strzygowski 

DOCUMENTS gave a platform to an art-historical race-the

orist witl1 extreme anti-Romano-centric archaeological beliefs 

about late antiquity and the middle ages, which he saw as 

determined by Eastern ethno-cultural factors. An article on 

'The Birth Hour of European Occidental Art' acknowledged 

the geopolitical stakes of the debate: 'A new crisis between 

VVest and East is manifesting itself,' wrote the German author, 

'It is up to us to find a solution.'31 Rather than a solution, 

DOCUMENTS staged the conflict. 
The archaeology of DOCUMENTS foregrounded the 

archaic Asiatic: Siberian, Scythian, Chinese, Japanese. One 

recalls Georges Henri Riviere's rg26 vaunting of 'archaeology, 

parricidal daughter of humanism', as having 'awoken' Khmer 

statues 'beneath the foundations of the Parthenon of l\ilaurras 

and vVinckelmann': humanist, classical archaeology as the 

property of Charles :Maurras, leader of the Action fran<;aise; 

Eastern archaeology as humanism's murderous child. 32 The 

right-wing critic \!Valdemar George denounced the 'Afghan 

gods' illustrated in Rene Grousset's DOCUiviENTS article as 

pernicious sops to a 'fascination' for 'archaic and barbarian 

forms', an anti-classical, ,anti-humanist 'pessimism based on 

masochism, a secret desire to humiliate the human being and 

to degrade him to the level of a reptile'. 33 George's accusation 

of evolutionary regression intercepts both Grousset's evolu

tionist interpretation of the Afghan statues as 'a case of 

regression towards "barbarian" arts', and Bataille's (none too 

secret) counter-evolutionary dethronements of the human. 

\Nhat is key is George's view of Grousset's scholarship as coin

cident with Bataillean subversion. Editorial strategy subsumes 

professional archaeology. 
DOCUMENTS inhabits a genealogy of counter-cultural 

(an)archaeological thinking, traceable through Nietzsche to 

the Asiatic nomadic war-machine of Gilles Deleuze and FelL'\: 

Guattari, and the 'psychic palaeolithism' of Hakim Bey. From 

Nietzsche's Dionysus onwards, there has been a marked Ori

entalising strand in this vVestern skein. The archaeology of 

DOCUMENTS inaugurates no unified identity. It dramatises 

a split. 
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OEAUX-ARTS 
Dawn Ades 

DOCUMENTS, 5, 1929 

T.,\.bu ''"r! •1<p,,,l Klo.•: Cl,,,,., 
G,!,it ll«llh•),n 

'Beaux-Arts' (Fine Arts), together with Archaeology 

and Ethnography, vvas a constant in the rubric on the covers 

of DOCUMENTS. But precisely which articles had the 

honour of belonging to this category quickly becomes unclear 

as the magazine's revisions of the very idea of aesthetic 

value developed. 
'Beaux-Arts' was, to begin with, the knot that bound DOC

UJviENTS to the venerable review published by its financial 

backer Georges \ 1Vildenstein, the Gazette des beaux-arts. Founded 

in r858, the Gazette des beaux-arts had from the start announced 

itself as a 'chronique des arts et de la curiosite' (chronicle of arts and 

curiosities) covering 'Acquisitions of French and Foreign 

·Museums; Archaeology; Classification of Historic :Monu

ments; Libraries; Sales; Ancient and Modern Art Exhibitions; 

Art Books; Law; Academies; Learned Societies.' The close 

relationship between sales and scholarship, dealers and the 

academy is not surprising given that vVildenstein owned one of 

the premier commercial galleries in Paris. Scholarly articles on 

numismatics, antique sculpture, Romanesque architecture, 

current archaeological excavations and so on, as well as essays 

on 'ancient' and modern art, were part of a well-oiled 

exchange, adding value to the objects on the market. Hence 

the disconcerting effect of Bataille's very first contribution to 

DOCUNIENTS, 'The Academic Horse', on the n1.onstrous 

and horrible deformations of Greek coin-imagery among the 

Gauls. 1 The terms that were to become a staple of Bataille's 

language of base materialism in DOCUNIENTS, such as 

'absurd', 'burlesque' and 'incoherent', have no place in regular 

art historical or archaeological discourse. They imply a distur

bance of established methodologies and values and are at odds 

with the usual modes of dealing with the so-called highs and 

lows of vVestern civilization. 

The contrast between DOCU1;IENTS' approach to Art 
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SculjJtures negres, '9'7 (fig. 6) 

2 pages from DOCUJ'viENTS, 7, 1929 
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and that of its backer is vividly pointed up by an advertisement 

that appeared regularly on the last page of each issue of the 

journal, for a new book on the 'Great artists and the great artis

tic schools of France' to be published by ''Vildenstein. The 

divergence between the cultural nationalism and the confident 

assertion of 'great' art and artistic schools in this announce

ment and DOCUMENTS' approach to the heterogeneous 

range of objects in its pages is very apparent. 

The analytical table of contents published at the end of 

DOCUMENTS' first year reels off under the heading 'archae

ology' an impressive list of different civilizations whose 'Art' 

had been the subject of an article: Bulgarian, Byzantine, 

Chinese, Gaulish, Greek, Greco-Celtic, Hittite, Roman, Scan

dinavian, Siberian and Sumerian. Howeve1~ Africa, America 

and Oceania, together with 'popular art' in Europe, are gath

ered under the heading 'Ethnography and Folldore'. Given 

that Paul Rivet and Georges Henri Riviere, among the most 

influential figures in modern French ethnography, were on the 

editorial board of DOCUiVIENTS this was clearly a purpose

ful geo-cultural distinction. 2 DOCUMENTS was not to be a 

'Gazette des beaux-artsjHimitif.s'. 3 

There had recently been several attempts, propelled by the 

interest of avant-garde artists, to rescue 'prim.itive art' from its 

subaltern position and recognise its aesthetic value. Guillaume 

Apollinaire announced the 1917 album SculjJtures negres as the 

first to 'value, not the ethnic character of negro statues, but 

their beauty', at the same time as lamenting the lack of a criti

cal language with which to address them, given the severe 
/-

absence of information about their production and their 

makcrs. 4 In the same album Paul Guillaume noted that while 

in London, Holland, Belgium and Germany negro sculpture 

was exhibited alongside 'the finest remains of antiquity', at the 

Iviusee d'Ethnographie du Trocadero in Paris it was included 

only for its ethnographic interest. The notoriously chaotic 

displays at the Trocadero were about to be radically reorgan

ised, but not in the direction signalled by Apollinaire. Paul 

Rivet, in 'A Study of Material Civilizations; Ethnography, 

Archaeology, Prehistory', firmly rejects the tendency of both 

archaeologists and ethnographers to single out choice objects 

to label as 'art' rather than collecting objects of all kinds from a 

given civilization. 5 It would be lil<e, he says, judging current 

French civilization by its 'objets de luxe' alone, when these were 

in fact the province of a tiny proportion of the French popula

tion. Thus he sweeps away the patronising nostalgia of 

displays that linked African, Oceanic or American sculpture 

with the distant past of classical antiquity together with the 

aesthetic enjoyment of the amateur and the formalist apprecia

tion of the modernists, in favour of the study of the full range 

of material remains. 
Andre Schaeffne1~ in ':Musical Instruments in an Ethno

graphic :Museum', while no less democratic in tone than Rivet, 

insists on the need to research the whole cultural complex of 

which the musical 'aesthetic' is a part.6 The innate inability of 

the museum to embody in its display the nature of a given 

instrument can be partly compensated, he proposes, by photo

graphs of the player in action and recordings of the sound. 

But there is an irresolvable problem of classification in many 

instances, when it is unclear vvhethcr an object is instrument 

and/ or sculpture, sound statue rather than decorated drum 

(a problem partly caused by ·western terminology). The 

anthropomorphic Upper Ubanghi 'guitar' or 'harp' (cat. 21), 

standing upright lil<c a statue, with its elongated caricature of a 

neck, tiny head and precise anatomical details, is of as much 

interest, Schaeffner argues, for the student of the plastic arts as 

for the musicologist. This is not to suggest that Schaeffner is 

going against the grain of DOCUMENTS' 'anti-aesthetic', 
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but rather that he proposes that it is the job of the art historian 

to investigate the ritual function of the object, to enquire into, 

for example, the relationship between the wooden animal

drums (cat. s6) and 'other idols, to note the sculptural 

expression that they aim to construct of superior powers ... '. 

This job is very different both from the vague appreciation of 

the 'amateur', the art lover or connoissem~ or the aestheticising 

museographe1~ attacked by TVIichel Leiris for transforming 'a 

mask or a statue made for precise and complicated ritual pur

poses into a con1n1on art object. '7 

Leiris here enjoys the conjunction of 'common' (vulgaire) 

and 'work of art', an operation performing the same 'bringing 

down', debasing, as when Bataille refers to the 'base idealism' 

of Surrealism. In Leiris's phrase, 'work of art' is a devaluation 

of the object, draining it of purpose. Howeve1~ in the same 

article, 'Civilization', Leiris hints at a new kind of work whose 

function would no longer be that of aesthetic sublimation. Pas

sionately rejecting the polite world of 'taste', the veneer of 

civilization that is like a thin layer of mildew over the boiling, 

volcanic savagery underneath, Leiris writes: 

' ... we would so lil<e to get closer to our savage ancestry, 

to appreciate only now that which, obliterating at a 

stroke the passing of the centuries, places us, naked and 

bald, in front of a world that is closer and newer. vVe've 

already seen for several years numerous signs of such a 

rebellion in literature and painting ... ' 

The new 'rebellious' kind of work to which Leiris refers is a 

distinctive kind of modern art, which appears, not at all 

chosen at random, in DOCUMENTS: Pablo Picasso most 

prominently, then Andre Iviasson, Joan Niir6, Hans Arp, Sal

vador Dali and Alberto Giacometti among others. vVhile 

:Masson, ~dir6 and Arp were among the dissident surrealists 

embraced by DOCUiviENTS, Giacometti and Dali were at 
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very early stages in their careers, and yet to move in the other 

direction, towards Surrealism. It is Carl Einstein who spells 

out the dilemma these works pose for the normal art critic or 

historian. Einstein, a poet who had associated with both 

Expressionism and Dada but was above all a writer on the 

visual arts, had recently arrived in Paris from Germany. He 

had had classical training as an art historian under Heinrich 

vVolfilin in the rgoos and subsequently set about destroying 

the aesthetic model of this tradition, publishing NegCJjJlastik 

(rgrs) and The Art rif t/ze Tzventietlz Centlll)' (rg26)." Einstein was 

frmn the start a member of the editorial committee of DOC

UMENTS and a key conduit for the contributions from 

German scholars to the magazine. His writings in DOCU

t;IENTS concentrate exclusively on theory and the visual arts 

and it has been suggested that his interest in the 'tectonic' 

functioned as an opposition to Bataille's 'formless'. 9 However~ 

both question the human habit of unconsciously structuring 

experience of their environment (whether in art or any other 

type of object) on the model of their own body and thus 

anthropomorphising it, civilizing it so that it no longer has the 

threatening immediacy of direct experience. 

In 'Notes on Cubism' Einstein argues that neither art 

history (which, when it attempts to be more than a calendar~ 

flounders in baseless judgements) nor what he calls 'la science de 

l'arf (the science of art), philosophical aesthetics, can cope 

with the new art, Cubism. 10 Pessimists saw the shattering of the 

relation of identity between nature and picture as 'the death 

throes of reality', the end of a comfortable tautology, the repe

tition of imitations, whereby man could be reassured of 

immortalit)~ 

'A dualism of long preparation between form and 

object appeared: the real as criterion for the picture vvas 

rejected; it was the end of the optimistic unity between 

I' I CASSO, TtTE (1'112) T£TE (I?HJ 

reality and the picture; this is no longer an allegor)~ nor 

the fiction of another realit)r. Thus the rights of the 

latter were strictly limited and one could speak of the 

murderous jJower of the work of art.' 

For Einstein Cubism, and the works of artists lil<e Niasson and 

Arp whom he encountered in Paris, not only rendered futile 

the aesthetic tradition in which Einstein had been formed and 

from which he struggled to escape but responded to and were 

produced by fundamental psychological needs. Cubist paint

ings, which, he agrees with Andre Breton, are not rationalist, 

are 'imaginative pictures which show a completely invented 

structure'. But Einstein was not a supporter of abstract art. It 

was rather the 'concrete fact' of the invented structure that he 

linked to 'archaic and mythical epochs'. His essays on Arp 

('Neolithic Childhood' 11
) and Masson ('Andre Masson, anEth

nological Study'12
) betray a utopian primitivisation, the notion 

of unconscious psychological regression to childhood or to a 

mythological past. Despite the scepticism he expresses in 

'Notes on Cubism' about the value of a psychological 

approach to art, in which he saw the danger of treating the 

painting as a symptom, Einstein praises the hallucinatory 

qualit)r of Niasson's work, his 'psychogrammes', spontaneous 

or automatic mark-making, which are outside the 'control of 

reason'. Einstein is close here to orthodox Surrealism, but his 

discussion of metamorphosis moves in a different direction, 

towards a notion of sacrifice closer to Bataille. '11Ietamorpho

sis is the classic drarna of totemism . . . It is thanks to the 

identification of man with .animal that the projection of self~ 

sacrifice becomes possible.' 

As Denis Hollier points out in 'La valeur d'usage de !'im

possible', the notion of the use value of an object takes two 

directions in DOCUMENTS: on the one hand the material 

concerns of the ethnologist who is interested in the 'technical, 

social and economic utilisation of the object', and on the other 

hand the unproductive but no less urgent value of ritual use, 

which touches a different kind of human need. 13 In DOCU

MENTS it was not a matter of trying to redefine the notion of 

the 'aura' of a work of art, once conferred on it by its religious 

status, but of exploring instincts, desires and urges which could 

be invested in any object, including painting and sculpture. 

Sacrifice, for Bataille, was a form of ritual violence whose sig

nificance was obscured in modern society, where it has been 

largely transformed and muted into purely symbolic or token 

acts. He used the idea of sacrifice to attack the sterility and 

hypocrisy of modern life, arguing that the temple and the abat

toir descend from a single site where killing took place, and 

explains the invisibilit)r of slaughterhouses in modern cities as 

the consequence of man's squeamish reluctance to face the 

slaughter on which he nonetheless depends for his meat. 

Bataille locates modern sacrifice not in the heroism of the bat

tlefield but in acts of obsessional self-mutilation such as van 

Gogh's slicing of his ear. In 'Sacrificial Mutilation and Vincent 

van Gogh's Severed Ear' Bataille equates the severing of the 

ear with the torment of Prometheus, whose liver was devoured 

by the eagle of Jupiter. 14 

There are in DOCUMENTS a few relatively routine art 

historical articles on, for instance, unpublished drawings by 

Jean-Auguste Dominique Ing-res, Eugene Delacroix's painting 

Roi Rodrigue, Jean-Baptiste Camille Corot, Siberian bronzes 

and Cycladie sculpture, which would not have been out of 

place in the Gazette des beaux-arts. However~ whereas there they 

would have remained as discrete units within the neutral franre 

of the art magazine, in DOCUt;IENTS the powerful visital 

aesthetic, the principle of juxtaposition, of contrast and of 

comparison draws connecting webs across its pages. In the case 

of the unexceptionable Cycladic sculptures (cat. 40-41), one of 
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Spread from DOCUi'dENTS, 8, 1930 

DOCU1'dENTS, 4, 1929 

Nicolas-Ft·an~ois Regnault and 
Genevieve Regnault, The Deviations qf 
. Ncilurc or a Collection qf the 1Hain 11-Ionstrositic., 
that Nature Produces in Animals, 1775 (cat.139) 

LA MUT!Lo\TION SACillriCII~LLE 

the underlying threads in DOCUMENTS, the primitivisation 

or archaising of modern art is hinted at with the reproduction 

a few pages later of photographs of Giacometti's recent sculp

ture (cat 142).15 The simplified forms of the Cycladic figurines 

and the open, linear structures of the HmjJ PlaJ'er (cat. 141) 

oddly reverberate with Giacometti's figures, drastically 

reduced to violent, jagged or cage-like geometries. But a few 

pages further on another comparison with the Giacomettis 

leaps out, with a group of Benin iron 'fetish trees' (cat 44-47). 

'Fetish trees? Or perhaps genealogical trees . . . the 

ethnographers find it hard to decide on the nature of 

these most mysterious of trees. The stems and summits 

have been animated with a strange fauna of 

chameleons, leopards, antelopes, serpents, ibis and even 

of humans. '16 

Even of humans- in the case of these three sets of images it is 

the precariousness of the human form, shrunk or trapped or 

threatened by space that suggests itself. This impression sud

denly leaches into the rest of this issue of DOCUMENTS 

(a remarkable one, but no more than many of the others). In 

Einstein's article on Hercule Seghers, the seventeenth-century 

artist victimised by Dutch society, so poor he had only his bed 

sheets to paint on, his rocky landscapes 'bear witness to agora

phobia and a strangulation complex' .17 Bataille's 'Cannibal 

Delicacy', part of the Critical Dictionary entry on 'Eye', dis

cusses bothJJ. Grandville's engraving of the criminal's dream 

of being pursued across the heavens and the sea by a gigantic 

eye and the scene of the slising of the eye in Luis Bui'iuel and 

Dali's frlm Un chien andalou (rg2g, cat r88-rgo). 

'vVe know that civilized man is characterised by the 

acuteness of often inexplicable horrors. The fear of 

insects is doubtless one of the most peculiar and most 

developed of those horrors among which one is 

Cf L'ORI:JUI: COl'f'f£ 01: Vlt\UNI V,\N GO{:!{ 

surprised to count that of the eye.''" 

l]nlike the banality of so many avant-garde productions, 

Un chien andalou grips the spectator from the start through its 

ojlen-E!J'ed and direct penetration into horror. 
Such moments, whether in frlm, photography or painting, 

are fevv enough. For Bataille and Leiris the loss of directness, of 

concrete experience in modern life, is matched by the usually 

feeble comforts of art In his only extended article on a con

temporary painte1~ 'The Lugubrious Game', Bataille cuts 

across all the counter-aesthetic propositions of Einstein or 

Leiris to admire Dali's painting of the same name for its 

appalling violence. 19 He starts with an implied critique of Sur

realism: 'Intellectual despair ends neither in inertia nor 

dreams, but in violence', and ends with a burlesque inversion 

of the contemplative aesthetic experience: in front of Dali's 

painting The Lugubrious Game, he 'squeals like a pig'. 

In a sense the discourse of aesthetics is displaced in DOC

UNIENTS from the essays on painting and sculpture to those 

by Bataille such as 'Human Figure' and 'The Deviations of 

Nature'. 20 In the latter Bataille attacks the classical ideal, the 

composite built from the amalgamation of a number of differ

ent images (of faces, for example) which 'gives a kind of reality 

to the platonic idea, necessarily beautiful'. But the corollary is 

that all individual forms differ from this common ideal 

measure and are therefore to some degree monstrous. The 

painful, even cruel, juxtaposition of this short text with the 

illustrations fron1 Nicolas-Fran<;ois and Genevieve Regnault's 

1775 publication The Deviations qf Nature (cat. 139) has a double 

function. It not only subverts the notion of the ideal per

fectibility of nature but also highlights the prurient pleasure i1i 

the curiosity, the monste1~ the seductive horror of these devia

tions of nature which by Bataille's extremist logic are, once the 

effort is made to classify the species, 'dialectically situated in 

II, 11\~rl'\ fE, \I,~RR~f. PRU\IHIMHT' AHOHt:<J3. IIAUT. 1l 01. 
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opposition to geometrical regularity, in the same way as indi

vidual forms, though in an irreducible fashion.' 

Notes 

1, 1929, newly translated in this book . 

2 Rivet was Director of the ~-fusee d'Ethnographie du Trocadero; Riviere was 

Deputy Director and later founder of the Musce national des Arts et Traditions 

Populaires, now about to relocate to ~·Iarseillc as the ~~Iusee des Civilizations de 

!'Europe et de la Mediterrance. 

3 D. Holliet; 'La valeur d'usage de !'impossible', preface to DOCUJ'dENTS fitcsim

ile, p. VIII, published in h'anslation as 'The Use Value of the Impossible', October, 

6o, Spring 1992, and in D. Hollier, Absent Withont Leave, pp. 125·-144. 

4 Scnlptum negres, 1917. Only 63 copies were printed, privately. Reprinted by Hacker 

Art Books, New York, 1972. Apollinaire sectns to have been unaware of Einstein's 

1915 J\'cgajJ!astik. 

5 3, 1929. 

6 5, 1929, 

7 'Civilization',4, 1929. 

8 See S. Zeidlci; 'Totality against a subject: Carl Einstein's .Negnplastik', in October, 

107, ,,Vintcr 2004, Special issue on Carl Einstein. 

9 See C. Joyce, Carl Einstein in Documents and his Collaboration with Georges Bataille, 

Xlibris.con1, 2003. 

10 3> 1929. 

11 8, 1930. 

12 2, 1929. 

13 D. Hollie1; op. cit, p. XIY. 

14 8, 1930-

15 'Cannibal Delicacy', 4, 1929. 

16 'Benin Fetish Trees', 4, 1929. 

17 Sec also L. 1\{onahan, 'Rock Paper Scissors', in October, 107, op. cit. 

18 f, 1929. 

19 7, 1929-

20 f, 1929; 2, 1930 
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Board at the 1iucadlro announcing the dosum of 
the 1Husce d'Etlmographie and its rejJ/acemeut 
by the 1Husie de /'Homme in the Palais de 

Uwillot, to open in 1937, 1935 (fig. 7) 

DOCUMENTS, 5, 1929 

Advert from DOCU1'1'1ENTS, 6, 1930 

l\hH 1\ \1\li.l\\l i'lll\lll\f[ 

-ENi!Aisoi DE LffRiiffiiiinil 
DU PALAIS OU TROCAOERO 

le MUSEE D'ElHMOGRIPBI[ 
EST fERME.lSHUtE SOII!IW•I9l7 

le MUSEE DE L'HOMME 
B!BliOTH!QUErtBUROO RIS!EIT OIJ'IIl!S 

ENTREE ICI 

On the bright yellow cover of DOCUMENTS, 
underneath the big, bold capitals of the banner-like title, a 

column of four epistemological labels reads: 'Doctrines, 
Archeologie, Beaux-Arts, Etlznograplzie' (Doctrines, Archaeology, 

Fine Arts, Ethnography). This last field has been- at the time 

and since- the most controversial of the four. In the influential 

essay in which he coined the expression 'ethnographic Surre

alism',James Clifford called it the wild card of the list, and to 

be sure the anthropological component of the DOCU

JviENTS adventure would play its part in the reshuffling of the 

epistemological and museographic deck that was underway in 

France during the late rg2os and early rg3os. 1 But ethnogra

phy, at the time an ill-defined field that stretched from physical 

anthropology to European folklore, needed to become unset

tled before becoming unsettling. If one trusts the two 

photographs of storage rooms at the .Wlusee d'Ethnographie 

du Trocadero in Paris, crammed vvith life-size wax figures of 

naked black bodies that had been piled up haphazardly after 

having been renwved frOIIl the staged scenes of prin1itive life 

where they used to be displayed, the most urgent problem 

faced by the field had more to do with fighting dust, the only 

wild thing on the premises, than with anything else. 'Dust' is 

the title of the entry Bataille wrote for the Critical Dictionary 

section of DOCUMENTS as an accompaniment to these 

photographs; it concludes with the evocation of a world irre

versibly put to sleep under a shroud of 'dust', like a cosmic 

Snow vVhite. 2 The Trocadero Palace had become a palace of 

entropy: no light, heating, ~unds or human resources, no one to 

dust off the windows, not to mention the helter-skelter display 

of pieces that had been gathered without any coherent collect

ing progranune, as Georges Henri Riviere complains in his 

contribution to the fmt issue of DOCUiviENTS.3 In fact, the 

challenge of an ethnographic museum without dust was the 

task for which the new directorial team, Paul Rivet and 

Riviere, had just been hired. 

In spite of the recent archival research that has reclaimed 

lor the freelance German art historian Carl Einstein his 

central role in the founding and editorial management of 

DOCUMENTS, much remains unrecorded about the genesis 

of the journal as well as about the constitution and functioning 

of its famously heterogeneous editorial team.4 For Einstein, 

having just emigrated from Germany to France (in Ivlay rg28), 

such an enterprise was a great opportunity to insert himself 

into Parisian cultural life. And although, with its pages of 

advertising for galleries and publishing houses from Berlin, 

Leipzig, Vienna and Zurich, DOCUMENTS has, in many 

respects, the strange look of a German journal published in 

French, Einstein brought with him the art historical reflection 

on primitivism that was considerably more developed in his 

native country than in France (he would thus publish, among 

others, anthropologists such as Eckart von Sydow and Leo 

Frobenius, the latter having curated a recent show of copies 

of prehistorical cave drawings from South Africa at the 

Galerie Pleyel).5 

Without being an academically legitimated anthropologist 

himself, Einstein, the author of JVege1plastik (rgrs) and even 

more importantly of Afi·ikmwjJlastik ( r 92 r ), was more entitled to 

claim the field of ethnography than any of his French col

leagues on the DOCU!viENTS board, and it is reasonable to 

admit, with Lilian 11Ieffre, that in the journal he held authority 

on ethnographic matters.6 For there are degrees even in what, 

paraphrasing Signmnd Freud's expression, one could call 'lay' 

ethnography, and Bataille, Leiris, Schaefii1er and even Riviere 

were very low on the scale. Although years later 1;Iichel Leiris 

became a professional ethnographe1~ it would be a retroactive 

anachronism to infer that at the time he was already an 
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amateur one. This can be witnessed by Leiris's offi1andedness 

when, in a diary entry for Nlay rg2g, he writes down the deci

sion he had just made that morning (no doubt in connection 

with his duties at DOCUMENTS) 'to brush up a little on 

ethnographic and sociological questions'. 7 The same is more 

or less true of Andre Schaeffi1er. The only French practitioner 

anthropologist on the board was Paul Rivet, who was neither 

an Africanist nor particularly interested in art. As for 11Iarcel 

Griaule, he still had to take his exams and he would not earn 

his full diploma until after his return from the Dakar-Djibouti 

Mission in I933· 

Should one conclude from this recentering that the attribu

tion to Bataille of a position of leadership in DOCUMENTS 

is simply a rewriting of the journal's history in the light of the 

I9'29 crisis of the surrealist movement and of Andre Breton's 

violent attack on Bataille and his friends in the Second J11aniftsto 
qf Surrealism? Not quite. For Bataille seems to have been associ

ated with the journal from the initial stages of the project, as 

early as the summer of rg28. Howeve1~ this was in considera

tion not of his acquaintance (rather tangential in any case) 

with Surrealism, but of the erudite article on coins from 

Central Asia he had just published in Arethuse (later footnoted 

by Rene Grousset, curator at the 11Iusee Guimet, in DOC:U-

1viENTS8), and maybe also of his contribution to the issue of 

the Cahiers de la Republique des lettres edited by Alfred Mctraux in 

connection with the show of ancient American arts that 

Riviere curated the same year at the .WI usee des J.\rts decoratifs. 

Einstein was significantly older than Bataille and his 

friends and, lil<.e Daniel-Henry Kahnweile1~ he belonged more 

to the Cubist generation than to the surrealist one. There is no 

reason, howeve1~ to think that this was enough to make the 

interactions between the individuals involved in the project 

conflictual from the beginning. Leiris, for one, was quite 
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impressed by Einstein's intellectual personality, and his first 

contribution to DOCUNIENTS, a review of the latest book of 

the art historian Fritz Saxl, was obviously commissioned by 

Einstein who was simultaneously negotiating a text on a 

similar subject vvith Saxl." Nioreove1~ Leiris (who at the time 

was reading Alexandra David-Neel on Tibetan spiritual exer

cises'") could refer without the slightest reservation to concepts 

such as 'ecstatic training' or 'mystical anatomy' that Einstein 

used in his article on Andre .Masson. 11 

It is true that from one book to the other Einstein moved 

from a non-contextual reading of African artifacts to one that 

integrates a certain level of ethnographic mediation. ·while in 

Negerplastik he writes, 'vVe will bracket-out subject matter and 

the contextual associations related to it', 12 in Ajhkmwplastik he 

explicitly links the current exhaustion of African formal cre

ativity to colonialism. The contamination by vVestern visual 

patterns, he claims, dismantled the traditional crafts. In that 

sense, his aesthetic reflection on African art was more and 

more affected by the white shadows cast on it by the political 

dimension of colonialism. It might also be that 20 years of 

fashion had exhausted the formal energy of primitive produc

tions to 'rupture the visual economy of the vVestern subject' .'3 

The conflicts that eventually developed between Einstein 

and the younger editorial and publishing team, which month 

after month regrouped around Bataille, probably sprang not 

from a tension internal to 'Ethnography' but from a disjunc

tion between 'Ethnography' and 'Varietes' (Variety), the new 

rubric that was substituted for 'Doctrines' on the cover of the 

fourth issue of the journal. This substitution was made after 

Bataille, Leiris, Schaeffne1~ Riviere, and maybe also Marcel 

Griaule, who was just back fi·om his first Ethiopian mission, 

had spent the summer of 1929 indulging in an unreserved 

Negrophilia, entranced as they were by the Lew Leslie's Black 

Birds show at the 1vioulin-Rouge.14 Einstein's approach 

African cultures, on the other hand, as the titles of his two 

books make sufficiently deal~ was foremost concerned vvith 

the 'plastic', i.e. Apollonian (centred on what today we would 

call visual arts). It was not mediated by Broadway's, nor even 

by New Orleans's, lowbrow music-hall Dionysism. It was 

totally foreign to the post-war fashion of jazz. There is not the 

slightest trace of its being tainted by Afro-Americanism. 

Lil(e Einstein, the Bataillean team. also grew diffident vis-a
vis primitivism, but it was more out of a combination of igno

rance and insolence. It did this by means of two apparently 

contradictory gestures. The first was a blurring of the line 

between the primitive and the non-primitive, valorising what 

both ethnographers and art critics would reject as inauthentic. 

The second goes in the exact opposite direction by exacerbat

ing the difference between them to the utmost, i.e. bracketing 

any consideration of aesthetics as such. 

The first trend appears, for example, in Leiris's review 

of the paintings of the Sudanese (Malian) artist Kalifala 

Sidibe, whose work was touring European galleries at the time 

(Paris, Vienna and Berlin). The composite character of his 

work, Leiris writes, might lead some connoisseurs to a negative 

judgment: 

' ... victims as they are of the prejudice of the "purity of 

style" which together with that of the "high periods" 

obsesses so many people. As far I am concerned, I love 

everything that presents this dimension of mL'Cing, 

everything mixed blood, from sarcophagi dating fi·om 

Roman times with faces of splendidly made-up women 

painted in the most realistic way to Fuegeans wearing 

European pants found in shipwrecks, not forgetting 

Alexandrine philosophy and the unmatchable elegance 

of Harlem Negroes along the way. '15 

EXPOSITION KALIFALA SIDII3E. 
(CALEHIE GE.OHGES BEHNHEIMl 

One might wonder if Einstein approved of such a statement. It 

is more lil(ely that he would have seen in such an 'inauthentic' 

production one more sign of the collapse of African cultures 

under the colonial regime that he had already lamented in 

AjrikaneljJlastik. The Einstein scholar Klaus Kiefer remarks 

something of that vein in connection with the translation of 

one of the myths Einstein collected in his 1925 anthology 

1ifrikanische Legenden. It tells the story of a young couple who 

married against the wishes of the keepers of tradition in each 

of their respective tribes. At one point in the story, the husband 

happens to kill the totemic animal of his wife's tribe, the bull, 

who was grazing on the vegetables he was growing. This event 

marks the beginning of a \Vagnerian diimmerung that will end in 

the tribe's collective suicide. 

Einstein translated the myth from a French version in 

which the husband kills the bull with a gun. In his translation, 

howeve1~ he replaces the gun with a more traditional spear. 

Creative translation or pious denial? The story is a fable 

addressed to young people, warning them against innovation. 

But it is clear that for Einstein the worst transgression was not 

that of the manifest content - i.e. the young couple marrying 

against the rules of kinship- but the fact that the husband per

petrated the killing of the bull with a non-African arm. Lil(e a 

worm in an apple, Europe and modernity had already con

taminated the story from within. 'Isn't the catastrophe', Kiefer 

asks, 'a consequence of the use of such an arm foreign to the 

usual context of African civilization?''" The African immune 

system must have already been terribly weakened for a Euro

pean firearm to be smuggled so discreetly, unbeknown to 

them, in a traditional legend. The discussion of such iconolog~ 

ical issues is by no means insignificant and Griaule takes it up 

again in DOCU1tiENTS, but reversing its terms, in a piece 

devoted to a Baoule drum from the collection of the Musee 
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Left to right: 

DOCUiHENTS, 6, 1929 

DOCUMENTS, 6, 1929 (detail) 
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Left to right: 

DOCUMENTS, 6, 1929 

DOCUMENTS, 6, 1929 (detail) 

DOCUJ\-IENTS, 8, 1930 

LA ~IORT D'UNE TH!BU. 

d'Ethnographie whose decoration includes a man carrying a 

gun. 17 Such a motif, it seems, generated a debate among cura

tors concerning the representativity of the object, whether or 

not this gun was a mark of inauthenticity that made the drum 

unworthy of a 1nuseum. Griaule answers by questioning the 

aesthetic taboo according to which 'a Black cannot use an exotic 

object I mean a European one- without debasing himsel£' 

But there is also the opposite move, the desire to maximise 

otherness. Jean Paulhan, who called it 'the illusion of the 

explorer', described the way it always tends 'to consider as par

ticularly representative of a language the feature which, in the 

acquisition of this language, surprises or inconveniences us the 

most. '13 Similarly, the ethnographer Alfred Tvictraux, a close 

friend of Bataille and a colleague of Rivet, later emphasised 

the passionate heterophilia that was at the core of his profes

sional orientation in the rgzos: 
'All of a sudden, exotic populations came, so to speak, to 

validate the existence of aspirations that could not be 

voiced in our own civilization ... The purely aesthetic 

interest was overtaken very early on by the amazement 

in front of all the incongruous and extraordinary prac

tices that these civilizations were offering ... vVhat we 

looked for in ethnography was picturesque, odd.'19 

In that sense, ethnography was easily identified as the ultimate 

form of what Bataille soon came to label heterology. And it 

would be a common rhetorical feature of travel narrative to 

invoke this, as a disclaime1~ to prepare the reader for the worse: 

'I am not an ethnographer', the adventurer Henry de 

Nionfreid thus "Writes, 'but if I were one I would tell 

about this strange custom practiced by all races ... this 

operation whose details, though highly picturesque, are 

out of place in a non-ethnographical work.' 

Or: 

'The time was not well-chosen for a lecture on ethnog

raphy, so I didn't insist. Nevertheless, I think that it 

might be useful here to provide some explanations 

about a barbaric custom still practiced in this "Whole 

part of Africa. '20 

The ethnographic imagination here is reminiscent of that 

of the nineteenth-century historical novel, such as Gustave 

Flaubert's SalammbO (r862), which Niarxist critic Georg Lukacs 

denounced in his rgg8 book The Historical Novel for its gratu

itous complacency in brutality and in cruelty for its own sake, 

together with a criticism of the way novelists of the rggos 

revelled 'in descriptions of cruel executions and torture' .21 

This at times extravagant inflation of differences ranging from 

the most irrational to the most gruesome seems to have been 

feeding for the most part on the common belief in the immi

nent triumph of Occidental entropy, as if dissimilarities had to 

be heightened so intensely because they were on the verge of 

disappearing. Ethnography appears as the savior of hetero

geneity at the very moment it becomes clear that erasure is the 

historical fate of dillerences. The fascination exerted by exotic 

strangeness was rooted not so much in a pleasure in variation 

as such as in an anxiety for it 01~ to use Roland Barthes's words, 

not so much in the ethnographer's interest in the positivity of a 

studium as in his sensivity to vvhat Barthcs, in Camera Lucida, 

would call the wound of the jJunctum. 22 

In the si.xth issue of DOCU1viENTS two photographic 

images of a boat from the Hermit Islands (north of New 

Guinea) are accompanied by an article by A. Eichorn which 

bears the almost 'eulogiac' title of 'The Death of a Tribe'. 23 In 

it, the curator of Berlin's :Museum of Ethnography presents 

the boat, now part of his collection, as 'a representative 

example of the culture of a race, which today has almost dis

appeared'. And, in the last issue, the French ethnographer 
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Tviaurice Leenhardt comments in the same tone on the picture 

of some ritual dance of the Niabunda, a tribe that lives 

between the border of Angola and Zambezi: 

'Today, the :Makishi dance is dying. But a missionary, 

Ellenberge1~ studied it and described it while his col

league Boiteux was able, one lucky da)~ to catch the 

participants, which one can see in the image published 

here. Ancient African gestures that are in the process of 

being swept up into the vast crisis of transformation of 

the Black Continent. The docmnents here gathered 

that evoke these curious initiation rites will constitute 

the most surprising pages of history for the generations 

of black people who will live one hundred and fifty 

years frmn now. '24 

As Vincent Debaene perceptively noted at the time: 'Ethnol

ogy is thought of as archaeology by anticipation.'25 In Th'stes 

1iDjJiques (r955), Claude Levi-Strauss famously forged the neol

ogism 'entropology' to suggest that the imminent 

disappearance of its object was the founding motive of 

anthropology. 

Notes 

]. Cliflorcl, The PrNiicamcnt rif Cultwc. Ticmticth~Cmtw]' EthuografJhJ~ Literature, and Art, 
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tion', inJ. Hainaucl and R. Kaehr (eels), Le mal ct Ia douleur, pp. 45-79. 

2 5. 1929. 

3 'Musee d'Ethnographie du Trocacl<'ro', I, 1929. 
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letter from Carl Einstein to his friend the art collector Friedrich Reber in which 

Einstein inserted a prospective table of contents for the first ten issues of the still 

unnamed journal (K.H. Kiefe1; 'Die Ethnologisierung des kunstkritischen 

Diskurses- Carl Einstein's Beitrag zu 10onunents\ in H. Gassner (eel.), Elan vita{ 
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Einstl'in in Documtnls and his collaboration with GtOigts Bataille, Xlibris.com, 2003, p. 
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a bouquet of 1nisty roses with her two hands' in his article on 'Giacmnetti'; Bataille 
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VARIETY 
[C. 'lizing 'Race'] 
Simon Baker 

Spread from DOCUJ'viENTS, 6, 1930 

'All our moral habits and polite customs, that delight

fully coloured cloak that veils the coarseness of our 

dangerous instincts, all those attractive forms of culture 

of which we are so proud- since it is thanks to them that 

we regard ourselves as "civilized" - are ready to disap

pear at the slightest turbulence, to shatter at the least 

impact. .. ' 

Michel Lciris 1 

In Jean Rouch's Ig6g film Petit a petit (Little by Little) 
a Congolese man arrives in Paris and sets about performing 

the time-honoured tasks of the anthropologist: measuring 

Parisian 'specimens', questioning and observing the behaviour 

of local (native) inhabitants. Rouch, a controversial anthropo

logical flimmake1~ trained and worked on the expedition that 

originated with 1viarcel Griaule's Dakar-Djibouti mission, the 

departure of which was heralded in the final issues of DOCU

:WIENTS. Rouch's film can therefore be seen as a direct legacy 

of DOCU:~1IENTS, and one very much in the spirit of that 

moment of origin: troubling and questioning the civilizing 

deficit inherent to the concept of 'race-relations'. 

:rviichel Leiris, who also joined Griaule's Dakar-Djibouti 

mission, begins his DOCUMENTS essay 'Civilization'2 by 

likening it to the green scum that forms on the surface of stag

nant water. But despite this fetid start, the text soon flows, 

swirling around the nocturnal world of musical entertainment. 

Leiris had just seen a show in Paris featuring a group of 

African-American musicians and dancers called Lew Leslie's 

Black Birds, of vvhom he offers the following assessment: 

'\1Vhat is beautiful about such art is not its exotic aspect 

nor even its highly modern content (this modernism is 

simply coincidental), but the fact that it doesn't really 

constitute an Art at all ... Revues like the Black Birds take 
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Left to right: 

DOCUJ\{ENTS, 5, 1930 

Advert ti·om DOCUMENTS, 6, 1929 

Dcr Qjimthnili,June 1929 (fig. 8) 

us to a point on the other side of art, to a point of 

human development at which that bastard son of the 

illegitimate love of magic and free play has not yet been 

hypertrophied.' 

'I'Vhat did it mean to object to the description of the Black Birds 

as 'Art with a capital R in a critique of the concept of 

civilization in 1929? It is true that throughout the run of DOC

UlviENTS, ethnographers like Griaule and art-historians like 

Carl Einstein objected to the appropriation, commodification 

and misrepresentation involved in the contemporary fashion 

for 'art negre' (literally Negro Art). As Einstein points out review

ing an exhibition of African Art at a Parisian gallery, the 

unproblematic presentation of objects with religious or ritual 

significance as 'art' is less a question of bad taste than the 

application of the wrong criteria. 3 Removing the use-value of 

wooden figures or masks for specific purposes by presenting 

them as aesthetic objects entails a particular kind of culhlral 

brutality. But in 'Civilization' Leiris is not talking about African 

sculpture in the cornmercial galleries of Paris. Instead, he 

imagines a radical reversal of perspective, 'a point on the other 

side of art' from which to understand his own response to the 

Black Birds. \Vhat Leil·is is interested il1, above all, is how a per

formance by African-American musicians and dancers 

(despite its 'coincidental modernisrn') reveals the paucity and 

superficiality of the European imagination. 'This music and 

these dances', he says, 'do not linger on the surface, they 

plunge deep organic roots into us, roots whose thousand rami

fications penetrate us; a,. painful surgery that nevertheless 

quickens our blood.' This is hardly a sophisticated political 

position, perhaps not even a naive one. It is, il1stead, an 

acknowledgment of the terms under which cultural exchanges 

occur. The Black Birds' show is beautiful because it is not art: 

not because it is not 'art' but because it reveals the failure of the 
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concept of art to cross continents and remain intact. 4 

Unlike some comparable magazines of its time, DOCU

MENTS did far more than simply cover jazz as the popular 

music of the day. There are examples of reviews by Georges 

f{enri Riviere and reportage by the jazz 'correspondent' 

Jacques Fray, who went as far as Nevv York to interview Duke 

Ellington.5 But under the ethnographic/musicological influ

ences of Riviere and Andre Schaeffne1~ and certainly as a 

result of interventions by Bataille and Leiris, DOCUJviENTS 

drew the discussion of popular culture into a kind of reversed 

ethnography. Jazz, particularly the music of African-Arneri

can groups, is not merely idealised and fetishised as exotic and 

'other': its presence in Parisian culture is treated as sympto

matic of relations between cultures. This is not to suggest that 

DOCUJviENTS was somehow radically 'politically correct' 

(to coin an anachronism) for its time. Interviews with Duke 

Ellington notwithstanding, Bataille, Leiris, Riviere, et al. were 

neither willing nor able to engage with, or reflect, anything like 

an authentic 'black' perspective. Indeed there is much to be 

said for the argument that, in any case, what white audiences 

actually got with Ellington was 'not jungle music but a creative 

form of irony', derived from, but in no way representative of, 

'black culture'.6 This is indicated in Ellington's own use of the 

term 'Black and Tan' in music and film titles: 'fantasies' con

fected to appeal to white tastes. 7 

Whilst DOCUMENTS contained none of the manifesto

style tracts declaiming colonial politics that appeared in 

surrealist publications, it did avoid the racist caricatures 

common to its mainstream European competitors.8 In 1930 

the self-consciously 'modern' French magazine Jazz still ran 

sensationalising 'exposes' on cannibalism, while the German 

magazine Der O.Jtersclmitt was fairly typical in comparing 

'exotic' people with abstract paintings and women in Islamic 
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dress with ancient Egyptian art. 9 The Belgian magazine 

Tlarietes, in comparison, avant-garde enough to have a surreal

ist special issue in 1929, still sent Eli Lotar into the Black Birds' 

dressing rooms for pictures of the semi-naked dancers. 10 

Tlarietes, which specialised in the 'humorous' juxtapositions of 

pail·s of images popular at the time, published layouts with 

overt, son1etin1es extren1e racist content. One (unrepro

ducible) pair of photographs entitled 'the negroes' paradise' 

shows a naked, spread-eagled adolescent African girl sitting on 

the ground, subtitled 'young negress in the congolese bush', 

alongside an African-American typist in chic contemporary 

dress, subtitled 'the next year in Harlem' .11 

Such contemporary examples raise the question of how 

DOCUiviENTS should be situated in relation to the racial 

politics of its time. Although there is clearly a refusal on the 

part of the editors to accept racist conventions of the Tlarietes 
variety, there is no consequent attempt to account for black 

experiences or perspectives. This position contrasts with more 

progressive attitudes exemplified by Nancy Cunard's book 

.Negro (published in 1934, but underway by 1931) and with sur

realist and communist calls for political emancipation. Despite 

the temptation to contrast DOCUMENTS with surrealist 

activity, it is the comparison with Cunard's approach that best 

illustrates DOCUTviENTS' position. Although compiled and 

edited by a white heiress, Negro is almost entirely comprised of 

essays and contributions by black writers, among whom 

v\ZE.B. duBois, Langston Hughes, Zora Neale Hurston and 

Johnstone (Jorno) Kenyatta are notable. Cunard also reviews 

some of the same cultural terrain covered in DOCUlviENTS 

(the taste for African 'art', Duke Ellil1gton's music, films and 

plays featuring African-Alnerican actors such as Hallelzljalz! 

(cat. 178) and Tlze Green Pastures (cat. r84-185)) but always from. 

a markedly more il1formed and militant perspective with 
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respect to the issue of race. 12 This is not to say, with the benefit 

of hindsight, that DOCUMENTS could or should have 

adopted this radical approach: it was clearly not what its 

editors intended. But it is vital to recognise that throughout 

DOCUMENTS there are persistent efforts to reveal and, 

where possible, destabilise, the skewed equilibrium of the cul

tural politics of the time. DOCU?vlENTS' 'politics of race', if 

we can call it that, was not a strategy or a policy, but more of 

an inoculation: an attempt to infect the sterile, complacent 

body of white European opinion. 

This is best exemplified by a single issue of DOCU

rdENTS (4, rg2g) which calls into question the nature of 

cultural exchange epitomised by jazz-age Paris by riffing on 

the theme of Lew Leslie's Black Birds in a variety of ways. 

First, through Bataille's Critical Dictionary entry 'Black 

Birds', then Leiris's 'Civilization', followed by a review of the 

Black Birds' show at the J\1loulin Rouge by Andre Schaeffne1~ 

and finally a publicity photograph of the group. 13 Bataille gets 

the first word in, questioning the idea that black performers 

can avoid the putrefying effects of the 'mass grave' of Euro

pean civilization. But it is the subsequent introduction of a 

series of nineteenth-century photographs of New Caledonia 

by Ernest Robin (cat. 140) that transforms what should be a 

discussion of popular music into one of the most challenging 

critiques of the politics of cultural exchange to appear any

where in DOCUMENTS. 

The first, in what turns out to be a series of clever pictorial 

layouts in the 'chroniques' section of the issue, immediately pre

cedes Leiris's essay 'Civilization' and cleverly contrasts two 

very different spectacles. There is a frlm-still from the musical 

spectacular The Broadwqy J11eloqy (rg2g, cat. r8o-r8r), whose 

female dancers seem to glow white against a black backdrop. 

This is set above a photograph of a row of black children 

standing to attention in a line that descends in height order 

and ends with a man in a military uniform, captioned 'school 

children, Bacouya, Bourail'. It is lil<ely that this is a veiled ref

erence to an early form of cinematic 'special effect' used in 

musical productions that explicitly produced (racial) difference 

across the colour line. 14 In The Holb>wood Revue qf rg29 
(cat. r86-r87), for example, also mentioned and illustrated in 

DOCUMENTS, the first big musical number took up the 

theme of the contrast between black and white. Against a 

backdrop depicting a bisected black-and-white circle, dancers 

perform in costumes that also alternate in opposing areas of 

light and dark. As they dance, the frlm is switched into nega

tive, creating 'black' dancers m precisely reversed 

black-and-white outfits. A production still of this number 

replicates the effect with the less technologically sophisticated 

use of black face make-up. The DOCUMENTS layout 

reflects this tendency to represent racial difference as though it 

were, essentially, only black and white. Here, the white female 

dancers contrast with a black 'chorus-line' of boys in New 

Caledonia: Hollywood's choreography of frivolity and sexual

ity is faced down awkwardly by the equally ludicrous French 

export of militarised schooling. 

The next photograph in the series accompanies Andre 

Schaeffner's short piece about Lew Leslie's Black Birds at the 

:tvloulin Rouge: a very positive, if traditional, revie·w of ·what 

was evidently a showbiz sensation in Paris at the time. 

Howeve1~ in spite, or perhaps more lil<ely because of its relative 

conservatism, Schaeffner's article is 'illustrated' by a startling 

and disconcerting photograph subtitled, 'Cmzaques de Kroua, 

Koua-oua, cote est, Albums E. Robin'. Startling, because it sits 

above the headline 'Lew Leslie's Black Birds au 1Houlin Rouge' to 

vvhich it obviously cannot possibly refe1~ and disconcerting, 

because aside from not being a group of musicians and 

dancers, the Canaques, reclining in a rough semicircle among 

palm trees, stare out of the photograph, as if challenging their 

misidentification. 

Turning the page from Schaeffner's review reveals the final 

set of images in the series, a double-page spread of juxtaposi

tions that culminates with the Black Birds arriving in France. 

The left hand side comprises four photographs arranged in a 

o·rid and described as follows: a little black girl in New York; a 
0 

wet-nurse in Noumea (Robin album); .Mademoiselle Lovzeski, 

by Nadar; and Sandouli, a Kanala petit-chif (Robin album). 

The rationale for these selections and comparisons is not 

apparent, hmveve1~ until the fil1al pair of photographs in the 

series, on the right-hand side, clarifies the overall agenda: a 

photograph of the prison garrison of Kanala in New Caledo

nia (also by Robin) above a Black Birds' publicity shot of the 

group 'at the time of their arrival in Le Havre, onboard the 

liner "France".' 

At this point it becomes obvious that the Canaques and the 

rest of the indigenous population of New Caledonia have been 

the unwitting victims of that most pernicious European cul

tural export: criminal justice. In this case, the prison garrison at 

Kanala would have been associated with communards, politi

cal enemies of the state exiled after the fall of the Paris 

Commune in r87r. In the context of which all the dubious 

markers of 'civilization': the children's ability to form a parade 

line, the anomalous straw boaters and top hats, are cast as the 

side-effects of a 'civilizing mission' founded on exploitation 

and utilitarian inhumanity. :Meanwhile, the final juxtaposition 

suggests that in return for the precious European 'gift' of 

'development', an alternative cultural export (albeit ori.e 

refined to meet European expectations) arrives from New 

York. The implications seem clear: 'white' France exports 

undesirables and builds prisons; 'black' America sends jazz. 

LES "LE\V LESLIE'S BLACK BinDS" AU ~IOULIN ROUGE 

"' 
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Left to right: 

DOCUJ'viEl'\TTS, 4, 1929 

Charles F. Riesner (director), 

The Hol[ywood Revue of 1929, 1929 
(still, cat. 186) 

3 pages from DOCUl'dENTS, 4, 1929 
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Left to right: 

2 pages fromlviarielJean Brunhes 
Delmnarre, Raas rlmagcs du 1\londe', 1930 
(cat. I58) 

DOCUi:viENTS, I, I93o 

The last laugh is the name of the liner on which the Black 

Birds' arrive: 'France'. 

This subtle visual polemic epitomises one of the most criti

cal components of DOCUMENTS' politics of representation: 

as much an attack on the contemporary rhetoric of image-use 

and games of resemblance as on a bankrupt political system. 

Over 50 years late1~ in rg84,]ames Clifford brilliantly exposed 

the affinities 'left out' of :MaNIA's exhibition Primitivism in 2o'" 

Centll1)' Art: Affinif:J' qf the Tiibal and the kfodem, identifYing the 

concept of aflinity as the problem rather than the solution.Is 

But in rg2g, DOCUMENTS vvas already engaged in exposing 

the impossibility of reading across cultural paradigms without 

questioning codes of representational rhetoric. The presenta

tion of the Black Birds, from 'a point on the other side of art', 

secured as entertainment, but only fully contextualised by the 

racism inherent in colonial cultural exchanges, deals with 

'race' not as a problem or political cause, but as a symptom of 

the iniquitous process of European 'civilization'. 16 

This point is hammered home in Leiris's treatment of a 

picture-book called Races) compiled by Jean Brunhes, and 

reviewed in the same issue of DOCUMENTS as Fray's inter

view with Duke Ellington. 17 Races offers a foretaste of that 

peculiar brand of humanism which, as Roland Barthes later 

identified, pretends to find variety interesting while relishing in 

the hierarchies that result from cross-cultural comparisons. 18 

There is, Leiris accepts, some interesting material in Brunhes's 

book, including some images from ·william Seabrook's expedi

tion to the Ivory Coast al~o reproduced in DOCUMENTS. 

But it is, unsurprisingly perhaps, the use and captioning of the 

photographs in Races that Leiris objects to. The final two pages 

of the book, reproduced side-by-side in DOCUiviENTSJ jux

tapose the 'primitive' social activity of nit-picking with the 

'civilized' one of international diplomacy: the European 

statesmen, according to Brunhes, display skulls 'remarkably 

characteristic' of the white race. For Leiris, this observation, 

coupled with the implications underlying the visual compari

son, reveal an appalling hypocrisy and barbarism, 'no less 

insulting to us' than those other 'races' stigmatised by their 

proximity to Europeans. 

Finally, perhaps, the most effective critique of the process 

of European civilization delivered in DOCUMENTS is 

:Marcel Griaule's 'Gunshot': as uncannily prescient of the 

rhetoric of post-colonialism as of the work of African contem

porary artists. 19 'Gunshot' concerns African works of art 

rejected by the European art market on the grounds that they 

contain iconographic references to the process of colonialism. 

The nadir of this scandal, for Griaule, is represented by a 

carving showing an African warrior with a machine gun, 

deemed 'inauthentic' and thus unacceptable for an audience 

of Parisian art negre connoisseurs. For all the tall( of 

'negrophilia', and the fashion for all things African and 

African-American in jazz-age Paris, in 'Gunshot' we have the 

first salvo of a gut reaction to the phenomenon:20 

'If a black [artist] cannot, without debasing himself, use 

an exotic element, namely a European one familiar to 

him, what is one to make of our blind borrowings from 

an exotic world, one of colour about which we must, in 

self-defence, declare we know nothing?'21 

Notes 

4, I929. 

2 Ibid. 

3 'Concerning the Galet·ie Pig aile Exhibition', 2, I930. 

4 Sec for cmnparison Ladislas Szeci's 1934 essay 'The 'It-nn "Negro Art'' is essen-

tially a non-African concept', inN. Cunard, .Negro: An Anthology~ p. 4I3. 

'Duke Ellington', 6, I930. 
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6 The clain1 was n1ade by Professor Howard 'Sh·etch' Johnson who wa:-; a dancer 

with Duke Ellington's Cotton Club Boys in I932, and cited in A. Lively, 1\lasks: 

Blackness, Race & The Imagination, p. 214. 

7 Sec also Atniri Baraka's discussion of Ellington's use of 'jungle things' in L.Jones, 

B!t11's Pcojlle: .Negro 11-Iusic in H'hite America, pp. I58-Ifi3. 

8 For translations of surrealist declarations h·on1 this period see ?vi. Richardson and 

K. Fijallmwski (eels), Surrealism Against the Currmt: Tincts aud Declarations, pp. I80-I90. 

9 'Jazz', December I929, and Dcr Qymclmitt,.June I929. 

10 T'arifles, 4 August, I929. 

11 T'arit'tcs, 15 J\•Iarch, I929. 

12 King Vidor's film Hallchu'ah!, for example, is illustrated in an essay entitled '!\Negro 

Film Union- \Vhy Not?', inN. Cunard, op.cit., p. 207. 

13 The essay 'Doctrines (The Appearance of Things)', in this book, describes how 

such deliberate 'n1istakes' cmnc to pass and how they 1nay have been supposed to 

work. 

14 'fhis technique is also evident in the positive and negative versions of lvian Ray's 

photograph.Nair d Blanche which 'switches' an Afi·ican1nask and the face of a white 

tnodel in the smnc way. 

15 J. Clillorcl, 'Histories of tl1e Tribal and the Modern', in The Prcdicammt qf Culture. 

16 See Bataille's Critical Dictionary entry 'Black Birds', 4, 1929. 

17 6, I93"· 

18 Barthes's conunents are 1nade in regard to Edward Steichen's 1955 exhibition of 

photography, Tlu· Famil;• of Alan; R. Barthcs, 'The Great Family of Man', in 

A{ythologics, pp. I00-!02. 

19 I, I930. Particularly Kester's 'Throne of \·Veapons', a chair built fi·om recycled 

machine guns from Mozambique and recently acquired by the British i\>!ttseum. 

20 Ncgrophilia was a tenn used to refer to enthusiasin fOr African art and the nntsic of 

black performers. SeeP. Archer-Straw, .NigrojJhilia: Amnt-garde Paris and Blade Culture 

in the 1,920s. 

21 I, I930. 
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PLACES OF PILGRIMAGE: HOLLYWOOD 

Georges Bataille 
One wonders sometimes, when in a state of absolute 

depression, on coming away from some charmless occu

pation (for example, without mentioning work, shaving, 

putting one's affairs in order, cutting one's nails) what the 

price is of miniscule efforts, that one hardly dares talk 

about for fear of being looked at with as much disdain as if 

one were an ant. And then one notices that the only price 

is probably that of being able to establish for sure that the 

game (that moreover one has only started despite 

oneself) is already lost, because even if one were to seize 

the power to destroy everything and start to build from 

scratch, one would sometimes prefer to get ill. So that the 

price, in the end, must be that terrible sickness which is 

probably already real, in the course of which the meanest 

toys procure as many amusements. For we are again at 

the point, without the slightest doubt, where any activity 

whatsoever has no other purpose than to procure some 

respite, some rest for the unhappy fool. But that was 

written no longer from scorn, simply from distress, and 

r 
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A Spread fi·om DOCUJVIENT S, 5, 1929 
B Anon, Nigeria (Cross River Region, 

Ejagham or An yang), ]nnus:foced, 
Skin-couered Helmet J11nsk, late 19th C. 

(cat. 49) 

_________________________________ ._. ______________________________ _ 
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A Pablo Picasso, The Three Dance~:<, 1925 

(ca t. 127) 
B DOCUMENTS, 7, 1929 

B 
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because the total failure of human activity can adequately 

pass off, to the unpoliced mind's eye, as an amusement. 

This all helps to understand why, at present, 

Hollywood is the navel of the Earth, as it is the only place 

where the sole dream is to entertain the rest of the world, 

to persuade us that the moon is made of green cheese! 

Hollywood, all things considered, is the town to make you 

sob or laugh until you cry, purveyor of revolver shots, poi

sonings and bank robbery, and, in general, to keep the 

circulation flowing. Hollywood is also the last boudoir 

where philosophy (now masochistic) could find the lacer

ations to which, after all, it asp1res: thanks to an 

unmissable illusion 1t seems that one can no longer find 

women so de-natured as to appear impossible in such a 

flagrant way anywhere else. The whole world throws 

them money every day so that they will lack for nothing, 

just as was done in times past to statues of divinities or 

saints a sad way of putting what saves the heart in a 

tinsel mirage 

But more than any sanctuary Hollywood could now be 

the place of pilgrrmage for all those whom life has treated 

as we commonly treat a piece of cloth (for example, when 

we cut out a pair of trousers) were it only for its shame

lessly trumpeted falsity, evidently a true goddess, naked 

enough to please and lead astray I 

DOCUMENTS, 5, 1929. TransLated from the French by 

DawnAdes 

Places of Pilgrimage 

Bataille names Hollywood and Notre-Dame-de-Liesse as the 

first of the places of pilgrimage to be covered by DOCU

MENTS, which promises to devote future articles to 'Lisieux, 

Lourdes, Chicago, Salt Lake City, etc'.' By comparison 

with his sententious text on Hollywood, the short note on 

'Notre-Dame-de-Liesse' (5, 1929) contents itself with a simple 

description of the ancient place of pilgrimage, its sanctuary 

housing the unique 'passion bottles' filled with the miraculous 

water of the fountain of Liesse. In these were suspended from 

tiny ampoules minute figures and objects of coloured glass, 

representing the instruments of the passion (hammn~ nails, 

sponge, lance, cross, etc) and characters specific to the story of 

the miraculous statue of Notre-Dame-de-Liesse, including 

Ismeria, daughter of an emir of Cairo who was converted to 

Christianity and transported by angels back to Liesse in r I34· 

'Passion bottles' were sold to the thousands of pilgrims who 

still flock to Liesse every year, and examples of this 'astonishing 

saint-sulpicerie) were illustrated in DOCUMENTS.2 However, 

Bataille and Leiris had originally planned a more ambitious 

article. As Leiris writes, the saint-suijJicerie that proliferated at 

Notre-Dame-de-Liesse 'seemed to Bataille and some of the 
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rest of us a particularly interesting subject, and so we went 

there on a pilgrimage day to document it; but our financial 

backer [Georges Wildenstein] was opposed to the publication 

we planned, given the sacrilegious turn it would not have failed 

to take. '3 Perhaps this censorship provoked Bataille into a dif

ferent kind of sacrilege by juxtaposing Notre-Dame-de-Liesse 

with Hollywood, a striking instance of the to-and-fro, up-and

down movement in DOCUMENTS between sanctity and 

contamination, sacred and profane, elevation and debase

ment. Applying the holy concept of pilgrimage to the 

shameless displays of Hollywood may now be a sociological 

commonplace but it was unusual at the time. 

Places of pilgrimage are, in most religious traditions, sites 

of miracles or m artyrdoms, tombs of prophets or saints, 

favourable to intercession or simply the object of extreme 

devotion. The place may house relics, icons and objects with a 

special power, often for the non-initiated of obscure purpose 

like the Osun Stajfs of Benin, Nigeria• \1\Thether in a church, in 

a museum or at a modern shrine like Hollywood, famous 

things, remains or people acquire an aura and draw in their 

pilgrims. So the devout Christian makes a pilgrimage to 

Lourdes, the art lover to the Louvre and Elvis fans to 

Graceland. 
Pablo's Picasso's Three Dancers (1925) is an ecstatic and icon

oclastic celebration of a death, its central figure for all that it is 

clearly female pinioned like Christ on a crucifrx, recipient of 

the rites of its devotees. Picasso was the most celebrated 

modern artist of the time, and there was competition to be the 

first to reproduce this major painting. Following desperate 

appeals from Andre Breton, it appeared initially under the title 

Girls dancing in.fi·ont qf a window in La Revolution surdaliste in 1925, 

where it presides over Breton's rehabilitation of painting. It 

was then reproduced in the special issue of DOCUMENTS 

'Homage to Picasso' (3, 1930). Picasso said that The Three 

Dancers commemorated the death of his friend R amon Pichot, 

the tall black shadow figure on the right. Pichot used to 

B 

A Anon, France (Aisnc, Notre-Damc
de-Licsse), Passion Bottle, late 18th _ 

early 19th C. (and detail) (cat. 28) 

B DOCUMENTS, 5, 1929 

C Giorgio de Chirico, The Evil Genius'!/ 
a King, 1914- 15 (ca t. 83) 

t 
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A 

A Anon , Nigeria, Osun Staffs, late r8th or 

1gth C. (cat. 44- 46) 
B Anon , Afghanistan (Kafr,-istan), 

Candaho Funeral Effigy, 20th C. (cat. 20) 

c DOCUMENTS, 2 , rg3o (detail) 

B 
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perform a 'wonderful religious Spanish dance ending in 

making of himself a crucified Christ upon the floor' .5 The Three 

Dancers is a Dionysian icon, invoking Christ as Orphic victim: 

Orpheus, often linked to Christ in early Christian tradition, 

was torn to pieces by the Maenads, and Picasso here links 

Dionysian ecstasy to both Eros and Thanatos. The arms are 

uplifted at once in dance and in agony, against the background 

of a common or garden window and balcony. Grand and 

grotesque, it corresponds perfectly with Bataille's notion of 

'une rupture de !'elevation portee a son comble' ('a rupture of elevation 

carried to its height' , 'Rotten Sun' , 3, rggo). 

Bataille's 'Places of Pilgrimage: Hollywood' proposes 

Hollywood as a modern place of pilgrimage, contemporary 

dream-peddlar, but hardly celebrates it for a glamour compa

rable to that of the great cathedrals. The text moves from 

gloom to hilarity; it starts not with the provocative comparison 

of Hollywood to a sacred site but from a despairing sense of 

the unprofitable expenditure of energy in all human activity, 

the recognition of which is in itself an 'amusemt;:nt'. 

Pilgrimage, however, like sacrifice, is a 'gift that compels the 

deity to make a return'. 6 The expenditure of emotion, money 

and time on the celebration of fame and glamour encapsu

lated by Hollywood has parallels with Marcel Mauss's 

description of systems of reciprocal gifts and rites which 

reached excessive proportions in the potlatch ceremony in 

North American Haida and Tlingit societies. Bataille's 

modern man has no gods but as compensation the great illu

sion of cinematic myth. Bereft of purpose, whether in leisure 

or work, he locks onto spectacle as distraction. Hollywood, 

with its screen divas and repertoire of violent myths, could 

embody, like the 'passion bottles' of Notre-Dame-cle-Liesse, 

the dreams of everyman. And in the pages of DOCUMENTS 

extraordinary scenes from screen musicals like The Hollywood 

Revue qf 1929 mimic a rhetoric of ecstasy, of processions and 

rituals, offerings and invocations. DA 

c.- CINEMA. OMELE!TES. PABLO PICASSO 
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A CORPSE 
In February rg2g, Andre Breton, the head of the surrealist 

group in Paris, wrote to leading artists, writers and intellectuals 

on the subject of the possibility of collective action. In the 

context of the shift of several key members of the surrealist 

group towards the communist party, Breton's letter constituted 

both an invitation and a challenge. It resulted, as perhaps he 

had expected, in both declarations of support and statements 

of opposition. Georges Bataille, who was known to have been 

the author of the scandalous St01y qf the Eye (rg28) but had con

tributed almost nothing to the surrealist cause thus far, ended 

his nominal fellow traveller status with the memorable 

response: 'too many bloody idealists'. This sucker punch was 

followed up by his participation in the pamphlet Un Cadavre, 

which pointedly revealed Breton's excommunicatory tenden

cies by papal analogy - Breton is crowned with thorns and 

embalmed with words he himself had used to attack a 

deceased writer: 'once dead this man must make no more 

dust' . Breton, for his part, mocked Bataille's clay-job, derisively 

referring to him as a 'staid librarian' in his Second Maniftsto qf 

Surrealism. The enduring legacy of Bataille's 'NO', however, 

was the subsequent participation in DOCUMENTS of many 

of the surrealists who had left Breton's direction: Jacques

Andre Boiffarcl, Robert Desnos, Michel Leiris and Roger 

Vitrac, to name a few. Bataille's status (as he later put it) as 

'Surrealism 's old enemy within' can be traced back to this 

fraught but hugely productive moment of confrontation: one 

that, despite the rhetoric, took place on common ground. SB 

( ... COINS AND MEDAlS. HEADS 

A Eli Lotar; Andre Breton, c. 1927 (cat. 
97

) 

B Eli Lotar; Hair and Crown if Tltoms 
c.1927(cat.g8) ' 

C Cover of Un Cadavre. Paris, Ig3o 

(cat. 150) 

c 

PAPOLOGIE 
D'AN DRE BRETON 

Le de ux i6me manifeste du Surrba
lisme n'est pas une rllv61ation , m a is 
o'est une r6us site. 

On ne fa it pas mie ux dane le genre 
# hypocr ite , fa ux-fr6re , pelotard , sac ri s

tain, et pour tout dire : fli c et cure. 
Car en so mme :on vous :dit que l'act e 

surr6a liste le plux s imple oons is t e , 
revolvers a ux poings, a descendre da ns 
Ia rue eta ti rer au hasard , tant qu'on 
peut, dans Ia foule . 

Mais l' ins pecteur Breton s erai t sans 
doute d6j0. arrA~6 s 'il n'avait pas tout de 
l 'agtln !. pl·Ovoct:te u r , tana ls que- chacun 
de see pet its am is s e garde bien d 'accom
pli r l'acte s urr6allst e le plus simple. 

Cette impunlt6 preuve llgalement le 
m6prls da ns lequel un Etat, quel qu ' il 
solt , t ient just ement les Intellectuals . 
Prlnc ipa lem ent ceux qui , comma l'ins 
peoteur Breton , m t\ nent Ia petite vie 
sordide de l'inte llectuel professionnel. 

Lea rCuClalions t oucha nt pa r example 
Navi lle ou Masson ont le caractt\ re des 
chanta ges quQtid iens exerc8s pa r les 
journa ux ve nd us 8. Ia P.Oiice . La m 6thode 
et le ton sont absolument las m e m es. 
Pour les a utres apprl~e iat ions sur d 'an
ciens a m is, chars pa rce que l ' ins pecteur 
Breto n esp6ra nt qu' ignorant s a qua lite 
ilsle nom m eraien t pr6s ident d ' un Soviet 
local des Gra nds Hommes , elles ne 
d6passent pas les ignominies .ordina ires 
des habitues de commi ssariat , ni les 
coups de pied en vache. A cette heure 
oU sont matt resses de Ia rue ces-deux 
ordu res : Ia lltt6rature et Ia poll<le~ i l ne 
faut s '6tonner de rien. Aux deu x ex
tr!mes , oomme Dieu et Diable , il y 
a Chla ppe et Breton. 

Que Dada ai t a bouti a 98., c'es t une 
grande con solat ion pour l'hum a ni t6 qui 
retourne a sa coli que . - Mais dira-t-on , 
n'avez-vous pas aim6 le s urrllalis m e 1 
Mais oui : a mours de jeunesse , a mours 
ancil laires. D'a llleurs une r 6cente en
quAte donne a ux petits jeunes gens 
l'autorlsat ion d'a ime r m6me Ia fe mm e 
d'un gendarme . 

O u Ia fe mm e d ' un cure . Car on pense 
bien que da ns !' affa ire le file rejoint le 
cure : le frt\re Breton qu i fait a ccom
moder le prAtre a Ia sauce moutarde ne 
parle p lu s qu 'en <lhalre . II es t plei n de 
man darin c ura c;ao , s alt ce qu'on peut 
tirer des femrnes, "!&is II Impose 

G. RIBEMONT-DESSAIGNES. 
( Voir Ia suite pngc 2) 
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II ne faut plus que mort cet 
homme f asse de Ia .pouss iere. 

Andre BRETON (Un Cadat:Jr e, 1924.) 

AUTO-PROPHETIE 
Ce monde dans-'Jequel je sub ls ce que je subis ( n 'y allez pas voir) , ce monde 

. moderne, enfln, diablel que voulez-vous que j 'y fasse ? La volx surrfaliste se taira peut
etre, je n'en suis plus a compter mes disparitlons. j e n 'entrerai plus, sl peu que ce soft, 
dans le d~compte mervellleux de mes ann~es et de mes jours. J e serai comme Nljlnsky, 
qu 'on condulsit I 'an dernler aux Ballets russes et qui ne comprlt pas a que! spectacle II 
asslstalt. AD 

~~~~· ANDRE BRETON, Manifesle du Surrfalisme. 

MORT 
D'UN MONSIEUR 

H elas, je ne reverrai plus l' illustre 
Palotin du Monde Occidental, celui qui 
me faisait rire I 

De son vivant, il ecrivait, pour 
abreger le t emps, disait-il, pour trouver 
des ho=es et, lorsque par hasard il 
en trouvait , i1 avait atrocement peur et, 
leur faisant le coup de l'amitie boule
versante, il gu cttait le moment oil il 
pour rait Jes salir. 

Un jour il crut voir passer en reve 
un Vaissea u-FantOme et sentit les ga
Jons du qapitaine Bordure lui pousser 
SU1 Ia L~tc , il sc regarda serieust>ment 
dans Ia glace et se t rouva beau. 

Ce fut Ia fin, il devint bOgue du creur 
et confon ~l it tout, le desespoir et le mal 
de foie, Ia Bible et Jes chants de Maldo
ror, Dieu et Dieu, l'encre et le fo utre, 
Jes barricades et Je divan de Mme Saba
tier, Je marquis de Sade et Jean Lorrain, 
Ia Revolution Russe et la revolution 
sum\alist e (1). 

Pion lyrique il distribua des diplomes 
nux grands amoureux, des jours d'indul
gences aux debuta nts en desespoir et se 
lamenta sur Ia grande pi tie des poetes de 
F rance. 

u Est-il vrai, Ccrivait-il , que les Patries 
veulent Je plus tOt possible Je sang de 
leurs gra nds hommes ? D 

Excellent musicien il joua pendant un 
certain temps du luth de classe sous Ics 
fent!tres du Parti communist e, re~ut des 
briques sur Ia t~te, et repartit de~u , aigri, 
maitrechant er dans les cours d'amour. 

II ne pouvait pas jouer sans tricher 
il trichait d'ailleurs tres mal et cachait 
des bo•J.les de hillard dans ses mauchcs · 
quand elles tombaient par t erre avec u1; 
brui t desagreable devant ses fid eles tres 
genes il disait que c't\tait de !'humour. 

C't\tait un grand honnete homme, il 
mettait parfois sa toque de juge par 
dessus son kepi, et faisait de Ia Morale ou 
de Ia critique d 'art, mais il cachait diffi 
cilcmen t les cica trices que lui avaient 
laissees le CI'OC a phynances de Ia pcin
ture moderne. 

Un jour il criait contre le pretres, le 
lendcmain il se croyait eveque ou pape 
en Avignon, prena.it un billet pour 
allcr voir ct revenait quelques jours ctpres 
plus rCvolutionnaire que jamais et ple u
ra it bient Ot de grosses larmes de rage 
le 1 er mai parce qu'il n'avait :pas t ro uve 

J acques PREVERT, 
(Vo ir la .!Uilc page 2 J 
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A Hans Bellmer, illusu·ation from 

L'histoire de l'oeil (The Story qf the Eye) by 

'Lord Auch' (Georges Bataille), 1947 

(cat. 155) 
B Luis Bwzuel, c. 1929 (cat. 8) 

C Max Emst, c. 1929 (cat. g) 
D Salvador Dati, c. 1929 (cat. 12) 

E Andre Breton, c. 1929 (cat. 2) 
F LaRtivolutionsunialiste, No. 12, Year 5, 

' 5 December 1929 (fig. g) 
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COINS AND MEDALS 
Georges Bataille apparently became involved with DOCU

~IENTS through his work as a numismatist at the 

Bibliotheque nationale de France. We know little about 

Bataille's interest in coins, a subject he appears not to have 

pursued after publishing two essays in the journal: 'The 

Academic Horse' (r, rgzg, translated in this book) and 'Base 

1\Iaterialism and Gnosticism' (r, rg3o). The appearance of the 

former essay in the frrst issue was among the things that 

appears to have caused his colleague Pierre d'Espezel to accuse 

Bataille of betraying the principles upon which the journal had 

been founded, since it was a 'document' only in that it bore 

witness to Bataille's own 'state of mind' . 

'The Academic Horse' was nevertheless not so very differ

ent - at least superficially - from the essay 'A Macedonian 

Eldorado: 5'h century BC' (2, rgzg), written by Jean Babelon 

about Macedonian coins (the only other essay directly con

cerning coins to appear in DOCUMENTS - d'Espezel 

himself never published anything in the journal). Babelon, in 

fact, makes rather more excessive claims than Bataille, 

extolling the barbarism of the Macedonian 'Eldorado ' from 

which the coins he is studying came in a way that may strike us 

today as rather more academically doubtful than Bataille's 

assertions about Celtic representations of the horse. Babelon's 

essay, however, has the virtue of scientific detachment, allow

ing the luxury of contemplating barbarism from a distance. 

Bataille, on the other hand, implicates the reader in the distinc

tion he draws between the barbarism of the Celts and Greek 

civilization, not allowing us to know where we stand in relation 

to either. It was doubtless this methodological collapse of sci

entific detachment, rather than Bataille's actual argument, 

that incurred d'Espezel's ire. 

One might infer that Bataille's fascination for coins came 

from his interest in what was base (for instance, the 

psychological association between money and excrement). 

Base materialism plays an important role in Bataille's thinking, 

but it did not imply - as many of his over zealous devotees have 

assumed - a theory of matter. It was rather developed as part 

of a strategy of opposition not, as has too easily been assumed, 

to Surrealism, nor even, as Bataille himself tended to assert, to 

idealism, but to human dignity As a theory of substance, 

however, it was incompatible both with traditional materialism 

and with the later development of Bataille's own thought. 

The curious thing about Bataille 's materialism in DOCU-

1ENTS is that he less denied the reality of the mind than 

sought to expel it, as though it represented some form of con

tamination. His distrust of Surrealism here was not so much 

that it was essentially idealist as that it had failed to expel ideal

Ism completely, especially in Andre ~reton's conception of it. 

Nevertheless, DOCUMENTS cannot be seen as an organ 

c 
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A Anon, Group PhotograjJh (Robert Desnos, 
Georges Bataille, Gaston-Louis Roux, 
Alberto Giacomelli, i\1ichel Lei1is, J!icomte 
deNoailles and Ge01ges ,.J uric, outside the 
home qf J11arie-Laure de Noailles, place des 
Etals-Uuis, Paris), c. 1925 (cat. 13) 

B Anon, France (Region of Verdun, 

attributed to the Veroduncnscs), Stale1; 
France, 4th C. BC (cat. 38) 

C Anon, France (Region of Paris, the 

Parisii), Staler, 4th C. BC (cat. 37) 
D Anon, France (Gers, Eauze, Elusatcs), 

Coin, 4th C. BC (cat. 3s) 
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A Mngim!Amuf<'f, , from DOCUMENTS, 
1, Ig3o (sec cat. 52, 53 and 55) 

B DOCUMENTS, 1, Ig3o 

A 

for the circulation of Bataille's notion of materialism, any 

more than it reflected his 'state of mind'. The other contribu

tors doubtless had a variety of reasons for publishing in it, but 

none appear to have clone so because they shared Bataille's 

hatred of idealism. Equally, the relationship of tl1e journal 

with Surrealism is complex and cannot be reduced to an oppo

sitional role; in fact, it would be doing less than justice to 

DOC:Ui'dENTS to see it principally in the light of Surrealism. 

The power of the journal comes from its heterodox nature and 

the tensions generated within it, held together uneasily 

through Bataille's eclitorship. Those who have seen tl1e journal 

as a compromise by Bataille, who was constrained £i·mn what 

he really wanted to do by the institutional aims of the journal, 

seem to miss the point. 01; if compromise there was, it was 

one within Bataille himself bet\veen his position as numisma

tist and librarian, and his will to disrupt the very conditions 

of clear classilication and taxonomy that such a position 

called for. MR 

r..- ARCHAEOLOGY.liiE ACADEMIC 110m 

B 

I. Archonles il tete de canard . - Ernpreinte d'intaille gnostique. Haut. reelle, 27 ~[;; . - Cabinet des Medailles. 

LE BAS MA TERIALISME ET LA GNOSE 

Si !'on envisage un objet particulier, il ~st facile de distinguer Ia matiere de Ia forme 
et une distinction analogue peut etre faite en ce qui concerne les etres organiques, Ia 
forme prenant cette fois Ia valeur de !'unite de l'etre et de son existence individuelle. 
Mais si !'on envisage !'ensemble des chases, les distinctions de cet ordre transposees 
deviennent arbitraires et meme inintelligibles. II se forme ainsi ·deux entites verbales, 
qui s 'expliquent uniquement par leur valeur constructive dans I' ordre social, Dieu abstrait 
(ou simplement idee) et matiere abstraite, le gardien-chef et les murs de Ia prison. Les 
variantes de cet echafaudage metaphysique n. ont pas plus d 'interet que les differents 
styles d'architecture. On s'est agite pour savoir si Ia prison procedait du gardien ou 
le gardien de Ia prison : bien que cette agitation ait eu historiquement une importance 
primordiale, elle risque aujourd'hui de provoquer un etonnement tardif, ne serait-ce 
qu'en raison de Ia disproportion entre les consequences du debat et son insignifiance 
radical e. 

CD I tiS AND MEDALS 89 
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Conserver ce bulletin qui sera exige a la so~le. 

BlBLlOTHEQUE 

NATIONAL£. BULLETIN PERSONNEL pep. des impriml!s. 
SALLE PUBLIQUB. 

Le lecteur est prie d'eCI £, e ci-dessous son nom, sa pwfession, son domicile 
et le numero de sa place. 

(Nom\ 

•Prolession; 

lJo01icilej 

... I 

(Piare occupee pa• le lectcurl , V• ·······-··-····-·---

Ne rien ecrire ci-dessous. •.l cs 

voi.Jme:t. 

Format. 

A 1\IanuscrijJt jJage (vmo) if lite articlr in 
DOCUMENTS, 4, 1929, 'Human 
Figure', on the back of libra~.JI statioJW)I, 

,929 (cat. 65) 
B Envelope with address if Prof Blossftldt 

ond t!te label if DOCUMENTS, rg3o 

(caL 6) 
c Original jJiwto.for the article iu 
DOCUMENTS~ 1,1929, 'The Academic 
{-{one'(cal. 1 r) 

B 

~·· I 

D. OCUM ... NT~ ~:; " ''""· ,.,.,,,,., u K.:,'_ .. lilYii.:: '- 5130 - 11 
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A Spread from DOCUM ENTS, 6, 1929 
B Sprcacl li-om DOCU!viENTS, •, 1930 DICTIONARY 

For Bataille a dictionary begins when it gives the tasks rather 

than the meanings of words. As an example, Bataille gives us 

his definition of formless, seen as the epitome of what eludes 

classification. 'Formless' appears in the Dictionary section of 

the final issue of tl1 e first year of DOCUMENTS (the 'C ritical 

Dictionary' had been a par t of DOCUNIENTS since Lhe 

second issue, but by this time it had lost its 'critical' tag) . This 

suggests that this definition was not in Bataille's mind when the 

Dictionary began, but was shaped precisely through the devel

opmental process of the Dictionary itsel£ The first entry in the 

Dictionary had in fact defined 'Architecture' as epitomising 

'form': its edifices represent authority, imposing silence on the 

crowd and inspiring 'good social behaviour and often even 

genuine fear ' (2, rg2g). Bataille here ignores the fact that 

certain buildings, such as medieval cathedrals or minarets, 

were inspired less by a will towards authority than by commu

nal consecration. Furthermore, buildings may in the course of 

time take revenge on human will as they become haunted by 

the presence of those who have inhabited them. It is in this 

manner that the Dictionary took shape: as an edifice lacking 

architech1re but emerging through the process of construction 

from the ground up, lil(e a medieval cathedral or a minaret. As 

such it would become 'haunted', shaped not by human inten

tion but by the very process of its own enactment. MR 

c ... OOCIRINES 

FORMLESS 

Georges Bataille 

A dictionary would begin from tl'le point at wl1.ich iL no 

longer rendered the meanings of words but ratl'ler Ll'leir 

taslcs. Thusjorm~ess is not only an adjective witl'l a given 

meaning but a term which declassifies, generally requir

ing that each thing take on a form. Tl'lat which it 

designates has no claim in any sense, and is a.lways tram 

pled upon like a spider or an earthworm. Indeed, for 

academics to be happy, the universe would have to talce on 

form . The whole of philosophy l1.as no o i:,her goal: to 

provide a frock coat for what is, a matl'lematical frock 

coat . To declare, on Lhe contrary, that Ll'le universe is not 

lilce anything, and is simply jorm~ess, is tantamount. to 

saying the w'liverse is something lil>;:e a spider or spittle. 

DOCUMENTS, '7, 1929. Trans ~ated from the French by 

Dominic Facci n i , October, 60, Spring, 1992. 

A 

B 
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CHRONIQUE 

DI CTI O N NA IRE 

ABATTOIR , - L'a hJtloir rdh·e J e I" rt' ligion en 
<:c senJ que d !l lemplu des ipoq u~ rtculies, (u ru 
1u d cr J c nvJ jour' de CI' UX deJ hi nJous) ~ t a i ent ,\ 
doulr le uugc, lc l'\'o~ n t en m( me temps au:l implmJ
tiO!u d 11\l.'lli t uc ries. II en rk u!Lli t ld ru il\KUII douh: 

(un peul en jugcr <l'aprd l'a.sp«l de d tJOJ de~ 
aLJtl oin Actuels) u ne coiocidencc houle\·cu ante entr e 
les mrs t( r e~ mytholugiques et Ia t;u.ndcur luguhrc 
CJut thiu iquc tie\ licux oitlc ung coule. II u l cu rieux 
tl: \'oir s'exprimer en Amiriqut un rtgn:l lancin~n l : 
W. U. Suhrook ( I) comt~t.ln l que 1. vie orgi.1que a 
, nb tiJti, nt.th que lc u ng de u.cri rtcu n'CJ t p.u mill 
olll){ coc:kla tll , lr O U \ 'C inJipide ICJ m<Z U fJ .lcl uellcs, 
Ccpend11 nl de nos jouu )',_)uu oi r est m.Judit c:1 mi.s 
en q tllJantainc commc u n luteau porlaut le choli i'.J. 
Or let \'ictimes J e ccl le m:. lidict ion ne 10111 p.u IL"J 
liuuchcu ou l e.~ anim.tUJI, n11i1 lc:.s lm1\'6 gens eux
mCmes qu i t n 1ont arr in!s b ne (Mlll \'oir l uppot ler que 
leur propre laideur, laideur u!pond.Jnt en e lrct .i un 
huoin m.J!.,dif de (IIOpreh':, de pet itc:uc !Jilieutc L1 
d 'ennu i: Ia nuli dictiou (qu i ne h:.rrifie que c.cu l: qui /il. 
profCrenl) les l'im! ne .i \'cl~l! l c r •wsi loin quc pou iblcdeJ 
.\ lu ttoiu, Ill s'u il e.r p.tr cmr«tion d1ns un monJ c 
.unorphc, oit il n'y 11 pluJ rien d 'l10rriU!e cl oil, suhiJ· 
Ji ll! l'ola eu ion inJi i ~L i le de l' ignomi ni i' , ib ' on! 
rcld uits il manl(.:r du fron11ge.- C. H.H AI LL[ . 

( I) L'll~ rootiqw, Finnin-DjJol .. 1919 (d. rl u~ l-lin, p.lH), 

CHEMIN££ D'USJNE. - Si jc 1ien1 complc de 
Illes JOU\'t nin poeu onuels, il u mhlc que, db l 'appo~· 
ri tion du di\'Crl l:.ll choses du monde, au cour1 de )., 
prcrni t h: t nfance, pour noire gl! ni ra tion, les fo1ma 
d 'Mdliteclule terri fi.Jntu i t ~ i l'nl bcaucoup moins les 
il! lisu , •nt me /t".i plus monslrueuu:~s . que ce J I.l in ~:~ 
)l loltldu cheminiu: d'u) inc, nll il o~LI CJ turo~ux de emu· 
nuniu tion t'OIIc le cie/ sinistu mrnl u le d !.11 lerrt' 
l.:mcusc cmplll nlie d l':l qu.Hiiers de fi ll tmcs rt de 
h:inhu eries. 

Aujourd'hui, ~ l ors que de tr~s mislraLiet ~:~ t he t es , 
en quetc tie pi.Jcer leur chlorotiqur admitation, 
itm:ntenl pl.t lemenl r .. 1-tautl des usinu , l.t luguhre 
u ldc! dr ca i non nes lcnlacules m'app.l rlli t d'autant 
plus t!ca:Utll nl c, lu fl ~quu J',~lll sous Ia pluir, ~ leur 
pied, •bnJ les teruins ngues, ),~ fumie noi fc .i moit il 

ro~b.a tl uc l),.l f lc \'en!, /cs n10n~uJI de scorio d de 
m.ichcfer son! hicn lc:s seuls 11 ltr il>uts pouibles tie cc:s 
dicul: d 'un Olrmt~ d 'clgoul c-1 je n'i laiJ p.toJ lu llucint! 
Iouque j'i t•is enfant d que 1n.1 ten cur mt fa iuo it 
d iscerner thtu mcs ipounntails gt.! nts, qui m'• tt i
ra ient juu t u'~ l'o1ngoiu e el auu i p.~do i s me fa iw ienl 
fuir en coUJ• nl £ lnulet i•mhn , Ia lll t!scncc d 'une 
cf f, •)'.tnh: wl~rc , col~ , c ttui , ji(IU\'.!is-jc m'en douler, 
allo1i l J e\'cnir plu1 lard ml propte co/he, donner un 
u:ns ~ tout ce qui sc u lis.u il thus 111<1 tC te, 1'1 w 
m(me lcmpl i\ lout a: fili i, d.u u da Clab ci\·ilisb, 
surgi t commc 1.-. cltnognc da tU un auchr msr. S.uu 
J oule je n'i g1101o: IUS ' IIIC Ia plut),.l fl des gctn, qu~ nd 

32·) 

... un oilt o'proll< Jir.i/i-1 /ion f!hlli~u! ,.., , ~;ud.,....o 11J(u .o h•- ~I). 
W~upluk N .. nJi: r!..in~ du Turuo~b. - 1\l'i'l;,; .... C,.!.,,...Jo, 1 1)~) . 

. .. ( " pua p.:ut Jrn ni• 1111 f»i•J.<)'I r;~ti (II PWJn~ lUI uultt (t•. -I I). 

·----------------------------------------~ ....................................... 1 
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SALVADOR DALi 
Salvador Dali's Female Bathers (1928) represents a hideously 

deformed female figure lying on the beach, depicted almost as 

a giant phallic toe, an image reminiscent of Jacques-Andre 

Boiffard's photographs of big toes in DOCUMENTS, which 

accompany Georges Bataille's article 'The Big Toe' (6, 1929). 

As with Andre Masson's 1927 sand paintings, so Dali has 

applied stones from an actual beach to the surface of the paint

ing, substituting a literal part of a real beach for the pictorial 

signifier representing the beach. This painting, and another 

similar work, Feminine Nude (1928), are reproduced in DOCU

MENTS (4, 1929) alongside a baroque anamorphic painting 

representing Saint Antony if Padua and the Irifant]esus. The associ

ation of this painting with the more pornographic Dali bathers 

underscores the degree to which Dali himself was exploring 

anamorphosis even in 1928. Such distorted optics denote an 

assault on vision itself, and demonstrate how sight is intimately 

linked in DOCUMENTS to what psychoanalysts Sigmund 

Freud andJacques Lacan referred to as the 'death drive' . 

In the same issue of DOCUMENTS, Dali's Blood is Sweeter 

than Honey (1927, seep. 102) is reproduced alongside Bataille's 

Critical Dictionary entry on 'Eye '. The painting's central 

figure is a three dimensional architect's set square with an 

empty eye-socket-like void at the upper right. This figure 

A Anon, Saint Antony qf Padua and the 
Infant Jesus, c. 18th or early 19th C. 
(original anamorphic painting and 

digitally compressed reproduction) 
(cat. 18) 

B DOCUMENT S, 4, 1929 

B 
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Saint Antoine de Padoll(: et I' Enfant Jesus. - Coil. Lipchitz. 

Deux table<~ux de Sa iYator D.-. li, I. &.igneuses. 2, Nu feminin. 
qui figu reront a l'Exposit ion d'art abstrai t c: t surrialiste. au Kunsthaus de Zurich. 
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A Salvador Dali Female Bath . 
(cat. 84) ) . ers, Ig28 

B Salvador Dali, Feminine Nude, 1928 

(fig. 10) 
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A 

B. Dcsirs du sujct 
cxprimO:s par uncas
co::nsion ai l to:: d es 
objeu du dkir. Lc 
cuactCre burlesque 
ct provoquant de 
cdlccxprcssion mar
que Ill r echerch e 
volon tairc de l11 

punition. 

A. Figu,.,tion du sujet 
•u moment dci'Cmu
culation. L'tme.scula
tion e5l exprimtc par 
lc dKhircmcnt de Ia 
p;artic •u~ricure du 

corps. 

SCH(M A 1'5\'CI/,>.NALYTIOtJ( 0~ FlCUR.\TIO~ CO .... - IRAOICl"OIIIES DU "l!JE:T OAt<..~ .. U. lEU 1 UCUIIRI: • 
Of. !0 \t ,V,\ OOR 1'"1\1.1. 

Psychoanalytic Diagram of the 

Contradictory Representations of the 
Subject in The Lugubriou,- Game by 
Salvador Dati 

A. Representation of the subject at the 
moment of emasculation. The 
cJnasculation is e>q)tTssccl by the tearing 

of the upper part of the body. 

B. The subject's desires expressed by a 
winged ascension of the objects of 

desire. The burlesque and provocative 
character of this expression indicates the 

voluntary quest for punishn1ent. 

C. Representation of the soiled subject 
escaping etn asculation through an 

ignominious and disgusting posntre. The 
soiling is bolh original cause and remedy; 

D. Representation of the subject 

conten1plating his own emasculation 
with satisfaction and amplifying it 

poetically. 

LE " JEU LUGUBRE "<tl 

A 3 pages from DOCUMENTS, 7, ,92 
B Salvador Dati, The Lugubrious Game 

9 

1929 (fig. 11 ) , 

Le desespoir intellectuel n 'aboutit ni a Ia veulerie ni au ri!:ve. rna is a Ia violence. Ainsi 
il est hors de question d'abandonner certaines in vestigations. II s'agit seulement de savoir 
comment on peut exercer sa rage ; si on veut seulemenl toumoyer comme des fous autour 
des prisons. oU bien les renverser. 

Centre les demi-mesures, les Cchappatoires, les dCii rcs trahissant Ia grande impuissance 
poetique. il n'y a qu 'a opposer une colere noire et mCme une indiscutable bestialitC: : il est 
impossible des 'agiter au trement que comme un pore quand il baffre dans lc fumier et dans Ia 
boue en anachant tout avec le groin et que rien nc peut arri!:ter une rt!pugnante vorac ite. 

Si les formes reunies par un peintre sur une toil e n 'avaient pas de repercuss ion, si par 
exemple, puisqu 'on parle de voracitC- mCme dans l'ordre intellectuel - des ombres horribles 
qui se choquent dans Ia tete, des m5.choires aux dents hideuscs n 'Ctaient pas ~or ties du crane 
de Picasso pour faire peur a ceux qui ont encore le front de penser honn i!: tement, Ia peinturc 
serait bonne tout au plus a distraire les gens de leur rage. au mi!:me titre que les bars ou les 
films americains. Mais pourquoi hesiter a ecrire que quand Picasso peint, Ia dislocation des 
formes entraine cell e de Ia pensCe, c'est-il-dire que le mouvement intellectuel immCdiat , 
qui dans d'autres cas about it a l'idCe, avorte. Nous ne pouvons pas ignorer que les fleurs sont 
aphrodisiaques, qu 'un seu l eclat de rire peut traverser et sou lever une fou le, qu 'un avorte
ment aussi obstine est !'eclat criard el susceptible de repercussion d'un 11on seruiam oppose 
par Ia brute humaine a l'idCc. Et !'idee a sur l'homme le meme pouvoir avi lissant qu'un har~ 
nachement sur un cheval : je peux ren5.cler et n1ler : je n'en vais pas mains ia droi te eta 
gauche, Ia ti!:t e bridCe et tiraillee par l'idCe qui abrutit et fait marcher droit taus les hommes, 
sous Ia forme, entre autres, du papier imprime aux armes de l'Ctat. A Ia tricherie pres. Ia 
vie humaine est toujours plus ou mains con forme a !'image du soldat commande ;) I 'exer
cice. Les cataclysmes soudains, les grandes dCmenccs populaires, les Cmeutes , les Cnormes 
tueries n!volutionnaires donnent Ia mesure des compensations inevitables. 

j'en arrive a dire, a peu pres sans prCambule, que les peinturcs de Picasso sont hideuses, 
que celles de Dali sont d'une laideur effroyable (2}. On est victime de l'incommoditC des mots, 
ou encore d'un malefice relevan t quelque peu des pratiques de Ia magic noire, quand on 
s'assure du contraire. II suffit d'imagi ner brusquement Ia petite fille. d'apparence charmante, 
dont !'arne serait !'abominable miroir de Dali , pour mesurer l'Ctendue du mal. La langue de 
cette petite fille n 'est pas une langue mais une rate. Et si elle para it encore admirablement 
belle, c'est, comme on dit, que le sang nair est beau, coolant sur le pelage d'un bceuf ou sur 
Ia gorge d'une femme. (Si les mouvements violents arrivent a dt!livrer un Ctre d'un ennui 
profond, c'est qu' ils peuvent faire acceder, paron ne sai t quelle erreur obscure, a une affreuse 
laideur qui rassasie. II fau t dire, d'ailleurs. que Ia laideur peut Hre haissable sans ~ucun 
recours et, pour ainsi di re, par malheur. mais rien n 'est plus commun que Ia laideu · ~ .. wi
voque donnant, d'une fayon provocante. !'illusion du contraire. Quant a Ia la1deur irrCvo
cable, elle est exactement auss i detestable que certaine:: beautCs : Ia beautC qui ne dissimule 

369 
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CROS ORTEIL SUJET FE.M ININ. l4 ANS.- PHOTO. J.-A. BOIFFARD. 

A 

A DOCUMENTS, 6, ' !J29 
B Lujs Bm'iuel and Salvador Dali, 

Un dtil'll andnlou, 1929 {stills) {cat. 11l8) 

doubles as a sacrificial dagger ready to sever vision, and recalls 

Masson's predilection for the blood-stained knife. Bataille's 

'Eye' article praises Dali and Luis Bufiuel 's recent film Un chien 

rwdalou (1929), especially the scene at the beginning, where a 

razor slices through the eye of a young woman. In the film , as 

with the chain of oval images in Bataille's novel The S!OIJ' if the 

f!;ye (1928), the eye and razor are metaphorically associated 

with the moon and clark clouds passing before it. Bataille glee

fuUy notes, 'the eye even occupies an extremely elevated rank 

in horror ', and he associates it with spectacle and a thirst 

for blood . 

A diagram detailing the psychoanalytic symbolism of 

Dati 's painting The Lugubrious Game (1929) accompanies 

Georges Bataille's article of the same title (7, 1929). At the last 

minute Dali had withdrawn permission to reproduce the 

painting, likely as a result of his growing proximity to Ancli'e 

Breton, leader of tl1e Smrealist movement. For Bataille, Dali's 

paintings were 'frighteningly ugly' , and his perverse metamor

phoses took the viewer into the realm of 'evil ' . He went on to 

note that: 'The great constructions of the intelligence finally 

are prisons: that is why tl1ey are obstinately overthrown.' On 

2 July 1789, as a prisoner in the Bastille, according to the 

prison's logbooks, the 1viarguis de Sade had screamed that tl1e 

inmates were being executed ('The Count de Sade shouted 

several times from the window of the cell that the prisoners 

were being slaughtered and the people should come and liber

ate them'), provoking the authorities to move him to 

Charenton Asylum on the 4 July. Tllis act famously anticipated 

the burning of the ga~l on the r4July. The pure irrationality of 

Sacle's sadistic screams, as recounted by one of his victims 

(Rose Keller), approximated the 'violence' and 'bmtal hilarity' 

of Dali 's pain tings, leacling Bataille to one desire: 'I am here 

only determined ... to n1ake myself squeal !ike a pig before Ius 

canvases. ' WJ 

( .. CRIMe. ANDRE MASSON 
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CRIME 
The interest in crime and criminality in DOCUMENTS faUs 

into two camps. On the one hand, contributors to the maga

zine, including Robert Desnos and Georges Henri Riviere 
) 

were interested in crime-fiction, especially Pierre Souvestrc 

and Marcel Allain's detective series Fantomas. But these books 

seem to have been judged primarily by their covers, and it was 

under the rubric of 'Modern Imagery' that the lurid illustra

tions for the paperback editions of Fantomas appeared in 

DOCUMENTS (7, 1929). Desnos reproduced the first ever 

Fantomas cover, where the top-hatted, m asked protagonist 

looms over the Paris skyline, and Riviere a selection of his 

favourites, including The Severed Hand and Loves if a Prince 

(r, 1930). T he second, but no-less graphic criminal element in 
DOCUMENTS was the sensational 'reportage' introduced by 

Bataille, including the true-crime magazine L'Oeil de La Police 

and an extraordinary book entitled X Nfarks the Spot: Chicago 

Gang Wars in Pictures (4, 1929; 7, 1930). As Bataille explains in his 

review, the police usually replaced the body of the victim with 

a white X when they published crime-scene photographs. 

X Nfarks the Spot, however, contained uncensored photographs 

with the corpses still in place, to which were added deadpan 

commentaries on the gruesome career highlights of 'Alphonse 

Capone, the Big Boy of Chicago Gangland', such as the 

St Valentine's Day Massacre and the photo-spread that 

Bataille reproduced in DOCUMENTS, 'Dingbat' Oberta goesfir 

aRide. SB 

c..- SALVADOR OALi 

E 

A DOCUMENTS, 7, 1929 
B DOCUJVIENTS, 1, 1930 
C DOCUJVIENTS, 4, 1929 
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D Pierre Souvcstre and !\llarcel Allain, 

FantOmas. 'Les amours d'un prince', 19 12 

(cat. 171) 
E Pierre Souvestre ancll\ilarcel Allain, 

FantOmas. 'La main coupie', 1927 
(cat. 1]3) 

I' 
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CHICAGO Gclhq Wt1ts ill Pictut 1 
~ 

Co,·cr and spread from X 1\llmks the Sj1ot: 

Chirago Gang Him in Pictures, facsimile of 

original 1g3o publication (cat. ' 53) 
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l&&m)' XaiRr., bo<l)' l:'>• r fl to Oborto, .. uon<JI I U to 11"01 •••1 r rono Uu tm .. h • lh o ru• n at o l tlLolr outolnobllo, 
<114<1'1 n> o.ke ll, u ULo p lu:to ~rr•l•ho onn1 to lhdluto. 

the :-;hootinl! bc~an, ami Ruymoml Cu;~sid.v fell to 
the s idc-wnlk dead, victim of a bullet inlcndetl 
for Stanton. This dr"m.lfu\ mark.,;mnn l'! hip g;n•c 
credence to the belief that Quinl~ n must have 
done the s hooting, because Maloney had llC\'c r 

been known to miss his man . Neither "Bub.~ " ncr 
Maloney was a rrested for t his murdl'r, but it in-

spired young Michael i\JcGovcrn lo more •>c riou:-~ 
clfortll to avcmgc his brother's death. How many 
attcmpb he made lo ki ll l\Jaloney will never be 
known, but he mnde several. One occu rred on 
,July G, If.l29, nnd wns pa r lly :;uccess ful, for, when 
l\laluncy went on trial for the murders of McPnd
Ucn 111111 :O. IcGovcrn,hc mo\'ed about on crutches. He 

J 
·~-------------------------------._.------------------------------~1 
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SACRIFICE 
'I had the distinct sense -not at all literary, but truly sponta

neous - that I had offered a sacrifice, with all that this word 

implies of the mystical and intoxicating.'' Such was the revela

tion that ?vlichel Leil·is clail11ed to have experienced, having 

just spilt his semen on the stones of the Temple of Zeus on 

l\1Iount Olympus in Greece in 1927. The jtLxtaposition of 

exalted location and erotic (or, from the perspective of bour

geois morals, sordid) act was deliberate: the contrast is typical 

of the virulent but unstable notion of sacrifice that Bataille 

promoted, a notion that Leiris rendered in his own peculiarly 

everyday manner. Although both Leil·is and Bataille conceived 

of the practice of sacrifice as fundamental to human experi

ence, there is no Critical Dictionary entry for the term il1 

DOCUiviENTS. Nevertheless, sacrifices are everywhere in 

the pages of the journal: in the psychotic biting off of a finger 

or van Gogh's severil1g of his ear; lll the ilnmolation of a bull 

by the god Ivlithras or in the blood soaked temple of Kali; on 

the altars of Aztec temples; in the local slaughterhouse or il1 

A.ndn~ ?vlasson's pail1ting Abattoir (rg3o); in the child's act of 

mutilating an insect. Tllis heterogeneous list reflects the 

dynamism and totalisil1g confidence of the theory of sacrifice 

that characterised the rise of anthropology, ethnography, 

A 

A Sprcaclli·mn DOCUMENTS, 6, ,929 
B Eh Lotar, La Villdll' Aballo;r, 1929 

(cat. 99a) 
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A Eli Lot;u; !..Ji Vilkllulballoir, 1929 
(cat. ggg) 

B Eli Lotar, La Villdtl' Abattoir, 1929 
(cat. ggc) 

A 

sociology and the comparative study of religions in the late 

nineteenth century. In this vast literature, 'sacrifice', closely 

tied to the concepts of the 'sacred' and the 'numinous' (a neol

ogism coined by Rudolf Otto in 1917, referring to the power of 

t.he sacred to induce feelings of awe and terror) , was thought of 

as a mechanism that mediates the relationship bet\veen the 

notionally profane and sacred domains. Early authors believed 

that a universal theory of this supposedly fundamental dimen

sion of religious experience was possible.2 Sacrifice was 

variously conceived of as gift-giving, communion, regenera

tion or transgression. The prominence in its pages of rites of 

sacrifice, the numerous examples and imagery of the ecstatic 

moments where the sacred is revealed to the profane world, 

highlight the degree to which DOCU!vlENTS focused on the 

most challenging research of its clay. 

Bataille left a trail of his anthropological apprenticeship in 

the records of the books he borrowed when working as a 

librarian in the Bibliotheque nationale de France. \•Ve do not 

know whether he had read Emile Durk.heim 's Formes elementaires 

de Ia vie religieuse (1912), but he had tackled parts of James G. 

Frazer's The Golden Bough (1890- 1915), Sigmund Freud's Totem 

and Taboo (1913), l\!Jarcel Mauss's 'Essai sur Ia nature et lajonction du 

sacrifice' (1898) and Salomon Reinach's Cultes, lll)'fhes et reli

gions ... (1922- 28). 3 Bataille's studies culminated in his essay on 

'Sacrificial l\1lutilation and Vincent van Gogh's Severed Ear' 

(8, 1930)." Here van Gogh 's obsessive representations of a 

blinding sun and of virulent sunflowers express his sensations 

of abysmal inadequacy in the face of the fantasy of the ideal

manifested as god or solar brilliance. Bataille reads van Gogh's 

auto-mutilation as an attempt to match god's perfect form -'

where this form is that of a constantly auto-mutilating solar 

gocl. The eagle that gnaws at the liver of Prometheus is the 

agent of Zeus, but Bataille agrees with those who find the eagle 

himself, not Prometl1eus, culpable of having stolen fire from 

tl1e wheel of the sun. Thus Prometheus is not being punished 

rather he is the means for Zeus to sacrifice himself - and tl1e 

eternally regenerating liver of Prometheus is the figure of the 

encllessly sacrificed body of God, tl1e ideal that underpins the 

apparent horror of an artist's severed ea r or the ablated finger 

of a schizophrenic. 

'Perhaps the practice of sacrifice disappeared from the 

earth because it could never be sufficiently charged with this 

element of hate and disgust, without whjch it appears in our 

eyes as servitude', Bataille \vrites at the end of tl1e van Gogh 

essay.'' That modern societies are definitively alienated from 

the practice of sacrifice, and are neutered without it, was a 

recurrent theme in DOCUMENTS. Eli Lotar's tough photo

graphs of the abattoir at La Villette (now the venue for the Cite 

des Sciences et de l'Industrie) were commissioned by Bataille 

to accompany his short Critical Dictionary text 'Abattoir' 

(6, 1929). Lotar had exhibited successfully in Brussels in 1928 
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Eli Lotm; La Jlilktfl• Abattoir, 1929 (cat. 99 , 

b, c, r: h) 
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with other modernist photographers including Man Ray, 

Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, Germaine Krull (his partner), Andre 

Kertesz and Berenice Abbott. A critic in Tlarietes described his 

work as 'a poetic exaltation of the modern picturesque' .6 0nly 

a few of the photographs that Lotar took during the visit were 

reproduced with Bataille 's text, but the ones selected no doubt 

seemed to communicate the strange mix of ordered system 

and bloody chaos that was one aspect of the text. Beyond this, 

it is obvious that the mere admission of these images into the 

pages of the journal constituted an avant-garde shock tactic 

designed to expose the paranoid-hygienic bourgeoisie to the 

abattoir, whose accursed nature Bataille interprets as a 

symptom of the sclerosis of polite society. Lotar's photographs 

are nevertheless still marked by a poetic impulse. He is pricked 

by the sight of a gathering of stray calves feet, still attempting 

to stand by propping themselves against a wall, or bovine skins 

crawling across the pavement while weeping trails of blood 

grope towards the gutter. These photographs, like Bataille's 

text, focus on the abattoir as a particular place, a curious para

urban site. The linage of the calf 's head, its tongue lolling 

towards the pavement, did not appear in DOCUMENTS, but 

perhaps it il1spired the silhouette of a calf's head on a platter 

that Bataille, Breton and Maurice Heine (under the bmmer of 

the political association Contre-Attaque) later used to advertise 

an event in celebration of the anniversary of the decapitation 

of Louis XVI on 2rjanuary, rgg6. 

Decapitation became the most potent image of sacrifice in 

Bataille 's thought - not only does it resonate with the regicide 

that founded the French Republic, thereby inauguratil1g the 

criminal nature of the French people, its existence in guilt- but 

it also stands for the overturning of civilization, of morality, of 

idealism. In this manner it subverted one resonance of the 

term 'sacrifice' il1 the Third Republic - the voluntary and sup

posedly 'noble' sacrifice of French citizens in the fields of 

flanders. Andre Masson's abattoir paintings, and his contem

porary drawings of massacres, turn on this act of subversion. 

They represent his gruesome memories of the bloodbath of 

the Chemil1 des Dames, a military offensive of April/May rgr7 

during which around g6,ooo French troops were massacred 

duril1g the first week under German machine gun and artillery 

fire, in chaotic and ecstatic - rather than ennobling- sacrificial 

orgies. As a popular army song of the day put it after the final 

assault at Craonne: 

'It's at Craonne on the plateau 

That's where we'llleave our skll1s 

for we've all been condemned 

we are the sacrificed.' 

Oneiric decapitations fill the vista in Antoine Caron's Nlassacre 

under the Thumvirate (rs66). Reproduced for the first tune in the 

pages of DOCUMENTS, this hitherto unknown work 

prompted Leiris in his accompanying essay to speculate on the 

sadistic motivations of the artist, and to treat it as an accursed 

avatar of the massacre of St Bartholomew's night in 1572. The 

paintil1g is, he claims, a work of black magic - an idea under

scored by an anecdote that at the hour of the armistice il1 rgr8 

it crashed to the floor in the owner's house. Yet Leiris also inter

polates his own masochistic fantasies. The descriptions he gives 

of his childhood fears were to reappear in his tribute to his own 

castration complex, L'ii.ge d'lzomme, published in rggg. Here 

Leil·is finds his alter ego u1 the biblical figures of Holofernes . 
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A Antoine Caron, 1\tfassacre under /he 
7i·iumvirate, 1566 (fi g. 12) 

B Eli Lota1; La Villelle.dbattoir, 1929 

(cat. 99d ) 
C Antoine Caron, i\1/assacre under the 

7i·iumvirale, 1566 (detail) (fig. 12) 
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A Cover of .rlctphale: Religion, Sociologie, 
Pltilosophie (ca L. 143) 

B Codex i\llagliabecltiano, c. 1566, Mexico: 

C holula? (detail) (cat. 5) 
C Codex .(ouche-Nuttall, Pre-Cortesian, 

I 3th- I 6th C. , Mexico: T ilantongo 

Region (fig. 13) 

til &<e~~[]={]&[br§ RELIGION · SOCIOLOGIE · PHILOSOPHIE • RE VUE PARAISSANT 4 FOIS PAR AN 

'"~" .. LA CONJURATION SACRtE W>i" 
PAR GEORGES SATAILLE PIEI\RE KLOSSOWSKI £T ANORt MASSON 

A 

and john the Baptist, beheaded directly or indirectly by beau

tiful women. 7 For Leiris sacrifices are always allied to eroticism. 

T he sacred became more rather than less important to 

Bataille after the demise of D OCUJ\!IENTS - in 1936 he pub

lished a short text entitled 'Sacrifices' accompanied by five 

prints by Andre Masson, and in 1937 he co-founded the 

College of Sociology with Roger Caillois, the mission of which 

was to examine the decisive role of the sacred in modern life. It 
was later rumoured, perhaps maliciously, that Bataille sought 

to organise a human sacrifice under the aegis of Acephale, the 

practical para-religious organisation of the College. Whatever 

the truth of the matter, there is no doubt that Bataille believed 

it possible to inaugurate a new movement towards the sacred, 

founded on the meditation on one's own death. 

Nowadays the quest for a universal theory of the sacred, or 

of sacrifice, seems to most anthropologists unnecessary and 

inappropriate when they confront the enormous diversity of 

particular rites and beliefs. From the other end of the spectrum 

to this empirical critique, the philosopher Giorgio Agamben 

has also attacked the discourse of the ambiguity of the sacred, 

central to the work of Bataille, Leiris and Caillois, as mis

guided and obfuscating when compared to the political 

meaning of the sacred man, the figure of mere biological exis

tence produced by the sovereign's pronouncement of a state of 

emergency, the suspension of normallaw.8 

If Bataille's sacred is most evident in the ordure of the body 

and the horror of the sacrifice that liberates us from our 

profane existence, Agamber_:'s sacred man is similarly abject 

only insofar as he is disposed of as vermin in the concentration 

camp, the archetypal site produced under the state of emer

gency. In its pursuit of the notion of violent sacrifice as 

essential to human experience we encounter an aspect of 

DOCUMENTS that stands definitively - brilliantly or mis

guideclly - on the other side of the horrors that have come to 

define our age. NC 

c.- OOCIRINES. ANDRE MASSON, OMELEHES 
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'Human Sacrifices of Central America' 

T he pages from the Mexican codices in Roger H erve's 

'Human Sacrifices of Central America' (4, rg3o) depict 

Mexican gods, eagle and j aguar warriors, and scenes of 

human and animal sacrifice. Bataille, in his earlier essay 

'Extinct America' (L'Art Precolombien, rg28), imagined the high 

civilization of the Aztec on the eve of the Spanish invasions, 

their capital Tenochtitlan an American Venice, a rich town of 

canals and gardens but whose temples and flowery altars 

flowed with blood, where horror, black humour and poetry 

were mingled. Herve's more scientific article points to the 

Spanish conquerors' exaggerated horror of human sacrifice 

(which, though he doesn 't mention this, surprised Mexicans 

faced with the practices of the Inquisition and the image of 

Christ on the cross), integral to the justification for the 

Conquest. H e recognises the special interest of Mexico for a 

'general theory of sacrifice' and describes the 'theology of sac

rifice' uncovered by ethnographic studies, whereby it formed 

part of a complex pact between man and the gods, who were 

nourished by blood. T he scene reproduced in DOCU

MENTS from Codex Borgia, however (top line, third from 

right), is now recognised as part of a sequence of birth prog

nostications concerning the cutting of the umbilical cord. DA 

A Codex B01gia, Prc-Cortcsian, J3th- I6th 
C. , Mexico: Cholula? (cat. 3) 

B Codex J\llagliabechiano, c.J566, Mexico: 
Cholula? (detail) (cat. 5) 

SACRIFICE 117 
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ANDRE MASSON 
Andre ?viasson once said that 'the knife immobilised on the 

Cubist tables will finally be seized', meaning that he sought to 

destroy conventional and modern painting. His early still-lifes 

disturbingly imply immanent danger and often feature 

daggers. His 1927 work Combats introduces a more violent tone 

with the drama of fighting fish or animals. The Dead Horses 

(1927) uses the spontaneous application of sand to which was 

applied paint, including a red spot indicating blood, to depict 

the putref)ring carcasses of recently killed horses. The DrojJ qf 
Blood (1927) similarly incorporates red paint to point to blood. 

The Horse Butcher (1928) introduces a reel, blood-stained dagger 

representing both the butchering of horses and the metaphori

cal cutting-up of the canvas. 

\Vhile i\tiasson's work of this period is often presented as 

surrealist automatism, it is more accurately described in terms 

of purely mental images originating in a rhythmic, biological 

pulse or spasm. As Carl Einstein argues about the artist's work 

in his essay 'Andre rviasson, an Etlmological Study' (2, 1929), 

such hallucinations ripped through mechanical constructions 

of reality revealing an absence of causality. ?viasson approached 

the ecstasy of the mystic's loss of ego ratl1er than merely 

exploiting technical spontaneity. Pascal Pia similarly noted that 

with l\'Iasson, 'reality appears only through the form of 

1'-\nclrC i\ Iasson, illustrations Ji ·0111 

L'l1istoir<' dt' l'ol'llil (Tht• Story qf the E;;·t·) 
by 'Lord Auch ' (Georges Bataillc), 1g28 
(cat.· ~+) 
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Andre iVIasson, The Hom Butcher, 1928 

(cat. 104) 

hallucinations ... ' .1 So, Masson endowed surrealist modes of 

drawing with a biological drive, thereby making drawing an 

expression of hallucinatory impulses originating in the corpo

real reality of the body. 

Masson's painting represents the reality of murder and 

human death. Georges Limbour considered sand the ideal 

material to absorb the colour of blood.2 In an essay in DOCU

lVIENTS, he labels Masson 'le dejJeceur universe!', or 'the universal 

dismemberer' ('Andre Masson: The Universal Dismemberer' , 

5, 1930). Masson, of course, went with Eli Lotar when the latter 

photographed the abattoir of La Villette, the images of which 

accompany Georges Bataille 's short Critical Dictionary text on 

the slaughterhouse ('Abattoir', 6, 1929). In Masson's painting 

Abattoir (1930) the butcher's knife slices the flesh of a bull's 

throat at the same time as it slices up the painting's grid into 

jagged, collage-like forms. 

lVIasson's illustrations for Bataille's erotic novel The St01y rif 
the Ej1e (1928) establish a chain of continuously substituted 

images - eyes, eggs, testicles - culminating in the image of an 

eye lodged in a woman's sex. In 1922 Bataille had witnessed the 

enucleation and death by goring of the bullfighter Granero in 

Madrid. In The St01y qf the Eye this event has been incorporated 

into the resolution of the narrative: one of the bull 's testicles is 

eaten by the character Simone, the other placed by Simone 

into her sex, and Granero's eye is dislodged from its socket. At 

the end of the book a murdered priest's eye is also inserted into 
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Simone's sex. A similar sequence of rhyming images can be 

found in Masson's earlier painting T he Wing (r925), where a 

bird's eye and a disembodied eye are associated with women's 

breasts. Masson explored in pictorial terms similar chains of 

images throughout the period of DOCUMENTS. As Pia 

concluded: 

WJ 

' .. . murder, love, death . . . It is always a question of 

expressing the revolt of the mind before the destiny 

which the universe imposes on it. That with time 

Masson's paintings will eventually lose their air of inso

lence; I am sure that they will retain their seditious 

character. '3 

c_,. SACRIFICE. ANDRE MASSON. AN ETHNOLOGICAL STUDY 

A Andrelvlasson, Aballoir, Ig3o (cat. 10 ) 

B AnclrC!Vlasson, The Wing, 1925 (cat. 1 0~) 
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A Anclre l\ I -r asson, 1 he Drop qf Bt 1 
(cat. w 3) oo,, 1927 

B Andre Masson T he Dead R . 
(cat. 102) ' o/Jes, 1927 
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MAKING MARKS 
There are many unlikely artists whose works rub up against 

one another in DOCUMENTS. But perhaps the least likely 

encounter is that betvveen nine-year-old Lili l\!Iasson and her 

Ethiopian peers, the children whose graffiti is reproduced in 

Georges Bataille's essay 'Primitive Art' (7, 1930). This serendip

itous meeting was inspired by Bataille's review of a book of the 

same title by Georges-Henri Luquet which explained so-called 

'primitive art' (the tendency of prehistoric peoples to make 

marks, even if only with 'dirty hands wiped across walls') 

through anachronistic comparison with the doodles of chil

dren.1 The illustrations for Bataille's review, however, were 

taken not from Luquet's book but from a friendly family (the 

Massons) and a contemporary study of the sill10uettes and 

graffiti found in Ethiopian churches by Marcel Griaule. 2 In his 

review, Bataille engages with the logic of earlier books by the 

same author which posit the idea that a process of deformation 

is at the heart of childl1ood image-making. 3 Bataille drives a 

wedge through Luquet's argument, suggesting an important 

distinction between the prehistoric urge to deform (which is 

'reserved for the representation of the human form') and 
B 

d(' mi-douzaine de popillons dcssint..:; it ln til e ptH till 

pdil Frnn <- r~i s de 6 ans rf2, e t do ni chaC\111 11'e.;t 
({\l 'un bonhommc do te d'une pnire d'ail c!l e n fnnuc tlr 
Cl' rcl c radi C ( fl g. 36) . 

Eulin de l'automalismc ga·npl1iquc immt0dinl •l"1'in• 
Ia Lcndonce , frt'ir1uenle chez l' enfnnl ju !lrJII C , ., .•. ., 

5 nn.; en mo~re nnc, it exngCrer \!• nnmbrc de ccd;.in~< 

Fig. 30, - Je;o n C: r, , ~·nn r-• i, , fj u, 1 r, (o'nllcdi"n L'"l'"'' . 
l '~ i> i llun . 1\nihl l l tl<lri"' o\u bon l.,lm>nu I' i J} , 

th.\tails rCcls de rohjcl rcpn!sc ntl=. Pr•r cxcmplc1 Jau!' 
des desl'l ins d'unc lillctle de -1 ans I 2 fJUi. d'aprCs St'l' 

pro prcs dC.claratio n!> . rcpn•du.iscnl unc er:- li sc rCt• ll e 
qu'c lle o vue , lcs porl~s sonllnnt61 ~Htnomht·u dt• ( I'Oi:<. 

ox prcssUmcnl Cnonco!, commc dan s lc pc11·1ail do• 
I'Cg liso rrle ll c . lanh) l au nombre d'un c dcmi · douwi ll t'. 
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A Lili Masson, Poor Girajle, Tg3o (cat. 106) 

B Georges-Henri Luquet, Le Denin 
Enfrmtin, 1927 (cat. 164) 

C Spread from DOCUJVIENTS, 7, 1930 

D Spread from l'vlarcel Griaule, 

Silhouettes etgrqffiti al!yssius, (tg3o), 2001 

(cat. 161) 
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contemporary children's drawings, which show an insatiable 

desire for alteration: 

'It is a matter, above all, of transforming what is at hand 

. . . this evolution is easy to follow, starting vvith some 

scribbles. Chance isolates a visual resemblance from a 

few strange lines that can be fixed through repetition. 

This phase represents a second degree of transforma

tion, that is to say, that the altered object (paper or wall) 

is transformed to the point where it becomes a new 

obj ect, a horse, a head, a man. Finally, by dint of repeti

tion, this new object is itself altered by a series of 

deformations. Art, since that is incontestably what it is, 

proceeds in this sense through successive destructions. '4 

The art of dravving is not simply a matter of making one's 

mark but of changing forever the surface upon which that 

mark is made. 'I remember,' Bataille says, 'having practiced 

such scrawls: I spent a whole year smearing the suit of the 

student in front of me with ink from my ink well.'5 Luquet's 

association of such a strategy with primitive or prehistoric 

peoples (and the link to children) is problematised not only by 

the sophistication of Lili Masson's whimsical watercolour, but 

by the inclusion elsewhere in DOCUMENTS of stained, 

scribbled-over pages. from Pablo Picasso's sketchbooks and 

Joan lVIir6's wildly crossed-out 1930 paintings. In fact, Bataille 's 

short text Joan Mir6: Recent Paintings' (7, 1930, the next entry 

in this book) also followed his 'Primitive Art' essay in DOCU

MENTS, so the reader moves directly from one kind of mark 

making to the other. Neither did Bataille's interest in the value 

of such scrawls stop here, for it is now clear that at this time 

Bataille himself engaged in doodling and mark making of his 

own. Two sets of drawings attributed to Bataille (some of 

which have a striking affmity with Mir6's work) came to the 

collection of the Museum of Modern Art in New York 

through a Dr Dausse, a friend of the psychoanalyst Adrien 

Borel who treated Bataille briefly in 1926.6 SB 

c_. THE OUESTION OF LAY mNOGRAPHY. JOAN MIRO. ETHIOPIA 
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·th America (Blackfoot), \ on Nm . ) 
A I n ' . rwith Painted F1gures , Robe, Dless I' 

Gr. (cat. 51) 

I Boo- ~ranee (Dordogne, . 
B Anon, . ) Per'Orated Balon wllh Madeleme , U' . 

La 1 l Le iVIacrdaleman, Low Reliif Hom, a " 
Cars old (cat. 34) . osooy' 

t. I_ , (Dordoane, France ~ 
C Anon, !cine), Peiforated Baton, 

La Made ·ars 
' J\l[acrclalenian, c. rs ,ooo ye ]a le 'b 

l l (cat. 32) R l 
o c (Charente oc c e 0 11 France ' ' . 

D An ,R k with Engraved Bud, 
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A 2 pages from Pablo Picasso S'- I ' . ' he cnbook 
1044, Dmard, rg28 (cat. r3r) 

B Georges Bataille, Untitled Draz · fi . VLngs or 
VItreous Sun (Solei/ Villi 1 11 cl (c 6 ;, .. at. 4) 
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Georges Bataille, Untitled Drawings.for 
Vitreous. Sun (.Solei/ Vitri}, n.d. (cat. 64) 
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JOAN MIRO 

JOAN MIRO: RECENT PAINTINGS 

Geo ges Bataille 
The various paintings by Mir6 we are publishing here rep

resent the most recent stage reached by this painter 

whose present evolution has a rather remarkable inter

est. Joan Mir6 begins with a representation of objects so 

meticulous that at a certain pomt they turn reality to 

dust, a sort of sunlit dust. Subsequently, these tiny objects 

individually liberate themselves from all reality and 

appear as a throng of decomposed elements which are 

also a lot more agitated. Finally, as Mir6 himself professed 

to want to 'kill painting', the decomposition was pushed to 

such a point that nothing else remamed but a few formless 

stains on the lid (or on the tombstone, if you prefer) ofthe 

box of tricks. The little angry and alienated elements pro

ceeded to a new irruption, before once more disappearing 

today into these paintings, leaving only the traces of who 

knows what disaster. 

DOCUMENTS, 7, 1930 TransLated from the French by 

Krzysztof FijaLkowski and MichaeL Richardson 

c..- BEAUX-ARTS. MAKING MARKS. FORM 

/ 

A 

JOAN MIRO: 

A Spread from DOCUiVIENTS, 7, 1930 
B J oan lVIir6, Painting-Poem (1\ifusic - Seine 

- l'vfichel, Bataille and I) , 1927 (cat. 107) 

PEINTURES RECENTES 
l es quelques pcintures de MirO que nous publions ici representcnt l'Ctape Ia plus 

r&:cntc de ce peintrc doni I'Cvolution prCsente un interet bien singul icr. Joan M ire) 

est parti d'une rcprCsentation des objets si minuticuse qu'ellc mettait jusqu'il un certain 
point Ia rCali tC en poussii:re, unc sorte de poussit:rc ensolei/ICe. Par Ia suite, ces objets 
in rimes eux-mCmes se libCr.!:rcnt individuellcment de toute rialitC et apparu rent comme 
une foule d 'Ciemcnts dtkomposis et d'autant plus agitis. Enfin commc Min:) lui-mbne 
professait qu 'il voulait • tuer Ia pe inture •. Ia decomposition fut poussCe a tel point 
qu 'il ne resta plus que quelques taches in formes sur le couvercle (ou sur Ia pierre tom
bale, si l'on veut) de Ia boite a malices. Puis les petits elements colereux et al ienes pro
cedCrent A une nouvelle irruption, puis ils disparaissenl encore une fois aujourd'hui 
dans ccs peintures, laissant seulemenl les traces d'on "!e sait qucl disastre. - G. B. 

399 
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A J oan !VIir6, Painting (The Magic q/ 
Co/olll), rg3o (fig. r3) 

B Joan rviir6, Painting, Ig3o (cat. Tog) 
C (overl eaf)Joan lvlir6, Composition, , 930 

(cat. roS) 
D (overleaf)Joan IVIir6, Painting, rg3o 

(cat. !IO) 
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ETHIOPIA 
In retrospect, DOCUMENTS appears like a bridge not only 
between Surrealism and ethnography but also, as far as French 
ethnography is concerned, between the dusting off of the 
Musee d'Ethnographie du Trocadero, which began in rg28 

(with Paul Rivet as its director and Georges Henri Riviere as its 
vice-director), and the opening of the Musee de l'Homme in 

rg38. In many regards, the two years during which DOCU
MENTS was published were also a parenthesis between the 
two ethnographic missions that Marcel Griaule headed in 
Ethiopia or, more precisely, the part of Ethiopia associated 
with the name Abyssinia (the legendarily unapproachable 
ancient fortress of the north-west mountains). Ethiopia looms 
large (larger and larger) in the background of DOCU
MENTS. Griaule carried out his first mission to the country in 
rg28 and rg2g with Marcel Larget. Upon his return to Paris, in 

July of rg2g, he assumed the position of DOCUMENTS' 
managing editor, which Georges Henri Riviere had promised 
him before his departure, and which Georges Limbour and 
Michel Leiris had occupied on a temporary basis. The second 
expedition was the Dakar-Djibouti Mission, which lasted two 

years, from May rg3r to March 1933. It is probably not an acci
dent that DOCUMENTS did not survive its departure as the 
expedition involved many of the journal's contributors. 

Why Ethiopia? The geopolitical framework cannot be 
ignored with the recent territorial expansion of Ethiopia, 
accompanied under Emperor Menelik II by the rebirth of a 
central imperial power, the creation of a new capital in Addis 
Ababa, and the risky exposure of the country, half-actively, 
half-passively, to the uncontrollable game of international 
competition. In rg22 Ethiopia became (after Liberia and white 
South Africa) the third African Member of the League of 
Nations. In November rg3o, publicity savvy Ras Tafari staged 
his own coronation as Emperor (King of Kings) in front of the 
world media, taking the name by which he is best known, Haile 
Selassie. The event gave the most supportive Western powers 
the impression of being witness and tutors to what they opti
mistically interpreted as the accelerating growth of a modern 
state, with all the threats such a modernisation implied for as 
old a civilization as Ethiopia. 

For Griaule, Ethiopia and painting had long been associ
ated. The first Ethiopian he encountered was 'a young 
educated Abyssinian, Agnagnahou Engeda, who was in Paris, 
sent by Tafari to further his studies as a painter at the Ecole des 
Beaux-Arts.' ' They met at the seminar of the linguist Marcel 
Cohen at the Ecole nationale des langues orientales vivantes 
where Griaule was studying Amharic (the official language of 
Ethiopia) and Gueez (an old Ethiopian language) and where 
Agnagnahou Engeda worked as a linguistic informer. 
However, the conjunction between Griaule's own interest 

A Anon, Ethiopia (Abyssinian), lvfagical 
Prayer Scroll, tgth C. (cat. 23) 

B Anon, Ethiopia (Abyssinian), Magical 
Prll)'erScroll, 17th- 18th C. (cat. 22) 

c Anon, Ethiopia (Abyssinian), Magical 
Prll)'". Book, 19th- 2oth C. (cat. 24) 

D Anon, Ethiopia (Abyssinian), TI~e 
Legend qf the Qjieen qf Sheba, c.rg2o- 3o 

(cat. 25) 
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(Ethiopia) and what motivated Agnagnahou Engeda's presence 
in Paris (painting) doesn't seem to have produced any sparkle in 
Griaule. He never took into consideration anything but 
Agnagnahou Engeda's ethnographic, philological and mytho
logical background. None of the Ethiopian iconographic 
material published in DOCUMENTS is credited to him. 

During his first mission, Griaule stayed mostly in the north
western province of Godjam whose leader, Ras Haylou, was at 
the time an enterprising religious builder, constructing new 
churches and ruthlessly restoring old ones. Griaule, having wit
nessed the 'clean-up' of about 20 churches, all of which had 
eighteenth- or nineteenth-century wall paintings, became as 
alarmed as Victor Hugo had been a century earlier with the 
Romantic reinvention of the Gothic. He felt that Ethiopians, 

having long lost their professional skills, could only have their 
paintings saved by specialists from Europe.2 Griaule's attitude 
in this matter relied on the same premises he had already used 
during the first part of the Dakar-Djibouti Mission in western 
colonial Africa: do not count on the natives to salvage their 
past (that is why the painter Gaston-Louis Roux, one of the 

artists actively supported by DOCUNIENTS, joined the 
Dakar-Djibouti Mission). 

However, not all 'sacred' art had disappeared from 
Ethiopia's culture. Griaule brought back from his first mission 

and published in DOCUMENTS samples of graphic produc
tions that could still be qualified as 'religious', even though 
some of them were endowed with the marginal, transgressive, 
almost clandestine dimension of magic that perfectly fit witl1 
the heterodox values Georges Bataille and his allies cultivated 
in the journal. There were amulets painted, not by painters but 
by dabtara (healers), on strips of parchment cut to the same size 
as the body of the commissioning client and rolled in a cylin
drical leather case. Griaule used a detail of one of these to 

·-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The Legend ofthe Queen of Sheba, Etl1iopian Painting (230 x 88 em), CoUection of Marcel Griaule 

First Row 
l. The adoration of the Serpent King by the people ofTigmy 
2 . Agabos promising the notables that he will lcill the Serpent 
3. Preparing the poison 
4. A goat tald.ng the poison 
5. Agabos carrying the goat 
6. The bait being offered to the Serpent 
7. Death of the Serpent 
8 . The presentation of the dead Serpent to the people 
9. Agabos ascending to the throne 

The L ogcnd q/ the OJtccn qf .S'lu•ba, fmm 

DOCUMENTS, 1, Ig3o (see cat. 25) 

Second Row 
l. The presentation to the people of the future queen, the daughter of 

KingAgabos 
2. The death of Agabos 
3 . The funeral of Agabos 
4. The ritual feast of parents and guests a.fter the King's funeral 
5. The crovvning of the Queen of Sheba 
6. The Queen of Sheba visiting the slmleton ofthe Serpent. The Queen, 

pricked in the foot by a bone, is cared for by a servant 

Third Row 
l. A merchant from Jerusalem crossing the sea 
2. The reception of the merchant by the Queen of Sheba 
3. Presentation of gifts for Solomon 
4. The merchant retur11ing to his country 
5. The reception of the merchant by Solomon 
6. The Queen holding council on the subject of a voyage to the country 

of the great King 
7 The Queen's caravan 
8. Crossing the sea 
9. Arriving in Jerusalem 

Fourth Row 
l. The reception of the Queen by Solomon 
2. A banquet offered by Solomon to the Queen's followers 
3 . The meal offered to the Queen 
4. Solomon propositim1ing !lis guest 
5 . Solomon surprising the Queen's servant 
6 . Solomon sleeping with the servant 
7. Solomon tald.ng the Queen 
8 . Solomon sleeping with the Queen of She!Ja 
9 . Solomon presenting gifts to his guest 
10. The Queen of Sheba returning home 

ETHIOPIA 143 
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A Spread from DOClHviENTS, 7, lg3o 

B Anon , 1Hichd Lciris duriug the Daknr
Djibouli Mission, t:. lg3 1- 32 (ca t. 17) 

C Anon, Marcd Griauft, a/ Arldis Ababa, 

lg33 (cat. 16) 

A 
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illustrate his first contribution to DOCUiviENTS, the 'Evil 

Eye' section of the 'Eye' entry to the Critical Dictionary 

(4, I929). There were also graffiti drawn by bored rather than 

mischievous children during the religious services on the lower 

parts of the walls of churches (some of which illustrate a 

double page in Bataille's article 'Primitive Art ' (7, 1930)). 

A more secular Ethiopian artistic activity had recently 

begun , no longer associated with the scriptoria of the monas

teries from the islands and the surroundings of Lake Tana, but 

with centres of political power, 'Vestern commercial and diplo

matic presence, and urbanisation, i. e. mainly with Addis 

Ababa. Among the favourite subjects of tllis modern popular 

art was the Legend of the Queen of Sheba, a pictorial narra

tive told, comic sh·ip-wise, in some 20 to 30 episodes, which was 

an unfailing success among foreign visitors, but also a subject 

endowed witl1 an obvious propaganda value for a regime that 

never missed an opportunity to root its legitimacy in its mythi

cal Solommlic origins. In part because they felt technically shy 

in front of such less codified subjects, traditionally trained 

painters generally kept their distance from tllis incipient art 

market - as one of them told Griaule, tl1ey were 'not used to 

that t)1Je of work' ('Illustrated Legend of the Queen of Sheba', 

I, I930). 
In his contributions to DOCillt!ENTS, Griaule refers to 

two Ethiopian painters. The first one, Bahaylou, belonged to 

this new breed of popular painters whose st)rle and choice of 

subject matter answer a growing demand, both external and 

internal, for Ethiopian iconographic authenticit)'. Griaule 

credits him for the drawings that accompany 'the illustrated 

legend of the aloe' in 'Abyssillian Totemism' (6, I929). In all 

likelihood, he also may very well have been the 'young 

Abyssillian from Addis Ababa (Choa), but whose native place 

is Begamder' , who paii1ted The Legend qf the OJ teen qf Sheba 

(1, 1930). The second paii1ter was Agnagnahou Engecla. His 

name doesn't appear ii1 DOCUiviENTS, even though, as 

Griaule confirms in a later article, Agnagnahou Engeda was 

tl1e ii1former who introduced hii11 to the aloe myth ii1 1925 in 

Paris. In both articles, however, the accompanying drawings 

are credited to 'an artist, born in Begamde1; but livii1g lll Addis 

Ababa, Bahaylou' . They are elated 1928, which suggests a 

chronological and geographical explanation to Griaule's 

silence about Agnagnahou Engeda: Bahaylou happened to be 

ii1 Addis Ababa when Griaule was researching there, while 

Agnagnahou Engeda had remained ii1 Paris. 3 But one suspects 

that there may have been a deeper reason, especially when one 

reads in the substantial entry the Enc)'dojJaedia EthiojJica devotes 

to Agnagnahou Engeda that he was ' the most promii1ent 

Etlliopian artist of the early t\ventieth century'. As opposed to 

Bahaylou and the new secular and popular paii1ters, instead of 

playing the card of Ethiopian authenticity in front of the 

world, he played the ' 'Vestern card ii1 Ethiopia . Which is why, 

for Griaule, his Parisian informer was anythii1g but an 

Ethiopian painter. And it is with hun in mii1d that he praises 

the painter of The Legend qf the (}Jteen qf Sheba for 'an effort at 

least as interesting as that of painters on the payroll of the 

King of Ethiopia who are sent ii1 our schools to learn an art 

that is valid only for our part of tl1e world ' (I, 1930). Sensitive to 

the danger of a subservient infatuation with a 'Vestern model 

of painting, Griaule thinks that Ethiopian paii1tii1g should 

grow organically and not mimetically. DH 

c~ HIE ijUES!ION OF lAY EIIINOuRAPHY. RHY!HM 
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RHYTHM 
Rhythm beats through the heart of DOCU1,IENTS, from the 

Ethiopian earth-drum, the most rudimentary possible percus

sive bass, to the cutting-edge syncopation of Duke Ellington's 

Cotton Club Orchestra. There are careful eye-witness 

accounts of Haitian Voodoo ceremomes m \Villiam 

Seabrook's book The 1Hagic Island (1929) and Alejo Carpentier's 

transcriptions of the magic symbols on Cuban drums in a 

groundbreaking account of the traditional Cuban music 

known as 'Son'. This is not the beginning of the anodyne 

enthusiasm of 'world music' but a deeper, more intense 

engagement with the social functions of the medium. Andre 

Schaeffnet~ a musicologist who conh·ibuted frequently to 

DOCU1viENTS, exemplilied this attitude, challenging the 

foundations of the rhetorical structures that European institu

tions applied (and still apply) to the music of other cultures. H e 

was particularly interested in the etlmographic display of 

African objects like the anthropomorphic harp and drum, 

which in addition to being working instruments, had human or 

animal forms (':Musical Instruments in an Ethnographic 

tviuseum', 5, 1929). The problem, as Schaeffner saw it, was 

how to balance the relative importance of form (their icono

graphies) with the functions of the instruments (the ways they 

were played, sounded and were used) in determining how the 

objects should be displayed. 1viore important than this critical 

perspective, howevet~ was the sheer scope of musical interest 

that Schaeffner brought to DOCUMENTS. From reviewing 

Stravinsky and jazz performed in Paris, to making field-record

ings of African musicians on the Dakar-Djibouti mission: 

SB 

'No object of musical sound or sound production, 

however primitive, however formless it may seem', 

Schaeffner wrote, 'shall be excluded from classification 

.. . it is only on condition that nothing of a people's 

musical life be deemed unworthy of examination that 

we can consider a general study of insh·ument making 

and scoring throughout history and tl1e five conti

nents. '(5, 1929) 

r..- VARIETY, CINEMA 

r 

B 

A DOC:Ui\·IENTS, .J , 19>9 {clctail) 
B Cover and 2 pages Ii·om William 

Seabrook, Thi'Jilagit' l>lrmd, 1929 

(cat. 167) 

"Papa Nrlm," FlankeJ hy Gnucdc 1\Taz:tl'C:l the ?llidwiic and Goucdc ou~S0\1 the 
Dru nken One. T iii'SC Arc Sorrcrcsscs \\'h n r~·· Corpses for ~la g i c:d PurpMCS. 

at the B:~pti sm 
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A Anon, Central Africa, Female 

rlntlnojJOI1101phic .-lrched HarjJ with Five 

Strings, 19th C. (and detail) (cat. 21) 
B Anon, Sudan (BahT cl-Ghazal region), 

H!Ooden Slit Drum, late Igth c. (cat. s6) 

T 
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Dudley lvi urphy (director), Bind; and Tan 

Fan/a~', 1929 (stills) (cat. 17fi) 
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L'ENFANCE NEOLITHIQUE 

Quand nous Ctions enfa nt s nous rn11ngions des g5teaux pareils aux U!Uvres d'Arp, 
faits avec de Ia plitc ct du sucre ct qu 'on appclait u Oambedcys ~. Nous dCvorions 
des homrnt~ ct des femmes cnnemis, des animaux, des Ctoiles ct des cceurs. afin de 
rcnouvcler et augmcnter not re ~ mana • en nous app ropriant celui des aut res. Nous 
miichions de Ia prl!histoire c l habitions dans des cavernes, nous torlurions des poupCes 
ct les assassin ions en suite. Le cannibal ismc, des airs de danse magiques, nous grisa icnl 
jusqu'au vcrtigc. Enfanls, nous gCmis.sions des vcrs incomprChcnsibles dans une langue 
que nous avions inventb: pour cC:ICbrer les rites de notre clan. Nous absorbions des 
maisons, des hommes, des bC:t es , nous nous enivrions de puissance cl de sadisme, 
r&on fortCs p<~r Ia force magique de Ia substance incorporl.oe. Nous nous peignions le 
visage et les mains avec du sang de lievre, de Ia farine, de l'encre c l du charbon et avions 

l> 

FORM 
'Form' (forme, Gestalt) was a term that had by the rg2os become 

closely associated with the language of abstraction, construc

tivism and non-objective art. Nonetheless, it was still a word 

that could happily mutate between the principle of pure 

geometries (circle, square, sphere, cube and so on) and models 

of natural growth and structure. vVithin the many discussions 

about abstraction and figuration, it was non-aligned, and so 

particularly serviceable for those who refused the imitative rep

resentation of man, beast and apples but abjured abstract or 

non-objective art of the highly theoretical and rational kind, 

what Carl Einstein calls 'standardised and hygienic .. . hyper

trophies of order' ('Exhibition of Abstract Art in Zurich', 

6, rg2g). Why, Einstein asks, is it assumed that when forms or 

facts are disengaged from their conventional meaning they are 

spoken of as abstract and not concrete? 

Bataille's Critical Dictionary entry 'Formless' (7, rg2g) is in 

part set against this background of debates about form and 

meaning in modern art. Posing as a challenge to philosophy as 

such it argues that: ' ... for academics to be happy, the universe 

would have to take on form. The whole of philisophy has no 

other goal: to provide a frock coat for what is, a mathematical 

frock coat.' 'Formless', for Bataille, is not just an adjective with 

a particular meaning but a word with a job to do, and this job is 

B 
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A DOCUMENTS, 8, rg3o 
B Hans Arp, The Lips, rg26 (cat. 58) 
C Hans Arp, Jl1ouslache-Head and Bo/1/es, 

1929 (cat. 62) 

I I 
I 

I 
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B 

A Hans Arp, Head, 1929 (cat. 59) 

B Hans Arp, Leaves IV, rg3o (cat. 63) 

to 'declassifY', to suborn identity. In a parody of academic 

philosophical method but also with an eye to the apparent 

formlessness of, for example, automatism he gives very specific 

'concrete' examples: spider (twice), worm and spit. These are 

indeed 'something', but resemble nothing at all. But in what 

sense is resemblance a token of 'form'? Insofar as a work 

(of art) has a form is it possible for it to resemble nothing? Can 

it never be a thing in its own right? 

T he works by contemporary artists, sculptors and photog

raphers reproduced in the pages of DOCUMENTS, drawn 

constantly into curious juxtaposition with other objects, are 

discussed not in terms of abstract aesthetic qualities but of 

their power to act directly on the spectator. Haunting them in 

retrospect but implicit throughout DOCUMENTS is 

Bataille's challenge: an amateur can never love a painting as 

much as a fetishist loves a shoe ('The Modern Spirit and the 

Play of Transpositions', 8, rg3o). So Leiris, who with Einstein 

is the most significant critic of contemporary art in DOCU

MENTS, loves Alberto Giacometti's work because it is: 

' ... like the real fetishes .. . (the objectivised form of our 

desire) ... Do not expect me to talk sculjJture exactly. 
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A Hans Arp, Lmz•ts nnd.Nrm·ls, 1929 
(cat. 61 ) 

B Hans Arp, Lrqj; 1929 (cat. 6o) 

A 

,;,{ __.,.,;: 
l)' 

J' 

I prefer to RJ\111BLE; since these beautiful objects I've 

been able to look at and feel ignite the ferment of so 

many memories in me ... '"Some of these sculptures are 

hollow like spatulas or hollowed-out fruits. Others are 

pierced and the air moves through them, like a mobile 

latticework placed benveen inside and out, sieves 

gnawed by the wind ... ' ('Alberto Giacometti', 4, 1929) 
The visual parallels that are made benveen Giacometti's 

sculptures and Cycladic figurines , or benveen works by Jacques 

Lipchitz and a pre-Han Chinese bronze are as much to suggest 

the modern in the ancient as vice versa . Howevet; works that 

may appear similar can be fundamentally different in their 

formal philosophy. \ 1Vhile both Constantin Brancusi and Hans 

Arp reduce and simplif)r, Brancusi condenses appearance, 

aflect and association while Arp annexes the notion of contin

ual growth to an aleatory game. For Arp, who like Einstein 

preferred the term concrete to abstract, morphologies are fluid 

and identities derisory. As Leiris writes of Arp's exhibition of 

string and wood reliefs: 'His forms split their sides laughing 

and, in making almost everything resemble everything he over

turns illusory classifications and the very hierarchy of created 

things' ('Hans Arp Exhibition' , 6, rg2g). Leaves resemble 

navels resemble mouths resetnble moustaches, forms where 

'names dissolve' ('Exhibition of Iviodern Sculpture' , 7, rg2g). 
Shortly after '}armless', in the same issue of DOCU-

1riENTS, is a scathing commentary by Einstein on an 
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exhibition of contemporary sculpture, filled with 'orthopaedic 

torsos' as in some pseudo-antique gym. Accompanying 
Einstein's review is a photo-essay with work by the sculptors he 

excepts: Brancusi, Lipchitz and H enri Laurens. Among their 

works are placed t:\-vo other photographs: a fragment from the 

'Beaux-arts' decorative friezes on the Grand Palais, of a lion's 

tail flowering into a ridiculous cornucopia of plants merging 

into the bottom of winged Cupid, and a stone picked up on the 

beach by Einstein, which resembles a human head. Teetering 

between form and formlessness, the pebble, reproduced 

opposite Brancusi's 'The first man' (Prometheus) initiates a per

ceptual switchback bet\veen the essentialist oval form of 

Brancusi's head and the reading-in of human 'resemblance ' in 

any old shape. 

Arp's attack on the mathematical s traigh~acke t of classifi

cation tlu-ough a superfluity of resemblance, making a 
mockery of naming, has an interesting counterpart in the 

close-up photographs by Karl Blossfeldt and J ean Painleve. 
Here scale has an especially treacherous part to play in the 

question of resemblance. Close-up photography, fundamental 
to the natural history filins of Painleve, magnifies heads, eyes, 

claws, tentacles until they lose resemblance to their original 

form, becoming concrete but unrecognisable facts. \ 'Vhile the 

photographs of enlarged fragments undo identity, the Critical 

Dictionary entry by Jacques Baron on 'Shellfish' (6, 1929) that 
accompanies them imagines the forms magnified whole. He 

quotes a 'painter friend of mine ' (Dali , perhaps), as saying ' that 

if a grasshopper were the size of a lion it would be the most 

beautiful animal in the world. How true that would be of a 

giant crayfish , a crab enormous as a house, and a shrimp as tall 
as a tree!' 

Blossfeldt 's Uiformen der Kunst (Art Forms in Nature), a selection 

of his close-up photographs of plants and flowers published in 

1928, were intended to reveal the 'close connection bet:\-veen 

the form produced by man and that developed by nature.' ' 

The introduction by Karl Nierendm:f argues that the creative 

work of man ('Art'), unlike Nature, changes according to his 
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A Constantin Brancusi, Prouwlhms, 1911 

(cat. 8o) 
B Spread li·01n DOC UMENTS, 7, 1929 
C Consta11tit1 Brat1cusi, ll Vod Puljcd or 

f'roull'liu'lls, Ll9 11 (cal. 81) 
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A 

~l ~~ ~"UV.> Ci: i ral. I.Q;G.IOI Ul. - 1;\l.:;M I'Ji n:L 
h t:rr. CDII'O!iL I \.!I L"Mfftl._~ 
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r 

A Alberto Giacomcrti , S!.-t'ldu·.\ o11 

DOCUME NTS . .J. ' .92.9· Om! Lmnf'· 
'1\/on. I I imum and C.lu"fd' l itriatiuu. 
(.imdft.,fick, 192fl (ca l. 86) 

B Alberlo G iacomelli, Rtdining II oman 
w/ICI Dn·mn.,, 19'29 (cal. Sg) 

C Alberto Giacomelli , J lau ami J l im1m1, 

1 C)~B-2C) (cal. 87) 
D ?vl arc Vaux , C'iannnl'lti Sm/jJIIII'I'J, 1929 

(top) Sll.lfnwdtd Ball (cal. q 2cl) 

(llliddle) ;\/an , N~ ·diuing I l l111um who 
Drrmm, 'Tina Figmt.l Ou!rlrnn:,, ,\Ian and 
I I iuna11 (cal. q 21J) 

OJotwm) ,\I au and I liJIImll, G'n::.ing 1-Imd, 
Ji/1111, II i11nrm (cal. q2a) 
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A Alberto Giacometti, Gazing I-ll'fld, 1929 

(cat. 88) 

B DOC:UlviENTS, 4, 1929 
C Anon , Greece (the Cyclades), Fi·mnk 

F1:gnre with Folded Arms, Early C:ycladic 

II; L2700~2400 IlC; Spcdos Variety 

(cat. 40) 

D Anon , Greece (t.he Cyclades), Fi'lllni<' 
Fignrc with Folrkd Arms, Early C:ycladic 

II; C. 2 7DD-2400 BC; Speclos Variety 

(cat. 41 ) 

A 

times and that the 'Iviodern technics' of close-up, slow motion, 

rapid projection, which reveal an unknown and hitherto con

cealed Nature, will produce a new, joyous and progressive 

expression of the human spirit . 

Bataille's response in 'The Language of Flowers' (3, 1929) 
does not so much dissent from Nierendorf's introduction to 

Uifonnen der Kunst, as turn it on its head. Bataille finds quite 

other reasons for the fascination of Blossfeldt's photographs. 

How appropriate, for Bataille, is the application of the sym

bolic language of flowers to human beauty, love and elevated 

thoughts. Through the extrp.orclinary and monstrous revela

tions of Blossfeldt's close-ups, flowers are revealed as 

unpleasant, even hideous. 'The most beautiful flower is spoiled 

at the centre by hairy sexual organs' , and after its brief glory 

'relapses into its original squalor'. 

The architectural metaphors embedded in Blossfelclt's 

hugely magnified close-ups of plant forms echo in the photo

graphs of skyscrapers reproduced later in DOCUJ\1IENTS. 

This would not at first seem out of line with Nierendorf's 

poetic evocation of the natural origins of artificial forms, but 

both the text that accompanies them, Leu-is's 'Skyscraper' 

(7, 1930), and Bataille's 'Architecture ' (2, 1929), undermil1e the 

grandeur and dominance of these great edifices. The human 

form, morphologically speaking, Bataille suggests m 

'Architecture', lies at an intermediary stage between monkeys 

and tall buildings. Standing erect, he aspires to the sky but with 

his big toe, that which distinguishes him from the anthropoid 

ape, firmly stuck in the mud. Two of Boiffard's close-up 

enlargements of big toes, commissioned to accompany 

Bataille's text 'The Big Toe ' (6 , 1929), and in all likelil10od 

il1spired by the Blossfeldts, are erect like fetish monuments, the 

third lies fallen, lil<e a tree. DA 

(... BEAUX-AR!S. OICl\ONARY. ALOtR!O GIACOMElli 
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A Spreaclli·om DOCUMENTS, 7, 1910 
B ~,Jarc Vaux , Ltjldtit::.. S'm/jJ!wn, n.cl. , 

Jl f11111111 Smt.·d (cal. I{I e) 

c Jacques Lipchitz , Standing Figun·, rg r6 

(cat. 95) 
D Jacques Lipchitz, SmljJiurc, 19 15 

(ca t. 9+) 
E ?v[arc Vaux, LJjJdtil;:,. Sm/jJ!Url's, n.d ., 

1iw Smlj!turn iu Stout (cat. I{ lei) 
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FORM 167 

A Marc Vaux , LijHhitz. Smfj,lurcs, IJ.d. , 

Hruj1 P/uya(cat. 141b) 
B /\-fare Vaux, Lij)(/iit;;. .Si·uljilurcs, n.d. , 

Guitar 1'/t(i"IT(cat. 1,pa) 
C .Jacques Lipchitz, 1\fusim/ Ins/ntml'llfs, 

1925 (cat. 9G) 
D Marc Vaux, Lijnltitz Smlfilllrt's, n.d. , 

11-f11Jiml btJ/rullll'lliJ (.~'itt.- Vil'lv} (cat. 1,pc) 

E J ean Painlcvc, .S/,ida, .-.1929 (cat. 122) 
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A Jean Painleve, Rostrum on ShrimjJ JV'ose 
c.~g3o (cat. r23) ' 

B J ean Painleve, Unlilled, c.lg3 r (cat. 125) 
C Jean Painlcvc, Untitled, c.rg3r (cat. 124) 
D Jean Painleve , Lobster Claw, Port-Blanc 

Britanny, c. 1929 (cat. 12 r) ' 
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A Ka rl Blosslc lclt, DI)'Ojlll'ri~<.Jihr 111as 
(Common JIJalt Frm), rg r5- 25 (cat. 68) 

B Karl Bloss!Cid t, A.:urinn 11idalii (Bd/c

.Jioll'l'l), rg r:,- 28 (cat. Gg) 

C Ka rl Blosslc lclt, Bl)·onio ollm (TI'hit,· 

BIJ·mo), rgrs- 25 (cat. fi7) 
D (ove rleaf) Ka rl Blosslc ldt , Eqnisf'l11111 

hil'lnalc (Ro11gh Horsl'loil) , 1 9 1 5~28 

(cat. 70) 
E (overlca i) Karl Blossleldt , Hordt'/1111 

distidmm (Bor/1)'), 1915- 28 (ca t. 71) 
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JACOUES-ANORE BOIFFARO 
There are a lot of photographs in DOCUIVIENTS, but not 
many photographers. In fact, photography makes a slow start; 
in the first three issues, amongst 123 images of paintings, sculp
tures and coins, only five photographs appear as such (though , 
of course, all these artifacts have actually been made manifest 
through photography). Those five photos in issue three are by 
Karl Blossfeldt, one of a handful of photographers whose 
names appear under their pictures in DOCUl\tiENTS; others 
are Nadat~ ·Marcel Griaule, William Seabrook, Eli Lotar and 

J acques-Andre Boiffard, the photographer most associated 
with the magazine. Although only 17 photographs are credited 
to Boilfard in the whole nm of the journal, they are some of its 

most intensely memorable images. 
Boilfard's work appears for the first time in issue si)-: when, 

suddenly, there is a spread of t'"vo pictures with black back
grounds out of which loom two monstrous big toes. This 
spread sets the tone for how Boiffarcl's pictures came to be used 
in DOCUMENTS (in five out of the remaining nine issues) 
and one can see how particular their placement is if we 
compare it with that of other photographs. Like most of 
the photos credited by name, Boilfard's pictmes nearly all 
occupy a full page while the ethnographic and entertainment 

A 

A Spread fi·om DOCUMENTS, 6, r g~q 
B DOCUMENTS, 5, rg3o . 

B 
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... Ia terreur ct Ia souffrancc utroce font de Ia bouche l'organe des cris dechirants (p. 299).- Photo ). A. Boiffard. 



A j;Kqucs-Andre llo ilb rd , Big Tot; 
JO- Ji'(//·-0/d Malt· Sulljtd, 1929 (cat. 72) 

B o oCUJvrENT S, 13, 1930 
c J acques-An d re Boifia rd , Uutitlal, 1930 

(cat. 78) 
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photographs are usually much smaller and juxtaposed witl1 
each other. (The most striking example of this type of layout is 
the se t of 30 stills from Sergei 1vi. Eisenstein's film The General 

Line ( 1929) blocked across a double p age spread in Robert 
Desnos's essay on the film ('The General Line', 4, 1930). 
According to l\1Iichel Leiris, Desnos was mainly responsible for 

the m agazine's layout.)' 
Boiffarcl 's photographs are also unusual in being so closely 

tied to the magazine, with no apparent existence beyond it. It 's 
interesting to compare his contribution to that of Eli Lotar 
witl1 whom he shared a studio at the time. Lotar's 'Abattoir' 
photographs do seem to find their na tural hom.e in DOCU-
1\,IENTS, where they are used to pungent effect. But that 's not 
tl1e only place where they were published, Lotar placing them 
subsequently in the magazines Varietes and Tftt. In this, Lotar 
was following the usual tactics of the photographer; what 's 
intriguing is that there's no sign of Boiffarcl having clone the 

same thing. 
If one extracts these 17 photographs by Boiffard fi·om the 

m agazine, what is immediately striking is their heterogeneity. 
Are all tl1ese pictures really by the sam e photographer? l\'Iost 
memorable, of course, are those images that are most visceral 
- the big toes or the glistening void of the open mouth. These 
images accompany texts by Bataille; photos made for other 
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A Jacques-Andre Boill>ud, Beucath the 
Mask, Piem Prf:vtrl, Jg3o (cat. 74) 

B Jacques-Andre BoiiTard, Bcueath tlu: 
Mask, Pierre Pn'vert, Jg3o (cal. 73) 

C Jacques-Andre BoiiTarcl , Camiml 

Mask, Jg3o (cat. 75) 

B 

purposes are less extreme. The four pictures of men modelling 
carnival masks are more dist~nced and were shot in clear clay
light, while the largest group of pictures that Boiffard 
produced for DOCUMENTS - the five photographs of Paris 
statues that accompany Robert Desnos's essay 'Pygmalion and 

the Sphinx' (r, 1930) - was made out on the street. 
In terms both of style and subject matte1~ these last pictures 

relate closely to a set of photographs that Boillard had made a 
year before he started to work for DOCUMENTS - the 
r2 photographs of Paris in Andre Breton's book .Nadja (rg28).2 

There are a few points of similarity ben-veen Boillard's role in 
.Narlj"a and in DOCU.lviENTS. In each case, he was working for 
a very forceful author/ eclit01~ who certainly had a highly devel
oped concept of the images he wanted to use. In these h ·VO 

different situations, Boiffard produced photographs that 
match the tenor of the texts at the same time that their direct 
materiality rubs against the rhetorical flourishes of both 

Breton's and Bataille 's writing. 
Is there anything that connects the various sets of photo

graphs by Boiffard in DOCUMENTS? When his pictures 
were rediscovered within the context of postmoclernism, their 
heterogeneity was one of their attractions. (Another way to 

read this mi" of styles is as the sign of a good jobbing photog
rapher, but the intensity of the pictures makes us not want to 
accept that Boiffard was only that.) But various as they are, a.l.l 
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A Jacq ues-Andre Boillard, D(fow· 

.Nntiounlt ,\ louumm/ ~)' .·1. Barlholdi, Pori/' 
dl's Ttnu·,, Pari,, c. Ig3o (cat. 76) 

B .Jacques-Andre Boifi"a rd, Rmil'}awbi, 

,g3o (cat. 77) 
C Spread from DOC:Ui'"!Ei\TTS, 1, Ig3o 
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the photographs bring together the ordinary and the extraor
clinary. 'Ve all have toes and mouths which could look like this 
if seen in such tight close-up. The carnival masks are unnerv
ing in their excessive jollity, but what makes them really creepy 
are the ordinary clothes and gestures of the (presumably) orcli
nary men modelling them.3 And, finally, in another regis tel~ the 
photographs of monuments were shot in the pallid light of any 
working day, but no-one seems to notice that the car is made of 
stone and the balloon of bronze. In different ways, then, 
Boiffard's pictures all give us something we can recognise while 
simultaneously rendering that familiarity unstable. As 
Bataille's Critical Dictionary p erversely refuses the possibility 
of definition, so Boillard doesn't tell us what things mean, only 
how they appear (in a black-and-white photograph). 

The last image by Boillard in DOCUTviENTS is a photo

graph of a nude woman vvho seems to be floating, her body 
seen at an extreme angle and the print turned upside down. 4 

It's a picture that doesn't fit, partly because of its subject - it 
surely could have been made by Boillard's old master l'vian 
Ray - and partly because of its provenance. It is captioned 
'PhotograjJhie de ]-A. Boiffard - EljJosition de Ia Galen'e d'Art 

ContemjJorain'. 5 For the first time, Boiffard's work has come from 
another context, fi·om the world of art photography, and is 
acknowledged not as an illush·ation to a pre-existing text but as 
the independent work of an 'auteur '. 

After Boiffard's nude, there are just a couple of adverts and 
that's it - tl1e end of DOCUi\tiENTS. Boiffard worked with 

photography for another five years, but in 1935 he resumed his 
medical sh1dies. w·hat is left is a very small body of work - the 

pictures in Nar!Ja and in DOCUTviENTS and a few other 
inconsequential odds and encls.6 But it's impossible now to 

imagine Nar!Ja without the Place Dauphine or the Hotel des 
Grands Honm1es and impossible to imagine DOCUr>'IENTS 
without the big toes, mouth, carnival masks and bronze 

balloon . IW 
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A Atelier Nadar: Felix Nadar (Gaspard 
Felix Tournachon) and PacJ Nada1; 

Madmwisc/11' Lol'zl'<ki, n.d . (cal. 115) 
B Atelier Nadar: Felix Nadar (Gaspard 

Felix Tournachon) and Paul Nadar, 

Board Containing 14 Plwto,gmjJ!t:s.Jimn 
//)2/Jb to fl540b (indading 2jJortraits qf' 
Aladnnaiscllc Lovz_l'ski), n.d. (ca t. I 11 ) 

MADEMOISELLE LOVZESKI 
''Vho is this mysterious Amazon lost in the collection of 

the photographer Nadar, so admirably beautiful among 

so many hideous scarecrows? The album gives nothing 

but a strange name. '('Jvlademoiselle Lovzeski', 4, 1929) 

The name given on the Nadar studio's demonstration board 

(containing the 'hideous scarecrows' mentioned in DOCU

IviENTS) rs Selinka Lovzeski. This reference to the 

photograph 'lost' in the Nadar collection implies that Bataille 

stumbled across it while choosing images for his essay 'Human 

Figure ' (4, 1929). 
Nothing is known of .Mademoiselle Lovzeski, although the 

Nadar studio photographed many performers in costume, so 

she may well have been a professional horse-rider. The name 

Selinka could derive from the central character of Jvleyerbeer's 

r865 opera L'Aji"icaine, a romantic tragedy set in the SL"Xteenth 

century about an Mrican slave who falls in love with a 

Portuguese explorer. There are examples of Selinka subse

quently being used as a stage-name by 'exotic' dancers in .fin de 

siede Paris. T he 'strange name' Lovzeski, possibly Nadar's mis

spelling of Lozevski, a !mown surname of .Macedonian origin, 

remains a mystery. SB 
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ROBIN ALBUM c.- VARIETY 

Ernesl Robin , plales from Som·rnirs q{ 
.t\'l·w Calnlonia: Album, .NOtmu~n, 1871 
A ft ima/,"J rf !t imm. AUua-oua, Ea.1/ Cim.1/ 

(140c) 
B Pri.1U11 Garri.1UII uf I. iuwla (14ob) 

C Sdwul Childrt'll. BarUII)'fl , Boll mil, Hh t 
Cua.1/ ( 1 <j.Od) 

D .1'111uiullli. Lillk Chi~/ of I. i111ala, Ea, t 
Cum / (q oa) 

D 
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A Daniel Le Bossu, based on initial 
drawings by An1C Bourdon , JVew 
Anatomical Tables (Plate 1), 1678 (cat. g r) 

B Nicolas-Franc;ois Regnault and 
Genevieve Regnanlt, The Deviations 
qf Nature or a Collection qf tile 1\;fain 
i\lfonstrosities that.Arature Produces in 

Animals, '775 (cat. r3g) 

A 

HUMAN FIGURES 
'An eminent English chemist, Dr Charles Henry Maye, 

set out to establish in a precise manner what man is 

made of and what is its chemical value. T his is the result 

of his learned researches: 'The bodily fat of a normally 

constituted man would suffice to make seven cakes of 

toilet soap. Enough iron is found in the organism to 

make a medium sized nail. And sugar to sweeten a cup 

of coffee. The phosphorus would provide 2,200 
matches. The magnesium would furnish the light 

needed to take a photograph. In addition, a little potas

sium and sulphur, but in an unusable quality ... These 

different raw materials, costed at current prices, repre

sent an approximate sum of 25 francs ."'IJoumal des 

Debats, r3 August, rg2g, as quoted in 'Man', 4, 1929) 
This is one of two entries under the title 'Man' in DOCU

MENTS' Critical Dictionary. The second entry, also a quote, 

makes a direct equation between the human body and the con

sumption of the flesh of other animals. Having suggested, 

rather controversially, that 'not one of the millions of animals 

man massacres every year is necessary for his nourishment', 

the extract characterises the resultant 'red and hideous bloodstain 

on the face of man' by reference to a second example of vis

ceral arithmetic: 

'A calculation based on very modest figures shows the 

quantity of blood shed each year in the slaughterhouses 

of Chicago is more than sufficient to float five transat-

lanticliners ... ' (5, 1929) r 

The alarming link between slaughterhouse carcasses and 

human forms occurs elsewhere in the magazine: Eli Lotar's 

photographs of the abattoir at La Villette raise the curtain for 

the topless legs of a chorus-line. Michel Leiris's essay 'Man and 

his Interior' (5,1930) begins with the tale of a woman in a 

butcher's shop, catching sight of the inside of a disembowelled 

carcass. Managing not to faint at the sight, she is said to have 

asked 'do we have nothing but vileness inside our bodies?'. T his 

story, entitled 'An Excess of Cleanliness', begins a meditation 

on the disturbing beauty of a series of seventeenth-century 

anatomical tables by Daniel Le Bossu (based on initial draw

ings by Arne Bourdon). 
These huge prints, like Nicolas-Fran<;ois and Genevieve 

Regnault's book The Deviations of Nature (r775), upon which 

Bataille based an essay, are in the collection of the 

Bibliotheque nationale de France, where Bataille and Leiris 

would have seen them. For Leiris, what is incredible and 

moving about Le Bossu's anatomical tables are the anomalous 

humanisations of the bodies. The male figures adopt unneces

sary rhetorical poses : one holds a decapitated head; another 

contemplates a severed ear held gently between thumb and 

forefinger. A female figure , despite having a cross section 
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A 4 pages from Nicolas-Fran~ois 

Regnault and Genevieve Regnault, 

The Deviations of Nature ar a Collection of 
the i\!Iain i\llonstrosities that Nature Produces 
in Animals, 1775 (cat. r39) 

B Andre-Pierre Pinson , Brainless 1\dan., 
rno- 89 (cat. r38) 

C Spread from DOCUMENTS, 4, 1929 

B 
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through her skull down to the centre of her brain, has long 

flowing hair, tears rolling down her cheeks, and in a bizarre act 

of modesty, covers her flayed genitals. 'One understands', Leiris 

writes, 'why these representations of the human body, which 

offer to show us its secret workings, at the same time fascinating 

and fearsome . . . are really much more beautiful and more 

erotically moving than all that painting pretends to give us. ' 

This fascinating but disturbing effect is also evident in the 

wax models of the eighteenth-century anatomical sculptor 

Andre-Pierre Pinson: what at first sight may appear to be a 

beautiful woman with fashionable coiffure and a tear on her 

cheek, can be turned around to reveal the intricately detailed 

interior of the cranial cavity. The disquieting humanising of 

anatomy favoured by Le Bossu and Pinson offers a direct link 

with the subjects of Bataille's essay on 'deviations' of the 

human form. The Regnaults' book The Deviations of Nature illus

trates a range of deformed animals and people, some of the 

latter drawn directly from the 'Cabinet Pinson' , a collection of 

the sculptor's case studies. Despite Bataille's claim in DOCU

NIENTS, there is no trace of the 'Double-Erifant' in the Museum 

national d 'Histoire naturelle in Paris, but other evidence 

linking Pinson and the Regnaults remains. Not least in the 

form of a 'semi-acephalic child' , supposedly born without the 

roof of his skull. Unlike Pinson whose 'portrait-bust' of the 

condition is limited to the relevant details of the head, the 

Regnaults took liberties with the poses of their subjects so their 

'semi-acephalic child' is seated on a rock like a stoic philoso

pher. Elsewhere among the examples that Bataille reproduces, 

a 'monstrous child' born with no arms or head, which did not 

survive into life, stands impossibly upright in a grassy landscape. 

It is this absurd and pointless presentation of the human 

form for posterity that inspired Bataille's most scathing essay 

on the subject, 'Human Figure' (4, rg2g). 'Owing to our pre

sumably insufficient data' , Bataille begins, 'we can cite but a 

single era within which the human form stands out in a senile 

mockery of everything . .. conceived by man. The mere sight 

(in photography) of our predecessors in the occupation of this 

country now produces, for varying reasons, a burst of loud and 

raucous laughter; that sight, however, is nonetheless hideous.' 

c 
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A 2 pages fi·om DOCUi'vlENTS, 4, I929 

B Atelier Nadar: Felix Nadar (Gaspard 

Felix Tournachon) and Paul Naclar, 

Clio rk Mirorlt', n.d. (cat. I I4) 

C (overleaf) Atelier Nadar: Felix Nadar 
(Gaspard Felix Tournachon) and Paul 

Nadar, Board Containing 16 PlwtugrnjJhs 
from 2U.J-35 to 20445b (iududing j){}r/mits 
qj' Mound Sui(!), n.d. (cat. II 3) 

D (ove rleaf) Atelier Nadar: Felix Nadar 
(Gaspard Feli:..: Tournachon) and Paul 

Nadar, Board Containing 16 P!totogmjilts 
.fimn 2624 to 2633 (indnrling 8 Jmr!milx 
rlj Hi/inr Pttil}, n.d. (ca t. I I2 ) 

E (pp. I94- I!JC,) Spread from 
DOC UJvlENTS, 4, 1930 

ll ' l'l\ ••H.I ILU ,., 1'1'~ II \ ') 1\<: t [0\._j II I ~M.'', 

A 

II.J - Hlf't.C .. \.."''r l"-' I',II.W i t;_\ 1~ ·-"-• l• .<t'D;O~-. 
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The photographs to which Bataille refers are publicity por

traits of late-nineteenth-cenhu-y celebrities made, for the most 

part, in the Nadar shtdio. These are not the auratic early 

Nadar portraits of Charles Baudelaire and his contempo

raries . Bataille shows instead the later stuclio work, much of it 

supervised by Nadar's son Paul: Cleo de Ivierode, Helene Petit, 

lVIounet-Sully: dancers, actresses and actors from bygone eras. 

These unintentionally hilarious photographs, originally col

lected as 'cartes-album', could be ordered directly from the 

Nadar studio by perusing the large demonstration boards of 

their back-catalogue: the unhinged logic of which Bataille 

recreates in tl1e pages of DOCU?viENTS. Despite the appar

ent claim of photography to represent and preserve something 

of 'hLm1an nahtre' , Bataille suggests, any such random selec

tion of examples erodes individuality until only outlanclish 

coshtmes, melodramatic poses and forced smiles remain: 

SB 

' ... white men and women have, as we know, tenaciously 

persisted in their efforts to regain at last, a humanfitce . . . 

so many strange, merely half-monstrous individuals 

seem to persist in empty animation, like the jingle of the 

music box, in innocent vice, libidinous heat, lyrical 

fmnes.' 

c.- BEAUX-AR!S. SACRifiCE. HEADS 
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La Ligne generale. 1929. Mise en scene de S. M. Eisenstei•1 et G. Alexandra£. Operateur : Edouard Tisse. - Paysans en 

dans Ia campagne cherchant a faire tomber Ia pluie. 

La Ligne generale. - De gauche a droite et de haut en bas : I et 3. Le Printemps. - 2. Paysano atteles a Ia charrue. - 4. Le koulak. 

5. La femme du koulak.- 6. Pore.- 7 et 9. Le taureau Fomka. - 10, 12, 13 et 15. Paysans. - II. Le komsomol:- 14. Truie allaitanl; 

I' 
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HEAOS 
In 1936 Georges Bataille founded a secret society on the princi

ple of the acephale: the body without a head. Apparently 

anticipating Bataille's later interest, we find ~~Iichel Leu·is in 

one of the more acerbic entries to the Critical Dictionary in 

DOCUMENTS railing agail1st the photographic portrait, 

calling it a 'mockery', a '1:)1)e of corpse', the very existence of 

which is a bewitchment, which entangles us 'like a snake in its 

old skins' ('Keaton (Buster)', 4, 1930). 
Strange, then, in llickll1g through the pages of DOCU

~1IENTS, to see a preponderance of heads: heads painted by 

Pablo Picasso, Georges Braque, Edouard ~1Ianet and Eugene 

DelacrOL"X; sculptures by Hans Arp and Alberto Giacometti; 

photos of film stars, actors and jazz musicians; portraits by 

Feli," and Paul Nadar; Janus heads; shrunken heads; carnival 

masks; trophy skulls; masks of the Bapil1eli, the Ekoi, the 

B~aka , the Dan. The final issue (8, 1930) even seems to be 

something of a homage to aspects of heads as Bataille explores 

van Gogh's mutilation of his own em~ Eil1steil1 tells us about 

Arp 's assemblages of heads, Jean Bourdeillette cliscusses Franz 

Xaver i\!Iesserschmidt's sculpted heads, an anonymous writer 

delves into an Iroquois legend about a Great Head, while 

~~Iichel Leu·is recounts an encounter with the face of God. 

'''"' '"'·"" "" 
'" '' "' " ''' "!· 

3 pages fi·om DOC: Ui'vlENTS, G, Ig3o 
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A Postcard qf Santa J\!fm·ia della Conce;::ione 
dei Cap puccini, Rome (fig. 15) 

B DOCUJVIENTS, 8, 1930 

C Jua n Gris, The Smoker, 1913 (caL go) 
D David Cusick, Skelclzes qf Ancient 

HislOIJ> qf the Six Nations, 1848 (cat. 157) 

sa uV.>Ket qui lon d'ti'norm es f~tes §Uspcndcnt 
lrs crines de lcursancitres& des mii ts decoqgn.., , 
qui enfoncentlc tibiadcleurptrcclans lm ~uche 

~~~; ;~::~~ N::~~~:.~i~~o ~~s ;,•,;.::;gd: ,:·:~'l,'r::: 
tibiu d de nombrcux criincs . ru.rtout lo· nn11 
animal d luunuin cuulc aut our de nuu~. f\ lui \ nnus 
nc ~~Yoii S p11 ~ o: rnplow·r J,. $ . !11 1( nu Ire~ " ' 3 rnmprc 

autre doni Ia rcj pir.t ion pourrait nous survivrc. 
De ceth: irnagc nous nc ronnaiu ons que Ia forme 
nigativc,lctU\'Ons, lcs bron ui. dcnls d tous lu 
pro1luits t>hatmaccutiques dontl':accumubtiu!' nou~ 
pcrmct cf Cchapver ,JC niblcrncnt .clmque to ur a 
Ia c rn ~sr el i. Ia morl. Ch;~quc JOur, nous nou' 

fa isnns lcs srrviteuu doc il~ clc ccs nwnuu fului 
l'atinn• ;,ui ' "nl 1~ R uls dio~ux tl'un hr.mme rnn-

' ... ,,, ' " ·' ''·""''"' ,,, ,_, ' .. ~. ' ,.,,,, ,\ "''"'-- "·'"'·'·' .. """'' ""''·· 
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Ia rO:g ularit o! de joun qui sc 11crdent p_ot_•r nnus' dernc. C<: llc servitude sc poursuit tlans l o u ~ lc:S 

cornme lr contenu d'un tonnc;u\ mal 1°
1111

· ~c~•:n~~· :;;:z~~~ .. ~;~~~~~~ ~=~~hi~:.~;ec:~~~~:·~t;; 
Le jcu de l'hommc d de sa f>TOJHC Jl·Ourriturr 

se continue claols lcs conditions les plus rnornes 
sans que l'un ait jam11is lc coura~:e cfoffrontcr 
l'aul re. lJ semble qu<: iamais nous nc JlOurroou 
uous trom·er en face Je l'i rnage grilndiose d'unc 
J.:composition doni lc riscjuc intervenanl ia ehac,uc 
~oufflee s t pou rtontlcscns m.; oncd'uneviequ<:nous 
pro! fo!rons. nous n<: s:o.von! pourquoi, ia cell o: d'uu 

,. 

1111 phumacicn. eu quCh! de umedcs hicn t•ro!sent O:s 
pour tles maladies avouahles . 

Uncertain n racJere puhlic disq ualific - avaro l 
termc - louie c5picc d'dfort pour O:dtatlJl"r ;. 
celle faillitt<:. Cc qu'on aimc vrainu~nt, on l'airne 
surtout dans Ia l10nl c d ie defir n'imJlUr'l <: Cjurl 
am:otrurclcJN:intur~:d 'pimer un<:tCJiltaul:lnl qu'uu 

The figure of the acephale Andre Masson would later draw to 

illustrate Bataille 's conception did not, however, lack a head; it 

was rather a body whose skull had been displaced to take the 

place of - or to cover - the genitals. The head, that is, had been 

deprived of its features and rendered anonymous, in the 

process becoming an energy field. 

In another entry to the Critical Dictionary ('Niuseum', 5, 

1930), Bataille makes a correlation between the museum and 

the guillotine, the implication being that, as it places objects on 

display, the museum deprives them of their power in a manner 

corresponding with how the guillotine cuts off heads. A 

museum acts, therefore, in the opposite sense to the idea of the 

acephale: it maintains the individual in a state of suspended 

animation, fixed in time and cieprived of energy Like the pho

tographic portrait, it 'steals souls' as it takes objects out of their 

living context and imposes a museum form upon them. 

Among many peoples, as Ralph von Koenigswald empha

sises in DOCUMENTS ('H eads and Skulls' , 6, 1930), ancestor 

skulls and war trophies were imbued with magical properties 

by which a kind of 'pact with death' was constituted. Bearing 

this in mind, we can perceive both a continuity and a disjunc

tion between modern and ancient responses to the head. The 

museum display or the photograph might even be seen as con

stituting our own form of ancestor worship. But there is a 

significant difference. Ancient people maintained heads as 

energy sources through which the active power of the dead 

remained potent. In modern times, in contrast, relics are main

tained to dispel or annul the actuality of death, to render it 

harmless by a pretence that the dead are still alive. This distinc

tion is not, admittedly, absolute; ancient peoples doubtless also 

experienced a desire to keep alive what was dead, just as we 

today are not immune to the vital power that is still contained 

in the remains of the dead. The difference of emphasis never

theless marks a significant ~hift, signifYing that the body is no 

longer considered a locus of energy that radiates out from the 

person but has become a material object belonging to the 
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person, which may be bought and sold, and which is lost at the 

time of death. It follows that in a modern society, based on 

rational principles, the head becomes our most precious pos

session, the very mark of our identity, and thus to 'lose our 

head' is to becom e separated from our essential self Today, the 

physical presence of our body may be insufficient to prove our 

identity, as refugees 'without papers' soon discover. Yet a pho

tograph may at times be enough, giving proof of our existence 

even in the absence of our actually being present. 

In one of the most powerful essays to appear in DOCU

MENTS, 'The "Caput Mortuum" or the Alchemist 's Wife' 

(8, 1930), Michel Leiris recounts a story in which a dervish is 

traumatised by an encounter with God, which becomes a con

frontation with himself: the face of God is merely his own face. 

The power of this story comes from our not knowing what the 

dervish in fact experienced. Did he genuinely look into 'the 

face of God' and discover there nothing but himself, or did 

God hide himself by assuming the face of the beholder? 

The photographs accompanying Leiris's article are 

extremely disturbing, featuring a woman in a leather mask that 

both constrains and compresses her features to the extent that 

she almost seems, as Leiris emphasises in his text, no longer to 

be human. T hese photographs, taken to instructions given by 

the adventurer '1\Tilliam Seabrook, evoke the anonymous dis

placed skull that Bataille will later celebrate as the acephale, as 

well as bearing a curious resemblance to the trophy heads 

accompanying the von Koenigswald essay referred to above. 

In editing DOCUMENTS, especially in the images he 

chose to illustrate it, one has the impression that Bataille was 

seeking to induce a condition in the viewer analogous to the 

trauma endured by the dervish in coming face to face witl1 

God. In doing so, he appears to have wanted to give the 

journal the quality of an energy source disruptive of audience 

gratification and self-satisfaction. MR 

ctr JAC~UES·ANO~E BOIFFA~O. PABLO PICASSO. THE MOOE~N SPI~IT ANO THE PLAY OF T~ANSPOSITIONS 

D 
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A Anon, Ivory Coast (Guere/\•Vobe
style), Mask, 2oth C. (cat. 42) 

B .Anon , Ivory Coast or Liberia, i\1/ask, 
late rgth - early 20th C. (cat. 43) 

C Anon, Nigeria (Ngbe Society), Mask, 

rgth - early 2oth C (cat. so) 
D Anon, Nigeria (Cross River Region), 

Janus ivlas!r, late rgth - early 2oth C. 

(cat. 48) 
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l'boto Cf.iJtN//, Nru·· ~·o·~· 

Joa nna Allen (a typica l anu~ rican ~uty) qui dansc actu cllcmenl dans Flying High (p. 306) A !'Apollo de New-York. 

D 

D 
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A J acques-Andre Boifliml, Uutitlal, 
tg32- 33 (ca l. 79) 

B DOCUi\.fENTS, +• 1929 (detail) 
C DOCUMENTS, 5, tg3o 
D 2 pages from DOCUMENT S, 2, tg3o 

ESCHYLE, LE CARNAVAL ET LES CIVILISES 

J'~r;tu"'- .,,,.,., k jc.o,rn&]l J. .... o.-coit•plf>C:\~1;.._ l... ,.. .. ,.J,..,k ,.._.;, <n o•in 
J... C~t1cno fM I\1~ ol< ,Ji.,.,j,, l oQU I ) IOOnd b loao <}'~· p<tik r& alh:nd.•.it. 
"" r..oc de Lit Jo l. lfl6i:o.. l)..,, Lo ,;u;,. &. .~ ,., •'-.k w..';t-!< Jir..;...;.~co 
not'un>CI'IJ>OOeO .d..olo <I'"'"'"""".- ok L ,...-,, ,, '" ' a W<;'•i n·n,. ·, _..... 
.......... ko .... .-hr .... , .• Drn<_...;...-_. , ,,.,.....,,~ ............ h.. 

L'n> l.ntr"""""' ' a'"' l' '.J,k "r-Jitquclco....,.,.t..son.o.l o~ • .,.;.nl )· 
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THE HUNDRED-HEADLESS WOMAN 
MAX I.ilRNST'S HUNDRED-HEADLFlSS WOMAN 

Jbe ·t ef! •• 

To poeLry, Ll1e poet is a wolf. He figl1Ls iL, overcomes iL a.nd 

tears iL aparL with his fine Leeth and long cla.ws. lle feeds 

upon it. Lilce an eLerna.l IJaLLle, or Ll1e meJ'ciless cowbaL of 

lovers, a passion as sLrong as haLred and deaLh bo1l1 

unites the poet, and his ideal mistress and seLs tl1em 

against each oLher. Wl111out this tasLe lor murder a.nd 

blood t.l1ere can be no valid creation in this territory. 

It is this Laste for murder, this scent of blood tl1a1 cha.r

acterises the work of Max Ernst and, in particular, of 

'I?~e Htmdred-Head,Less Woman, which in some ways rep

resents the sum total of his research. 

There can be no hallucinations for the poeL; there is 

only the real. And the invenLor of collages inviLes us Lo the 

spectacle of a reality thaL has been pushed further Lhan 

we normally acknowledge. 

This new territory, a conquered colony in which the 

B 

A attTibutecl lo i\-Ian Ray, Portrait'![ 
Rubert Dnuw , n.d. (cal. 100) 

l\-Iax Ernst, The Huudrtd-Hmdk.H JHmwu, 

'930 
B CCmlrlthi,. ,\ /oui."(i' Ill' Ci1tholi(, PerhafJs? 

(ca t. Sse) 

C Till' Third M o11.11' .Si·ntl'll. Out C.rm .s;.,. the 

Bm[r '![a L :gmdnl)' Adult F{i' (cat. 8se) 

c 
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freedom Lo dream has subdued the imperialism of 

Lhe a.lready seen, has been won for memory by the 

imaginaUon. 

For what we're being shmiiTil Loday is enough of a 

panorama of an entire unknown seL of rlightma.res and 

visions Ibr us from now on to iden Lify other views Ll1a.t 

might be offered t.o us, so Lhat we can sa:y: this belongs to 

the land of 'I?~e HuncLred.-1-LeacUess Woma.n into which 

Max Ernst was tl1e firsL Lo venture, situated some 

disLa.nce from where Llle titans fell, in Lhe shadow of t.he 

stairs that witnessed the light of t.he Eternal, not laP I rom 

Lhe strange cave where Ll1e peculiar mice frolic, in t.he 

territories bligl1Led with eart.hquakes where balloons 

make tl1eir supple talmorfs, halfway between wa.king and 

dusk, in the la.nd of dreams, luxuries, murky llono1'S and 

false dawns. 

From every part of this Lra.velogue, from this diary of 
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an exploration, tl1e l1azy image haunting our brains 

emerges at tl1e very moment wl1en, all too briefly cea.sing 

to be l1wnan, tl1anks to Lhe erotic grace of tl1e senses we 

enter a. universe of deliriwn and wailing and kisses. 

In truth this is a. knowledge ga.ined from a. new 

Olympus (and we can now use Ll1is word sLrippecl as it has 

been of all religious meaning). 

Vvhen gods are deprived of Lheir w1jusL and arbitrary 

prerogatives they become in LruLh noL very huma.n beings 

(though perl1aps no less so Lhan us) whom it is perfectly 

possible to tmclerstand or to fight. 

Max Ernst, subjected to Lhe selfsame destiny of all 

poets, thus tears a shred from the ma.rvellous a.nd 

restores it to the torn dress of Ll1e rea.l. 

'And from now on nothing will seem more normal tha.n 

a Titan in a rest.aw"a.nt ... ' 

NB The Hu,ndred-HeadLess Woma.n is published by Edi

tions du Carrefow", Paris, 1930. The origina.ls of the 

illustrations (old engravings cuL up and glued together) 

belong to the Vlcomte de Noailles. 

DOCUMENTS, 4, 1930. Tmn.sLa.ted from tl~e French IJy 

Krzysztof FijaUwwslci, and Michael, Ri.cha,rdson 

(.,_ JAt~UES-ANORE OOIFFARO. HEADS 

B 

A 

~lax Erma, Tht• 1-fuudud-Hmdll':u I JOmnu, 

193o 
A Pl!l'·'im11i'flilliug or fill' Dmth qf_rour 

Uwiu· (cat. 851) 

B In Dt!l'liml'. Angdil' CnrtJJt'j F/t't' to St'ad 

Jl,gious, .t\'i·ighbonring flu• Poll'> (ca t. 85b) 

C II\· Can s,.,. ,\ lmt than Out' Lm<!l'<'l' Droll 
Pml Ll' fling hiJ I (Jitt' DrujJ to Tinu· 

(cat. 8~cl) 
D Tin· Lanr/.,l'nfw Owngt'.\' 17m•,. Till II'S (II) 

(ca t. 8:,a) 
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CINEMA 
The two years during which DOC:U1viENTS was published 

(1929- 30) was a time when documentary fum as we know it 

today was established, tailing a starting point from the prob

lematic definition given to it by John Grierson in 1926 as ' the 

creative treatment of actuality'. It will immecliately be noted 

that Grierson's formulation was incompatible with the way evi

dence was treated in DOCUMENTS, in which the essence of 

a 'document' was precisely that it precluded any such 'creative 

treatment'. \ 1Ve thus see by implication in DOC:U1viENTS the 

germ of another documentary practice, which has since 

known a certain shadow existence in the cinema, in which 

fiction is not clearly distinguishable from non-fiction . In an 

article in DOC:U~viENTS ('rviodern Imagery' , 7, 1 929), Robert 

Desnos notes how popular imagery provides 'a strongly 

expressive commentary on actuality and history', affecting 

both the development of the cinema and the ideas and morals 

of the time. \1\That is 'documentary' thus emerges here not from 

a will to impose a pattern upon actuality, whether by treating it 

creatively or in any other way, but from allowing evidence to 

emerge from the very core of its own actuality, so that 

Holly,voocl musicals doubtless contain greater documentary 

data than an explanatory film about the organisation of the 

national ballet or tl1e mating rituals of peacocks. 

DOC:Ui'viENTS also coincided with the coming of talking 

pictures, which its writers welcomed, against the general trend 

among intellectuals, especially those of the despised avant

garde who were striving to make cinema the seventh art. The 

films of interest to the contributors to DOC:ill1IENTS were 

treated precisely in terms of their quality as evidence in the 

sense specified by Desnos. Thus we fmc! Hollywood melodra

mas like King Vidor's Halleliljalz.l (1929) or Fox>.s J11ovietone Follies 

rif 1929 assuming the same evidential status as Sergei Ivi. 

Eisenstein's The General Line (r929). MR 

(~ VARIEJY. PLAtES OF PILGRIMAGE 

A Eisenste in 011 the se t of The General 

Line, t.I9"9 (fig. 1 G) 

B Film PhotoJ Like .Nin"r Seen Bifort•, 1929 
(lig. 17) 

C Sergei !'vi. Eise nstein (direc tor), 

T/11' G'l'llt'ral Lint ', 1929 (still) (ca t. 182) 

D DOCUMENTS, 7• 1929 

D 

CINEMA D'AVANT-GARDE 

U, .....,.J~ t 'UocM .k ,....,.., .!lo lo l.o ,,....,;,l<ont~ 

;.,u,...,.,. d'Oout \\I!J. " ·•~• col bite. ,J.. 1....-l.l. 
,,u ........ .. ....... u. "''"" ··~·,... ...... .... ,~, let 
,..,,,a~our ;...... <k .\1 . J•~ll Cotte.o u, • n il d."' k 
oi.W oru '"~ ,:J fut ~ r.,..f..,j,c,.., 

Un '"'t'"-d Lu(loE tk l'•• •· ..,.. m)-.Ji'!ut•lr l'• •· 
t• n · ""' c uitl <>ul ..._., ( <""'p< ck p.:odiXI•u.,, 
,r ... IHIIt <I J. lj><CI.tiU III £ /. o:rl•tion J:o ciJ>I ..... 
dit ,f.,.o..~I-Jot"lt ,.,..., ....,.tk I'" 1.. n pMI.tt •"~ 
lq a.lk ...,. rrod-tiorn .~ oll.....knt . ........ ..,~ 
J '( .., ' ""' J,,....._j..,. < I~~ .LnJ"< <j\.1 11 • • ; , ( OIIIIil OU 

'""" ''""'' "'"'· 
Q~', .,. m"rnt .. ><k. L "'l"" f{~nl O.ir .-1 I'>«Lt. 

oi..J, .; , .. , f., ~o·...:,, M,n flot rn;;t..h - • fl)ol 
U..,;.-. ,1 _, .JmiulJr CI.Wr - hJ,., i1 ,... o'o riwil 

pu ok < oh • unr ·~unr d'• •• - Ul>< <> tbl!Oq.. .-.odl~ 
tn.io ,l',,l,t., ~ .~ -•~mu>h t:od.-J, , co;..;.,..,,. ~•. 

'"N:~~ ;:.:~;:~·i:!!:;;:, :ri~.:.~~~ ~~. 
l~ l.wa"" Jit"""'-to, /# ,\/.~ t • ..,, ,/',..!,.,, (!),<1<-.. 

Jr n'onU.!<u il...,• ,.., ; I~'· ou r k tidicul. .k ,_ 

~;;h t;. :n:: c.~:·~;::Jr. .. r.o;r·;~. ;!: 
lr 1"• <"-""J::>< otl.. u nilf•l• ,·,J.u..Ou'T..w ._., 

.,..,, ,,. ,,J,., , ..,.....,.. lc r•a~'H'• d. " '""" "' 
J'•unl r,ud.e ..- :\ I . Mu<.~l llonl iu nt .. J.,j J., 
.-u .... ~" .u~. 

L'u•.r;.., ,; tk 1oO<I•IJ.o ,,d.,.;qoo.,..,,.. r..,, ic.ro,.. 
r •n·l ,,. o ~ho, un j•u< .. nur.Ji-1./.orrlh n· 
titw. lo up<i""rko ,_,o,rnr.>I< • •L:rr ..i<n• l • ,J,, 
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Harry Beaumont (direc tor). 

Thr Bmadwr!l' ,\ fdor[r, 1 9~9 (s till ) (cat. t8o) l 
I 
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A Anon , G'eorgt's 1-ll'uri Ril'iht· unlhl' Roqf q/ 
lhl' 7i·umrNro during Dmwliliou, Spring 

I!)1fi (fig. Ill) 

B Anon , 'Ptm 1/'ll(l'' 11ilrint, Salktk Plmm·. 

Must't• d'EtlmogmfJhir du 7i·omdiro, 1895 

(lig. 19) 

C DOCUMENTS, 5, 1929 
D DOCUMENTS, 7, Ig3o 
E DOCilldENTS, 8, 193o 

OMELETTES Jr 

In his Critical Dictionary entry 'Sun' (7, 1930), Zelenka Reich 

reports on a February villagefl/e in the French Alps devoted to 

the making, oiTering and consumption of omelettes. His 

account of tlus thanksgiving sun ritual fits into the anthropo

logical interest running throughout DOCUMENTS and 

epitomises the contemporaneous rise in France in the attention 

given to regional identities. Reich went on to write 'Pig 

Massacre' (8, 1930) describing past Roman rituals, illustTatecl 

by a photograph of a similar contemporary ceremony in New 

Guinea captioned: 'Although pig sacrifices have disappeared 

from om· part of tl1e world, tl1ey have remained frequent in 

Oceania where, on fl!e clays, 50 to 100 pigs are sacrificed. 

(Photo Williamson, J\;Jafulu 1\ifountains people of New

Guinea, London, 1912).' 

In 1928 at the Musee Ethnograpluque clu Trocaclero, 

Georges Henri Riviere cleciclecl to expand upon the French 

collections in tl1e Salle de France and created a separate entity 

cleclicatecl to the research, arcluve and preservation of local 

customs and material culture - encmu·aging scientific study 

with the aim of modernising a field with nostalgic tendencies.' 

The J\1Iusee N a tiona! des Arts et Traditions Populaires 

(rvil'JATP) was opened in 1938 and, from 1969, was housed in a 

c 

l 

,\ •'• ~;I t : ('....col"' l' ,I,. 1 ~ . "'· C..J I. l int, , ~ f .. n.r.,..l, 

1 ... t, .. t : :; .. .,,.r. r .. - t .. , t .. , : ., i l t ,J~ J •~L • 
(•rwA •• -1 / ~. ) . 

purpose built museum in the Bois de Boulogne. Riviere 's nm;el 

structuralist displays clownplayecl the aesthetic nature of the 

object in favour of revealing its use-value and context. This 

extraordinary collection rs now being clecentralisecl to 

Marseille and renamed J\1Iusee des Civilisations de I' Europe et 

de Ia J\;Jecliterranee. Tlus move and the creation of Quai 

Branly are part of the cmrent dispersal of the J\1Iusee de 

!'Homme's holdings. 

In DOCUMENTS, Emopean folldore and popular tradi

tions can be traced in the religious productions of 'passion 

bottles' from Notre-Dame-de-Liesse and Neapolitan creches 

(5, 1929), Italian and Austrian ossuaries (8, 1930), carnivals and 

performances such as the Circus acts mentioned m 

'Civilization' (4, 1929), the singer Georgius ('Theatrical 

Folldore ', 5, 1930) and maypole dances ('The Sacred Feminine 

Centre', 7, 1930). Arts and crafts appear through J ean 

Besnard's ceramics ('Pottery', 4, 1930) and in two illustrated 

decoujxtges by J. Pouels, which acknowledge an ex.lubition of 'art 

jJojJu/aire' at the Palais des Beam.:-Arts in Brussels (4, 1929). CH 

( ... THE ~UESTION OF LAY ETHNOGRAPHY. PLACES OF PILGRIMAGE. SA[RIFICE 

D 

E 

<' ~ I uc.:ompag nll.c J c g l e'i ~ I de mirnique c.:~ L~utb 
p.lf lc cllti!UI . Nou~ dcmm en fin rcmarqucr /c (ail 

fJ LIC In ronde p~rip lui riqu~ tr;•itc dnns lion refrain 
uniqucmenl de: SigurJ, alors r1uc /c chanll'ur 

ccnlml pa rlc sculcurc1rl de !Jrunchildc ju.s<Jir'li 

l'i us lan t olr S il{ tWJ Ia re join! ; cnfin , l~t chanson 

Jecrit Urrrrwhil(l c as.5 isc sur unc d1n isc d'or p/ucCc 
sur uu c rnoulagnc J .fscrt c. Autou r d e cc: ltc mon

lagnc fbmhoic in .fvii .Jb/cment l'e nccin tc de feu 

Ia · W<~l.k: rlohc • . En d'autres tc rmes, nom \'Oyons 

ici l'a ncien sujet exposC Cl:ach!mcnl de Ia 1nC.me 
fn{on q ue dnns le:s vicilles !lJj.'oU mais danJi, 

intc rprCtJ dramatiqucm ent par unmntCricl humain 

\' i\·ant. Jc cmi.\ que cette coincidence surprenantc 

nous donuc les morcns d c comp iPter d'unc mnniCre 

s i g nifi c<~tivc nos suppo1 itions mr i11 cJrc!monic 
ritucllc (lc S tonehen ge. S tonehenge nous donuc 

pour ainsi dire lc sq uc lett c ard. itccl oniquc : le:s ... ... ,,, ,,, ,., ..., .. , ,. ,.._ . •. 

su.!l<U 1le I'Cpoquc paicnnc tardi \'c, lr••itanl d es 
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lian,,, illes des I.Cros, nons font conn ait rc lc sujet sous u forme mythique, landi s 

que Ia dansc de FarOe el ses nomhrcu \'Mi.1n tc.s nous mont rent fort prob.:~b l c rneut 
Ia forme w us laqud lc ;wait lieu Ia ctremonic rit ue lle. a insi que Ia disposition ct 

lcs IIIOU\'Cm cnl.s d groupes de fidCic . La place du c hanlcur central Ctait primi

ti \·cm cut occupc!c par un pr~ trc ;u:cmnpliu.rmt un aclc sacrC quc.lconque au monll'nt 

ol1 lc ra rons du so lei! lc\'Mll \'Cnaicnl Cd aircr l'autd, landi s que lcs fideles 

culuur •• icnt en ronde cc centre s,1crC cl nccomp;~~,: naien t !'action pM un chant cl 

I'"' do g 11.:.1 rituek Et lon<ttH! uom constatons que les 111issionnaires chr~ticm 

i ' "' " '""" '' ,., .. . . . . ""· ""' " ' "" " ' "" '"" "" ... , ,, ' " . "" ••• ··~.·~ • "'" ~"" .... ...... ... · .. ·"'"" '"" '' '''"" ·· ··· ·· ·· 

LE MASSACI'<E DES POH CS 

Un sacrifice ritud de pores , 011, 

si l'ou \ 'Clll, un ieu de mau acrc ii 
s i~uifictll ion rcligicmc, 11\'ili t li l' ll n 
l~onw, sur J., mont a ~,~ nc de 1'4'.s focdol , 

tl uwnt lc ti10}'t: l1 1i!,lc jun ju ' il ln fin de 
Ia rt.naiu mu:c. Uu c c l.art e du ,'\ Ill' ' 

sii-clc rncntiounc cc jcu du T r_j facdo 

COII'II IIC llllC COtlltllllC o i i;,Ct\'CC dcpuis 
1111 ICIIIJIS irmnl!morial(l). Unc rdu
tion de 1536, II.S.SCL d ~t:.ii!Cc , impri 
t•lk h !l ome (2), nuii.J pcnuc l tic 
r·cconstitucr lcs tr.lils wener ... ux de 
cc icu siuMulicr. 

l c mardi l;( fa-1 , perulun l que Ia 
" illc pontifi cnlc c> xaltc sa lii iCrt C par 
dc.o1 ripa illes, de$ tii;'ISCMades cl d 
courses ~ l'ot ques, un iuuncme cor
tc'!"c w lr rmcl pMcourl b \·ille ct ac 
t!iri gc, fin.1lcmcnl , \ 'Crs In wontagnc 
de T t•jf(rC(iu , T oulc !11 111 11 1-! llifict:nu · 
dt.s c.uwwals es l ul• ·••rt. ic PM I,, 
!iplcm lcur que lcs sciHncur s rumairu 
deploicnl ce d r rnicr jou r. 1-la!.ill 
de: pourprc• c> l d 'or, il .s montrc> nt nvcc 
fi ertC toute leur ridte .sc .. c li!ur pui ~
sa ucc. Let lri! izc rtuMiico de l11 llwnc> 
du 1noycn ;i gc, reprC:scnt~s pllt leurs 

di! IC~;~ u c!s , fo rment tlans lc cortCgc 

Jil l 

trci1c j.! IOUpc!l distincls de cdui des ., , , ...... , .••. , . , . , , , .... ~ · ~ · ,., .. ..... , .. , ., , , •. " , " 

stignrurs, Cl.aquc f/U:t rl ir r t'l\\'c>ie, :, •. '·.:,:,·:,: .• · ~ • .' .. ,i,:.:, :L·::,.~:~' .'· .:.; :;· .. ~. ,:·~ ~:·~·: ~ :~.~::· ~: ~· . .':· ~ ~·~~:. :-.:~~·,: 
rlans c•· cortCMe, un t;m rc,, u , trc!s 

Hfam l c t lr~ fttocc, • supc rl:>e A \'o ir ~. 
Rien nc sul:( c.: l- rt: , d.ms ce tt e cCrC:mouic, un dCnoueme••l diH.!rcul J c cclu i tid autr 
pnrndcs militaires . Pourlanl lou ie CCII I! foulc s 

0

1II! Ctld a IHI Ci'biC IIlCil l c:XI!'.10fdinnirc.- ... 

l'l'fulant que IC!I courcun ri\'ll liscnt pour b prir11;· trnditionndle, pendant qttc Ia 

foulc llp)' lflud it 1111 lll illlf:, ncdmuc Jc \'ltinqueur Oil de111.11l(Je Ja tCjttlition de lu t::OII rtil' , 

un procCJ c IHIX dcrnicn prCp.ulltifs. S ix c.urosscs com·c•·ts de drap rouge. o..cupbl 

c !. iiCUII j i ll( Ill\ po re \'i\'11111, son! , ,Jncecs sur lc S ~IIIIIIIC I de Ia IIIOnlllg nc. o~rriCre I 

" 
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PABLO PICASSO 
There is a seeming paradox that Picasso dominated DOCU

MENTS - a publication pledged to disrespect. The magazine 

reproduced dozens more Picassos than works by any other 

artist, and published some of the most remarkable texts in the 

Picasso literature. An entire issue of DOCUMENTS' short 

run paid 'Homage' to the painter, with contributors ranging 

from the ex-surrealist Robert Desnos ('H ello Mr Picasso', 

3, rg3o) to the young Claude Levi-Strauss ('Picasso and 

Cubism', 3, 1930). 1 

One factor in the relationship between DOCUMENTS 

and Picasso was the friendship between the artist and Michel 

Leiris; again, Picasso's Cubism was central to Carl Einstein's 

narrative of twentieth-century art. Yet the magazine 's histori

ography, and in particular the academic recuperation of the 

formless, has sidelined Picasso. Picasso 's station as the hero of 

modern art might inflect this deferral from an insubordinate 

trope. Yet the claims that Georges Bataille made for Picasso's 

painting were radically anti-idealist. 

The appropriation of Picasso within DOCUMENTS had 

a polemical function in the controversy between Andre 

Breton's Surrealism and the magazine. In Surrealism and 

Painting, published in book form in rg28, Breton installed the 

Pic:auo !femmes d.onsant o;b..,t une focnilrc) 19.6 {2 1) .>' l.ffi em.).- :\ tel if:r du pointrc. 

A 

A Spread fi·om DOCUMENTS, 3, 193o 

B Pablo Picasso, 111t0man in an Armchair, 

1929 (cat. J33) 

SOLEIL POURRI 
Le solei I. hurnainemenl parlant (c 'est-8.-dire en Lant qu 'il se con fond avec Ia notion 

de midi) est Ia conception Ia plus i lcvie.. C'est aussi Ia chose Ia plus abstraite. puisqu 'il 

est impossible de le regarder fi xement a cctte heure-hi.. Pour ochever de d&.rire Ia 

noti on de solei! dans !'esprit de cclui qui doit l'emasculer necessai remcnl par suite de 

l'incapacite des yeux. i1 faut dire que ce solei\- Ia a pat!tiquement le sens de Ia seren it e 

matht!matique ct de !'elevation d'esprit. Par contre si. en depit de tout. on le fixe assez 

obstin Cmcnt. ccla suppose une ccrtainc foli e ct Ia notion change de sens parce que. 

d<l ns Ia lumiCre, ce n'es t plus Ia production qui apparait, mais le d&:het, c'est-A-dire 

Ia combustion, assez bien exprimee, psychologiquement, par l'horreur qui se degage 

d'une lam pe a arc en incandescence. Praliqucment le solei! fixe s'identirie a !'ejacu

lation men tale. a l' t.~umc au x ICv rcs ct a Ia crisc d '~pileps i c. De mCme que lc solei! 
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A Pablo Picasso, f1f1Jman)· To1Jo, 26 

December 1929 (cat. 135) 

B Pablo Picasso, H-!Jman in a Red 

Armchair, 1929 (cat. 134) 
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A Pablo Picasso, Balhe~; Dmgnfor a 

i\4onumenl (Dinard), 1928 (cat. 129) 

B Pablo Picasso, Figw< (H0man Sealed), 

lg3o (cat. I37) 

older artist as a transcendental beacon, whose cubist break 

with mimetic realism had inaugurated surrealist painting, and 

whose recent art represented a liberating evasion of reality. 

Discussing 'Norks such as Composition with a Woman with a A1ane qJ 

Hair (1930) and the Beyeler Figure (TMnnan Seated) (1930), Leiris, 

an ex-surrealist himself, expropriated Picasso from Breton's 

'chimerical heaven where the least desire becomes law'; rather, 

Picasso was pushing reality to its limit, agonistically producing 

strangely 'viable' creatures ('Recent Picasso Canvases ', 2, 1930). 

Breton poeticised Cubism as a river of light 'high above the 

summit of any mountain', an apparition of 'perfect resolution, 

of ideal reduction' .2 As such he enlisted Picasso on the side of 

the surrealist idea of reconciled contradiction. Bataille would 

rupture this image. In a reading derived retroactively from an 

essay late in DOCUMENTS' lifespan, 'The Modern Spirit 

and the Play of Transpositions' (8, 1930), Bataille has been por

trayed as having 'relatively little confidence in art'3
- but at the 

beginning of DOCUMENTS Bataille could claim that 'the 

disappearance of academic construction in painting' opened 

the way 'to the expression (and thus the exaltation) of psycho

logical processes maximally incompatible with social stability' 

('Architecture', 2, 1929). For Bataille, the visual field was a 

domain continuous with politics and philosophy; thus, in his 

article on Salvador Dali's Lugubrious Game (7, 1929), he uses 

Picasso to attack idealism: 

'If the forms brought together by a painter on a canvas 

had no repercussion, and for example, since we are 

speaking of voracity - even,.in the intellectual order -

if horrible shadows that collide in the head, if j aws 

with hideous teeth had not come out of Picasso's skull 

to terrify those who still have the impudence to think 

honestly, then painting at the very most would be good 

for distracting people from their rage, as do bars 

or American films. But why hesitate to write that 

when Picasso paints, the dislocation of forms leads to 

that of thought; that is to say, that the immediate intel

lectual movement, which in other cases leads to the 

idea, aborts.' 

Bataille views Picasso 's typical motifs of the late 1920s as a kind 

of intellectual terrorism: 'horrible shadows' refer to dark 

avatars of the death drive such as the profrle at the right of 

The Three Dancers (1925); the 'j aws with hideous teeth' to the sort 

of grimacing female head, menacing the patriarchal subject, 

that we see in that picture's left-hand dancer. 

Bataille specifically apprehends the terrors Picasso 

unleashes as afflicting 'honest' thought; the shadows and jaws 

have been expelled out of Picasso's skull as if he were an anti

Zeus, and his production anti-Athena, anti-wisdom. Naturally 

Picasso's attack on thinking takes place in the visual field; his 

dislocation of forms, a crippling violence, disarticulates thought 

itself. Then the remarkable phrase: 'that is to say, that tl1e 
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immediate intellectual movement, which in other cases leads 

to the idea, aborts.' Bataille is (ab)using the metaphor of concejJ

tion in the concept. The Oxford English Dictionary gives one 

sense of 'conceive' as 'grasp mentally; take in, comprehend; 

understand'. Confevoir is the same. VVhen we look at Picasso's 

pictures, Bataille is saying, what we take in through our eyes 

into our mind damages the process of conceptualisation, the 

generation of the idea - and aborts, kills that embryonic idea. 

Picasso makes anti-meaning. There is something of this vio

lence in the scribbles from his Dinard sketchbooks from the 

summer of 1928, similar to the linages reproduced in the 

'Homage to Picasso' special issue. 

In his renowned yet seldom scrutir1ised contribution to that 

special issue, 'Rotten Sun' (3, 1930), Bataille explodes Breton's 

depiction ir1 'Surrealism and Painting' of Picasso as a 'power

ful searchlight' leading the .way towards surreality, 'bearing 

rays of light in each hand'; rather, Bataille equates Picasso's 

production with the 'horror emanating from a brilliant arc 

lamp', or the blinding, maddening sight of the actual noonday 

sun (as opposed to its metaphysical idealisation). Pointedly, the 

illustration opposite Bataille's piece was The Three Dancers, 

which had taken pride of place in the first instalment of 

'Surrealism and Painting' in La Revolution surrealiste (3, 1930)4 

'Rotten Sun' was Bataille 's intervention in a critical poetics 

of fire and light that has fretted the Picasso literature - and 

which scorched the other DOCUMENTS texts, 'Picasso 

Meteor' and the poem 'Fire' (3, 1930). Bataille did not dispute 

Picasso 's sovereignty, but exposed the repressed materiality of 

Breton's solar metaphor. For Bataille, Picasso forces us to see 

with what Friedrich Nietzsche called 'fearless Oedipus-eyes'; 5 

as opposed to an enlightening contemplation of the idea, the 

viewer undergoes a sacrificial experience - he suffers a blind

ing excess of meaning comparable to the transgression of the 

border between sacred and profane. In fact Picasso and 

Bataille shared an interest in Nietzsche, whose reanimation of 

Dionysiac ecstasy we can detect in the l\IIaenads of Two Women 

Running on a Beach and The Three Dancers, their heads thrown 

back as in classical depictions of Dionysus's female followers. 

The violent contradiction without reserve of the 'Rotten 

Sun' communicates with a Picasso mythology quickened, 

like that of Bataille, by the problem of dualism. Yet 

DOCUMENTS' co-option of the artist was not one-way 

traffic. T he virulent 1930 Crucifixion, for instance, dialogues 

with The Apoca{yjJse qf Saint-Sever. 6 

But there can be no facile iconographic correspondences 

between the Crucifixion and Bataille. The two meet in the sacri

fice of signification. CFBM 

c.- ARCHAEOLOGY, BEAUX-AR!S. PICASSO ME!EOR 
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A Pablo Picasso, Two H'omen Rur111ing 011 a 
Beach, rg28 (cat. r32) 

B Pablo Picasso, Composition with a ftJt(mum 

wit!t a Mane if Hair, rg3o (cat. r36) 
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Pablo Picasso, Bird 011 a 7/·ee, August 1928 

(cat. J3o) 
HUMORAGE TO PICASSO 

Roger Vitrac 

Our pal Picasso, 

Long live his brush-oh 1 

Pirate !l.ncl corsair 

Here's to his horseharr' 

{ Apot!inaire] 

This star like a digit, 

This tree like a tomb, 

This sun like a mollusc, 

Picasso, that's whom! 

This nondescript newsprint, 

Twin screw-clamp bazoom, 

This gateau-crumb sawdust, 

Picasso, that's whom I 

This plant-pot with hair on, 

Eyes like a b1rd's bum, 

Top brass-knocker's knapsack, 

Pwasso, fo fumJ 

Tills soft stuff, th1s tough stuff, 

Touched up with a broom, 

Pump-grind it to lime-sludge, 

Picasso, that's whom 1 

This topcoat, this back-stick, 

This talk, spread like lipstick 

On small buttered biscuit

Picassticl 

This boneless sky, bare leafless view, 

Beach-beauty like a lambjigoo, 

This horseflesh like a wooden shoe -

Picashoo! 

This Socrates, stove-torso, 

Splits diamond-ice from water 

To prick a picture-pableau, 

PicorsoJ 

This matchstick prwking a mistake, 

Th1s scythe that imitates a rake, 

To paint a laugh on Frou-Frou- who? 

Picuckoo! 

Last verse 

Napoleon's fresh husk-oh, 

Fresh husk on the nap-oh, 

Fresh nap on the brush-oh, 

Picasso I 
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PICASSO 

Michel Leiris 

With a whip-lash 
mr slays the furniture and offers it in bloody slices 

to the ma1dservant running down 

saddened alleyways lost in a maze of innards 

like endlessly laddered stockings 

Balls of wool drying out 

in the hmghts 

don't need an overseer's carnage 

to become hot-blooded mad women and fuck-me-Wlth-an-oriental-slipper-why-don't-you" 

gutters lead straight to the pole 

at th1s hour when all hands are freezing 

in prison cells 

Everyday implements 

excrete stars 

and the stars 

do the same right back 

They clear the1r bowels 

of gutted fruits 
and bodies consumed on the off chance 

out of the cynical-eyed window 

whose damp woodwork spies 

Specks of ivory Jugs1' 1 with lips of silk Automatic windows 

Falling carpets Shiftings of Cathedral winds 

horizons slowly raise themselves and abandon all their charm 

And then stripped spikes appear 

crucifixion of a false-collared accountant on the columns of his balance sheet 

remains of a bedroom the mouldings stripped of gilt 

vertebrae dragged by the brackish tlde 

rags of worn-out clothes, the warp thread showing through, lit up 

as fish-bones sometimes are in the cloudy waters of abysses 

resonant bones transmit eddl8s 

and transform them pincer after pincer 

(fresh water pincer, isn't that a splend1d instrument?) 

into gentle songs which nestle on these shelves 

stacked up by spangled hearts on the peak of riggings 

DOCUMENTS, 3, 1930 Trans~atedfrom the French by Susan de Muth 

4 
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Pablo Picasso, Head, ' 9'4 (cat. 126) 
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.FIRE 

for Pablo Picasso 
Jacques Baron 
Pockets full of sunlight 
The day fades 

Bodies of vitriol and anguish 
·ecover their stabillty 

teeth chattering the while 

....,ockets full of sunlight 

the painter strolls 

~arth floods with colour 
Eyes brooks of solidified llght 

The sea is frozen over 
The forest howls 
and gnawing birds 

fJ,naw at the earth's crust 

All is light All is burning 
~one can walk now so scorching is the earth 
The day of Autumn's mtentions ended 
The season offire's last burnings 
wast delirious laughings Let us live no longer 
m the barbaric light of your century 
OhPicasso 
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A Pablo Picasso, The Painter and his J\1odel, 
1927 (cat. 128) 

B Spread from DOCUMENTS, 3, 1930 

DOCUMENTS, 3, 1930. TransLated from the French by Susan de Muth 

B 

pails, un A un, on le fait. Mes caves de Ia rue du Sac sent si humides. Ah I j'ai aussi 
trois convois de legumes et de fruits sur Ia Seine. Unc banane, c'est comme un lEuL 
Un cr:uf ) On le touche, on le casse. Une bananc ? On Ia touche, on Ia g.i te. Et mes 
melons~ C'esl mon Fi ls bien·aime qu i se charge des achats dans lc midi. En ce mo
ment il est a Rome, aupn!s du Pape. C'est commc le Thtitre du Chitelet (i lle montrc), 
j'cn ai Ia surveillance gCnCrale. Eh bien, Monsieu r, vous n'imagincz pas cc que c 'est. " 

Pendant que Dieu parle,je regarde sa maison sans murs, ni toil, ni porte, ni fen€.tre, 
oU tou t est si bien range en plein air auteur d'un seul arbre : les linges, les caisses, 
le parapluie lie d'une corde aux deux bouts, des gamelles. des passoires enchainees 
it un fi l de fer que termine une grosse poele : mais ce n 'est pas Iii, comme on le pou r~ 
rait croire, une batterie de cuisine : c'est le poste de T. S. F. 

Sous le pont loge Ia garde·robe. Je vois une C roix de Pelcrin a Ia boutonniere 
d'une veste:- • Qu'est·ce Ia? dis-je. Vous etes dans Ia devotion? "- Non. Mon· 
sieur. Voyez plutO! le second pardessus avec Ia cocarde tricolore ; le troisiCme porte 
une immortel le rouge. C'est que je suis de toutes lcs rel igions. Selon que j 'a i affaire a 
Pierre, A Paul ou a Jacques, je passe un autre pardessus. J'en ai dix. J'en devrais avoir 
cent. Avec vous, je sais bien lequel des cent je devrais meltre. mais pas vous avec moi. 
Cependant, comme je p ressentais votre visi te, j 'ai prefert d 'etre nu . C'etai t une autre 
fa~on de vous plaire. Ainsi, ne croyez pas que je sois du pe de vos compliments. C'est 
vous qui I'Ctes des miens, ou nous le sommes tous les deux, si vous etes le Diable. En 
allendant, je decampe ce soi r et il vous sera bien diffici le de remettre jamais Ia main 
sur Dieu~ l e~PCre. • 
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Marcel J ou HANDEAU. 

FLAMMBS 

hs poches p/eines de solei/ 
Lc jour se /li tril 

Des corps de vitriol et d'angoisst.J 
regagnenl leur demeure 
en daquanl da dents 

Us poches p/eine:1 de solei/ 
le peinlre ~ promc!ne 
La terre a t envahie par Ia couleur 

a Pablo Picasso 

Sa ycux sonf des ruisseoux Jc fumier~ solidt1iic 

La mer s'eJI /)ilri/iU 
La /orit hurle 
el le.s oi~oux rongeurs 
rongenl l'icorce tcrre.stre 

Tout e5l lumif re Tout est hrUlurc 
On ne ~ul plus marcher teflemenl Ia terre eJI bouillan/e 
Fin de journie del /ins d'aufomne 
dernii res hrU/ures de Ia saison del /lamme.f 
De.rnicrs riru diliranfs FinilSOns de viure 
dans Ia fumi fre barba re de ton siicle 
0 PicaSlo 

Jacques BARON. 

Piano. ICrucifi.o.Oonl deo1in .i Ia pl11me. 1926 (..l l ..c SO em.).- Collcdion Ermt Col lin, 8c1lin. 
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Anon, France, The Aj;ocalyjJSt qf Saint
Sever, 11th C. (fig. 20) APOCALYPSE 

In the second issue of DOCUMENTS Georges Bataille 

glossed six illuminations from the Bibliotheque nationale de 

France's celebrated eleventh-century manuscript, the 

AjJocalypse qf Saint-Sever (2, rg2g). The pictures, made for the 

Benedictine monastery at Saint-Sever-sur-l'Adour in the 

Landes in south-west France, illustrate the Spanish cleric 

Beatus of Liebana's influential eighth-century commentary on 

the Book of Revelation. 1 This was an appropriate topic for a 

medievalist with a fascination for Spain; he stressed that if the 

artist were French 'by blood', he was Spanish 'by painting', 

connecting the prevalence of 'adventist beliefs' in c.rooo AD 

Spain with the fact that, there, Islam 'directly threatened' 

Christianity. For Bataille the manuscript's 'Oriental' traits- on 

which scholars agree - were less conscious emulations of 

'Arab' civilization than symptoms of a religious conflict so 

violent that its witnesses believed it to be the end of the world. 

The Apocalypse qf Saint-Sever shows the clash of Occident and 

Orient hysterically in its style and metaphorically in its 
Apocalypse. 

Bataille revelled in the Saint-Sever manuscript. Whereas 

Northern medieval illuminations tended to 'architectural and 

majestic' theology, the Saint-Sever Beatus, in the 'provocative 

bonhomie' with which it represented horrific disasters, corre

lated with medieval vernacular literature. Bataille wrote that 

the Saint-Sever Apocalypse and some popular literary forms 

shared a mode in which: 

' ... horror occasions no pathological pleasure; it simply 

plays the role of manure in vegetal growth - a manure 

without doubt of suffocating odour, but healthy for the 

plant. In effect there is nothing more tranquil - nor 

more perennial - than the beatitude, which one might 

even term senile, expressed by most of the figures repro

duced here. One should not be surprised, moreover, at 

the beneficent value of dirty or bloody facts: in this 

regard, still to this day, one might easily note the physi

cal optimism and enthusiasm for their work that 

characterises the killers of the abattoir and, in general, 

every member of the butchering trade.' 

We can see this unsettling ambivalence in the contrast between 

the terrifYing, monstrous 'locusts' of the Apocalypse and the 

'ridiculous or charming' calm of their victims. CFBM 

r.- ARCHAEOLOGY. COINS AND MEDALS 
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r-~----------------~0~.~--------------------

RU E. D 'ANJ O U s-rH R, .. SI 
(H•11 ~. I p;-., I 

A~----------------------------------' 
ANGELS 
'The garments of angels are real garments, visible and palpa

ble; they even change them ... ', wrote Emmanuel Swedenborg, 

who together with William Blake and Michel Leil-is heralded 

the descent of an unlikely choir of angels to the levelil1g 

scrutiny of DOCUMENTS' Critical Dictionary ('Angel', 6, 

1930). One angel singled out for special attention by Leiris 

undoubtedly changed his garments frequently. He is manifest 

in the form of the actor Wesley Hill playing Gabriel in Mark 

Connelly's Pulitzer Prize-wilming play The Green Pastures - a 

ground-breakll1g production featuring only African-American 

actors and actresses. Although later made into a frlm, the origi

nal play ran il1 New York, and it was through familiarity with 

the African-American press (notably Opportunity and W.E.B. du 

Bois's The Crisis) that The Green Pastures came to Leil-is's atten

tion. Reversing (and predatil1g by several decades) the radical 

separatist contention that a white man's heaven is a black 

man's hell, The Green Pastures offers a sentilnental, often comic 

vision of heaven populated entirely by black people and gov

erned by 'D e Lawd'. According to one reviewer at the tilne: 

'Gabriel's desire to blow the fateful horn is one of the many bits 

of by-play that lend humor to The Green Pastures.'' SB 

( ... VARIETY. PLACES OF PILGRIMAGE 

A Atelier Nadar: Felix Nadar (Gaspard 
Felix Tournachon) and Paul Nadm; 

J\1ademoisel/e Boroni, 1876 (cat. 1 16) 
B DOCUMENT S, 6, 1930 

B 

ANGELS 1J1 

Plw,fo .l!rlm'Golt1wy1' 

E:O.: IIA l 'T, A (;AL'C li E; L'ANGE fiAIIIliEI., (.: COL E ESI'.\GNOLE , X II " S ti::CI.1~ 1 F II .\G:\ I ENT JJE .\II N I.\Tl'11E (CU D E X \ ' l(i ii.ANO , IIIIII.IUTIIi·: ll\lE IJI:: I .'ESCIJ 

IU .-\L); A DJ10ITE: L'ACTEUR Ni::G HE WESLE\' HILL , HOLE DE L'ANGE GABRlEL DANS" THE GFEEN PAST UHES" (D'AI'Hi::S "Ui' I'U HT UN1T Y ",MA l 

] 030. - Cl'. "DOCUMENTS", ~0 5, P . 306 ET N° Li, 1). 376. - EN D.\S : BESSIE LOVE DANS - L'N ROLE D'.-\NGE. 
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A On the set of n I .. 1036 Thl' G'rau I aJ lllt j' :.~ 

(li". 2 1) ll\larc Connelly ~ iam Keighley a nc t ' . 6 
B \\ill ' . Tlu · Grau Pa.,furn. 193 (directo rs), 

(st ill) (ca t. IIJ.}) 

ANGELS 133 





LE CHEVAL ACADEMIQUE 

MO!';NAIES GRECQUES ET GAULOISES (AGRANDIES) 

I. MACEDOINE.- 2. LIMOUSIN- 3. ARTOIS 

En apparence, rien dans l'histoire du regne animal, simple successwn de metamor~ 
phoses confondantes, ne rappelle les determinations caracteristiques de l'histoire humaine, les 
transformations de la philosophie, des sciences, des conditions economiques, les revolutions 
politiques ou religieuses, les periodes de violence et d'aberration ... D'ailleurs, ces chan~ 
gements historiques relevent en premier lieu de la liberte attribuee conventionnellement 
a I 'homme, seul animal auquel on consente des ecarts dans Ia conduite ou dans la pensee. 

1l n'en est pas moins incontestable que cette liberte, dont l'homme se croit !'unique 
expression, est aussi bien le fait d'un animal quelconque, dont la forme particuliere exprime un 
choix gratuit entre des possibilites innombrables. II n'importe pas, en effet, que cette forme 
soit repetee identiquement par ses congeneres : la prodigieuse multiplicite du cheval ou du 
tigre n'infirme en rien la liberte de la decision obscure en laquelle on peut trouver le principe 
de ce que ces etres sont en propre. Seule reste a etablir, afin d'eliminer une conception arbi~ 
traire, une commune mesure entre les divergences des formes animales et les determinations 
contradictoires qui renversent periodiquement les conditions d'existence des hommes. 

On trouve, liees a !'evolution humaine, des alternances de formes plastiques ana,., 
logues a celles que presentent, dans certains cas, !'evolution des formes naturelles. Ainsi, le 
style academique ou classique s'opposant a tout ce qui est baroque, dement ou barbare, ces 
deux categories radicalement differentes correspondent parfois a des etats sociaux contradic,., 
to ires. Les styles pourraient etre ainsi tenus pour I' expression ou le symptome d 'un etat de 
choses essentiel et, de la meme fa<;on, les formes animales, qui peuvent egalement etre repar'"" 
ties en formes academiques et dementes. 

Anterieurement a la conquete, la civilisation des Gaulois etait comparable a celle 
des peuplades actuelles de l'Afrique Centrale, representant ainsi, au point de vue social, une 
veritable antithese de Ia civilisation classique. II est facile d'opposer aux conquetes systema,., 
tiques des Crees ou des Romains, les incursions incoherentes et inutiles des Gaulois a travers 
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DOCUlviENTS, r, 1929 

THE ACAUEMIC HURSE 237 

'J'Jwrc D.JliJC!:l.I'S Lo IJe not.JLing iu i.tw llisi.cw.v of Llw a!lii!Jcl.l 

l1 i r1gclom, n. simple r:uccm:sion or· cm1funing lflCJLaJilOJ'[Jhm:es, 

Lo ~::;ugr-;cf3L Lllc cl c~Lc t'nli n<:1.U_onr; c-ha!'[-LCLcrjrJLic o [' Jll 1 1 nan 

i.lw Ll'cl.Jlt:icJrnw.Lion:; oi' pllilor:oplJ.Y, r:cicncm: <wei 

CJCOilOJlliC COJJcili.iCJilt:, poliLiCIJ.I ami I'Cii{;iO\Ic: I'CVO]Ui.iOit:3, 

[lOI'iOcl,<; of l!iO]CJWe [l.[lc] n.IJJJOJ'lll!l.lii.y. li/IOI'CO\IC!', i.l1m:u 

llir:Lorlcal change;; a1•ir:c fJI'i ncitmUy i'I'OnJ i.IJcJ (j·ccdoJrl corJ· 

venl.imw.IJ.v aLi.riln 1 Lecl i;o lmma.n ii.y, t.Jw on.ly r:pcc: lcr: allowml 

clcviaLlons in conci11Ci. or i.lwu[';lli.. 

Ii. ic: no lc:c:c: inconl;csi;alJlc Llw.i> i.hi::: llilcri .. Y, or· vvl1icll 

luulJD.tLlt.y believes ii.:::elf i;o l1e the uniqtw cxrwession, ir:Jw:L 

ar: tm1cl1 iJw rcD.liLy or an orcl.ina.ry anirnal, wl'lose pal'i.Lcttli.LI' 

l'orm cxrwermm: a. grai;uii.mJs ctwice lmi.vvcen intwmcr;J.blc 

1 Jo::silJHii.lm:. n. clom: noL, in faci., mD.LLm· if' Ll1 is [() t'm i::: lclcni,l

cn.lly ruproclucecl IJY ii.::: fcllow crcaL1Jrm:: in no r·e~:pcci. cloe;: 

Lhe procligimw muli.ipHcii.y oC twrscs or clisprovc:~ Lhc 

ihwclom of Ll1c obscure clecision in vvhicll i.lw cr:c:GnLiiJ.! 

qHa.Jil;y of UwrJc lmingr: can be fcn.Hlcl. IL only rmna.Lrw l;o 

m:l;;.JlJlisll, in orcleP Lo eliminal;e a.n a.rbii.rary concepi.ion, 11. 

cornmon rnmu:ure lJel>>Nocm t.he clivurgences of animal J(JI'lllS 

ancl the coni.raclicLory cleLermirw.l.ions Ll1aL peeiocHcaUy 

ovcwLurn the con eli Lions ofll uman cxist.ence. 

A li.ernat.iom: of'plasl.ic fbrtTW, lin keel i.o 11 uman cvolul;iou, 

mas LJe ibuncl Ll1ai. ace ana.logous Lo tl1ose Jlt'er:cnL, in ccJri.n.in 

caf3es, in i.lle c-Jvolui.icm ofnai.urn.lHwnw. 'l'IJus, r:lnce au aca 

cl.mnic or· clasf3ical si;yle is oppcmecl Lo cvecyi.lling !Jamquc, 

fa.ni.a;;Lic OJ' IJaJ'IJD.mus, Lhm:c l;wo raclically cti mweni. ca.Lc 

son](-)times corres]Joncl to conLraclicLory social si;ater:. 

m.yles cm1lcl i.ll us be ccmsiclcrml Lhe expression or sy mpi>Olil 

or an cc:::;:::eni.ial :::L;:l.i,r; of t.lnngsJtwl, Hl\c a.nlrnal forms, wl1lciJ 

can equally be cliviclocl iu aca.clcmic ancl lani.asi.ic forrm;, 

T3cfbrc Llw conquesl., Gaulisl1 civiLlzaUon wac: compara

IJlc Lo Llw ctirrenL pnoples of cenLral 1\Jrlca, l,IJercl)y 

represeni.ing, from l.lle :::ocial point. or view, a verii><'J.IJle 

anLiLl1esis i.o cla.ssica.l civilizn.i.ion. TL is easy i;o cont.rrwL i.lw 

incolwrent. ancl inel'fc-~cLual Lncur•sions of i.Jw Gauls t.llrough 

l i.al,y or Greece i.o Ll1c r:ysi.emai.ic conquesLs of iJw G t•eeks or 

l?.ornans ancl, in gmwre:1.l, i.hc lCJ.t.i.er's consLanL Ol'giJ.nlsai.ion 

w i i.ll I. he fi'Jrmer•'s lm;l.aiJiLll;y iJ.ncl cloomecl ex llilaJ'!:l.i;iou. 

F:vm•yi.l1ing !.haL can nw.ke clisciplinccl peoplc-J avvaJ'C oC 

vD.luHs D.ncl oiTicia.l organisai.icm ( arciliLccLuec, si.ai.u I.e law, 

secular r;clmlGG ancl !.he lll;cral.urc of' lcLLer·ncl peoples) 

remain eel oul.rricJe IJ1c consciow:rwr:s oi.' Lllc:~ C:aulr: vvho calcu 

Jai.cxl noLhiJJg, conccJi ving of' no IJl'Ogresr; ancl i't·c~e l'ein 

Lo immecliate sugger:Lions D.ncl violcmL scmi.iment.. 

nat.a oi' n. pln.si.ic order can IJc givc-m ar; a clireci. J'cmpon::c 

i.o i.ll is opposi Lion. !''rom l>lle iCJurl.h ceni.ury BC t.hc Ga.ulr;, 

lmv ing twccl irnpocLecl coins for i.JJcrir cmnrrwrcial 

exclmngus, began i.o mini. odginal ic;sucr: as l.lwy copiecl 

ceri.Cl.in Greok imprinLs ancl noi;ably LhmocJ lJeD.l'lng n. l'eprc 

seni.D.Lion of a. lwrt3c on t.!JC-J !Jack (like Lhe golcl c>Lu.LcJl't3 of 
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Macedonia). But their imitations did not simply offer the 

usual barbarian imitations resulting from the clumsiness of 

the engraver. The fantastic horses imagined by various 

groups revealed not so much a technical fault as a positive 

extravagance, everywhere taking a first schematic inter

pretation to its most absurd consequences. 

The relation between Greek and Gaulish expressions is 

all the more significant as it relates to the noble and cor

rectly calculated form of horses, animals rightly considered 

to be among the most perfect and academic of forms. There 

is no reason to hesitate about pointing out that, as paradox

ical as it might appear, the horse, situated by a curious 

coincidence at the origins of Athens, is one of the most 

accomplished expressions of the idea, just as much, for 

example, as Platonic philosophy or the architecture of the 

Acropolis. All representations of this animal during the 

classical age can be seen to extol, not without betraying a 

common arrogance, a profound kinship with Hellenic 

genius. Everything happened, in fact, as if the forms of the 

body as well as social forms or forms of thought tended 

towards a sort of ideal perfection from which all value pro

ceeded; as if the progressive organisation of these forms 

sought gradually to satisfY the immutable harmony and 

hierarchy that Greek philosophy tended characteristically 

to ascribe to ideas, external to concrete facts. And the fact 

remains that the people most submissive to the need to see 

noble and irrevocable ideas rule and lead the course of 
things, could easily translate its dread by portraying the 

body of a horse: the hideous or comical body of a spider or of 

a hippopotamus would not have responded to this elevation 

of spirit. 
The absurdities ofbarbarous peoples are out of step with 

scientific arrogance, nightmares with geometrical traces, 

and the horse-monsters imagined in Gaul with the aca

demic horse. 
The savages to whom these phantasms appeared, inca

pable of reducing a burlesque and incoherent agitation, a 

succession of violent and horrible images, to the great 
guiding ideas which give to ordered peoples the conscious

ness of human authority, were also incapable of discerning 

clearly the magical value of the regular forms presented on 

the coins that came their way. Yet a perfect casting and 

intelligibility, implying the impossibility of introducing 

absurd elements, were as little to their taste as police regu

lations are to the pleasures of the criminal classes. In fact, it 

was a question of what had necessarily paralysed the ideal

ist conception of the Greeks, an aggressive ugliness, 

transports linked to the sight of blood or horror, cries of 

excess, in other words whatever has no meaning, no useful

ness, introducing neither hope nor stability, conferring no 

authority: by degrees, the dislocation of the classical horse, 

finally achieving the frenzy of forms, transgressed the rule 

and resulted in realising the exact expression of the mon

strous mentality of peoples living at the mercy of 

suggestions. The ignoble equidae monkeys and gorillas of 

the Gauls, animals with unspeakable morals and ugly 

beyond compare, but also grandiose apparitions, stagger

ing wonders, thus represent a definitive response of the -

burlesque and frightful human night to the platitudes and 

arrogance of idealists. 

This opposition, apparently limited to the field of human 

activity, should be assimilated to equivalent oppositions 

apparent in the whole animal kingdom. It is, in fact, clear 

that certain natural monsters, like spiders, gorillas and 

hippopotami, display an obscure but profound resemblance 

to the imaginary Gaulish monsters in being equally odious 

to the propriety of academic animals, the horse among 

them. Thus the decaying forests and stagnant swamps of 

the tropics again assume the unspeakable response to 

everything on earth that is harmonious and ordered, to 

everything that seeks to give authority through its correct 

appearance. And the same thing goes for the cellars of our 

houses where spiders lurk and eat each other, among other 

haunts of natural ignominies. As if a polluting horror was 

the constant and inevitable counterpart of elevated forms 

of animal life. 
And in this respect it is important to observe that 

palaeontologists accept that the present day horse derives 

from giant pachyderms, a deriya.tion comparable to that of 

humanity in relation to the hideous anthropomorphic 

monkey. It is undoubtedly difficult to be certain on the 

subject of the exact ancestors of the horse or of man, at 

least as to their external appearance; yet there is reason to 

doubt the fact that, in relation to well-proportioned 

animals, certain present day animals (like the hippopota

mus or the gorilla) represent primitive forms. There is 

reason therefore to consider the envisaged opposition of 

engenderer to engendered, of father to son, and to repre

sent noble and delicate figures appearing at the mouth of a 

nauseous sewer as typical. If an objective value must be 

given to two such opposed terms, then nature, constantly 

proceeding in violent opposition towards one of them, must 

be represented in constant revolt against itself: sometimes 

the fright of what is formless and indecisive ends in preci

sions of the human animal or the horse; sometimes, in a 

profound tumult, the most baroque and nauseating forms 

succeed one another. All the reversals that appear properly 

to belong to human life would be only one of the aspects 

of this alternating revolt, a rigorous oscillation stirring 

itself with movements of anger and, if one arbitrarily pic

tures the successions of revolutions that have lasted 

without end, beating and frothy like a wave on a stormy day, 

within a limited time frame. 

It is undoubtedly difficult to follow the meaning of these 

oscillations through historical transformations. Only some

times, as with great invasions, is it possible to see with 

clarity a hopeless incoherence get the better of a rational 

method of progressive organisation. But alterations of 

plastic forms often represent the principal symptom of 

great reversals: thus it might seem today that nothing col

lapses, if the negation of all principles of regular harmony 

did not bear witness to the necessity for change. There is no 

reason to forget, on the one hand, that this recent negation 

has provoked the most violent-rage, as if the very bases of 

existence had been brought into question; on the other 

hand, that things have happened with a still barely sus

pected seriousness, an expression of a state of mind that is 

perfectly incompatible with the current conditions of 
human life. 

Explanation of the images [see pp. 46-47, 87]: 

l. Stater of Philippe II of Macedonia (359-336 BC). Biga 

driven by Nike. On the front, the head of Apollo. One of the 

most commonly found coins of Greek antiquity. Gold, actual 
size 17mm. 

2. Stater of the Lemovice, derived·from the preceding coin. 

The two horses have been replaced by an androcephalic 

horse. On the front of the coin, the head of a wild boar identi

fied with Ogmius, the Gaulish god of eloquence. Gold, actual 
size 19mm. 

3. Stater of the Arebates showing a complete dislocation 

with primitive data. On the front is a very indistinct head· 

crowned with laurel. Gold, actual size 19 mm. 

4. Variant of no 3, the same size. 

5. Stater of the Parisii. Horse surmounted by a kind of net. 

On the front, a head crowned with laurel. Gold, actual size 
28mm. 

6. Stater attributed to the Verodunenses: copies are found in 

eastern France. The horse's head turned to the right. On the 

front, a head crowned with laurel. Red gold, actual size 
22mm. 

7. Celtic imitation of the Macedonian tetradrachma. Similar 

imitations are found in Transylvania. It is difficult to make 

out a rider; the horse has shackles on its feet. On the front, a 

head crowned with laurel. Silver, actual size 34 mm. 

8. Silver coin of the ELusates. This coin apparently repre

sents an imitation of the Greek drachma of Emporia 

(Spain), of the Pegasus variety. On the front, a formless 
head. Actual size 18 mm. 

DOCUMENTS, 1, 1929. TransLated from the French by 

Krzysztof FyaLkowski and MichaeL Richardson. 
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Ju denouncing i;lle IJ11,1lkl'UpLcy of l;lw rrwcl.er·n. SJJi.ri.t. in 

L'lnl;n_t,n.sigco.n.t; (l'i' IVLar•clJ HJol), 

noL tw.ve fuli.Y La ken lnLo 1:1.ccou u L LJw clcCiniLi vc-) decline 

a!JouL wllicll he) spoke-). IL is noLa rnaLLm· here of haggling 

over Llw aclrnir~ci.ljon or· works wlricl1 have o.cisen fl·on1 Lllis 

i.ocla,Y iril.u:J.i,ecl !Jack to ihm L ( oJI;/t.ou,_cj/1, mJi;/t,i.rL[J mo.I.I.!J new 

ccut. ueD rcpl.cwe /.hcrn). 'I'l w vc-Jry acU ve <:wei cJonwl.lntc:-; very 

clir;LuriJing irnptdsc-Je> LhaL gave-) IJirLh Lo Llwm llave ce::.1.sccl Lo 

support. t.hem a.ncl LL hac; lxocome impoc;:-.:lhJc i>o confuse Lhem 

(as nw.ny of us of'Len dicl uni.Ll 19~28) vvii.h much mo1'e unset. 

LUng imager:; lcJI•med or clefcH·rnc-KI IJy rcaJ cl<emlrec; ( Lllis 

wiLhouL ever JeLLing those who El.I'C awaJ'e of U1mn re:-::1. ancl 

u:-.: pecia.lly vv li;hout com:lclc)J'ing na.l.ural moclcsLy or· goocl 

ta.si.e). It. ntay IX) Llwuglll. Ulc.tL l.he works of Uw greaLesL 

moclern pr1.inl;ers belong Lo Lhe llisLm·y of a.J'i>, pel'ilaps even 

Lo tJw most, IJ!'iLllCJ.nL period of Lhis hist.cwy, lJuL lL ls or cour·se 

necessD.ry to plLy anyone clishlclinecl Lo IJl'ing infiniLely 

more haunLlng inw.ges t.o lUe. 

In il.s mosL accompLishccl form, Lhe Tnoc!.ern. spi.ri./; (I am 

tlle Lcrm hm'e in iLs bl'OEr.dest lmL not. aL all 

unli::wouraLJle sense) clevelopecl from a. misunclet•sLancl ing 

:::uch Llw.L iJ, stwulcl nm'm<:1.1Jy lw.ve cl-lasecl i,o exist wii.lJOuL a 

very long l,I'EUlslLion. 

Somewl1ni. inclepenclent.Jy ol' Ll1e wiJI of l.hem•ei.lcin.m: 

(whose rcspons.ll!HlLy is a lot; lcc:lr:s CIJgfLgccl iJ1::i.n ii. seems 

beca.uc:e i>hey llacl clear cvicleuce of' Ll<e inconsistency of free 

will), symbolic Lransposit,ions he:we tx;cm LH'ouglli, Lo the 

sLtriiwc in every field ·wiUl Lhe rnosL infantLle 

The specific cha.racLer of violenL ancl i,rnperDono,/, emotions 

thai. symLJoJs hEI.S llmon ml:::unclerst.oocl in :::ucl1 a 

greal.ly inconsistent. way Lllat. ii, ha.s long been clHTicull. i.cJ 

choose 1Jctween Llle seclucLi vc-) ch<::i.t'act.er or suel1na:ivoty anll 

L!Je spinelessner;s wl<icll UH-) mal'lmcl inl;erc:::L in t.l1e play of 

Lra.nsposil.lons f'unciCJ.meni,D.l1y 

lL needs Lo lm f3a.icl LllaL Lllis spino1essness, Lllis cow 

arclice, very cxacLl,y conD:wrns t.o llum<Ul na.Lw·c, len· whic[l 

ll.YlJOcrisy ls uncloubLeclly a vital aspcctjusL as t.lw skc-deton 

is t.11e most; vital pD.rL or lJw bocly. But., on the oLhnr ll:J.ncl, t.llc-J 

very rncchanimn of J1ypocrisy coulcl equaii.Y well Llc rcprc 

seni.c-Jci as a simple backwat'cl movcnwni, Lcr,kcn in orclur Lo 

leap mm'c eflectively. 1\Jo one toclay i~: ini,eresLecl in i;lle pl.o.y 

of trctnsposU;i.ons other· Umn IJ,Y lla!JiL anclln a. more con ven 

Lional ancl odious way Lhan ever. IL woulcl seem Lhcr.L Ccom 

now on we a.re I'eclucecl Lo lea.ping. 

And LlTis r·Acluction occm·s in Lhe most. ironic sense or Lhe 

worcl, L1ecG1.ue>e no one h1w tile c:1lgt1LesL desire Jew it. iL 131JOulcl 

moreover IJe recognisecl Llw.b noLl1 Llw.i, migltL !Jc pi'O-

posecl is of a mJ.l>ure even r;lighLl,Y l,o LempL us. 'l'lmu Lhe 

plloLog,·aphs a.ccompa.nfing this a.rLiclc (IJrougl1L Loget.her 

more !Jy clw.nce l;llan ily Gl. wiLl LilaL mlghL noL IJe entirely 
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blind) probably reveal the extent of current powerlessness. 

The equality of the soul and human insipidity has always 

been offended by forms arranged to show, rather gratu

itously it is true, the terror caused by death or decay, 

flowing blood, skeletons or insects which devour us. Who 

would take it upon themselves to malm such a display in 

anything other than an entirely rhetorical way? 

The relative paucity of interest the illustrations to these 

few pages represent, in my view, marks well enough the 

impasse into which those who today, for one reason or 

another, find themselves having to manipulate and trans

form the sad fetishes destined to move us. Thus, the way 

monks used the corpses of those who have preceded them

as florid decorations - could be given as the example of the 

vanity of all efforts pursued in the same sense. We are a long 

way from those savages who, at the time of their enormous 

festivals, suspend the skulls of their ancestors from masts 

of plenty, who press their father's shinbone into the mouth 

of a pig at the moment when the slaughtered beast vomits 

its flood of blood. We also play with endless shinbones and 

skulls; everywhere animal and human blood flows all 

around us. But we do not know how to use blood or bones to 

break the regularity of days which are lost to us like the con

tents of a badly made cask. 

Human play and that of our own decay continue in the 

most dejected conditions without one ever having the 

courage to face the other. It is as if we could never find our

selves confronting the grandiose image of a decomposition 

whose risks, intervening at each breath we take, is never

theless the very meaning of a life we prefer, without 

knowing why, to that of another whose respiration could 
survive us. We know this image only in its negative form, 

through the soap, toothbrushes and all the pharmaceutical 

products whose accumulation allows us each day a tedious 

escape from dirt and death. Every day we make ourselves 

the faithful servants of these meagre products which are 
the only gods modern man knows. This servitude is contin

ued everywhere that normal people still go. We enter art 

galleries as we do the chemist's, seeking well-presented 

remedies for accepted sicknesses. 

A certain public character - prematurely - disqualifies 

any kind of effort to escape this bankruptcy. What is really 

loved is loved mainly in shame and I defY any lover of paint

ing to love a picture as much as a fetishist loves a shoe. I do 

not believe I am introducing absurd refinements here: my 

thinking accords with all those who have ever been sick

ened by an escape as spineless as it is common. Faced with 

the multiple horrors which compose the portrayal of exis

tence, it is possible to encounter what one has always 

sought only in complete darkness. 

It is the sudden will, intervening like a gust of nocturnal 

vvind that opens a window, to live, even if only for a couple of 

short minutes, by suddenly tearing open the hangings that 

hide what one should at all costs not see; it is a human will 

that loses its head, which alone can permit us to brave 

directly what others flee. Even in the best cases the modern 

spirit has never resulted in anything other than replacing 

this possibility of a humanity entirely suffocated by horror, 

of no matter what derivation, so that it enters, if necessary 

in the wrong way, into already established frames. The 

modern spirit has never put forward anything other than 

methods applicable to literature or painting. It is likely that 

whatever succeeds it will assume meaning only on a com

pletely different plane. 

Yet if it is impossible to attribute anything other than an 

episodic interest to some images, they can allow us vaguely 

to infer what would remain if all types oftransposition were 

suppressed in stages. And if there is no question of really 

managing to represent this residue, if no one favours 

straightforwardly using it to respond to the necessities of 

artistic expression, it is no less true that any work which 

responded, for good or bad reasons, to these sad but 

ineluctable necessities, would be ranked naturally accord

ing to whether it contained a greater or lesser degree of 

what is horrific about such a residue. Not that this new 

point of view can ever be isolated: it can only as always 

be added to others. But since a commonplace work is 

addressed just as much to the taste of informed enthusiasts 

as to the most unfortunate or hidden emotions of humanity, 

it could easily be understood, without otherwise insisting on 

the point, that a completely different reason than the 

faculty of losing oneself in the most unheard of or marvel

lous play of transpositions has impelled the urge to paint or 

to write. 

DOCUMENTS, 8, 1930. Trans~ated from the French by 

KrzysztofFijaUwwski and Michae~ Richardson 
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POISSON EN EVENTRANT UN AUTRE (1928). COLL. H. KAHNWEILER. - N° SO. 
Cliche Galerie Simon 

ANDRE MASSON, ETUDE ETHNOLOGIQUE. 
Pour cette generation, ce sont les litterateurs qui boitent peniblement derriere les peintres. 
Ceux~ci ont ose changer la gramm1ire re<;ue. Cependant les gratte~papiers pataugeaient 

avec une belle confiance dans les marecages de Ia syntaxe ; ils trouvaient une audace for~ 
midable dans le changement d'une nuance et imaginaient transformer quelque chose en 
poetisant des lieux ccmmuns creves. Peut~etre quelques sujets non encore officiels ont~ils 
ete traites avec une syntaxe elegante et academique. Ala rigueur, ils sont alles jusqu'a changer 
l 'adjectif. M1is qui mettrait en question Ia hierarchie des valeurs psychologiques et Ia logique 
meme ? Ces ecrivains sont prisonniers des mots. 

Cette litterature s'est developpee autour de veritables monts~de~piete. On s'est glisse 
derriere les peintres. Qu'il suffise de prononcer le nom de Picasso. Au lieu de parier leur tete,. 
les ecrivains croyaient a Ia langue. 

93 
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In Lllis i.lw wrii.en; lwiJIJJc plW'ully behind Lbe 

p.:1,interr:-;. 

'J'lJ.e lai.Ler· h1wc cla.rccl Lo change accepi;ccl grcnm11CJ.l', 

vvl1Ue t.lw scrUJIJlccs c>t.ill w<.~.llow, ilJis~ll\JJiy connctenL in Ltw 

n1cJ.r'SlllandrJ oi'svnJ,ax; savv t-.1, ~~l1lfL in nuance a,;:] gee:::~.L 

auclaciLy ancl cmvisionccl t.haL l;lw,y coulcl eiTi:-Jci. real Lre:nlf3 

fi:Jl'Hl!J.Liom; simpl,y IJ.Y Lurning exlw.usi.ecl cornmonpl!:LCe:; 

inLo puei.r,y. Pel'lmps a few suiJjecLs sLiU exc-JHlJJL l1•om offi 

ci<:~.lclom wel'c C"lXJll'essecl vv ltl1 c:n1 elegunL and cl.CEJ.clernic 

. U n.lJ~;olutely necessary, Lhey went "o fc.l.l' as chang

ing an ac!Jcci;ive. But who clc.wec\ challenge Llw very 

hierarclw of psychological values a.ncl logic itself? These 

writers are imprisoned b,y vvorcls. 

This Htm•a,i;uPe has grown up ar.·mmcl u. voriLablc pa.vvn

lwoker's sllop. 'I'hey began t,o fall behind the pa.lnl;ers. One 

need only ment.ion Picasso. Instead of puLt.ing their hea.cls 

on the IJlocl~, tlle w-l'ii.erc; remained fait.l11'ul to tllc i,ongue. 

'I'he tirne sccmG to ha;ve come to icJentHY \;he crisis, not Lo 

offer support Lo things as Llley sta.IJiliLy, given tlla.t we 

arc surrounded by icllers Ll ving orr private incornes w t10 

clwerfurty go alxmi. exploiLing outclaLccl a.ct.s of rebellion 

Lhat have been renclercxl naive, stu•rounclecl lJy people w l1o 

wish to live without being deacl. 

One thing really ma.t.Lers: to shake up vrrha.L ir; callecl 

reality by mean:; of unacluli;eraLecl hallucinations, so as t.o 

change the hierarchies of values o[ tl1e real. The ha.Uuclna

Lory ibrces will ei'ii::oci; a breach in L!Je orclc0r of mecll<ewical 

processes; i.hcy will inLroclLtce cl1unh:s of 'a.·causa.lil.y' inLo 

this realiLy Lllat. hacl hithert.o a.bsurclly lJecn consiclerecl as 

tmifiecL 'Jllw unintm•rupt.ecl weave of t.JJis rea.liLy will be 

broken ancl we shall live in tlw Lension of dualisms. 

When l;lle lbrces of religion were sLlll D.cl;ive, imagination 

ruled supi'eme like an a.ut.onomous power. Not. to have suiJ

OI'clinaLecl posit.ivc fa.cLs Lo myt.J-Jical clorninn.nl;s woulclh!J:vo 

consLiLutecl Lhe most ouLrageotts revolt .. 'l'lle rea.l was,iusLi

fiecl as a vvorl;hlcss reversal, as a. 18.ilecl imi t.a.t.ion of t.l1e 

superna.tura.l. 

Today we profbss a set of opposing values orienLEJcl in a 

raclica.lly clifferent way. If Llle hallucina.tcn·y 1orces were 

once the expression of a coll EJctivity. a.ncl its clog.ma.tic posi

Lion, now they only operaLc in a. suiJjecLive manner, by 

lwea.ldng con ventiom;, l''cJI'mcrly, the ima.gina.\;i ve elements 

were of Llle same ca.t.egory c.w l;hc allsoluLe, and !;hey clet.er

minecl corwciousness CJ.nclluwwlcclgc. A logical alTi.rma.Lions 

preva.ilecl a.ncl were never called lnt.o quest;ion am.iclsL the 

battle of anLinomies. Here was Lhe 'A1•chimecles' poinL'. 

Dul!sequently LhoE;e imaginative forces inconsist.enL wiU1 

Jogic<eJ.lla.ws were rqject.ecl ancl accusecl of being nwre Lrick:co. 

We ace only beginning Lo take very small sLeps Lowa.rcls 

apprecla.Ling the imagirJa.l,lve as a. clominant. element. 

1\Towa.day~; it, has ceascocl Lo IJe regarded <:J.s l;he origin oflaWE! 
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and miracles, the sign of a perfect eternity, or the centre of 

a static system. Now it is the most mobile and mortal of 

things, but it would be a mistake to treat it as the sign of an 

arbitrary subjectivity: in fact, the imaginative originates in 

inevitable processes that are all but impossible to control. 

This imaginative we are starting to conceive of, however 

timidly, is quite distinct from the religious imaginative. No 

attempt is made to copy examples of divine illumination, 

and today's visions are characterised by the fact that all 

historical givens are irrelevant. Submissiveness is no 

longer an option. 

There has been much idle talk of the destruction of the 

object. It would be better to speak of the dissociation of con

sciousness; in fact, there is no congruity between the flow of 

ideas of the consciousness and the succession of hallucina

tory signs. We see a division between the spontaneous and 

causality. The more causality permeates nature, the less 

nature is of any value from a psychological standpoint. We 

continue to appreciate causality and consciousness as 

excellent instruments but we see them as obstacles to spon

taneous processes. The rationalist, for his part, finds chaos 

in all psychological processes. But it is precisely in this 

incongruity between the hallucinatory and the structure of 

objects that one tiny chance for freedom lies: in the possibil

ity of changing the order of things. The mechanism that has 

become a veritable object of worship is cast aside and 

mnemotechnic repetitions are suspended. The flow of psy

chologically direct signs is maintained as far as possible. 

Two means of expression are available to us through 

which it is possible to compensate for this rejection of asso

ciative memory and to maintain equilibrium. Firstly, we 

observe a tendency to identify the unconscious or halluci

nation with sexual activity, and thus guarantee a collective 

base. In other instances, the isolation resulting from the 

division has been compensated for by collectivist attitudes 

in politics. We need to be protected against isolation. 

In the first situation, we might also speak of an idealisa

tion of sexuality. In it a continuation of philosophical 

idealisation can be discerned: Nietzsche had already ide

alised the instincts in the same sense. We shall deal later 
with another way of protecting oneself from hallucinatory 

forces through the use of forms. 

But we absolutely cannot concede the identity that it 

was thought possible to establish between the hallucina

tory and the subjective. At most, imaginative elements 

might be proposed as subjective in relation to bourgeois 

conventions. Whatever the case, we must see precisely the 

signs of inevitable processes in these hallucinatory forms, 

in the course of which all egocentric reactions cease. 

Obsession represents one tiny chance for freedom. 

We acknowledge the return of mythological creation, 

the return of a psychological archaism in opposition to the 

purely imitative archaism of forms. Painting no longer 

seeks to describe given forms or the structures found 

within objects. In other words one eliminates and forgets in 

the same way as a religious devotee who attains ecstasy 

through concentration, forgetting all reality. This forget

ting, this anaesthesia, is characterised by the fact that 

mythological strata are being discovered and set in motion. 

The retrograde kind of person attains infantile forms: he 

returns to certain typical events from his childhood which 

he reproduces with a few technical refinements. In this 

case we observe a split within the individual into two gener

ations. A chiLd-doub~e, so to speak, is created under these 
conditions. 

Consciousness is repressed as an obstacle and this fact 

constitutes what, from an external viewpoint, is referred to 

as the destruction of objects. Relationships with reality and 

history are henceforth accentuated in a negative way. This 

takes place under the sign of revolt: historically, this atti

tude assumes the value of an hallucinatory interval. 

Two methods for producing sets of hallucinatory forms 

are suggested here. The possible compensations for isola

tion have already been discussed. Another autistic 

compensation may be possible, one consisting of the use of 

tectonic forms. The hallucinatory processes are limited by 

the obstructions of forms, and typical signs can be used 

which can transform an isolated creation into something of 

more general value. ,--.-
But it is also possible to let oneself be carried along by 

the flow of dynamisms: in this way one arrives at a psy

chogramme (spontaneous writing) in which the creation of 

its equivalent at the same rate as psychological processes 

can be attempted. In the haste to produce figurative forms, 

the completed structure of space is relinquished. The psy

chogramme has no external order. The use of flat surfaces 

facilitates the ecstatic process. 

Objects may be drawn by observation, or given a value 

as symptoms or elements of psychological processes. In 

this way the gap between subject and object narrows. The 

individual forms a unity with his or her objects, and we 

witness a totemic identification that can be signified as a 

magical or psychological archaism. The structure ceases to 

be determined by biological coherence, but conforms to 

processes of hallucinatory coherence. A dissociation of 

objects is attained in favour of autonomous psychological 

analogies. We have become weary of biological identity: 

figures of birds and fish have been the objects of totemic 

identification. The subject is no longer on the periphery of 

the construction: this very identification causes the motif 

immediately to become part of the soul itself. The object is 

no longer regarded as an interruption of the optical 

process. The motif has become an immediate psychological 

function. One part of an object represents the totality, and 

what these paintings by Masson provoke is a mythical reac

tion, as if through a kind of infection. Given that the ego 

vanishes during ecstasy, we observe a syntonic attitude. 

This recalls the importance of transmutations in primitive 

times, and the exogamous need to enlarge identity. It is 

enough to cite the masked costumes inciting identification 

with animals, ancestors and so on. A different force, a dif

ferent figure, replaces the visionary's occluded ego, while 

this occluded ego, having left the ecstatic individual's body, 

enters that of an animal, a vegetable or a stone. 

Metamorphosis is totemism's classic drama and proba

bly one of the most ancient dramatic motifs (the miming of 

animals, masked dances). Within these dramas the acquisi

tion of new magical powers is celebrated and the animal 

dies as a substitute for man. It is thanks to the identifica

tion of man with beasts that the projection of self-sacrifice 

becomes possible. And it is in this identification that we find 

the origin of religious mediating figures and substitutes. 

This is how I propose we interpret the fish men, dying birds 

and animals made of foliage in Masson's paintings. These 

animals are identifications in which the events of death are 

projected, as a way of avoiding being killed oneself. 

From the rational viewpoint the heterogeneous events 

merge in the course of a hallucination. We know the classic 

results of this process: chimeras, harpies, centaurs, the 

sphinx, driads, leopard men and crocodile men all stem 

from a totemistic identification of heterogeneous forms. 

Remarkable cases of identification between humans and 

plants, stars and rocks could also be mentioned. Masson 

has taken precisely this practice, this ecstatic training, to 

perfection. 

The limits of objects have vanished. Man no longer 

observes. He lives in the orbit of objects that have become 

psychological functions. Optical simultaneity is replaced by 

analogies. It is possible to speak of a mystical anatomy. We 

discern Masson's dynamisms in this unfettered projection 

of an interior drama onto the structure of things, a projec

tion through which opposing forms might be connected 

with a single function. And the drama of transmutation is 

what one perceives above all within this metamorphosis. 

Sometimes the speed of the hallucinations is such that only 

lines are used. In other paintings, forms find a tectonic 

order, so that the painter can find a means of defence and 

avoid being destroyed by the dynamism of his hallucina

tions. But our aim here is not an analysis of forms. We 

seek to define these paintings as psychological contrac

tions through which hallucinatory speed is compelled 

to persevere. 
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ALBERTO GIACOMETTI 

Nous vivons a une epoque de toutes manieres tres lourde, et Ie fetichisme qui, 
comme aux ·temps les plus anciens, reste a Ia base de notre existence humaine ne trouve 
que bien rarement I' occasion de se satisfaire so us une forme non deguisee. Adorateurs des 
maigres fantomes que sont nos imperatifs moraux, logiques et sociaux, nous nous accro
chons ainsi a ~n fetichisme transpose, faux semblant de celui qui profondement nous 
anime, et ce mauvais fetichisme absorbe Ia plus grande part de notre activite, ne laissant 
presque pas de place au fetichisme veritable, le seul qui vaille vraiment Ia peine, parce que 
tout a fait conscient de lui-meme et ne reposant par consequent sur aucune duperie. 

C'est a peine si, dans le domaine des reuvres d'art, on trouve quelques objets (tableaux 
ou sculptures) capables de repondre a peu pres aux exigences de ce vrai fetichisme, c'est
a-dire a I' amour - reellement amoureux - de nous-memes, pro jete du dedans au dehors 
et revetu d'une carapace solide qui l'emprisonne entre les limites d'une chose precise et 
le situe, ainsi qu'un meuble dont nous pouvons user, dans Ia vaste chambre etrangere 
qui s'appelle l'espace. 

Dans Ia plupart des cas, ces objets, sortis pourtant de mains humaines, nous restent plus 
lointains encore que les productions naturelles, dont ils ne sont que le reflet servile en meme 
temps que tres affaibli, I' ombre falote et parodique, incapable de no us fournir un pole a 
opposer au pol~ interne de notre amour. 

C'est a cause de ce manque de consistance, de cette absence d'autonomie, que la 
presque totalite des reuvres d'art sont epouvantablement ennuyeuses, plus ennuyeuses que 
Ia pluie, etant, somme toute, beaucoup moins proches de nous que les go,uttes d'eau, jolies 
petites spheres liquides susceptibles au moins de nous rappeler la· forme, sinon le gout, de 
nos larmes, et cette humidite, cette fluidite correspondant a Ia douceur qui coule dans nos 
membres, quand nous aimons ou bien quand nous nous sentons touches. 

A l'heure actuelle, peu d'artistes existent dont l'reuvre echappe a cet atroce ennui. Dans 
le passe, moins encore. Mais, parmi les rares contemporains qu'un special privilege exempte 
de cette regie, on peut citer Giacometti. 

II y a des moments qu'on peut appeler des crises et qui sont les seuls qui impor.tent dans 
une vie. II s 'agit des moments ou le dehors semble brusquement repondre a Ia sommation 
que nous lui lan~ons du dedans, ou le monde extt~rieur s'ouvre pour qu'entre notre creur et 
lui s'etablisse une soudaine communication. J'ai quelques souvenirs de cet ordre dans rna 
vie et tous se rapportent a des evenements en apparence futiles, denues aussi de valeur 
symbolique et, si I' on veut, gratuits : dans une rue lumineuse de Montmartre, une negresse . 
de Ia troupe des Black Birds tenant un b~uquet de roses humides dans ses deux- mains, un 
paquebot a bord duquel je me trouvais monte se separant lentement d'un quai, quelques 
bribes de chansons murmurees au has~rd, Ia rencontre dans une ruine de Grece d 'un 
etrange animal qui devait etre une sorte de lezard geant... La poesie ne peut se degager que 
de telles " crises ", et seules comptent les oouvres qui en fournissent des equivalents. 
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We live in a completely oppressive age, and that fetishism 

which, just as in the most ancient times, remains at the root 

of human existence has only the rarest occasion to find sat

isfaction in an undisguised form. As worshippers of those 

wispy ghosts that are our moral, logical and social 

imperatives, we thus cling to a transposed fetishism, coun

terfeiting the one that moves us so profoundly, and this 

wretched fetishism absorbs the greater part of our actions, 

leaving almost no space for the genuine fetishism which 

alone is truly worth pursuing because it is entirely con

scious of itself and in consequence does not rely on any kind 

of deception. 

In the field of art one can find scarcely any objects 

(paintings or sculptures) capable of responding in the 

slightest to the demands of this true fetishism, which is to 

say to the love - really in ~ove - of each other, projected out 

from within and bearing a solid carapace that traps it 

between the limits of a precise thing and situates it, like a 

piece of furniture for us to use, in the vast unknown room 

we call space. 

In most cases these objects, even though they are the 

product of human hands, remain even more distant from us 

than the natural creations of which they are merely the 

servile reflection, even if they are far feebler, just droll bur

lesque shadows, quite unable to offer us a pole of attraction 

as a counterpart to the internal pole of our love. 

It is because of this lack of stability, of this absence of 

autonomy, that almost all works of art are terrifyingly dull, 

duLLer than rain, since they are, in the end, much less close 

to us than drops of water, those pretty liquid spheres that 

can at least remind us of the shape, if not the taste, of our 

tears, and that moisture, that fluidity corresponding to the 

sweetness that flows through our limbs when we love or 

else when we feel ourselves being touched. 

At the present moment the work of few artists escapes 

this dreadful boredom. In the past there were fewer still. 

But Giacometti is among the rare contemporary figures 

who are exceptions to this rule. 

There are moments one might call crises, and in any life 

they alone matter. In such moments the outer realm seems 

suddenly to respond to the summons we serve upon it from 

within, when the external world opens up so that a sudden 

communication is set up between it and our heart. I have a 

few such memories from my life, and they all relate to 

events that appeared meaningless as well as bereft of sym

bolic value and that came, one might say, unbidden: in a 

luminous Montmartre street, a negress from the Black 

Birds dance troupe holding a bouquet of damp roses in both 

hands, a liner on board which I found myself moving slowly 

away from the quayside, a few snatches of song murmured 

by chance, encountering a strange animal that must have 
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been some kind of giant lizard among ruins in Greece ... 

Poetry can only arise from such 'crises', and the only works 

that count are those that offer their equivalent. 

I like Giacometti's sculpture because everything he 

makes is lilm the petrification of such crises, the intensity of 

an adventure whose trail is swiftly intercepted and just as 

quickly turns cold, tl;le milestone bearing witness to it. Yet 

there is nothing dead about this sculpture; on the contrary, 

like the real fetishes one might idolise (the true fetishes, in 

other words the ones that resemble us and are the objec

tivised form of our desire), everything in it is prodigiously 

alive, with a gracious life keenly tinged with humour, the 

lovely expression of that sentimental ambivalence, that del

icate sphinx we still cherish more or less secretly, at the 

centre of our being. 

So do not expect me to talk sculpture exactly. I prefer to 

RAMBLE; since these beautiful objects I've been able to look 

at and feel ignite the ferment of so many memories in me ... 

Some ofthese sculptures are hollow like spatulas or hol

lowed-out fruits. Others are pierced and the air moves 

through them, like a mobile latticework placed between 

inside and out, sieves gnawed by the wind, that hidden wind 

that envelops us with its huge black tornado, at those 

extraordinary moments that make us lose our minds. 

Giacometti was born on 10 October 1901, in Stampa in 

the canton of Grisons, Switzerland. He was the son of a 
painter. 

He did not leave his village until he was 14 when, in 1915, 

he enrolled at secondary school, leaving four years later in 

order to become a painter or a sculptor, which had been his 

intention for several years. For six months he studied at the 

Ecole des Arts et Metiers in Geneva, but this did not suit 

him. He spent the whole of 1920 in Italy, travelling every

where. Nine months were spent in Rome. He first came to 

Paris in 1922. For the next three years he never stayed 

long, but since 1925 he has made it his home, with the 
exception of the two or three months he spends every year 

in his native country. At first he attended an academy so as 

to work from nature, but for the last few years he has been 

working alone. 

Giacometti is thus a very young sculptor. It is always 

stupid to make predictions, and prophets are often nothing 

but birds of ill omen. But how can he not be given credit 

when we see these figures - so concrete, so self-evident, as 

absolute as the creatures we love - produced by his fingers 

and moulded in the fleeting and unbitter salt of the snow, 

the dust that comes from the fingernails as they are being 

polished - the impalpable ashes a lover would keep lilm a 

relic- the marvellous salt so many ancient seekers thought 

they could gather from the earth's womb, the saltiness of 

waves and stars since they too have their tides, and then the 

salt of tears, tears of laughter, despair or madness, gentle 

and vaguely malicious tears, grotesque tears, or heavy 

tears full of the salt of bones and frozen carcasses, always 

drops of water, falling tirelessly, sometimes drilling a daz

zling well into the silent rock of existence, concrete drops of 

water like the salt which will always inflame our hunger, sea 

salt, bitter salt, the salt of cracking phalanx bones, the salt 

of teeth, the salt of sweat, the salt oflooks ... Here at last are 

stone dishes, wonderfully alive meals of bronze, capable 

of awakening, of reviving our great hunger for a long time 

to come! 

DOCUMENTS, 4, 1929. TransLated from the French by 

Krzysztoj FiJaLkowsk,i and MichaeL Richardson. 
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Picnsso, 1927 (55 · 46 em.) 

PICASSO MITIOBB 
C' est une etrange destinee que celle de Ia peinture. J etee en pature aux pi res besoins 

des hommes alors qu'a l'origine elle etait un elan de l'esprit, elle n'a cesse de siecle 
en siecle de rouler sa bosse dans une atmosphere de cuisine, avec des hauts et des 
bas, parmi 1es lachetes, les flatteries, les vils mensonges et mille manies dont la plus 
degoutante est, certes, d'aplatir l'univers. Mais tout a coup, alors qu'on Ia croit toute 
entiere occupee a faire le commerce des apparences, sous je ne sais quel reflet d'un 
solei! haut perche dans les domaines de I 'ideal, elle donne un coup de reins, et presen~ 
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'l'lw cLesLiny of -pa.int.ing is a c>i,r·rJ.ngc one. Pui, ouL Lo pac;Lur\3 

jusi, in ca;;e l1umanit>y reall.Y ncc-!clccllL al'Ler all when aL iL~: 

originr: li, 1ND.f~ (1. le;1.p of i.l1e mincl, Lhm1 one ccnLUI'Y Lo Lhe 

ncxi, ii, lias never· si.O]Jpc-xl WCJ.ncler'ing ar'ouncl giving oii' an 

air• or· Lricknr.\', wiLh ik: U]JS ami clown;:, miiTO\tnclmJ IJy i.l1e 

GO\>VcU'Ciice, i(JI d lim: n.ncl i.IHJUSallcl ancl one J~l.(lr_: Llw 

ir; Lo level ouL Llw vv llol() 

world. nuL n.Ll of a suclclcm, .iw:L wllcn one ilclicvccl ii, Lo lJc 

LoLn.Hy La ken ttp wiLl\ ~:elli ng iLr:cu· on Cl.Jl[WiJ.t'il.ncc::, unclc!J' 

vvl10 lnwws wliHL glini, of a SLtn percllccl l1igl1 in iJJe cmJ.lrm: of 

Ll1c3 iclcal, ii> gives r1. !J1rcl\ ancl, prc,:enLhlg a lmmatlilwc~, rcl1a 

lJLliLaLes iLsc-JJJ in r:uGll a WcW as i.o incline one Lo rorgoL it,~; 

pm:L crirrws a.ncl consicler cn1ly ii,s cuTrcmi, granclcmr ac; valicl. 

ii,i3 c-rnLirel.y Lo Gease heing an cl.l'i> of i.lw lJiincl fo1' i.lw heacl 

Je:c:ci: yoll know wilai, l mean. 'l'Jw eye of Uw painLeP isjusL an 

i, orgD.n, clevoLecl Lo iLc; own vices in iLs moir;L 

oriJlL. 'I'l1c sLaggcrlng iJ,IiiJiLy Lo concci ve ancl r:cc resiclec: 

e lr.:ewherc. \JV hen l.l1is ct.sewhcm is J'C vcn.lccl w iLh Llw I wJluci

nai,OJ'.Y cUvc-3rr;iL.v Lbai, is JmrnaniLy IJe{~im; Lo 

lJelicvc in iL::::cll'- comraclc'- ancl painting IJecomer; 

all i:U'HlOUl' JCJJ' i,ll aL n ec-xls rai;llm' Lhan some-

Llling l>lmt, r:imply aclclc; cu.lrn Lo ;-Ln ''·Jmrt,mcmL or· is a conccJ'll 

J(Jr cl ealcr:c;, 

one can SI:W a1Jo1JI, Picac;so is cleCinii.ive or coulcl 

cwe1' be. Describing one mnall p~:wl, or· iL mie;ltL provicle a 

Ll'G!l.i3Ul'Ccl pasi.ime for tlJOse clevoLccs of 

principcd virtue is i.cl pori,cncl clc-mLll. 13uL Lhis is [L vain ancl 

poini,Jcs::; Las!<:.. '!'here are incleecl i;hosc wl1or;e c:m!Nl.[';C grows 

and who v<:-mLurco i,o aclcl one par• I, Lo anol.lwr 1:>0 a.s Lo create a 

Ilul> before Lhe<y l1a;ve cornpleLecl i;heir analysis Lhcir subject. 

h: iJ,Ireacly going beyond l>hem wii>l1 a new crcal,ion LlmL is 

tougher or more swc-Jot,-ta.sLing Lhan L11e oLhers, until Llw 

lJloocl rusl1es Lo Lheir i.ln•ocJ.L a.ncl i.l1e.v starl, coughing convul 

1;ively. WilaL Ll1en woukl happen if' Lhey ever rc~cJ.lic>ecl LhaL 

l~ica.sso lw.s yeL Lo produce, everything t.lw.i, Lhey 

could never lni,JJii, and haven't t,he sligl1LesL inkling of, si>lLI 

ller-; wH.J1 in him? For \;hie>, it, seems, ic; Llle phenomenal aspect. 

of i>llis ma.n's genius: he contains all t.hat people have 

creaLml, lJJJ L he is the cmo 'Nho Leacl1es Llwrn Lo use it. He 

!,alms Ll1eir toys a.nclbringc; tlwnl Lo life. Bui> vvlmt ali I(;! Ts he 

himself' Ll1c masLer or li>, once i,lle wol'l~: or enclw.nLmenL is 

clone? Perlla.ps be is, anclunt,H now v,rc-3 have see-m l1im lx:lllave 

casually wiLh his crea.Lures; he has mNer given Lhem U1e 

Creed om Loin hilJiL his su!Jsequcml, a.cLions. 

I clo not ligll Lly of enclmni,menL. IL is noL cl. quesLioll 

here of repPescmt.a.l;ton IJu.i> of a rnagicalprac;i.ice, lf magic is 

an acl,ion perfcwmc-JcllJy man upon nat,ure. 'l'here ca.n lJe no 

possible cloubt, i,ha.t a pa.ini>ing by Picasso pla.m-Jc: uncler 

arrest, within l>he prec;ise IJorclerEO clefinecl lJy Lhe [bur sicles 
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of a frame,ttwse external, l~:nown elen1ents we evade every 

moment of our existence but which lie- always fleeting 8.nd 

um•uly -- behind the mocl~:ing laugl1ter we are all familiar 

with. Suddenly apprehended, they plead their indepencl 

once in vain, claim some or other obscure or wonderful 

paternity, as tlwy are cletainecl, a.ncl now for all eternity we 

can observe their serious voices or tbeir rage. The eyes of 

family pmtraits U1at. look si;raight tlwough you a.ncl 

implacably follow you, wl1erevm• you wall~: in the polished 01' 

abandoned cluslAillecl drawing-room, clo not express so 

much insist;ence, and clo not, bear ~witness to so much bidden 

life. I l~:now someone wbo, so as to preserve his calm, only 

ever loolmcl CJ,t, tllese portraits by means of a. Jmyl1ole. But 

they stared at him all the same, foiling his rweca.utions. It is 

likely tlmt throu{511 tlle keyllole is bow Picasso's pa.intings 

stare at you; a.ncl I do not; believe tllere is another painter 

today whose worl~:s have su~ch power. 

I do not know if pa.inting bas onen in tl1e pCl.st been 

afforded the luxur•y of sucl1 a. relmbilit.a.tion, thougl1 one 

might say there were times when it was reba.bilitatecl 

without previous conclemna.Lion. But, in all certainty, 

Picasso's case is a.s unique a.s tlle Limes in which we live. 

W11Ue one intellectual wllirlwind, Dada., believed it llacllaid 

all to waste, or perlmps because it really had, all tlle prob

lems sprang up anew, driven by the implacable mechanism 

of historical events. The querJtion of materialism al'ises with 

subterranean intensit;y, and no-one can avoid it no matter 

how they respond. Perhaps t.lle spectacle of Picasso might, 

at this level, activate t11e illumination that rationalist func

tionalism has merely dimmed. In my opinion the futility of 

asking such a question, and of opposing mind to matt.er, has 

never appeared so clearly. Witl1 Picasso, metaphysical 

materialism collapses. At tl1e other extreme, U1e surreali.sts 

unjustifiably la,y claim to a man who, for various reasons, 

acts as tl1eir beacon, tlleir keel, their wincl and even their 

ocean. Yet he appears with a force, by turns treacl1erous 

ancl tumultuous, which can only be resisted - as much 

rat;ionally as irrationally by tl1e evident monism that is 

ultimately summed up by grammar in the conjugation of 

the verb TO BE. 

DOCVJVIEN'I'S, 3, 1930. 'I'ransLa,ted from tlw French. by 

KrzysztojPijaUwwslti anrL 1\lli,chaeL TUchardson 
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DICTIONARY NOTES 
Places of Pilgrimage 

1 Chicago alone receives brief attention 

later in DOCUMEl\'TS, in Bataille's 

review of X ,\I arb the Spot ('Review 

of Publications', 7, 1930), 'a 

photographic history of the gangland 

wars of Chicago', although it is not 

announced in the context of a 'place 
of pilgrimage'. Immediately 

preceding his review are two 

photographs of New York 

skyscrapers, a fully intentional 

juxtaposition with the llnages of 

murder reproduced from X ,\{arb /he 
Spot. The public desire to see violent 

death, which 'overrides disgust or 

fear', is no less stupefying than the 

sight of the immoderate height of the 

skyscrapers. Awe, perhaps, at a 

tainted sublin1e is here the inverse of 

the idea of the modern pilgrimage 

represented by Holl)~vood, which also 

drew the eyes of the world but in 

anod1er way: 

2 J'vi. Leiris, 'De Bataille !'impossible a 
I' impossible "Documents"', in Critique, 
195-196, August-September 1963. 

The church of Saint-Sulpice in Paris 

is the centre of a district of shops 

selling catholic devotional objects and 

ICOllS. 

3 M. Leiris, ibid. 

4 The li.mction of these metal staffs is 

uncertain; they were placed outside 

the doors of the houses of rulers. 

5 Geru·ude Stein, quoted in E. Cowling, 

Picasso: Style and 1l1eaning, p. 466. 

6 J'vi. Douglas, 'Foreword: no free gifts', 

in M. J'vianss, Tlte Gifl, p. ix. 

Sacrifice 

I ]\of. Leiris, L'iige d'lwmme, pp. 58-59, 

translated by R. Howard as ,\{an/wod: 
a]ourm;yfrom Childhood to lite Fierce Order 
'![ Virili!J•, p. 53· I should like to thank 

The Leverhulme Trust for supporting 

the project of which tins short essay is 

apart. 

2 A 0. Letvin, Sacrijia in the Surrealist 
Novel: The Impact'![ Early Theories'![ 
Religion on the DejJiclion '![ Violence in 
Modern Fiction, pp. 75-77-

3 The complete list of borrm\~ngs is 

reproduced in G. Bataille, Oeuvres 
Completes, ){JI, pp. 551-621. This 

d1eoretical tntiectory was however 

complicated by !lis interest, at tl1e 

san1e tin1e, in existential 

phenomenology (especially Hegel) 

and in ]\-IaiXism. 

4 Reprinted in Oeuvres Complfles, I, 
pp. 258--270. 

5 Ibid., p. 270. 

6 Cited in Eli Lotar, p. 16. 

7 For a reading of the masochism of the 

text see D. Hollier, 'A !'en-tete 

d'Holopherne', in Les depossMfs, 
pp. 139-152. 

8 G. Agambcn, Homo Sacer: Sovereign 
Power and Bare Lift, especially 

pp. 75-80 and pp. 112-115. A very 

different philosophical appraisal is 

given by Dennis King Keenan, who 

suggests tlmt, while tl1e idea of 

sacrifice is marked by \·Vestern 

'econotnics, sexism, and Christo
centric evolutionism', Bataille's 

thinking belongs to a contemporary 

sacrificing of tl1esc very notions of 

sacrifice. See D. King Keenan, 

Tlte Qyestiou '![Sacrifice. 

Andre Masson 

I Andre ,Hasson. 
2 Andre 1l1asson, exhibition catalogue. 

3 Andre Alasson. 

Making Marks 

I For further discussion of Bataille and 

Luque! and the importance of 

'Prllnitive Art' see Rosalind K.rauss's 

entry '1930b' in H. Foster, R. Krauss, 

Y-A. Bois and B. Buchloh, Art Since 
1900, ,\Iodernism, Anlimodernism, 
Pos/modemism, pp. 245-248. 

2 J\J. Griaule, Sillwuet/es e/ Grqffili 
Af!yssins, 1930. 

3 G.H. Luque!, L'Art ella Religion des 
lmmmesfossils, and G.H. Luquet, 

Le Dessin E'!fontin. 
4 Translations fi·om M.-A. Caws (ed.), 

Surrealism, pp. 211--213. 

5 Ibid. 

6 J\•I. Surya, Georges Bataille, Au Intellectual 
BiograjJI!)\ pp. g~g. 

Ethiopia 

I M. Griaule, 'J\•Iytllcs, croyances et 

coutumes du Begamdcr (Abyssinie)', 

in]oumal asiatique, ccxn, 
Janumy-March 1928, p. 19. For 

Agnagnahou Engeda, see also J\•Iarcel 

Cohen's introduction to Griaule's 

edition of Le Livre de receltes d'un dab/ora 
af?yssiu, Institut d'etlmologie, Paris, 

1930, p. " Griaule refers to !lim 

('Agnagnahou Engeda, born in 

Mahdhara J\•Iaryam, Begamder') in 

'Disposition de !'assistance !'office 

abyssin', in]oumal de Ia sociite des 
Africanist~s, I\~ 1934, p. 274. 

2 1-I. Griaule, 'Peintures abyssines', in 

,\Iino/aure, 2, 1933, p. 85. 

3 M. Griaulc, 'Le Totem de !'aloes en 

Abyssinie', in Revue d'ellmographie et dts 
traditions pojmlaires, 1929, t. X, 

pp. 102-108, 109. 

4 Enc)'clopaedia Etiliopica, p. 138. Back in 

Ethiopia in 1935, Agnagnahou 

Engeda described himself as 'a 

disciple of the French impressionists' 

(L. Farago, Abyssinia on the cue, p. 1 14). 

Form 

I K. Nierendorf, 'Art Forms in Nature', 

hmoduction to K. Blossfeldt, Art 
Forms in.Na/ure, pp. VI-VII. 

Jacques-Andre Boiffard 

I J\•Iichel Leiris, inten~ew witl1 the 

author, Paris, 13June 1979. Desnos 
was the member of the 

DOClTh•IEl\'TS group who was most 

familim· \\~th fihn and photography 

(he had a collection of photographs 

by Atget and was one of tl1e first 

critics to write about his work). His 

reviews were collected in JVouvelle.s
Hebrides e/ autre text~s I922-I9JO. 

2 For an analysis of Boi!Iard's 

photogTaphs in .Niufja, see I. Walke1; 

Ci!J• Gorged willt Dreams: Surrealism and 
Documentary PilolograjJily in In/CJWar 
Pmis, pp. 48-67. 

3 One of tl1e men wearing a mask will 

later be identified as Pierre Frevert, 

but it's important for the original 

effect of the photogTaphs tlmt we 

don't know who tl1e models are, just 

as we don't know who d1e big toes 

belong to. 

4 In R. K.rauss and]. Livingston, 

L'Amour Fou: Plwtograpi!J• and Surrealism, 
p. 62, the nude photogTaph is 

reproduced tl1e otl1er way around (i.e. 

the way that it was probably taken). 

The woman is Renee Jacobi. 

5 Bataille wrote a short (but apparently 

unpublished) re,~ew of tins 

e:dlibition. Making exceptions for 

Atget and Man Ray, he e':presses his 

preference for 'inforn1ational 

photogTaphs or fihn-stills' and 

disn1isses the 'technical acrobatics' of 

art photography. He then corrects 

himself to make a further exception 

for an 'admirable photograph' by 

Boiffard- presumably this nude (see 

G. Bataille, Oeuvres ComjJ!i!tes, II, 
p. 122). 

6 For some of tl1ese images, see P. Sers 

(ed.), Atelier Man RaJ•, pp. 21-47. On 

r pp. 38--:19, howeve1; the photographs 

for Natfja and for 'Pygn1alion and the 

Sphinx' get completely muddled

interspersed with nllsrnatched 

captions. 

Omelettes 

I Ri'~ere is also renowned for 

launclling the concept of tl1e 

'econutseun1' now widespread across 

rural France. For fitrther information 

on Riviere, see N. Gorgus, I.e magicien 
des uitrines: Le museo/ogue Georges Henri 
Riviere, Maison des Sciences de 

!'Homme, Paris, 2003. 

Pablo Picasso 

I Le\~-Strauss wrote this essay for tl1e 

socialist Deputy Georges J\.fonnct; see 

D. Hollier, 'The Use-Value of the 

Impossible', in October, 6o, Spring, 

1992, pp. 3--24, 6, n. 11. 
2 A. Breton, 'Surrealism and Painting', 

in A. Breton, Surrealism and Painting, 
pp. 1-48. 

3 Y-A. Bois, 'Figure', in Y-A. Bois and 

R. Krauss, Formkss: A User's Guide, 
pp. 7g-86. 

4 La Revolution Jttnfaliste, 4, 15July 1925, 

p. 17. 
5 F Nietzsche, Bl!)·ond Good and Evil, 

pp. t8o-t8t. 

6 R. Kaufinann, 'Picasso's CrucifLx.ion 

of 1930', in TIICBurlington,\Jaga;;,ine, 
Vol. CXI, September 1969, 

pp. 553-561. 

Picasso (poem) 

I Us Cruches, 1neaningjugs, was also a 

contemporary idiom for stupid 

people. 

Apocalypse 

I On the llistory of the Bea/us Corpus see 

]. Williams, Tiw I/IIIS!Tated Beatus: A 
Corpus'![ Illustrations'![ the Commentary 
on the Apocabpse. 

Angels 

I An anonymous re\~ew published by 

N. Cunard in Negro: An Anthology. 
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Please note that not all of the following 

texts have been translated from French 

into English. For sources of translations, 

see 'Notes on Translations'. 
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DOCUMENTS I929 

I, I929 
Dr G. Contenau, Sun1erian art: 

Conventions Governing Sculpture 

Paul Pelliot, A Few Remarks on 

'Siberian' and Chinese Art 

Concerning tl1e Bronzes of the David 

\·Veill Collection 

Josef Strzygowski, 'Research on the 

Plastic Arts' and 'History of Art' 

Georges Bataille, The Academic Horse 

Carl Einstein, Logical Aphorisms 

Carl Einstein, Pablo Picasso: 1928 

Michel Leiris, Notes on Two 

Microcosmic Figures of tl1e 14th and 

15th centuries 

Chroniqne: 

Georges Lin1bour, Paul Klee 

Georges Henri Ri,~ere, Musee 

d'Ethnographie du Trocadero 

Jean Babelon, The Evangelistary of 

Saint-Lupici.n 

Hedwig Fechheime1; The Chinese 

Exhibition in Berlin 

Andre Schaeffner, Igor Stravinsk)\ a 

Li,~ng Musician 

English Supplement 

2,I929 
Jean Babelon, A J\ofacedonian Eldorado: 

5'" century BC 

Georges Bataille, The Apocalypse of 

Saint-Sever 

Jean-Baptiste Corot (1796--1875): Classic 

Compositions 

Carl Einstein, Andre J\.fasson, an 

Ethnological Study 

Hans Reichenbach, The Crisis 

Regarding the Law of Causation 

~·Iichel Leiris, In Connection \\~th the 

'J\ofusee des Sorciers' (Gallery of 
Sorcerers) 

Critical Dictionary: Georges Bataille, 

Architecture; Carl Einstein, 

Nightingale; Andre Schaeffner, 

J\•Iarcel Delannoy: Le Fou de Ia Dame 

(The Lady'sJester) 

English Supplement 

3,I929 
F Adama van Scheltema, The Discovery 

at Osebcrg 

Paul Rivet, A Stndy of Material 

Ci,~lizations; Ethnography, 

Archaeo!Og)\ Prehistory 

Engravings by Jacques Bellange 

Andre Schaelli1e1; Rossini's 'L'Italiana in 

Algeri' 

Emil \·Valdmann, 'King Roderick' by 

Eugene Dclacroix 

Carl Einstein, Notes on Cubism 

Georges Bataille, The Language of 

Flowers 

Chroniqne: 

Critical Dictionary: Carl Einstein, 

Absolute; Georges Bataille, 

Materialism; Michel Len·is, Metaphor 

----- - --- - ---- ---

---, 
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Eckehard Unge1; The Hittite Sphinx at 
the i\•Iuseum of Constantinople 

Biographical Dresses of Canada 
The Exhibition of French Painting at 

Fogg Art Museum, Harvard 
University, Can1bridge, 
i\bssachusetts 

A Few Painters at the Paul Rosenberg 
Gallery 

English Supplement 

lllustrations include paintings by Picasso, 
Braque, Leger. 

4>1929 
Erland Nordenskiold, The Load 

Carrying Balance and Scales in 
America 

A Few Sketches and Drawings by 
Georges Seurat 

C.T. Seltman, Primitive Marbles of the 
Cyclades 

Georges Bataille, Human Figure 
(translated as 'Human Countenance' 
in the English Supplement and 
'Human Face' in Enqclopmdia 
Acep!wlica) 

Carl Einstein, Engra,~ngs by Hercules 
Seghers 

i'vlicl1el Leiris, Alberto Giacometti 

Chronique: 

Dictionary: Georges Bataille, Black 
Birds; Man; Eye I) Robert Desnos, 
Image of the Eye 2) Georges Bataille, 
Cannibal Delicacy 3) !1-Iarcel Griaule, 
Evil Eye 4) The Eye in the French 
Academy 

Michel Leiris, Civilization 
Andre Schaeffi1e1; The 'Lew Leslie's 

Black Birds' at the Moulin Rouge 
Chronicle of Jazz 
Bauchant Exhibition at the Galerie 

Jeanne Bucher 
Carl Einstein, Saint Antony of Padua 

and the ChildJesus 
Benin Fetish Trees 
1\>Iademoiselle Lovzeski 

English Supplement 

lllustrations include paintings by Dali, 
Picasso; drawings by Grand\~e; 
photographs of Bessie Love, Adele 
Astai1; Mona Lee, the Blackbirds and 
Robin Album. 

5·1929 
Robert Desnos, The !I'Iystery of 

Abraham, d1eJew 
Wilhelm Kastner, A Gold and Silver 

Smith's ''Vorkshop at Essen in about 
A.D. woo 

Andre Schaeffner, i\1usical Instruments 
in an Ethnographic !I·Iuseum 

Drawings by Delacroi.x 
Georges Bataille, 'Round the ''Vorld in 

Eighty days' 

!l'lichel Leiris,Joan !l'fuo 
!lbrce!Jouhandeau, In Praise of 

Imprudence 

Chronique: 
Dictionary: Georges Bataille, Camel; 

Cults; Man; Georges Bataille, 
!l•lisfortune; Georges Bataille, Dust; 
Michel Leiris, Reptiles; !l'lichel Leiris, 
Talkie 

Georges Bataille, Places of Pilgrimage: 
Hollywood 

Notre-Dame-de-Liesse 
Carl Einstein, Exhibition II Sctlecenlo 

Italiano in Venice 
Irish Psalter fi"om Dover 
The Schlumberger Legacy to the 

Cabinet des Medailles 
Edmographic Publications 
Negro Shows in New York 

English Supplement 

lllustrations include paintings by 
l\>fu6 and Klee, and a number of 

Hollywood photographs. 

6,1929 
Carl Einstein, Recent Paintings of 

Georges Braquc 
Georges Bataille, The Big Toe 
Dr Henri !11artin, Solutrean Art in the 

Vallee du Roc (Charente) 
Some Unpublished Drawings by Ingres 
i\-Iarcel Griaule, Abyssinian Totemism 
The Treasure of Nagy-Szenti-Mickiosz 
Alejo Carpentier, Cuban !I'Iusic 

Chronique: 
Dictionary: Georges Bataille, Abattoir; 

Georges Bataille, Factory Chimney; 
Jacques Baron, Shellfish; 
!I•Ietamorphosis I) i\-Iarcel Griaule, 
Abyssinian Games 2) !l'lichel Leir·is, 
Beside Oneself 3) Georges Bataille, 
Wild Annuals 

Michel Leir·is, The Magic Island 
A. Eichhorn, The Death of a Tribe 
Jean Babelon, The Vases of Bouzom~lle 
i\'lichel Leiris, Hans Arp Exhibition 

(Galerie Goemans) 
Carl Einsteir1, Exhibition of Abstract Art 

in Zurich 
!l'lichel Leiris, Kalifala Sidibe Exhibition 

(Galerie Georges Bernheinl) 

English Supplement 

Illustrations include photographs by 
Boiffard and Lotar (abattoirs) and 
works by Arp. 

7>1929 
Andre Schaeflher, Igor Stravinsl-·y's 

Capriccio 
!l'lichel Leiris, A Paintir1g by Antoine 

Caron 
Roger Viu·ac, Gaston-Louis Roux 
Dr Pierre Menard, The Marquis de 

Sade's Handwriting 
Georges Bataille, The 'Lugubrious 

Gan1e' 

The Doors of San-Zeno at Verona 
Robert Desnos, Modern Imager)' 

Chronique: 

Dictionary: Spitde I) Marcel Griaule, 
Spitde-soul2) i\·lichel Leiris, Mouth 
Water; Michel Leiris, Debacle; 
Georges Bataille, Formless 

Georges Henri Ri\~ere, Si.x Eisenstein 
Conferences 

Georges Henri Riviere, About Abraham 
d1eJew 

Robert Desnos, The 'Advanced' Cinema 
!l'lichel Leir·is, Fox Mm~etone Follies of 

I929 
Carl Einstein, Exhibition of Modern 

Sculpture 

Exhibition of French Modern Painting 
of the !11useum of New York 

The Child of the Frog 
Novelties of d1e David-Weill Collection 
Carl Einsten1, Ekoi Ritual Dance Mask 
!I'Iosaics of the Thermes of Caracalla 

English Supplement 

lllustrations include photographs by 
Boiffard, sculptt1res by Laurens, 
Lipchitz, Brancusi, a stone 'found 
object' from Einsteir1's collection and 
Hollywood stills. 

DOCUMENTS 1930 

1,1930 
Georges Bataille, Base !I'Iaterialism and 

Gnosticism 

Marcel Griaule, Illustrated Legend of 
the Queen of Sheba 

Jacques Baron,Jacques Lipchitz 
Jituiro Nakaya, Neolithic Figurir1es from 

Japan 
Robert Desnos, Pygmalion and the 

Sphinx 

Chronique: 

Dictionary: Space 1) Georges Bataille, 
Questions of Propriety 2) Arnaud 
Dandieu, Foundings of the Duality of 
Space; !l'lichel Leiris, Hygiene 

Robert Desnos, Failure of the 
Unconscious 

1\>Iarcel Griaule, Gunshot 
1\>lichel Leiris, New Records 
Carl EiriStein, Bapir1di Masks 
Carl Eir1stein, Landscape by Lorenzetti 
Illustrated Covers of FanlomllS, Georges 

Henri Ri'~ere 
A Georges Henri Ri,~ere Conference at 

the Musee Guinlet 
Cezanne Exhibition (Gaiei·ie Pigalle), 

Carl Einstein 

Illustrations n1clude photographs by 
Boiffard and from the Keystone and 
Wide World agencies. 

2,1930 
!l'lichel Leir·is, Recent Picasso Canvases 
Rene Grousset, A Case of Regression 

Towards 'Barbarian' Arts: The 
Kafi1istan Statuary 

Georges Bataille, The Deviations of 
Nalul·e 

i\•Iarie Elbe, !I'Ianet and Contemporary 

Criticism 

PaulJacobsdlal, The Roquepertt1se 
Heads 

Georges Lirnbour, Aeschylus, Carnival 
and the Civilized 

Chronique: 
Dictionary: !l'lichel Leiris, Pensum; 

Marcel Griaule, Threshold; Carl 
Einstein, 'Vork 

Concernn1g the Galerie Pigalle 
Exhibition 

3·1930 
Homage to Picasso 
Robert Desnos, Hello !I>Ir Picasso 
Henri-Charles Puech, Picasso and 

Representation 
Roger Vitrac, Humorage to Picasso 
!l'lichel Leins, Picasso 
Leon Pierre-Quint, Doubt and 

Revelation n1 Picasso's ''Vork 
Georges !I'Ionnet, Picasso and Cubism 
Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes, Picasso 

Meteor 
Jacques Pre vert, Homage-Homage 
Carl Einstein, Picasso 

Andre Schaeffner, The Man with the 
Clarinet 

i\1arce!Jouhandeau, God-d1e-Father 
Jacques Baron, Fir·e 
Georges Bataille, Rotten Sun 

EugeneJolas, EugeneJolas ... 
Dr Rebe1; Doctor Reber ... 
!I'Ianrice Heine, !11aurice Heine .. . 
1\>Im·cel Mauss, !I'L !11arcel Mauss .. . 
Camille Mauclau; The Homage of 

M.Mauclair· ... 
Edouard Kasyade, Edouard Kasyade ... 
Georges Henri Ri,~ere, Georges Henri 

Ri'~ere 

Documentary Notice 
Official Opinions u1 Germany 

4·1930 
Leo Frobenius, Cave Dra\\~ngs in 

Southern Rhodesia 
Carl Einstein, Leger: Recent Works 
Henry-Charles Puech, The jails' of 

Jean-Baptiste Piranese 
Roger Herve, Human Sacrifices of 

Central America 
Georges Bataille, The Nickel-Plated Feet 

(Les Pieds Nicketes) 
Robert Desnos, The General Line 
George Pudelko, Etruscan Art 
Marie Elbe, The Courbet Scandal 

Chronique: 
Dictionary: Michel Leiris, Benga (Feral); 

Georges Bataille, Aesthete; Michel 
Leiris, Keaton (Buster); Marcel 
Griaule, Pottery 

Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes, 
Hallelujah!, Film by King Vidor 

Robert Desnos, Max Ernst's Hundred

Headless ''Voman 
Georges Henri Riviere, Religion and d1e 

'Folies-Bergeres' 
Carl Einsten1,Joan !l·fu6 (Papiers colles 

at the Galerie Pierre) 
Juan Gris Exhibition (Berlin, galerie 

Flechtheim) 

Carl Eil1stein, Exhibition of Collages 
(Galerie Goemans) 

Georgette Camille, Italian Art 
Exhibition n1 London 

Review of Publications 

5·1930 
PaulJamot, The Delacroix Exhibition 
Michel Leiris, Man and his Interior 
Carl Einstein,Juan Gris: New Text 
Juan Gris, Answer to all Inquiry 
Louis Clarke, Art of the Solomon 

Islands 

Raymond Queneau, 'Vhat a Life! 
London, 19II 

Georges Lin1bour, Andre Masson: The 
Universal Dismemberer 

Sacheverell Sitwell, !1-Iexican Baroque 

Chronique: 

Dictionary: Hello (Brothers); Georges 
Bataille, 1\>Iouth; Georges Bataille, 
Museum; Roger Gilbert-Lecomte, 
''Vhat Sima Sees and Does Today 
(Galerie Povolozky Exhibition) 

Germail1e Lesuem;Jean Hugo 
Exhibition (Galerie Vignon) 

Cubism Exhibition (Hauke GalleT)\ New 
York) 

Michel Leiris, Drawings, Gouaches and 
Watercolours by Picasso (GalerieJean 
Aron) 

!l'lichel Leiris, Theau-ical Folklore 

!l'lichel Leiris, 'Liza', Operetta by Louis 
Douglas 

'Green Pastures' 

Georges Henri Riviere, Cinema du 
Pantheon 

Musical Chronique: 

Georges Henri Riviere, Eddie South and 
his Alabamians 

Georges Henri Riviere, Hayman Swayze 
Plantation Orchestra 

Jacques Fra)\ 'Fl)~ng High' 
Igor Markevitch 
Re\~ew of Publications 

Illustrations include pam rings by Jean 
Hugo, Duchamp, Picasso and 
de Chll·ico. 

6,1930 
Emil Waldmann, The Schmitz 

Collection, French Art 
Dr Eckart von Sydow,Janus Masks fi·om 

the Cross-River (Cameroon) 
Georgette Camille, Piero di Cosimo 
Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes, Giorgio 

de Chirico 
Valentin Mueller, Greek Sculpture of 

i\fu10r Asia in the 6th centtny BC 
Dr Ralph von Koenigswald, Heads and 

Skulls (Ancestors' Skulls and War 
Trophies of Primitive People) 

Roger Vitrac, The Abduction of d1e 
Sabines 

Chronique: 

Dictionary: Michel Leiris, Angel; Marcel 
Griaule,Ju:Ju; Georges Bataille, Kali 

Jacque Fra)\ Duke Ellington 
Andre Schaeffner, Eddie South and his 

Singers 
Michel Leiris, The Costes-Bellonte 

movie 
Matisse-Braque-Picasso Exhibition 

(Berlin, Galerie Flechthein1) 
Georges Bataille, The Discoveries in 

Louristan 

Georges Henri Riviere, The Gallery of 
Li\~ng Art at New York University 

Re,~ew of Publications 

Illustrations n1clude works by Grandville, 
Gaston Louis Roux, !l·lir6, Picasso 
and !I'Iasson. 

7>1930 
E Adama Scheltema, The Sacred 

Femillli1e Centre 

Maria Accascu1a, The Pan1tll1gs of d1e 
Chiaramonte Palace in Palermo 

Georges Bataille, Primitive Art 
Georges Bataille,Joan !I>Iir6: Recent 

Paintings 
Michel Leiris, The Ethnographer's Eye 

(concernu1g the Dakar-Djibouti 
i\'lission) 

Henry-Charles Puech, The God Bes and 
Hellenistic Magic 

Clive Bell, Constable and French 
Painting 

Chronique: 
Dictionaf)'' 1\>lichel Leiris, Skyscraper; 

Zdenko Reich, Sun 
Re,~ew of Publications 
Pierre Bordessoul, Oriental Antiques 

Exhibition 
G. Reuse!, Leger Exhibition at the Paul 

Rosenberg GalleT)' 

Illusu·ations n1clude paintings by l\>fu6 

and Lege•: 

8, 1930 (published in 1931) 
Heuu·ich Ehl, The Birth Hour of 

Enropean Occidental Art 
Georges Bataille, Sacrificial Mutilation 

and Vincent van Gogh's Severed Ear 
Michel Leiris, The 'Caput Mortuum' or 

the Alchemist's Wife 

Jean Bourdeillette, Franz Xaver 
!I'Iesserschmidt 

Zdenko Reich, Pig Massacre 
Carl Einstein, Neolithic Childhood 
Erminnie A. Smith, An Iroquoian 

Legend: The Big Head 

Chronique: 
Varieties: Georges Bataille, The !I'Iodern 

Spir·it and the Play of Transpositions; 
Maurice Leenhardt, The Makishi 
Dance;Jacques Frevert, Can1i's 
Stories 

Illustrations nlclude photographs by 
Boiffard and from the Institt1te of 

!l·licrograph)\ and works by Arp. 
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NOTES ON TRANSlATIONS 
Translations li·om DOCUMEl'ffS 
within this book, unless the authors' own 

or newly translated in this volume, have 

been taken from the follm,~ng sources: 

English supplements, DOCUMENTS. 
Ociober, 36, Georges Balaille: Wrilings on 

Laughler, Sacrifice and Unknowing, The 
MIT Press, Cambridge, i'viA, Spring, 

1986. 
Ociober, 6o, The i\ollT Press, Cambridge, 

i\•IA, Spring, 1992. 
Ociober, 107, Carl Einstein: A Special Issue, 

The MIT Press, Cambridge, i\•IA, 
\Vinter, 2004. 

G. Bataille, The Absence qf 111y11t, Hfritings 
on Surrealism, edited, translated and 
introduced by i\•I. Richardson, Verso, 

London and New York, '994· 
G. Bataille, The Cradle qf Human if}\ 

Preltisloric Arl and Culture, edited and 
introduced by S. Kendall, translated 
by M. Kendall and S. Kendall, Zone 
Books, New York, 2005. 

A. Brotchie (ed.), Enqclopaedia Acepltalica, 
including translation of 
DOCUMENTS' Critical Dictionary 
and other texts, Atlas Press, London, 
1995· 

M.-A. Caws (ed.), Surrealism, Phaidon 
Press, London and New York, 2004. 

A. Stoekl (ed.), Georges Bataille, Visions qf 
Excess: Selecled Writings, 1927--:39, 
University of i\ofinnesota Press, 
i\•Iinneapolis, 1985. 

Texts from DOCUMENTS newly 
translated "~thin tins book have been 
reproduced "~tl1 pernlission from: 

©Editions Gallimard, Paris (Georges 
Bataille: Formless,Joan Mir6: Recent 
Paintings, Places of Pilgrimage: 
Hollywood, The Academic Horse, 
The Modern Spirit and the Play of 
Transpositions; Roger Vitrac: 
Humorage to Picasso;Jacques Baron: 
Fire: For Pablo Picasso) 

Andre Dimanche (Carl Einstein: Andre 
Masson, an Etlmological Study) 

Jacques Fraenkel (Robert Desnos: Max 
Ernst's Hundred-Headless \Voman) 

JeanJamin (Michel Leiris: Alberto 
Giacometti, Picasso (poem)) 

EXHIBITION CATAlOGUES 
Andre ,1Jasson, Galerie Simon, Paris, 1929. 
Eli l.oiar, Musee national d'art 

moderneiCentre Georges Pompidou, 

Paris, '993· 
Fotogr'!fia Publica I P/wtograjJh)' in Print, 

i\ofuseo Nacional Centro de Arte 

Reina Sofia, Aldeasa, Madrid, I999· 
G. Balaille, Une autre ltisloire de l'rril, Musee 

de I' Abbaye Sainte-Croi.x, les Sables 
d'Olonne, 1991. 

Images de /'Africain de /'Anliquilf au XXe 
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Staatliche i\•Iuseen zu Berlin, Stiftung 
PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, 
Ethnologisches Museum 

mc9954 
Photo: Martin Franken 

47 
Al1on, Nigeria: Benin 
Osun Stqff, c.1g" C. 
Iron 

"3·5 X 15 X 7.8 
Department of Afi·ica, Oceania and d1e 
Americas, The British Museum 

Afl979 !.4477 

48 (p. 20!) 

Anon, Nigeria: Cross River Region 
Janus ;\1ask, late rg"- early 20" C. 
'-\'ood, skin, metal, hair 

39 X 26 X 37 
Department of Africa, Oceania and the 
Americas, The British Museum. 

Acquired by H. Charles, '9" 
BM Af 19II, rm6.r 
Photo: ©Copyright d1e Trustees of The 
British i\•Iuseum 
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49 (p. 75) 
Anon, Nigeria: Cross River Region, 
Ejagham or Anyang 
]anus-foced, Skin-covered Helmet 1l1a.rk, late 
•g•c. 
'Vood, leather, metal 

Il5 X 41 X 45 
Museum fiir Volkerkunde Hamburg 
s6B:o6 
Photo: © l'vfuseum for Volkerkunde 
Hamburg; Brigitte Saal 

so (p. 20!) 

Anon, Nigeria: Ngbe society 
1lfask, rg"- early 20"' C. 
'Vood, animal skln, bone, metal, hair 

35 X 37 
Staatliche J'vfuseen zu Berlin, Stiftung 
PreuBischer Kulnn·besitz, 
Etlmologisches J\•fuseum 
IDC2oo86 
Photo: Martin Franken 

51 (p. 128) 
Anon, Nortlr America: Blackfoot 
Robe, Dress (with Painted Figum), 182o--65 
Skln (buffalo), sinew 
220 X 75 
Deparm1ent of Afi·ica, Oceania and the 
An1ericas, The British J\•fuseum. 
Acquired r868 
mviAMgr7 
Photo: © Copyright the Trustees of The 
British Museum 

52 (p. 88) 
Anon, Roman Egypt 
Bes Pantheistic, 1l1agica/ Amulet, 3"'- 4" C. 
Onyx 
2 (b) 
Bibliotl1eque nationale de France, 
Departement des J'vfonnaies, medailles et 
antiques 
M66oo 

53 (p. 88) 
Anon, Roman Egypt 
Cock-headed Anguipede, 1l1agical Amulet, 3"'-
4"C. 
Red jasper 
r.s(h) 
Bibliotheque nationale de France, 
Departement des J\·fonnaies, medailles et 
antiques 

M8oo3 

54 
Anon, Roman Egypt 
Gods with Duck Heads, 1l1agica/ Engraved 
Gem or ~11agical Amulet', 3"'- 4" C. 
Chalcedony 
2.7 (b) 
Bibliotheque nationale de France, 
Departement des J\•fonnaies, medailles et 
antiques 
Intaille 2r8oc 

55 (p. 88) 
Anon, Roman Egypt 
Headless God, 1l1agica/ Amulet, 3"'- 4 • C. 
Lapis lazuli 
2.5Q1) 
Bibliod1eque nationale de France, 
Departement des !vlonnaies, medailles et 
antiques 
Intaille 2170 

s6 (p. 149) 
Anon, Sudan: Bahr el-Ghazal region 
H0oden Slit Drum, late rg" C. 
'·\'ood 
271 x Box 6o 
Deparl111ent of Africa, Oceania and tl1e 
Americas, The British :Museum 

mvfAf 1937, II08.I 
Photo: © Copyright the Trustees of The 
British Museum 

57 
Anon, Transylvania: Celtic 
Imitation'![ a 1l1acedonian Tetradradmw, 
4"C.BC 
Silver (coin) 

H(w) 
Bibliotheque nationale de France, 
Departement des J\•fonnaies, medailles et 
antiques 

BnF9613 

58 (p. '53) 
Hans Arp (r886-r966) 
Tlle Lips (Les llvm), 1926 
Painted cardboard relief 

40 X42·5 
Sammlung des Landes Rheinland-Pfalz 
fiir das Arp J\•fuseum 
Rau87 
©DACS2oo6 
Photo: © Nic Tenwiggenhorn 

59 (p. 154) 
HansArp 
Head (Tete), 1929 
Painted wood relief 

67 x 56.5 
Private collection 

Rau179 
©DACS2oo6 

6o (p. '57) 
HansArp 

Le'!f (Feuille), 1929 
Sn·ing relief 

73 X 59·7 
STIFTUNG HA.J.'\TS ARP und SOPHIE 
TAEUBER-ARP e.\~, Rolandseck 
Raur82 
©DACS2oo6 
Photo: Wolfgang Morell 

61 (p. •s6) 
HansArp 
Leaves and Navels (Feuilles et nombril.s), 1929 
Oil and cord on canvas 

35 X 27.3 
The J'vfuseum of Modern Art, New 
York, Purchase, 1940 

!647·'940 
©DACS2oo6 
Photo: © 2006. Digital image, The 
Museum of J\ofodern Art, New York i 
Scala, Florence 

62 (p. '53) 
HansArp 
,J1oustadw-Head and Bollles (Tete-moustache 
et bouteilles}, 1929 
Relief, oil on wood 
Box roox3 
Centre Pompidou, Paris. ]\-fusee national 
d'art moderne- Cenn·e de creation 
industrielle 

AMI370S 
©DACS2oo6 
Photo: CNACIMNAM Dist. RMN
©Jacques Faujour 

63 (p. '55) 
HansArp 
Leaves IV (Feuilles IT), 1930 
Relief, painted wood 

19X34 
STIFTUNG HA.J.'\TS ARP und SOPHIE 
TAEUBER-ARP e. \C, Rolandseck 
Rau209 
©DACS2oo6 
Photo: Wolfgang Morell 

64 (pp. 131-I33) 
Georges Bataille (1897-1962) 
Untitled Drawings for Vitreous Sun (Solei/ 
Vitrti),n.d.: 
a-<:: Conte crayon and g1·aphite on buff 
paper 
29.2 x 22.2 each 
SC6o8.r966. 1, 2, 3 
d-e: Conte crayon on coloured paper 
29.2 x 22.2 each 
SC6o8.1966. 4, 5 
f: Conte crayon and coloured pencil on 
buff paper 
29.2 X 22.2 
SC6o8.r966. 6 
g: Crayon and ink on paper on lined 
notebook paper 

22.5 X 17·5 
SC6o8.rg66. 7 
h-j: Ink on lined notebook paper 

22.5 x '7·5 each 
SC6o8.r966. 8, ro, 12 
k-1: Ink on lined notebook paper 
22.9 x 17.8 each 
SC6o8.tg66. g, u 
The J\•fuseum of !vlodern Art, New 
York. Tranferred to the Dra\\~ngs 
Collection from the Eluard Dausse 
Collection, The Museum of Modern Art 
Library 
Photos: © 2006. Digital image, The 
J\•luseum of J\•lodern Art, New York I 
Scala, Florence 

65 (p. go) 
Georges Bataille 
,J{anusaipt '![the article in DOCUMENTS, 
4, 1929, 'Human Figure', on the batk '![ 
libraiJ' stationi'IJ', 1929 
J\ofanuscript 
23.8 x r6 
Bibliotheque nationale de France. 
Departement des Manuscrits, fonds 
Georges Bataille, Boite 6 B (b) 

66 
Georges Bataille 
Manuscript'![ the article in DOCUMENTS, 
2,1930, 'TheDeviations'!f.Nature', 1929 
J\ofanuscript 
22 X q.B 
Bibliotheque nationale de France. 
Departement des J\ofanuscrits, fonds 
Georges Bataille, Boite 6 B (n) 

67 (p. 171) 
Karl Blossfeldt 
Bl)·onia alba (T+'hite BI)'O'!J~, 1915--25 
Silver gelatin print 

29-7 X 23-7 
© Karl Blossfeldt Archiv- Ann and 
Jtirgen Wilde, Ztilpich 

68 (p. 170) 
Karl Blossfeldt (1865-1932) 
Dl)•opterisjilix mas (Common 1l1ale Fern), 

1915--25 
Silver gelatin print 

29·7 X 23} 
©Karl Blossfeldt Archiv- Ann and 
Jtirgen Wilde, Ztilpich 

6g (p. 171) 
Karl Blossfeldt 
Azofil!tfvidalii (Belle-jlower), 1915-28 
Silver gelatin print 

29.9 X 23.6 
© Karl Blossfeldt Archiv- Ann and 
Jtirgen Wilde, Zlilpich 

70 (p. '72) 
Karl Blossfeldt 
Equisetum hiemale (Rough Horsetail), 
1915--28 
Silver gelatin print 

29.7 X 23.7 
©Karl Blossfeldt Archiv- Ann and 
Jlirgen Wilde, Ztilpich 

71 (p. 173) 
Karl Blossfeldt 
Hordeum di.sticlmm (Barf'!)~, 1915--28 
Silver gelatin print 

29.8 X 23.8 
© Karl Blossfeldt Archiv- Ann and 
Jtirgen Wilde, Ztilpich 

q; 

72 (p. 176) 
Jacques-Andre Boift'lrd (r9o3--6r) 
Big Toe, Jo-lear-0/d Male Subject (Gras 
Orteil, S1yet ,l{asculinJD ans), 1929 
Silver gelatin print 

31 X 23·9 
Centre Pompidou, Paris. Musee national 
d'art tnoderne- Centre de creation 

indusn·ielle. Gift of Mme Denise 
Boi!Iard (Paris) in rg86 
AM19B5-123 
Photo: CNAC/MNAMDist. RMN
©Bertrand Prevost 

73 (p. 178) 
Jacques-Andre Boi!Iard 
Bmeath the 1l1ask, Pierre Privert (Suus le 
masque, Pierre Primt), 1930 
Silver gelatin print 
224 x r6.8 
Centre Pompidou, Paris. ]\·fusee national 
d'art moderne- Centre de creation 
industrielle. Purchased from i'vlme 
Denise Boiffard (Paris) in rg84 
AM1984-148 
Photo: CNACIMNAM Dist. RMN
© Philippe Migeat 

74 (p. 178) 
Jacques-Andre Boi!Iard 
Bmeath the Jl1a.rk, Pierre Privert (Suus le 
masque, Pierre Privert), 1930 
Silver gelatin print 

29 X 21.7 
Cenn·e Pompidou, Paris. Musee national 
d'art lllOderne- Centre de creation 

industrielle. Gift of Mme Denise 
Boi!Iard (Paris) in rg86 
AM rg84-u9 
Photo: CNACIMNAM Dist. RMN
©Philippe Migeat 

75 (p. 179) 
Jacques-Andre Boiffard 
Cam iva/ 1Hask (1l1asque de camaval), 1930 
Silver gelatin print 
28.2 X 21.] 
Cenn·e Pompidou, Paris. Musee national 
d'art moderne- Centre de creation 
industrielle. Gift of Mme Denise 
Boillard (Paris) in rg86 
AMr985-u8 
Photo: CNAC/MNAM Dist. RMN
© Philippe Migeat 

76 (p. r8o) 
Jacques-Andre Boi!Iard 
Dijense }{ationale 1l1onument by A. Bartholdi, 
Porte des Ternes, Paris, c.rg3o 
Silver gelatin print 

30·5 X 24 
Centre Pompidou, Paris. ]\·fusee national 
d'art moderne- Centre de creation 
indusn·ielle. Gill: in 2003 
AM2003-226 
Photo: CNACIMJ.'\TAM Dist. RMN
© Georges Megnerditchian 

77 (p. rBr) 
Jacques-r\.ndre Boiffard 
Renee Jacobi, 1930 
Silver gelatin print 
23.8 X 18.8 
Centre Pompidou, Paris. J\olusee national 
d'art moderne- Cenn·e de creation 
indusn·ielle. Purchased from Mme 
Denise Boi!Iard (Paris) in 1984 
AMr984-152 
Photo: CNAC/MNAM Dist. RMN
© Georges !odeg>Ierditchian 

78 (p. '77) 
Jacques-Andre Boi!Iard 
Untitled (Sans titre), 1930 
Silver gelatin print 
22.7 X 16.9 
Centre Pompidou, Paris. J\•lusee national 
d'art moderne- Cenn·e de creation 
industrielle. Purchased from J\ofme 
Denise Boillard (Paris) in 1984 
Ai'vl 1985-154 
Photo: CNAC/MNAMDist. RMN
©Philippe Migeat 

79 (p. 202) 
Jacques-Andre Boi!Iard 
Untitled (Sans titre), 1932--:33 
Silver gelatin print 
24X 18 
Cenn·e Pompidon, Paris. ]\·fusee national 
d'art moderne- Centre de creation 
i11dustrielle. Purchased from!vlme 
Boiffard (Paris) in 1984 
AM1984-145 
Photo: CNAC/MNAM Dist. RMN
©Philippe Migcat 

So (p. rs8) 
Constantin Brancusi (r876-1957) 
Prometheus, 19II 
White marble 

13.7 X 17.8 X 13.7 
Philadelphia Museum of Art: The 
Louise and '·\'alter Arens berg Collection, 
1950 
1950-134-5 
© ADAGP, Paris and DACS, London 
2006 
Photo: Graydon 'o\'ood, 1988 

BI (p. 159) 
Constantin Brancusi 

H0od Pff!iect or Pronwtlieus (Pnyet bois ou 
Prmnithie), c.19II 
Silver gelatin print 
26.9 X 15.2 
Centre Pompidou, Paris. J\•lusee national 
d'art moderne- Centre de creation 
industrielle. Gift of Constantin Brancusi 

in 1957 
AM4002-7o8 
© ADAGP, Paris and DACS, London 
2006 
Photo: CNACIMNAM Dist. RMN
©Adam Rzepka 

82 
Constantin Brancusi 

Stool (Tobouret}, 1930 
Oak plinth 

5s.5 x 26.5 x 29 
Cenn·e Pompidou, Paris. ]\•fusee national 
d'art moderne- Centre de creation 
industrielle. Gift of Constantin Brancusi 

in '957 
AM4002-157 

83 (p. 79) 
Giorgio de Chirico (rBBB-1978) 
The Evil Genius'![ a King (Le mauvai.s genie 
d'un roi), 1914-15 
Oil on canvas 

61 X 50.2 
The Museum of J\olodern Art, New 
York, Purchase, 1936 

I12.1936 
©DACS2oo6 
Photo: © 2006. Digital image, The 
J\•luseum of Modern Art, New York I 
Scala, Florence 

84 (p. g6) 
Salvador Dali (1904--89) 
Female Bathers (Baigneuses), 1928 
Oil, sand and gravel on panel 

52 X 72 
Salvador Dali J\•luseum, St Petersburg, 
Florida 
© Salvador Dali, Gala- Salvador Dali 
Foundation, DACS, London 2oo6 
Photo: © 2005 Salvador Dali Museum, 
Inc. 
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85 
Mac'< Ernst (r89r-rg76) 
Tlle Hundlfd-Headless H0man (La Femme 
100 lites), 1930 
6 original coUages (cut and pasted 
engravings on cardboard) 
a (p. 207): 
The Landscape Changes Three Times (II) 
(Le jJO)'Sage change tmi.s Jois (II)) 
Chapter 1, plate 6 
IO X I<j..6 

AM 1999-3(5) 
b(p. 2o6): 
In DO)•time, Angelic Caresses Flee to Secret 
Regions, }ieighbouring tlw Poles (Pendantle 
jour, les caresses angiliques se retirent dans les 
1igions secretes, voisines des poles) 
Chapter 2, plate 28 

rBx '5·4 
AM •ggg-3(ro) 
c (p. 204): 
Could this ,Uonl;ey be Catholic, Perhaps? 
(Ce singe, sera it-if catlwlique, par ha.rard?) 

Chapter 2, plate 33 
20.7 X 22 
AM rggg-3(11) 
d(p. 207): 
Hf Can See 1Hore than One Law)'er Dash Past 
Letting his T0ice Drop to Time (On voitfiler 
plus d'un nota ire laissanttomber sa voix I'll 
cadence) 
Chapter 3, plate 4 
12 X I<J..5 
AM 1999-3(13) 
e (p. 205): 
The Third 1l1ouse Seated, One Can See the 
Bot[y '![a Legendal)' Adult Fly (La troisiinw 
souris a.rsise, on vail voter le corps d'une adulte 
ligendaire) 
Chapter 3, plate 42 
14-3 X 17 
AM 1999-3(14) 
f (p. 2o6): 
Physical Training or the Death'![ )'OUr Choice 
(Cullum ph)'Sique ou Ia mort qu'il vous plaira) 
Chapter 3, plate 48 
11.2 X 8.2 

AM 1999-3(rs) 
Cenn·e Pompidou, Paris. ]\·fusee national 
d'artmoderne- Cenn·e de creation 
indusn·ielle. Gift of Carlo Perrone 
(Fontainebleau) in rggg 
© ADAGP, Paris and DACS, London 
2006 
Photos: CNA.C/MNAM Dist. RM1'\f, 
©Jacques Faujour 

86 (p. r6o) 
Alberto Giacometti (rgor--66) 
Sketches on DOCUJHE.NTS, 4, 1929. Oval 
Lamp, ~Han, H0man and Child' Viuiation, 
Candlestick (Applique ovate, variations 
'Homme,jl'lllme et enfont', bougeoir), 1928 
Crayon on paper 
27.5 X 22.5 
Fondation Alberto et Annette 
Giacometti 
FAAG rgg+-3462 
© ADAGP, Paris and DACS, London 
2006 
Photo: Marc Domage I © Fondation 
Alberto et Annette Giacometti 
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87 (p. 161) 
Alberto Giacometti 
1\1an and Woman (Homme et Femme), 
1928-29 
Bronze 

40 x 40 x 16.5 
Cenn·e Pompidou, Paris. J\•fusee national 
d'art moderne- Centre de creation 

industrielle. Donated in 1984 

Ai'vf1984 -355 
© ADAGP, Paris and DACS, London 
2006 
Photo: CNACIMNAM Dist. RMN
© Droits resenrfs 

8B (p. 162) 
Alberto Giacometti 

Gazing Head (Tete qui regarde), 1929 
Plaster 

40 X 36.4 X 6.5 
Fondation Alberto et Annette 
Giacometti 

FAAG 1994-0439 
© ADAGP, Paris and DACS, London 
2006 
Photo: Marc Damage I © Fondation 
Alberto et Annette Giacometti 

89 (p. 160) 
Alberto Giacometti 
Reclining H'oman who Dreams (Femme couchie 
qui reve), 1929 
Bronze, painted white 

23.7 X 42.6 X 13.6 
Fondation Alberto et Annette 
Giacometti 
© ADAGP, Paris and DACS, London 
2006 
Photo: © Fondation Alberto et Annette 
Giacometti 

go (p. 199) 
Juan Gris (1887-1927) 
The Smoker (L£ Fumeur), 1913 
Oil on canvas 

73 X 54 
i'duseo Thyssen-Bornemisza, J\.fad1id 

197B.19 (567) 
Photo:© J\•fuseo Thyssen-Bornemisza, 
Madrid 

91 (p. 1B6) 
Daniel Le Bossu (d.167B), based on initial 
dra\\~ngs by Ame Bourdon 

(c.1636l38-1706) 
J\~wAnatomica/ Tables (Plate I) (Nouvelles 
Tables Anatomiques- Table Premiere), 1678 
Etching \\~th burin on copper 
roB x 81 
Bibliotheque nationale de France. 
Departement des Estampes 

AAsLeBossu 

92 
Daniel Le Bossu, based on initial 
drm,~ngs by Ame Bourdon 
New Anatomical Tables (Plate 6) (J>fouvelles 
Tables Anatomiques- Table Six), 1678 
Etching \\~th burin on copper 
roB x 81 
Bibliotheque nationale de France. 
Departement des Estampes 

AAsLeBossu 

93 
Alphonse Liebert (1827-1914) 
Vidor Capoul, 1B77 
Albumen print on card 

16.3 X ro.7 
Bibliotheque nationale de France. 
Departement des Estampes et de Ia 
Photographic 

Na25o+ 

94 (p. 165) 
Jacques Lipchitz (1891-1973) 
Sculpture, 1915 
Bronze 

93·7 X 22 X 18.5 
Marlborough International Fine AI·t 

95 (p. 165) 
Jacques Lipchitz 
Standing Figure (Personnage Dehout), 1916 
Bronze 

ro4.B X 22 X 17 
~darlborough International Fine Art 

g6 (p. 166) 

Jacques Lipchitz 
1\1usica/ Instruments (Instruments de 1\1usique), 

1925 
Bronze 

85·5 X 70 X 41 
Marlborough International Fine Art 

97 (p. 82) 
Eli Lotar (1905-69) 
Andre Breton, c. 1927 
Silver gelatin print 

9·3 X 7·9 
Cenn·e Pompidou, Paris. ~vlusee national 
d'art moderne- Cenn·e de creation 

indnsnielle 

TEX 1995-roB(2) 
© M. et MmeJean-Pierre Marchand 
Photo: CNACIMNAM Dist. RMN
© Droits reserves 

gB (p. 82) 
EliLotar 
Hair and Crown rifT/wrns (Cheveux et 
couronne d'epines), c.1927 
Negative: silver gelatin bromide on glass 

9x6 
Centre Pompidou, Paris. ~vlusee national 
d'art moderne- Cenn·e de creation 

industrielle 

TEX 199yroB(1) 
© M. et l\•fmeJean-Pierre Marchand 
Photo: CNACIMNAM Dist. RMN
© Droits reserves 

99 
EliLotar 
La Villette Aballoir (Aux aballoirs de Ia 
Vil/elle), 1929 
Silver gelatin prints 

a (p. ro7): 
32 X 25 
TEX 1995-99 (1) 
b (p. no): 

6.5 X 9 
TEX 1995-99 (4) 
c (p. ro9): 

25 X 32 
TEX 1995-99 (5) 
d (p. Il2): 

25 X 32 
TEX 1995-99 (6) 
e (p. 1ro): 
25 X 33 
TEX 1995-99 (7) 
f (p. m): 

6.5 x 9 
TEX 1995-99 (12) 
g(p. roB): 

9 x 6.5 
TEX 1995-99 (13) 
h (p. m): 

6.5 X 9 
TEX 1995-99 (2B) 
Centre Pompidou, Paris. l\•fusee national 
d'art moderne- Centre de creation 
industrielle 

© M. et MmeJean-Pierre Marchand 
Photos: CNACIMNAM Dist. RMN

©Jacques Fatuour 

100 (p. 204) 
Man Ra)\ attributed to (1890-1977) 
Portrait 'If Robert Desnos, n.d. 
Photograph 

'7.1 X 12.3 
Bibliotheque litteraireJacques Doucet 
DSN 5BB 

101 (p. 123) 
Andre Masson (1896-1987) 
The H'l"ng (L'aile), 1925 
Oil on canvas 

55 X 38 
Staatliche l\ofuseen zu Berlin, 
Nationalgalerie 

B229 
© ADAGP, Paris and DACS, London 
2006 

102 (p. 125) 
Andre Masson 
The Dead Horses (l.es Chevaux Alorts), 1927 
Oil and sand on canvas 

46 X 55 
Centre Pompidou, Paris. Musee national 
d'art moderne- Centre de creation 
industrielle. Gift of Michel and Helene 
Maurice-Bokanovski (Paris) in 19B3 

AM1983-326 
© ADAGP, Paris and DACS, London 
2006 
Photo: CNACIMNAM Dist. RMN
© Droits reserves 

103 (p. 124) 
AI1dre l\ofasson 
The Drop'!! Blood (La Gou//e de Sang), 1927 
Oil on canvas 

27 X 35 
Private collection, Paris 

© ADAGP, Paris and DACS, London 

2006 

104 (pp. 120-121) 
Andre Masson 
Tire Horse Butcher (L'Equarisseur), 1928 
Oil on canvas 

73·5 X 92.5 
Hamburger Kunsthalle, Dauerleihgabe 
der Stiftnng zur Fi:irderung der 
Hamburgischen Kunstsammlungen 

5207 
© ADAGP, Paris and DACS, London 

2006 
Photo: Elke Walford© Hamburger 
Kunsthalle I bpk 

105 (p. 122) 
Andre Masson 

Abattoir, 1930 
Oil on canvas 

65.5 x 81 
Private collection, Paris 
© ADAGP, Paris and DACS, London 

2006 

106 (p. 126) 
Lili Masson (b.1920) 
Poor Girrif/e (Pauvre Girrifle), 1930 

''Vatercolour 

23.8 X 31.6 
Private collection, Paris 

© ADAGP, Paris and DACS, London 

2006 .. -.• 

107 (p. '35) 
Joan Mir6 (1893-1983) 
Painting-Poem (Music- Seine-Michel, 
Bataille and I) (Peinture-pohne (1\ofusique Seine, 
Michel, Bataille et moi)), 1927 
Oil on canvas 

Bo.B x roo 
Kunsnnuseum ,,Vinterthur. Permanent 

loan of the Volkart Foundation, 1969 
© Succession l\•Iim, DACS, 2006 

10B (p. 138) 
JoanMir6 
Composition, 1930 
Oil on canvas 

230.2 X 165.2 
Musee de Grenoble. Gift of the gallery 

Pierre Loeb in 1934 
MG2762 
© Succession ~vliro, DACS, 2006 
Photo: © i\ofusee de Grenoble 

109 (p. 137) 
JoanMir6 
Painting (Peinture), 1930 
Oil on canvas 

155 X 230 
Centre Pompidou, Paris. l\•fusee national 
d'art Inoderne- Centre de creation 

industrielle. Gift of Pierre Loeb (Paris) in 

1949 (on permanent loan to l\•fusee 
Cantini, Marseille) 

AM2853P 
© Succession Mira, DACS, 2006 

110 (p. 139) 
JoanMir6 
Painting (Peinture), 1930 
Oil on canvas 

235 X 155 
Courtesy Galerie Gmurzynska 
© Succession J\fuo, DACS, 2006 

III {p. 183) 
Atelier Nadar: Felix Nadar (Gaspard 
Felix Tournachon) (182o-19ro) and Paul 

Nadar (I856-1939) 
Board Containing If Plwtographsfrom 8528h 
to 8540b (including 2 portraits 'If Mademoiselle 
Lovzeski), n.d. 
Albumen prints on card 

72.5 X 55·5 
Bibliotheque nationale de France. 
Dcpartement des Estampes et de Ia 
Photographic 

Na 238, Rec 23, Ft 4 

II2 {p. 193) 
Atelier Nadar: Felix Nadar (Gaspard 
Felix Tournachon) and Paul Nadar 
Board Containing I6 Plwtograplufrom 2624 to 
2633 (including 8 portraits 'If Helene Petit), 
n.d. 
Albumen prints on card 

72 X53·5 
Bibliothcque nationale de France. 
Departement des Estampes et de Ia 
Photographic 
Na 238, Rec 8, Fq 

I 13 {p. 192) 
Atelier Nadar: Felix Nadar (Gaspard 
Felix Tournachon) and Paul Nadar 
Board Containing I6 Plwtograplufrom 20435 
to 20415b (including portraits 'If Mounet 
Sullj~,n.d. 

Albumen prints on card 

72 X 53·5 
Bibliotheque nationale de France. 
Departement des Estampes et de Ia 
Photographic 
Na 238, Rec 8, Fq 

114 (p. 191) 
Atelier Nadar: Felix Nadar (Gaspard 
Felix Tournachon) and Paul Nadar 

Clio de Merode, n.d. 
Photogravure on board 

26.5 x 20 (board: 49 x 31) 
Bibliotheque nationale de France. 
Departement des Estampes et de Ia 
Photographic 
Eo JI2b (boite 7). Fol. 

u5 (p. 182) 
Atelier Nadar: FelixNadar (Gaspard 
Felix Tournachon) and Paul Nadar 
1\1ademoiselle Lnvzeski, n.d. 
Silver gelatin print 

16.5 xu 
Bibliotl1eque nationale de France. 
Departement des Estampes et de Ia 
Photographic 

Eo4 NADAR (boite 4) 

II6 {p. 230) 
Atelier Nadar: Felix Nadar (Gaspard 
Felix Tournachon) and Paul Nadar 
1\1ademoisel/e Boroni, 1876 
Albumen-print on card 

16.7 x ro.7 
Bibliotheque nationale de France. 
Departement des Estampes et de Ia 
Photographic 

Eo4 NADAR (boite 4) 

II7 
Atelier Nadar: Felix Nadar (Gaspard 
Felix Tournachon) and Paul Nadar 
1\1ademoiselle Garbagnati, 1B76 
Albumen print on card 

16.3 X ro.B 
Bibliotheque nationale de France. 
Departement des Estampes et de Ia 

Photographic 
Eo4 NADAR (boite 4) 
(not in exhibition) 

u8 
Atelier Nadar: Felix Nadar (Gaspard 
Felix Tournachon) and Paul Nadar 
liontine-Pauline-]eanne Sa mary in the Role 'If 
Night in ~mphitryon' with Edmond Got, 1877 
Albumen print on card 

17 X II 

Bibliotheque nationale de France. 
Departement des Estampes et de Ia 

Photographic 
Eo4 NADAR (boite 4) 

Il9 
Atelier Nadar: FelixNadar (Gaspard 
Felix Tournachon) and Paul Nadar 

:(pima B01!1Jard, 1877 
Albumen print on card 

16.5 x w.B 
Bibliotheque nationale de France. 
Departement des Estampes et de Ia 
Photographic 

Eo4 NADAR (boite 4) 

120 
Atelier Nadar: Felix Nadar (Gaspard 
Felix Tournachon) and PaulNadar 
111ounet-Sul[y (/.1wwn as Jean Sul[y 1\founet) in 

Amphit':yon, 1900 
Albumen print on card 
16.2 x JI 
Bibliotheque nationale de France. 
Departement des Estampes et de Ia 
Photographic 
Eo4 NADAR (boite 2) 

121 (p. 169) 
Jean Painleve (190z-89) 
I.abster Claw, Port-Blanc, Britam!J' (Pince de 
lwmard, Port-Blanc, Bretagne), c. 1929 
Silver gelatin print on cardboard 

62.7 X 50.4 
Les documents cinematographiques 
© Les documents cinematographiques 

122 {p. 167) 
Jean Painleve 
Spider (Araignie), c.1929 
Silver gelatin print 

38 X 28 
Les documents cinematographiques 
© Les documents cinematographiques 

123 {p. 168) 
Jean Painleve 
Rostmm on ShrimjJ Nose (Rostre sur le nez de Ia 
crevelle}, c.1930 
Silver gelatin print 

24 x 18.5 
Les documents cinematographiques 
© Les documents cinematographiques 

124(p. 168) 
Jean Painleve 
Untitled (Sans titre), c.1931 
Silver gelatin print 

26.2 X 36.3 
The l\•fuseum of l\ofodern Ait, New 
York. Thomas Walter Collection 

Purchase 1772.2001 
© Les documents cinematographiques 

125 (p. J68) 
Jean Painleve 
Untitled (Sans titre), c.1931 
Silver gelatin print 

26.5 X 36-4 
The J\•fuseum of l\•Iodern Art, New 
York. Thomas ''Valter Collection 

Purchase 1773.2001 
© Les documents cinematographiques 

126 (p. 225) 
Pablo Picasso (188I-1973) 

Head (Tete), 1914 
Charcoal and pasted paper on 

cardboard 

41 X 32 
Scottish National Gallery of Modern 
Art, SNGMA, Edinburgh · 

GMA3B9o 
© Succession Picasso, DACS 2oo6 

127 (p. 76) 
Pablo Picasso 
The Three Dancers (La Dans e), 1925 
Oil on canvas 

215.3 X 142.2 
Tate. Purchased with a special Grant-in
Aid and the Florence Fox Bequest witl1 
assistance from tlle Friends of the Tate 
Gallery and the Contemporary Art 

Society 1965 

Too729 
© Succession Picasso, DACS 2006 

128 (p. 226) 
Pablo Picasso 

LIST OF WORKS 267 

The Painter and his 1\ofode/ (I£ peinture et son 

modele), 1927 
Oil on canvas 
2l4 X 200 

Tehran J\ofuseum of Contemporary Art 
© Succession Picasso, DACS 2006 

129 (p. 218) 
Pablo Picasso 
Bather, Design for a 1\fonumen/ {Dinard) 
(L£ Baigneur), 192B 
Oil on canvas 

24.1 X 16.2 
Philadelphia Museum of Art: A. E. 

Gallatin Collection, 1952 

1952-61-99 
©Succession Picasso, DACS 2006 

Photo: Graydon ''Vood, 1991 

130 (p. 222) 
Pablo Picasso 
Bird on a Tree (L'Oiseau), August 1928 
Oil on canvas 

34·9 X 24.1 
Solomon R. Guggenhein1 Museum, 

New York 
Thannhauser Collection, Gift, Justin K. 

Thannhauser, 1978 

78.2514-57 
©Succession Picasso, DACS 2oo6 

131 (p. 130) 
Pablo Picasso 
Sketchbook ID41, Dinard (Carne/ I044 -
Figures Surrialistes), 192B 
Pages 41 and 49, India ink and pencil on 

paper 

38 x 31 each 
Marina Picasso Collection 
Courtesy GalerieJan Krugier, Ditesheim 

& Cie, Geneva 

INV 9262 and ll\T\T 9262 
© Succession Picasso, DACS 2006 

132 (p. 220) 
Pablo Picasso 
Two H'omen Running on a Beach (Deux 

femmes courant sur Ia plage (La course)), 1928 

Gouache 

32.5 X 41.1 
l\·fusee Picasso, Paris 

MP78 
© Succession Picasso, DACS 2006 
Photo: RMN © Jean-Gilles Berizzi 

133 (p. 215) 
Pablo Picasso 
1-linnan in an Armchair (Femme dans Wl 

fouteuil), 1929 
Oil on canvas 

91.5 X 72.5 
The Berardo Collection- Sinn·a 

~duseum of Modern Art 

#6 
© Succession Picasso, DACS 2006 
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134(p. 217) 
Pablo Picasso 

Himwn in a Red Armchair (Femme dans WI 

fouteuil rouge), 1929 
Oil on canvas 

64.5 X 54 
~{usee Picasso, Paris 
MP112 

©Succession Picasso, DACS 2006 
Photo: R.J.\{l\1 © Jean-Gilles Berizzi 

135 (p. 216) 
Pablo Picasso 

Hi>man~ Torso (Busic de Femme), 26 
December 1929 
Oil on wood 

70.5 X 40 
Private collection 

©Succession Picasso, DACS 2006 

136 (p. 221) 
Pablo Picasso 
Composition with a Hi>man with a 1llane '![ 
Hair (Composition avec fimme aux clwveux 
mi-longs), 1930 
Oil on board 

47 X 64 
Marina Picasso Collection 

Courtesy GalerieJan Krngie1; Ditesheim 
& Cie, Geneva 

Th1V12542 
©Succession Picasso, DACS 2006 

137 (p. 219) 
Pablo Picasso 
Figure (Hi>man Seated) (Figure (Femme 
assise)), 1930 
Oil on wood 
6s.6 x 49.2 

Fondation Beyele1; Riehen/Basel 
lmc6o.3 
©Succession Picasso, DACS 2006 

138 (p. 189) 
Andre-Pierre Pinson (1746-1828) 
Brainkss 1l1an (Anencephale), 1770-89 
Coloured wax, signed by Pinson 
21 X 12 X 9 

~·Iuscum national d'Histoire naturelle, 
Paris 

019 

139 (pp. 57, 187, 188) 
Nicolas-Fran<;ois Regnault (1746-!810) 
and Genc1~eve Regnault (dates 
unknown) 

The Deviations'![ Nature or a Collection'![ the 
1l1ain1\1onstrosities that Nature Produces in 
Animals (Les Ecarts de Ia ]{ature ou Rtcueil des 
Principales 1l1onstruosith que Ia nature produil 
dam le genre animal), 1775 
Bound book 

40 X 27 
Bibliotheque nationale de France. 
Departement des Estampes 
Jf-21-Pet.Fol. 

140 
Ernest Robin (1844-1939) 
Plates from Souvenirs'![ }few Caledonia: 
Album, Noumea (Souvenirs de Ia Nou11elle 
Ca/fdonie: album, Noumea), 1871 
a (p. 185): 
Sandouli, Lillie Chiif '![Kana/a, East Coast 
(Sandouli, Petit chif de Kana/a, cole est) 
18 X 13.3 

Plate 11 (P143376) 
b (p. 184): 
Prison Garrison 'If Kana/a (La gamison du 
penitencier de Kana/a) 
12.5 X 18.5 
Plate 21 (P143386) 
c (p. 184): 
Kanaks '![ Kroua, Koua-oua, East Coast 
(Kanacs de Kroua, Koua-Oua, cote est) 
12.5 X '7 
Plate 33 (P143398) 
d (p. 185): 
School C11ildren, Bacouya, Bourail, Hi!st Coast 
(Er!fants de /'ecole de Bacouya, Bourail, cote 
ouest) 
11.8 X 17 

Plate 49 (PI43412) 
Albumen prints 
Bibliotheque nationale de France, 
Departement des Estampes et de Ia 
Photographic 

Eo-252b (boite 2) 

141 
Marc Vaux (I89S-I97I) 
Lipchitz Sculptures, n.d. 
a (p. 166): 

Guitar P/qyer l]oueur de Guitare) 
b (p. !66): 

H01p Playr l]oueuse de harpe) 
c (p. !66): 
1l1usica/ Instruments (Side View) (Instruments 
demusique) 
d(p. 165): 

Tzvo Sculptures in Stone (DelL\' sculptures en 
pierre) 
e (p. 164): 
Hi>man Sealed (Femme assise) 
Silver gelatin prints 
25.3 x 20.2 each 
Tate Archive 

142 
~-IarcVaux 

Giacomelli Sculptures, 1929 
a(p. 161): 

1l1an and Hi>man, Gazing Head, i\1an, 
Hi>man (Homme etfimme, Tete qui regarde, 
Homme, Femme) 
Bolte Giacon1etti nurnero 2 

b(p. 161): 

1\lan, Reclining Hitman who Dreams, Three 
Figures Outdoors, ilion and Hi>man (Homme, 
Femme coucMe reve, Trois personnages dehors, 
Hommeetfimme) 
Boite Giacometti nun1f:ro r 
c: 

Reclining Hi>man and Hi>man (Femme couclu!e 
etfimme) 
Boite Giacometti numero 4 
d(p. 161): 
Suspended Ball (Boule S11Spendue) 
Boite Giacometti numero 3 
Silver gelatin prints 

17.5 x 24 each 
Bibliotheqne Kandinsky, Centre de 
Documentation et de Recherche du 
~·lusee national d'art moderne, Centre 
Pompidou, Paris 

© ADAGP, Paris and DACS, London 
2006 

PERIODICALS 

1 43 (p. 114) 
Aceplwle: Religion, Sociologic, Philosophic 
Published fi·omJune 1936-June 1939 
(5 issues) 
Facsimile published by Jean-i'viichel 
Place, Paris 

Private collection, London 

144 (p. 14) 
Cahier d'Art (issue 8, 1928; issues 8--g, 

1929) 
Published from January 1926- 1960 
(35 volumes) 
Private collections, London 

1 45 
Der {}J!eTschnitt (Year 8, Volume !,January 
1928) 
Published by Propylaen Verlag, Berlin, 

from 1924-:33 
Private collection, London 

146 (pages thmughout) 
DOCUMElVTS(all issues 1929-30) 
Published fi·om 1929:31 (15 issues) 
Bibliotheque Kandins1.)\ Cenn·e de 
Documentation et de Recherche du 
~·lusee national d'art moderne, Centre 
Pompidou, Paris 

RP32 

1 47 
Jazz (issues 3, 8, 12, 13, 1929--:30) 
Bibliotheque Kandinsky, Centre de 
Documentation et de Recherche du 
~{usee national d'art moderne Centre 
Pompidou, Paris 

148 (p. 38) 
L'Arl Vivant (Year 5, no. 118, 15 November 
1929; Year 6, no. 141, 1 November 1930) 
Librairie Larousse, Paris 
Private collection, London 

1 49 
L'Oeil de Ia Police (no. 26, 1909) 
Published from 1908-I912 
Bibliotheque des litteratures policieres 
(BILIPO), Ville de Paris 

150 (p. 83) 
Un Cadam-e, Paris, 1930 
Bibliotheque nationale de France. 
Reserve des Livres Rares 

Res. fol. Ln". 72963 

151 
Vmietis (special numbe1; Le Surrea/isme en 

1929,]une 1929, 15 November 1928, 
4 August 1929 and 15 April 1930) 
Published fi·mn May 1928- April 1930 
(15 issues) 
Facsimile published by Didier De1illez, 
Brm:elles, 1994 
Private collection, London, and Scottish 
National Galler)' of Modern Art, 
Edinburgh, Keiller Collection 

BOOKS 

152 
Second Ammo/ Report '![ the Bureau 'If 
American Ethnology to tlw Secreta I)''![ the 
Smithsonian Institution, \Vashington: 
G.P.O., I88I--g7 
Published by the Smithsonian 
Institution, Bureau of EthnolOg)\ 
Wll:sliington D.C. 
Department of Africa, Oceania and the 
Americas, The British Museum 

H6/KUB L64810 

153 (pp. 104, 105) 
X Marks tlw SjJol: Chicago Gang Hizrs in 
Pictures 
Facsimile of original 1930 publication, 
published by The Spot Publishing 
Company, USA 
Private collection, London 

r 54 (pp. n8, n9) 
'Lord Auch' (Georges Bataille) 

L'histoire de l'oeil (The S!OIJ' 'If the F)e), 1928 
Illustrated by Andre Masson 

Published "~thout publisher's name 
(Pascal Pia, Paris) 
Private collection, Paris 

© ADAGP, Paris and DACS, London 
2006 

T 
155 (p. 84) 
'Lord Auch' (Georges Bataille) 

L'histoire de l'oeil (The S!OI)' '![the Fj·e), 1947 
New version with 6 aquatints by Hans 

BeUmer (1902-75) 
No. 3 of an edition of 199, published by 
'K' editeur, Paris 

Scottish National Gallery of Modern 
Art, Edinburgh, Penrose collection 

Gi'viA A35/2/RPLJ/o109, and 
Simon and Alessandra Wilson 
© ADAGP, Paris and DACS, London 
2006 

rs6 
Karl Blossfeldt 

Art Forms in Nature, 1929 
With an Introduction by Karl 
Nierendorf 
Published by A. Zwemmer, London (first 
published as Urformen der Kunst, 1928) 
Private collection, London 

I 57 (p. '99) 
Da1~d Cusick 
Sketchts 'If Ancient Histol)• '![the Six }fa/ions, 
!848 
Department of Africa, Oceania and the 
Americas, The British i'vlusenm 

PKUB [GUS] M 32713 
Photo: © Copyright the Trustees of The 
British Museum 

rs8 (p. 70) 
i\olarie!Jean Brunhes Delamarre 
Races 'Images du 1l1onde', 1930 
Published by Firmin-Didot, Paris 
Private collection, London 

1 59 
~-lax Ernst 
La Femme 100 fetes (The Hundred-Headless 
Hitman), 1930 
Published by Editions du Carre four, 
Paris 
Scottish National Gallery of Modern 
Art, Edinburgh, Penrose Collection 

Gi\oiA A3s/ 2/RPL1/ ooss 

r6o 
Grillot de Gi1~)' 
Le 1l111Jie des Sorciers, A/ages e/ A/chimistes, 

1929 
Published by Librairie de France, Paris 
Private collection, London 

r61 (p. 127) 
Marcel Griaule 
Silhouel/es el grqffiti af!yssitzs, 1930 
Facsimile published by Maissoneuve & 
Larose, Paris, 200 I 
Private collection, London 

r62 
Charles Leger 

Courbet selon les caricatures etles images, 1920 
Published by Paul Rosenberg, Paris 
The British Librmy 

ill•INTS 786o.g.23. 

163 
Edward Lucas and George Morrow 

What a Lift!, 19II 
Published by Methuen, London 
Facsimile published by Collins, London, 

1987 
The British Library 

ill·INTS OI233Lg43· 

164 (p. !26) 
Georges-Henri Luquet 

Le Dessin Etyimtin, 1927 
Published by Felix Ale an, Paris 
Private collection, London 

r65 
- Georges-HenriLuquet 

L'Art primitif, 1930 
Published by Gaston Doin, Paris 
Private collection, London 

r66 
Pascal Pia 
Andre 1l1asson, 1930 
Published by Gallimard, Paris 
Private collection 

r67 (pp. 146, 147) 
\·Villiam Seabrook 
The 1l1agic Island, 1929 
Published by Harcourt, Brace & 

Company, New York 
Private collection, London 

r68 
\·Villiam B. Seabrook 
L'fle magiq1w, 1930 
Published by Firmin-Didot, Paris 
Collection of Dr Eddy Alerte 

r69 
\Villiam Seabrook 

Jungle H~)'s, 1931 
Published by George Harrap & co, 
London 
Private collection, London 

170 
Pierre Souvestre and ~·Iarcel Allain 

Fanlomas. 'Le bouque/lrngique', 1912 
Published by Artheme Fayard et Cie, du 
'Le Livre Populaire', Paris 
Bibliotheque des litteratures policieres 
(Bll..IPO), Ville de Paris 

171 (p. 103) 
Pierre Souvestre and i'vlarcel Allain 
Fontiimas. 'Us amours d'un pn·nce', 1912 

Published by Artheme Fayard et Cie, du 
'Le Livre Populaire', Paris 

Hayward Gallel')\ London 

172 
Pierre Souvestre and ~·Iarce!Allain 
Fan lomas. 'Le cercueil vide', 1913 
Published by A.rtheme Fayard et Cie, du 
'Le Livre Populaire', Paris 
Bibliotheque des littcratures policieres 
(BILIPO), Ville de Paris 

173 (p. 103) 
Pierre Souvestre and ~·Iarcel Allain 
FantOmas. 'La main coupie', 1927 
Published by Artheme Fayard et Cie, du 
'Le Livre Populaire', Paris 

Private collection, London 

174 
Andre Warnod 

Visages de Paris, 1930 
Published by Firmin-Didot, Paris 
Ptivate collection, London 

FILMS 

175 
Au Pays des Dogmzs, 193 I 
Directed by Marcel Griaule 
Running time: ro nlln, 50 sec 
Gaumont Pathe Archives 

q6 (pp. ISO, 151) 
Black and Tan Fantasy, 1929 
Directed by Dudley Murphy 
Running time: 19 min 
RKO Radio Pictures Inc. 
Courtesy: Granada International 

177 
Crabes el Crevelles, 1929 
Directed by Jean Painleve 
Running time: 13 min 
Comtesy Les documents 
cinematographiques 

178 
Hallel!yal!!, 1929 
Directed by King Vidor 
Running time: 109 min 
Metro-Goldwyn-l'vlayer (MGi'vl) 

1 79 
Son.s les masques noirs, 1939 
Directed by Marcel Griaule 
Running time: 9 min, 16 sec 
Gaumont Pathe Archives 

r8o (pp. 2ID-2II) 
The Broadwa,y Me/01[y, 1929 
Directed by Harry Beaumont 
Running tin1e: 110 nlln I 101 min 

(Tprint) 
THE BROADWAY MELODY© 
Turner Entertainment Co. A \·Varner 
Bros. Entertainment Company. All 
Rights Reserved 
Photo: courtesy the British Film Institute 

r81 
Film still from The Broadwa)' 1l1e/ot[y, 1929 
Directed by Harry Beaumont 
Silver bromide emulsion 

25-4 X 20.3 
British Film Institute 

182 (p. 209) 
The General Line (Starf!)'e i nOVf!)'e), 1929 
Directed by Sergei i'vL Eisenstein 
Running t::llnc: 121 min 

Films sans frontieres 
Photo: courtesy the British Film Institute 
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r83 
Film stills fi·om The General Line (Starf!)'e i 
nOVf!)'C), 1929 
Directed by Sergei M. Eisenstein 
9 montage stills edited by Sergei M. 
Eisenstein; silver bronllde enudsion 

10.2 X 7.6 
British Film Institute 

184 (p. 233) 
T/w Green Pastures, 1936 
Directed by William Keighley and Marc 
Connelly 
Running time: 93 min 
GREEN PASTURES© Turner 
Entertainment Co. A \Varner Bros. 
Entertainment Compan)< All Riglus 
Reserved 
Photo: courtesy the British Film Institute 

185 
Hand painted promotional montage 

from The Green Pastures, 1936 
Directed by William Keighley and Marc 
Connelly 

254X204 
British Film Institute 

r86 (p. 68) 
The Hol[ywood Revue'![ 1929, 1929 
Directed by Charles E Riesner 
Running time: 116 min 

HOLLYWOOD REVUE OF 1929 © 
Turner Entertainment Co. A \•Varner 
Bros. Entertainment Compan)< All 
Rights Reserved 
Photo: courtesy the British Film Institute 

187 
Film still from The Holl]•zvood Revue'![ 

1929,1929 
Directed by Charles E Riesner 
Photograph 

25.4 X 20.3 
British Film Institute 

188 (p. 101) 
Un chien andalou, 1929 
Directed by Luis Buiiuel 
Screenplay by Luis Bunuel and Salvador 

Dali 
Running tin1e: 16 min 
Con temporal)' Films, London 
Photos: courtesy the British Film 

Institute 

189 
Film still from Un chien andalou, 1929 
Directed by Luis Buftnel 
Screenplay by Luis Buiiuel and Salvador 

Dali 
Silver bromide emulsion 

15.7X !1.4 
British Film Institute I Paul Rotha 

Collection 
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I90 
Film still from Un chien andalou, t929 
Directed by Luis Buiiuel 
Screenplay by Luis Builuel and Salvador 
Dati 
Silver bromide emulsion 

t7 X tt.4 
British Film Institute 

MUSIC 

I9I 
'Diouba Rhythm "Cousin Zaca' 
Rec. live on location in Haiti 
Running time: 6 min, 5 sec 

I92 
'Invocation to Papa Legba' 
Rec.live on location in Haiti 
Running time: 6 n1in, 2 sec 

I93 
'Nago Rhythms' 
Rec. live on location in Haiti 
Running tirne: 2 n1in, 40 sec 

I94 
'Nibo Rhythms' 
Rec.live on location in Haiti 
Running time: r min, 20 sec 

I95 
'Petro Rhythms' 
Rec. live on location in Haiti 
Running time: 48 sec 

I96 
'Ain't 1fisbehavin", Rec. date unknown 
Performed by Fats Waller and His 
Rhythm 

Running time: 3 min, 57 sec 

I97 
'Cotton Club Stomp', Rec. date 
unkno,vn 

Performed by Duke Ellington and his 
Cotton Club Orchestra 
Running time: 2 min, 55 sec 

I98 
'Diga Diga Doo', Rec. date unknown 
Performed by Duke Ellington and his 
Cotton Club Orchestra 
Running time: 2 min, 53 sec 

I99 
'It's a Sin to Tell a Lie', Rec. date 
unknown 

Performed by Fats Waller and His 
Rhythm 
Running time: 2 min, 55 sec 

200 
Barney Bigard and Irving Mills 
'Double Check Stomp', Rec. i'\'YC, 

22/ 41t930 
Performed by Duke Ellington and the 

Jungle Band 
Running tin1e: 2 min, 57 sec 

20I 
Duke Ellington 
~wful' Sad', Rec. i'\'YC, 29!tolt928 
Performed by Duke Ellington and his 
Cotton Club Orchestra 
Running tllne: 3 nlln, 20 sec 

202 
Duke Ellington 
'I Must have that Man', Rec. i'\'YC 6-

7/6!t956 
Pe1formed by Billie Holiday \\~d1 Tony 
Scott's Orchestra 
Running time: 3 min, 3 sec 

203 
Duke Ellington and Bubber Miley 
'Black and Tan Fantasy', Rec. i'\'YC, 

71 41t927 
Performed by Duke Ellington and his 

Kentucky Club Orchestra 
Rum1ing time: 3 min, 21 sec 

204 
Duke Ellington, Hany Carney and 
Johnny Hodges 
'Cotton Club Stomp (Wall Street Wail)', 

Rec. i'\'YC, 22/ q.II930 
Performed by Duke Ellington and the 

Jungle Band 
Running time: 2 min, 58 sec 

205 
Duke Ellington, Harry Carney and 
Irving Mills 
'Rockin' in Rhythm', Rec. i'\'YC, 

14fifi931 
Pe1formed by Duke Ellington and the 
Jungle Band 
Running time: 3 min, 4 sec 

206 
Duke Ellington and In~ng Mills 
'The Mooch', Rec. i\'YC, qlwh928 
Performed by Duke Ellington and his 
Cotton Club Orchestra 
Running time: 3 min, 13 sec 

207 
Recordings by Andre Schaelfner during 

the Dakar-Djibouti Mission, 1931--33, 
directed by Marcel Griaule 
Sound archives of the Laboratoire 
d'edmomusicologie, Centre National de 
Ia Recherche Scientifique, Musee de 
l'Hon1me, Paris 

208 
Igor Stravinsky 
'Tango', Rec. '·Yatford Town Hall, 

71711964 
Performed by the London Symphony 
Orchestra 

Running time: 3 min, 31 sec 

209 
Igor Stra\~nsl:y 
'The Song of the Nightingale, 
Symphonic Poem', Rec. ''Yatford Town 

Hall, 22-24/6!t964 
Performed by the London Symphony 
Orchestra 
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